Picture this. Presentation-quality bar charts, line
graphs, and pie charts. Jn black and white or color. On hard
copy or a CRT. In seconds.
That's PFS: GRAPH. The fastest, easiest, most econom·
ical computer graphics software package you can buy.

F<?r the first time ever, comput~r graphics
without computer progranunmg.
With GRAPH, all you do is enter your information and
specify the kind of chart or graph you want GRAPH does
the rest. So instead of making a lot of complicated calcula
tions, you can make graphics.
GRAPH is so straightforward, you can begin
creating graphs and charts almost immediately.
But it also has powerful capability you can stay
with for years to come.
For example, you can mix and match line and
bar graphs, stack or compare up to foilr bat graphs
simultaneously, even display as many as four
graphs on the Sam~ set of axes.

Software that pays for the system.
Compared to hand-drawn graphics, G . .
can save you enough money on your first se
overlays to pay for itself. Ahd over the course of a
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few months, it could ve you enough to pay for the
Apple® computer system it works on. And that includes a
Hewlett· Packard 7470A color plotter.

It even works with VisiCalc®ftles.
GRAPH is so flexible it allows you to work with raw
data, other members of the PFS Series, or even VisiCalcfiles.
No other computer graphics package gives you all this
capability. Combine it with the beautiful simplicity of PFS
for information management, and PFS: REPORT for infor
mation analysis, and you have a software family that works
hard without being hard to work.
So if you're thinking about making it in pic
tures, go see PFS: GRAPH. Its at your computer
de,aler now. And if they doi:i't have it, ask tliem to
contact Software Publishing Corporation, 1901
Landings Drive, Mountain V:iew, CA 94043.

'firapli
Perspnal software ,made simele.
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The Apple Ill Workshop: It Isn't
Easy Street

Exec Sirius: Reaching for the Stars
The Socromento software
publisher says, "We're number
on<!," ond hos no plans of
stopping there .

It's o whirlwind three-day tour
through the guts of Cupertino's
newest favorite son.
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The Brave New World of the Turtle
The Sporting Life-A Software Review

They call it Logo ond it may ;ust be
the most revolutionary thing to hit
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JIM MULLER ... . . ........ .. 40

Programmers keep trying to "play
boll! " on screen, ond the results
haven 't always been pretty.

DAVID HUNTER ........... 124
The Apples of Summer: Baseball Drafts
a Shrewd Rookie
A moior league problem solver
joins the teom, ond the Great
American Game may never be the
same ogoin.

At a New York school for the deo f,
the teachers give the students
Apples.
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Ever wonder how gruds and gleep
noks got their names? Or where Oo
Topos is located? Or what the derivation
of Snoggle is? We don't know, but we do
know that there a.re a. lot of words and
names in Appledom whose geneses are
obscured by our immediate association
of them with our microcomputers. Some
of their origins lie in history; some are as
close as your pocket dictionary.
For example, more often than not,
when someone says "integer," we think
first of a. high-level language rather than
of the numbers , -1, 0, 1, 2, and so on, just
as "nova.tion" conjures images of
modem hardware, rather than the legal
substitution of contracts or agreements.
This month's contest will help you re
member (or tea.ch you, if you don't al
ready know) where some of these Apple
a.ssocia.ted names ca.me from. Below are
twenty riddles. The object is to fig
ure out the word or words referred to by
the clues. Some of the answers are the
names of software products, some are
the names of companies related to Ap
ples, and others a.re simply Apple-re
lated proper names .
Some of the clues a.re definitions of the
answers; others a.re definitions of words
that themselves a.re clues to the an
swers . So if you think you have solved the
given clue but it just doesn't ma.kc sense,
then push on further.
Ea.ch puzzle is worth at least two
points; one for the answer to the clue,
and one for the name of the product, com
pany, or proper name it refers to. An
swers that require two clues being solv~d
a.re worth three points. Make sure you
give complete names in your final an
swer, and that they're spelled correctly.
Incomplete or misspelled answers won't
count.
Example:
a.) Henry Ford's and assembler.
Answers: assembly line, Assembly
Lines: The Book (2 points). "Assembly
lines," or" Assembly Line," as a finalan
swer would not be acceptable.
b) Spike and Snoopy.
Answers: beagle brothers, Beagle
Bros (2 points). As a. final answer, "Bea
gle Brothers" wouldn't count, as the cor
rect spelling is "Bros."
The winner will receive $100 in goods
from Softalk advertisers. In case of a tie,
contestants will be ·churned through Ap
ple's random number generator. The
lone survivor will be the winner.
A prize worth $50 will be awarded if
someone makes an equally good case for
an alternate answer or answers to those
intended; in the event of more than one
such entry, that deemed cleverest and
most reasonable by Softalk's contest

staff will take this consolation prize.
1) Imagine flying in your spacecraft
through some saw-toothed moun
tains.
2) The Romans worshipped her at cock
crow. Sleepytime girl?
3) These sentries are definitely ahead
of their time.
4) A pattern of horizontal lines that
form on a. television screen when no
signal is received. Especially visible
if one tilts slightly.
5) This Titan stole fire from the
heavens and gave it to mankind. I
read it in a cha.in letter.
6) A large keyboard instrument with
steam whistles, found in most carni
vals and amusement parks.
7) Hi! I'm Peggy. Fly me to Coarse
gold.
8) Computer gaming, in Brazzaville?
9) Lassie was one. So is Benji.
10) The air defense in North America
neither takes nor adds to its power.
11) Having lived a.lone in the Arabian des
ert for over five hundred years, this
creature burned itself, only to rise
again-but in Illinois?
12) German sausage? We're stalking to
kill about two thousand pounds'
worth.
13) Like 1+1=3, for example.
14) In the valley, carries twice the
weight as N.
15) Five shillings for a ha.rd day's work.
16) A remarkable historic period. Like
the era. of the confused pharaoh.
17) In theory, what protons are made of.
Just ask Richard Benjamin or Chris
Jochumson.
18) Describes an alien creature that is in
telligent, feeling, aware. Even if he's
half 'n' half.
19) When translated into Greek, the
name of the ma.in character in an ad
venture game becomes the name of
the ma.in character in a Greek
literary work-the title of which is
the name of another adventure.
Whew!
20) You can get stoned with this woman
of serpentine hair, but don't get car
ried away.
:m
Ma.ii to Softa.lk Etymology, 11021
Magnolia. Boulevard, North Hollywood,
CA 91601, by August 15, 1982.
My
point
total:---------
Na.me:
_______________
Address: ______________
City, State, Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
If I win, g i m m e : - - - - - - - - - 
My local d e a l e r : - - - - - - - - - 
My. autograph:---------

Four For Fun  Games For The Apple II

By Sirius@
The game that'll steal your
heart: Band its is the hottest
fast-action game to come
along in many moons! Protect
your lunar supply base by
blasting a variety of greedy
galactic pickpockets to bits!
Th ey come after your supplies
with a non-stop barrage of
heat-seeking bullets, napalm
bombs and nerve gas
balloons. Be prepared for
hours of intense video action.

Escape From Rungistan 
Passport To Trouble: You know
your budge t world tou r isn 't
going well when you wake up
in a Jail cell just in time to hear
the guards say that you'll be
shot at sunrise . The last thing
you remember was crossing
the Rungistan border. There
is only one thing to do  break
out and escape thi s God
forsaken land! Escape From
Ru ngistan is a unique new
adventure game featuring
colorful graphics, sound
AND animation!
Free Fall: Imagine yourself
traveling through another
dimension  a journey not only
of sight and sound, but of the
mind. A journey where the
boundaries are marked only
by your imagination. There's a
signpost ahead  could it be
the twilight zone? No, it's Free
Fall , a frolicking fast-action
game full of dreamlike
diversions.
Bandits, Free Fa ll, Escape From
Rungistan, and Kabu l Spy, copyright
1982 by Sirius . Sirius is a trademark of
Si nus Software, Inc. App le II 1s a
trademark of App le Computer Inc

Sirius Software, Inc.
10364 Rockingham Drive
Sacramento, CA 95827
(916) 366-1195

If at first you don't succeed ,
spy, spy again: You are on
a dangerous mission to find
Professor Paul Eisenstadt ,
imprisoned by th e KGB some
where in Afghanistan. You begin
this perilous assignment with a
money belt , 300 Rubl es, a
small pistol, a sharp knife and
- heaven forbid  a cyanide
pill. Kabul Spy is a truly
extraordinary new adventure
game of mystery and 1ntr1gue .
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Cante I Winners:
rassward Rings a Bell

If your
statistics package
is hard to use,
you aren't using
HSD software!

-

M

HUMAN
SYSTEMS
DYNAMICS

HSD statistics software is menu driven, written
with professional research in mind.

You can

easily do biomedical or agricultural statistics
with HSD programs.

HSDANOVA

$74.95

Analysis af Variance
I ta 8 Independent Factors
Balanced Designs
Accepts repeated measures
Up ta 1400 Data Paints with 48K Memary
Anava Table Output
Treatment Means and Standard Deviations
Keybaard or Disk Data Input
Video or Hard Copy Output
Data File Creation

HSD STATS

$99.95

Analysis of 8 samples of 250
De scriptive Statistics
10 Data Transformations
Frequency Distribution. Bargraph
Chi Square. Scattergram
Correlation Matrix
Linear Regression
3 T Tests
Keyboard ar Disk Data Input
Video or Hard Capy Output
Data Fi le Creation

HSD REGRESS

Man in the Moon: Wayne Lux, of
Omaha, Nebraska, came up the winner
of the April contest.
Lux, like many other entrants, didn't
complete the crossword after identifying
the missing quotation, "Mr. Watson,
come here, I want you.'' He and 126 other
entrants correctly identified the quote,
the speaker as Alexander Graham Bell,
the situation in which Bell spilled acid
and yelled for help from his assistant who
heard Bell's voice through the instru
ment, and the statement's significance as
the first intelligible, if accidental, tele
phone communication. The random num
ber generator plucked Lux's name from
the pile of correct entries, and the Ne
braskan will receive one hundred dollars'
worth of software through his local
dealer, Computer Works of Bellevue,
Nebraska. He plans to purchase DOS
Tool Kit and Hi-Res Computer Golf.
Another fifteen entrants correctly un
puzzled our spacey anagram and pun
crossword and were eligible to win copies
of Crossword Magic, the program that
made it all possible. The random num
ber generator went round and round
again and came up with five bonus prize
winners: Mike Leggett (Madison, WI) ;
Ernest Sams (Bellingham, WA) ; Ethan
Starr (Amherst, MA); and Deidre Ya
cich (New Orleans, LA). Tony Jeffries of
Denver, Colorado, told us he already had
a copy of Crossword Magic, so he'll re
ceive another program through his deal
er, Computer Land of South Denver, in
stead.
For those still puzzled over the cross
word, here's the complete solution:
Across
1. One small step. End, "for man," is end of

$99.95

Complete Multiple Regressian Analysis
Up ta 25 Variables
Up ta 300 Cases/ Variable
Descriptive Statistics
Correlation Matrices
Regression an Any Subs et of Variables
Regression an Any Order af Variabl es
Hi-Res Scatterplat & Residual Plat
Keybaard or Disk Data Input
Case x Case or Variable x Variable Input
Data File Creation
Predicted & Residual Scares File Creation

Apple II, 48K 1 or 2 Disk Drives
3.3 DOS, Applesoft
Call (213) 993-8536 ta Order
or W ri te:

~

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
9249 Reseda Blvd .. Suite 107
Narthridge, CA 91324
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quote representing progress in space pro
gram. Major progress for babies.
4. Soyuz. Definition, charade: soybeans, Duz.
9. Voyager. "Now, Bette Davis," represents
well-known Davis movie about love affair that
begins on a boat, Now, Voyager; name of
probe around Mars.
12 . Gemini. Charade: "bejeweled" gives gem,
in, I for Iceland; definition: twins.
14. Tour. Nixon cancelled the Grand Tour of
the Planets , the conditions for which won't oc
cur again for about 170 years.
15 . Shuttle. Manhattanites had the advan
tage-the subway between Times Square and
Grand Central Station is known as the Shut
tle; definition; saves NASA money because
it's reusable.
16. Skylab. First non-Earth office; it dropped
debris in Australia when it reentered the at
mosphere .
20. Mariner. Literary reference to Coleridge's ·
"Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner"; anagram
("ram in rerun," cut run).
22. Armstrong. Anagram ("gran's mort");

distinction: first man to walk on moon.
26. Pioneer. Definition; anagram ("person,
i.e.," without s(nake)).
27. Grissom. Anagram ("smog, sir"); distinc
tion.
·
28. USA. Distinction; hidden word: "in end by

Sousa."
30. Cooper. Homonym anagram : recoup,
couper, cooper; definition.
33 . Early bird. Anagram ("rabid rely"); defi
nition by reference to adage.
35. Why. Description; cryptic definitions.
·-,,
36. Shepard. Distinction: first American in
space; hidden word: "she pardoned."
38. Vanguard. Charade: semi equals van,
watchman equals guard; definition.
Down
1. One giant leap. Charade hint: Nureyev is
known for "giant" leaps; anagram ("l go;
Anne pleat").
2. Aldrin. Twisted distinction: Aldrin was the
second man on the moon; hidden word: "bald
ringmaster."
3. LEM. Three men named Mel, backward;
definition (lunar excursion module).
4. Star. Anagram ("Raster"); metaphoric
definition.
5. Zero gravity. Charade: ought is synonym
for zero, weight for gravity; synonym.
6. Bean. Anagram ("bane"); first names and
distinction .
7. Glenn. "A Ford" is Glenn Ford; "Faith"
was the name of John Glenn's spaceship;
Glenn is now a senator.
8. EVA. Example: riding on running board
was also extravehicular activity, sort of; Fifth
Ave . reversed; a Peron is Eva.
10 . Explorer. Anagram (" ... ex . . . P ...
Lorre"); examples.
11. Moon. Circles from Woody between ·ends of
man; ''Looney'' comes from luna, meaning
moon.
13. Sun. Description, sometimes; hidden
word: "that's uncalled"; synonym .
17. Apollo. Pun: "a polo"; description of myth.
18. Ranger. Reference to famous ranger : role
requiring aloneness; anagram (Garner").
19. Viking. Anagram ("King Henry VI" mi
nus Henry) ; definition.
21. Discoverer. Pun definition; example .
23. Mercury. Description (Lincoln-Mercury
cars) ; reference to mythological character
who had wings on his heels; description of ele
ment.
24. NASA. Anagram ("As an"); descriptions.
25. Spacelab. Anagram ("Pascal be"); defini
tion.
29. Mars. Pun definition: "plan it" equals
planet; anagram definition: RAMs; refer
ences to Mars brand candy bars.
31. Echo. Reference to old sons, "Little Sir
Echo"; anagram: "hoc eminently."
32 . Plants. Two examples, sunflower and
pothus; anagram: "plat no," calling for small
er no meaning to drop the o.
34. ATV. Description of all terrain vehicle;
semianagra.m in shortening "avatar" and re
arranging.
37. E.W. Definition; clue to seek only initials;
distinction: White was first American to walk
outside the spaceship; further explanation, So
viets got there first.
:m
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INTRODUCING
MICROBUFFER.
NOW YOU CAN USE YOUR PRINTER
WITHOUT WASTING COMPUTER TIME.
As you know, your computer
drives your printer. And when it's
performing this function, you
can't use it for anything else.
A program that takes fifteen
minutes to print makes you wait
fifteen minutes before you can
compute again. And if it takes
two hours to print, you wait two
hours.
A waste of valuable time.

THE NEW MICROBUFFER™
INCREASES YOUR EFFICIENCY.
Microbuffer allows you to print
and process simultaneously. No
waiting!

MKROBUFFER
ACCEPl'S PRINTING DATA
AS FAST AS YOUR
COMPUTER CAN SEND IT.
Microbuffer first stores the data
in its own memory buffer and
then takes control of your printer.
This frees the computer for more
productive functions.
Additional output may be
dumped to the buffer at any time
and it will be printed in turn.

MKROBUFFER Will
SPEED UP ANY PROGRAM
THAT REQUIRES PRINTING.
The full line of Microbuffers is
designed to accommodate
virtually any computer/printer
combination .
Microbuffers are available in
Centronics-compatible parallel or
RS-232C serial versions.
FOR APPLE II COMPUTERS,

Microbuffer II features on-board
firmware for text formatting and
advanced graphics dump
routines. Both serial and parallel
versions have very low power
consumption. Special functions
include Basic listing formatter,
self-test, buffer zap, and
transparent and maintain modes.
The 16K model is priced at $259
and the 32K, at $299.
FOR EPSON PRINTERS, Microbuffer
starts at $159 in either an 8K
serial or a 16K parallel version.
The serial buffer supports both
hardware handshaking and XON
XOFF/ETX-ACK software hand
shaking at baud rates up to
19,200. Both Epson interfaces are
compatible with all Epson com
mands including GRAFTRAX-80.
Both are user-expandable to 32K.
ALL OTHER COMPUTER/PRINTER
COMBINATIONS are served by the

in-line, stand-alone Microbuffers.

Both serial and parallel versions
are expandable up to 256K. The
serial stand-alone will support
different input and output baud
rates and handshake protocol.
The 32K model starts at $299,
64K for $349. 64K add-ons for up
to a total of 256K are just
$179.00.

SIMPLE TO INSTALL.
Microbuffer II, being slot
independent, will fit into any slot
directly inside the Apple except
zero.
Microbuffer for your Epson
mounts easily in the existing
auxiliary slot directly inside the
Epson printer.
The stand-alone Microbuffer is
installed in-line between virtually
any computer and any printer.

MICROBUFFER FROM
PRAmCAL PERIPHERALS.
When you think of how much
time Microbuffer will save,
can you afford to not have one?
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, INC.
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362
(213) 991-8200

Great Games From
Piccadilly Software Inc.
"' Piccadilly
Software
Presents

·· Piccadilly
Software

·· Piccadilly
Software

Presents

Presents

Warp

~ Falcons

,. Piccadilly
Software
Presents

.,. Piccadilly
Software

Destroyer

·· Piccadilly
Software

Presents

Presents

Suicide!

Available at your local dealer.
Requires: APPLE II/APPLE II PLUS with 48K in Dos 3.3 or 3.2 •APPLE Ill
Piccadilly Software Inc. • 89 Summit Avenue • Summit, N.J. 07901 • (201) 2n-1020
'Apple 1s a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
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Fastalk is your quick guide to popu
lar, specialized, or classic software. Pro
grams appearing in Fastalk must meet
one or more of the following criteria: (1)
equal or surpass in sales the least-selling
program to appear on any of the current
bestseller lists; (2) relate to a spe
cialized subject area and be in general
distribution (more specialized packages
and areas will be included as Fastalk ma·
tures) ; (3) be new and of professional
quality (such programs will be carried
for one month only-after that, they must
meet other criteria for inclusion); (4)
stand out as extraordinary.
Designation as a classic is noted by a
bullet preceding a program's title.
Where opinion is expressed, So/talk
has seen the software in question; the
date of Softalk's review, if any, is given
at the end of the item.
So/talk may arbitrarily omit any
package from Fastalk, whether or not it
meets the foregoing criteria.

Adventure
• Adventure. Crowther/Woods. The original
text adventure, created on mainframes, con
tributed to by many over a long time. Very
logical within fantasy framework, excellent
puzzles, maps; complex, convoluted, and
great. Solving problems takes precedence
over life/ death peril. Several publishers: Mi
crosoft, 10800 NE Eighth, Suite 819, Belle
vue, WA 98004. $28.9:5. Apple Computer, 10260
Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 9:5014. $3:5 . Fron·
tier Computing, Box 402, 666 N. Main, Lo
gan, UT 84321. $10.
Creature Venture. HI-res search of the depths
of an old mansion to find a treasure. Some
animation. Highlands Computer, 14422 S.E.
132nd St., Renton, WA 980:56. $24.9:5. 4/ 81.
· Cyborg. Berlyn. Text adventure with brief ac
tion skill game hidden In plot. As a futuristic
cyborg-half human, half computer-you're
lost in a strange forest, desperately needing
food and power; find them while seeking
clues to your location and purpose-not un
like real life . None of the happenings are ran
dom; the game contains the pleasures of a
good book. In its realism and use of true plot,
it represents one of the most significant ad
vances In adventuring since the original Ad
venture began the genre. Sentient, Box 4929 ,
Aspen, CO 81612. $32.9:5. 11/81.
Deadline . Blank/Lebling. Episode one in a
projected series of murder mysteries by the
authors of Zork. Interrqgate, accuse, make
transcripts. Includes inspector's casebook,
lab report . Infocom, M Wheeler St., Cam
bridge, MA 02138. $49.9:5.
Hi-Res Adventure fl'): Mission Asteroid. Blast
off to save Earth from destruction. Twenty
one color graphics; for beginning adven
turers. On-Line, 36:57:5 Mudge Ranch Rd.,
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $19.9:5. 1/81.
• Hi-Res Adventure #1: Mystery House. Wil
liams. Whodunit in a Victorian mansion.
First adventure with pictures. More than
300 word vocabulary. On-Line, 36575 Mudge

Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $24.9:5.
Hi-Res Adventure #2: The Wizard and the
Princess. Williams/Williams. Attempt to
rescue princess from vengeful wizard fea
tures 2:50 illustrations in full color. On-Line,
36:57:5 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA
93614. $32 .9:5. 11/80.
Hi-Res Adventure #3: Cranston Manor. De
Witz/Williams. More full-color adventuring
involving the redistribution of wealth. Long
on great riddles, short on plot. On-Line, 36:57:5
Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614.
$34 .9:5 . 9/ 81.
Hi-Res Adventure !114: tnysses and the Golden
Fleece. Davis/Williams. Re-creation of the
Greek legend, featuring graphics advances
and ability to communicate with the charac
ters. On-Line, 36:57:5 Mudge Ranch Rd.,
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $34.9:5. 12/81.
Kabul Spy. Wilson. Cold war espionage ad
venture in which you must slip into Afghani
stan to rescue a physicist before the com
mies make him talk. Sirius Software, 10364
Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 9:5827.
$34.9:5.
Mummy's Curse. Adventure places you in the
desert with nothing but greed and a few
dozen ways to die. Good puzzle with amus
ing hi-res graphics . Highlands, 1422 S.E.
132nd St., Renton, WA 98056. $30.
The Prisoner. Mulllch. Superb TV series cap
tured in computer game. Escape from an is
land requires player to solve logical puzzles,
overcome obstacles, and answer riddles. Ex
cellent computer fare; nothing else like it.
Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301 .
$29.9:5. 3/81.
Space Adventure. Dziabczenko. Hi-res adven
ture to solve from spaceship cockpit. On
board computer has six memories to save
messages and clues. Animated 3-D color
graphics. Sierra, 536 E. Sahara Ave., Las Ve
gas, NV 89102. $29.9:5. 1/82.
Time Zone. W!lliams/W!lliams . "Microep!c"
hi-res adventure featuring ten periods from
past and future history all over world and
universe on eight double-sided disks. Good
puzzles, many dangers. On-Line, 36:57:5
Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614.
$99.9:5. 1/82.
Zork. Leb!ing/Blank. Part one of main frame
adventure; understands complete com
pound sentences and questions. Simultane
ous manipulation of objects. Text. Infocom,
:55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138. $39.95.

Vi.~iCalc interface. Apple Computer , 10260
Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 9:5014. $70.
Asset Manager. Calculates depreciation using
current balance; chooses depreciation rep
resenting greatest savings. Handles up to 999
assets. Micro Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Rd.,
Highland Park, IL 60035. $200.
BPI Accounts Receivable. Ferguson. Operates
as open item or balance forward system for
statement preparation, aging reports, and
extensive credit analysis. Apple Computer,
10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 9:5014. $395.
BPI General Ledger. Accounting system for
small businesses automates posting of
ledgers, financial statements preparation,
and closing of books. Includes integrated ac
counts receivable and payable and all subsi
diary ledgers for payroll accounting. Cus
tomized set of books can be constructed from
available journals and ledgers. Apple Com
puter, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA
95014. $395.
Creative Financing. Evaluates loans and in
vestments, provides R-0-1 projections, pay
ment tables and objective decisions. How
ard Software, 8008 Girard Ave., Suite 310, La
Jolla, CA 92037. $19:5.
Datadex. General purpose database manager
able to perform specific applications. File
generation and report utilities allow defini
tion of file structure and appearance of re
ports. Information Unlimited Software, 281
Arlington Ave., Berkeley, CA 94707 . $1:50.

9/ 81.

The Data Factory. Passauer. Database man
agement system allows listing files, getting
file statistics, selecting another file, trans
ferring records to new database, and adding
fields to update forms. Disk swapping re
quired; excellent product overall. Several
compatible products available . Micro Lab,
3218 Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park, IL
60035. $1:50. 8/ 81.
Data Reporter. Allows plotting of data In var
ious charts and graphs; stores data seg·
mented by up to thirty-five fields. Machine
language search and sort. Synergistic Soft
ware, 830 N. Riverside Dr., Renton, WA
980:5:5. $220.
DB Master. Comprehensive database man
agement system with password protection,
extensive report crelitlon options. Up to 1,020
characters per record. Stoneware, :50 Belve
dere St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $229 . 10/ 81.
Financial Management System II. Jarvis.
Keeps numerous accounts against a com·
6/81.
mon budget; uses macro codes to abbre·
Zork II. Lebling/ Blank. Zork comes into its
viate budget categories and transaction re
own in sequence. Great text adventure tech
nique and communication. Infocom, ::;::;
cipients or sources. Six-field format and lots
Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138. $39.9:5.
of editing capab!llty. Computer Manage·
ment Systems, 1039 Cadiz Dr., Simi, CA
3/ 82.
9306:5. $89.9:5 . 5/ 81.
General Ledger. Automatic double entry,
complete audit trails. Menu drive. Continen
tal Software, 11223 S. Hlndry Ave., Los An·
Accounting Plus II. Software Dimensions. In
geles, CA 9004:5. $17:5.
tegrated package: general ledger, accounts General Manager. Database program that al
lows economic projections, se arch and se·
receivable and payable, and inventory/ pur·
lect options, and screen formatting for data
chasing modules. Basic and machine lan
guage. Menu driven; prompting. Systems
entry . On-Line, 36:57:5 Mudge Ranch Rd.,
Plus, 397:5 East Bayshore Dr., Palo Alto, CA
Coarsegold, CA 93614 . $99.9:5.
94303 . $99:5.
Information Master. Database managment
Apple Plot. Converts numerical data into
program that can keep records sorted In five
separate orders simultaneously. High Tech
graphs; stores on hi-res page or prints out.
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nology , Box S-14665, Oklahoma City, OK
73113 . $150.
Personal Filing System. User controls data in
totally unstructured database. Up to thlrty
two pages (screens ) of information in each
record . Software Publishing Corp., 1901
Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. $95.
10/80.

PFS: Report. Powerful report generator de·
signed for use withPFS. Sorts, calculates, to
tals, formats, prints presentation-quality
columnar reports. Software Publishing
Corp., 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain View,
CA 94043. $95. 10/81.
VC-Mana ger. Chapman. VisiCalc utlllty en
a bling performance of arithmetic opera
tions on up to fifteen models at once and ad
dition of one model to another. Micro De
cision Systems, Box 1392, Pittsburgh, PA
15219. $65.
• VlslCalc. Brlcklin/ Frankston. Electronic
worksheet for any problem Involving num
bers, rows, and columns. No programming
necessary. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San
Jose, CA 95134. $250. 10/ 80.
VlslFlle. Creative Computer/ Jameson/Her·
man. Database management system for or
ganization and retrieval of information, al·
lowing sort and modification of records. Visi
Corp., 2895 Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95134.
$250.
VlslPlot. Kapor. Hi-res plotting and graphlcs
package. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Road, San
Jose, CA 95134. $179.95. 7/ 81.
VislTrendjVisiPlot. Kapor. Combines Visi·
Plot graphics with time-series manipula
tion, trend forecasting, and descriptive sta·
tistics. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Road, San
Jose, CA 95134. $259.95. 7/ 81.
VlslSchedule. Critical path PERT schedule
planner . VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Road, San
Jose, CA 95134. $300.

Communications
ASCII Express. Blue. Modem software pro·
vldes automatic redial, Individual macro
files, and Improved file transfer capablli·
ties. Sends any DOS file; uploads one char·
acter or one line at a time. Included utilities
convert Integer Basic, Applesoft, or binary
programs into text files. Southwestern Data,
Box 582-S, Santee, CA 92071. $60. 9/81.

Data Capture 4.0. Coplable/ modlfiable smart
terminal program; compatible with Apple
III and most lower-case adapters. South·
eastern Software, 6414 Derbyshlre Dr., New
Orleans, LA 70126. $65.
VlslTerm. Well-planned, comprehensive. Hi·
res sixty-character display; wide range of
protocols for sending text. VislCorp, 2895
Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95134. $129. 9/81.
Z-Term. Blue. Flexible, customizable com·
munications software written specifically for
the IP/M Apple. A quality package. South
western Data Systems, Box 582-S, Santee,
CA 92071. $99.95. 5/81.

Fantasy
Akalabeth. Lord British. Dungeon game of
considerable depth and challenge. No save
function. California Pacific, 7700 Edgewater
Dr., Oakland, CA 94621. $34.95. 1/81.
Apventure to Atlantis . Clardy. The sequel and
worthy successor to Odyssey. Many refine·
ments, including recrultable entourage of
wizards with individual attributes. Included
cheat sheet is invaluable. Synergistic, 830 N.
Riverside Dr., Renton, WA 98055. $40. 6/82.
• Beneath Apple Manor. Worth. The original
dungeon game for the Apple, created in 1978.
Even in lo-res, it still stands up. Quality, 6660
Reseda Blvd., #105, Reseda, CA 91335. $19.95.
Crush, Crumble and Chomp. Freeman/Con
nelley/ Farren. Choose your persona from
among six made-in-Japan-type monsters or
grow your own, place it In one of world's ma·
jor cities, and select game objective. Losing
is odd sensation; since you're the monster,
it's an emotional tradeoff. Automated Simu·
latlons, Box 4247, Mountain View, CA 94040.
$29.95.
Empire I: World Builders. Mulllch. Thlnklng
person's adventure of galactic colonization;
characters require food and drink and even
tually die of old age-If not before. Inter·
active Fantasies, EduWare, Box 22222,
Agoura, CA 91301. $32.95. 2/82.
Hellfire Warrior. Freeman/Johnson. Part two
of Temple of Apshai; faster, with more op·
tions and specific goal. Automated Simu·
lations, 1901 Old Middlefield, Mountain View,
CA 94043. $29.95 . 12/ 80.
Knight of Diamonds. Second scenario of Wiz
ardry, requiring thirteenth-level characters
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from the original. Individual quests on each
of six dungeon levels. Great . Sir-tech, 6 Main
St., Ogdensburg, NY 13669. $34.95.
Odyssey: The Compleat Apventure, Clardy.
Fantasy adventure far beyond one place and
one setting. Castles, catacombs, an ocean
voyage, and the orb of power. Synergistic,
830 N. Riverside Dr., Renton, WA 98055. $30.
10/ 80.

• Temple of Apshal. Lead title In Dunjonquest
series, winner 1981 Academy of Adventure
Gaming Arts and Design "Computer Game
of the Year" award. Automated Simula
tions, Box 4247, Mountain View, CA 94040.
$39.90.
Trailblazer. Metagamlng. Multiplayer adap
tation of the space exploration and com
merce game. Good lesson In resource man·
agement. Zeta Systems, 1725 Adelaide
Blvd., Akron OH 44305. $29.95.
Ultlma. British. Hi-res color adventure, pro
gressing from Middle Ages to beyond the
space age. A masterpiece. California Paci
fic, 1615 Fifth St., Davis, CA 95616. $39.95.
6/81.
Upper Beaches of Apshal. The next four levels
of the Temple of Apshai. Automated Simu
lations, Box 4247, Mountain View, CA 94040.
$19.95.
e Wilderness Campaign. Clardy. First fantasy
game to leave the dungeon for the great out·
doors; first in hi-res; first to bargain with
merchants; and more. Synergistic, 830 N.
Riverside Dr., Renton, WA 98050. $17.00.
Wizardry. Greenberg/Woodhead. Ultimate
role-playing fantasy; ten-level maze in hi
res. Generate twenty characters, six at a
time on expeditions. Gripping game superb
ly produced. Sir-tech, 6 Main St., Ogdens·
burg, NY 13669. $49.90. 8/81.

Graphics
Apple World. Projects and rotates 3-D color
images on screen in true perspective, draw
ing up to 60,000 points per side. Includes
screen-oriented text editor for Image for
mation. United Software of America, 700
Third Ave., New York, NY 10017. $159.90.
Bill Budge's 3-D Graphics System. Budge. In
teractive graphics system allowing game
programmers to add 2·D or 3-D animation to
their programs. California Pacific, 1610 Fifth

Everything for your APPLE®
• Software • Peripherals • Accessories • Furniture • Books • Supplies

Bright-side offers mail-order convenience with a difference: Product
Knowledge • Selection Assistance • Friendly Service • The most com
plete selection of products for your computer.
Accounting to Zoology . . . applications for business,
personal, education, and fun.

Alabama to Zambia ... prompt reliable shipment all over
the world.

ALL YOUR NEEDS
IN ONE BASKET.

Aardvark to Ziggurat . . . products from virtually every
publisher and manufacturer.
Plus our free newsletter:. The BRIGHT-SIDE OUTLOOK,
filled with special offers and new product information.

Bright-side is a division of Bite-size Computer Systems, Inc.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

800-847-4272
Toll Free U.S.
CA. AK, and HI
213-841-8411
213-843-1155
International
(CAL TI.X BUBK)
Telex 662732

Post Office Box 7460
Burbank, CA 91510 USA
3308 West Burbank Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91505 USA

St., Davis, CA 95616. $39.95.
The Complete Graphics System D. Pelczarsld. A
wealth of graphics tools at a reasonable
price. Make two-dimensional drawings with
game paddles, add text in destructive, non
destructive, or reverse modes, create three
dimensional figures with a panel module,
and shape tables with a shape module. Lacks
any convenient way to erase; recommended
you save frequently. Manual features com
plete outline of command structure. Pen·
guin, 830 Fourth Ave., Geneva, IL 60134.
$9 .95. 7/ 81.
E-Z Draw 3.3. Rewrite of original, including
Higher Text character generator. Any fonts
and parts of screen can be expanded and
compressed ; flipped, slanted, rotated, or
mirrored in combination. Twenty type
styles . Sirius Software, 10364 Rockingham
Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $49 .95.
GraFORTH. Lutus. A graphics language re
written for maximum speed. Plotting, line,
text display, character image, and high
speed 3-D graphics, with variety of colors
and drawing options. Includes music syn
thesizer. Insoft, 10175 SW Barbur Blvd., Suite
202B, Portland, OR 97219. $75.
Graphics A2-3Dl. High-speed 3-D animation
package to guide beginner through scene
creation, storage, retrieval, movement, and
advanced applications. SubLogic, 713 Edge
brook Dr., Champaign, IL 61820. $59 .95.
The Graphics Magician. Jochumson/Lubar/
Pelczarski . Outstanding animation package
consisting of a picture editor and shape table
extender designed to allow programmers to
design and store graphics files . Comes with
utility program to transfer binary files. Pen·
guin Software, 830 Fourth Ave., Geneva, IL
60134. $59.95. 5/ 82 .
ID-Res Secrets. Fudge. Complete graphics tu
torial covering all hi-res graphics subjects
except 3-D animation. Background in Basic
and assembly language assumed; good
starting point for aspiring game program
mers. Avant-Garde, Box 30160, Eugene, OR
97403 . $125. 4/ 82.
Zoom Grafix. Holle . Graphics printing utility
allows display of picture on screen prior to
print; prints out selected portion at any size.
Phoenix Software, 64 Lake Zurich Dr., Lake
Zurich, IL 60047 . $39.95. 2/ 82.

Home-Arcade
ABM. Warner. Fast-moving earthbound-in·
vader game featuring multiple warhead
missiles attacking six U.S. cities . Muse, 330
N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201. $24.95.
2/81.

• Allen Rain (Apple Galaxian). Suzuki. Mon
sters in this home-arcade classic seem to
take it personally when you gun down one of
their kind. Broderbund, 1938 Fourth St., San
Rafael, CA 94901. $24.95. 2/ 81.
A2-PB1 Pinball: Night Mission. Artwlck. Fan
tastically realistic and competitive ten-mode
pinball simulation, allowing user modifica
tion and definition of virtually every aspect
of play. SubLogic, 713 Edgebrook Dr"' Cham
paign, IL 61820. $29.95. 5/ 82.
Apple Panic. Serki. Rid a five-story building of
cra wling Apples and butterflies by running
up and down connecting ladders, digging
traps in floors, then covering critters over
before they can crawl out, fill in holes, jump
on your head, and devour you. Extremely
addictive, excellent hi-res graphics and play.
Broderbund, 1938 Fourth St., San Rafael, CA
94901. $29 .95. 9/ 81 .

What ifgou're having
to clean floppg
···
drive heads
too often?

Ask for SYNCOM diskettes,
with burnished Ectype®coating and
dust-absorbing jacl<et liners.
As your floppy drive writes or
reads, a Syncom diskette is
working four ways to keep loose
particles and dust from causing
soft errors, dropouts.
Cleaning agents on the burnished
surface of the Ectype®coating
actually remove build-up from
the head, while lubricating it at
the same time.
A carbon additive drains away
static electricity before it can
attract dust or lint.
Strong binders hold the signal
carrying oxides tightly within the
coating .
And the non-woven jacket liner,

more than just wiping the sur
face , provides thousands of tiny
pockets to keep what it collects.
• Liner collects and
" pockets" loose
particles
Tightly bonded
milled ferrous
oxides
Head-cleaning and
anti-static agents

To see which Syncom diskette
will replace the ones you're
using now, send for our free
"Flexi-Finder " selection guide
and the name of the supplier
nearest you.
Syncom , Box 130,
Mitchell, SD 57301.
800-843-9862 ; 605-996-8200.

SYNC8M.

Manufacturer of a full line of flexible media
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Asteroid Field. Nitchals. Best and the slickest
of the asteroid games. Effective use of
sound. Cavalier, Box 2032, Del Mar. CA
92014. $24.95.
Bandits. Ngo. Fight off waves of multiple
menaces intent on killing you and stealing
your supplies. Delirious non-stop action, ani
mated to the hilt. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham
Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $34.95.
Beer Run. Turmel!. Catch falling cans of beer
as you wend your tortuous way to the thir
tieth floor of the Sirius building, evade guz
zlers and bouncers through savvy use of lad
ders and one-way elevators. At the top, catch
a blimp to the Olympia Beer building, where
in you repeat the process in reverse. Some
benighted souls are still looking for the Ar
tesians. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,
Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95. 1/82.
Bez Man. Besnard. Move faster than your ad
versaries In this Improvement on classic eat
the-dots games . Three hi-res mazes, speed
Increases with each cleared screen. Bez, 4790
Irvine Blvd., Box 19633, Irvine, CA 92714.
$22.95. 10/ 81.
Borg. Thompson and Allen. Fight your way
through a castle full of gun-toting dragons to
find and kill the Grud who controls them.
Other dragons tend to shoot each other and
run into electrified walls, but Borg is Im
mortal. Amusing hi-res animation and first
rate maze design. Sirius Software, 10364
Rockingham Drive, Sacramento, CA 95827.
$29.95.
Bug Attack. Nitchals. Sing along with dagger
wielding ants, blue worms, swarming
med-flies, a millipede, the 1812 Overture, lots
of bright colors, terrific hi-res animation,
and bouncy style . Cavalier, Box 2032, Del
Mar, CA 92014. $29.95. 11/81.
Cannonball Blitz. In the cold light of dawn, you
must find the key to victory, no matter how
incongruous. On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch
Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $34.95.
Celling Zero. Warady. Three kinds of alien
ships issue from a mothership hovering
above a lowering micro-deflection beam,
getting smaller and faster and bouncing all
over the screen. Fast, smooth, and challeng
ing shoot-'em-up with classy hi-res color and
sound effects. Turnkey, 13708 Mindanao
Way, Suite 314, Marina de! Rey, CA 90291.
$29.95. 2/82.
Choplifter. Gorlin. Fly your chopper Into the
Bungeling Empire to rescue the sixty-four
hostages, avoiding interceptor jets, homing
mines, and tanks . Challenging, realistic, and
playful. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael,
CA 94901. $34.95.
CJongo. Berlyn/Wilker. River search and res
cue, with funky graphics, and emphasis on
avoidance of obstacles. Sentient Software,
Box 4929, Aspen, CO 81612. $34.95. 5/82.
CJounty Fair. Illowsky. Shooting gallery with
hungry ducks and multiplying rabbits . Data
Most, 19273 Kenya St., Northrldge, CA 91326.
$29.95 .
Crlcketeer. Nelsen. Help mister cricket safely
across the highway and over the river to his
home. Be chivalrous to lady crickets;
hazards of hungry birds and unstable float
ing popsicle sticks. Software Farm, 3901 S.
Elkhart St., Aurora, CO 80014. $29.95.
Crossfire. Sullivan. Aliens come at you from
three directions on a grid laid out like city
blocks. You can move four directions, shoot
in four directions independent of moving.
Each alien has four lives and metamorpho
ses into its next one when shot. Strategy and
intense concentration required to monitor
continuous action on entire screen and ma·
neuver through alien hordes to bonuses and
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an ammunition supply. Superb, smooth ani
mation of a dozen pieces simultaneously.
One of the great ones. On-Line, 36575 Mudge
Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $29.95.
1/82.

Cyclod. Hancock. Snakes versus eyeballs,
using bricks for weaponry. Sirius, 10364
Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827.
$29.95.
David's Midnight Magic. Snider. Pinball chal
lenger to Raster Blaster. Excellent hi-res
graphics and animation. Provision for earn
ing extra balls. Broderbund, 1938 Fourth St.,
San Rafael, CA 94901. $34.95. 2/82.
Dogfight. Basham . Elaborate sixteen-level air
battle against up to seven jets and heli
copters. Up to eight players. Micro Lab, 2310
Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park, IL 60035.
$29.95. 1/81.
Dueling Digits. Competitive math teaching
program, creating equations arcade-style.
Broderbund, 1938 Fourth St., San Rafael, CA
94901. $29.95.
The Eliminator. Anderson. Pitting your hi-res
space fighter against numerous adver
saries. Adventure International , Box 3435,
Longwood, FL 32750. $29.95.
Epoch. M.11ler. Straightforward space battle
with refueling bases and time warps. Speed
and steering response controls. Sirius Soft
ware, 10364-Rocklngham Dr., Sacramento,
CA 95827. $34.95. 10/81.
Falcons. Varsanyi/Ball. A hypnotically good
shoot-'em-up with several levels of complex
ity. Piccadilly Software, 89 Summit Ave.,
Summit, NJ 07901. $29.95. 10/81.
Flrebird. Nasir. Put out the fires set by the
fire bird before the apartment building burns
to the ground while simultaneously catching
leaping victims and escorting them to a res
cue helicopter. Hi-res. Gebelli Software, 1771
Tribute Rd., Suite A, Sacramento, CA 958111 .
$29.95. 2/81.
Gold Rush. Berlyn/Wilker. Transport the gold
from the train through the forest to waiting
hoppers; avoiding bears, Indians, bandits,
and random troublemakers. Sentient Soft
ware, Box 4929, Aspen, CO 81612. $34.95. 6/82.
Gorgon. Nasir. Fly over planet shooting and
dodging invaders and saving kidnapped in
habitants. Outstanding hi-res graphics, chal
lenging refueling sequence, if you can get
that far. Sirius Software, 10364 Rockingham
Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $39.95. 8/81.
Guardian. Tom & Jerry. Blast your way out of
six levels of mazes surrounded by famous
hostile-alien types. Normal and expert play.
Continental Software, 11223 S. Hindry Ave.,
Los Angeles, CA 90045. $29.95.
Horizon V. Nasir. Okay followup to Gorgon
with superb animation, though not much
challenge. Gebelli, 1771 Tribute Rd., Suite A,
Sacramento, CA 958111. $34.95.
Jawbreaker. Lubeck. Candy store oriented
eat-the-dots game with automatically esca
lated skill levels. A courtroom favorite. On
L!ne , 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold,
CA 93614. $29.95.
.Jellyfish. Burek. You attempt to retrieve
deadly nuclear waste from the ocean floor,
torpedoing all marine life that gets in your
way. Sirius Software, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,
Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95.
Juggler. Nice little circus game requiring
Pong-type skills. IDS!, Box 1658, Las Cruces,
NM 88004. $29.95. 5/ 82.
Labyrinth. Schram. Eat-the-dots, Crossjire
style, In a constantly shifting maze pattern.
Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA
94901. $29.95. 6/82.
Laf Pak. Chuckles. Four-game variety disk by
Lord British's roommate: Creepy Corridors,
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Apple Zap, Space Race, and Mine Sweep.
On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarse
gold, CA 93614. $34.95.
Lemmings. Thompson. Round up and detain
mass-reproducing rodents, detaining non
breeding pairs, before they migrate Into the
sea. Sirius Software, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,
Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95. 6/82.
Meteoroids (Asteroids) tn Space. Wallace.
Making little asteroids out of big ones, plus
occasional hostile alien ships. Hyperspace,
autobrake, autoflre . Quality Software, 6660
Reseda Blvd., Suite 105 , Reseda, CA 91335.
$19.95.
Microwave. Nitchals. Brightly colored, highly
addictive maze game featuring continueus
looney-tunes musical accompaniment.
Cavalier Computer, Box 2032, Del Mar, CA
92014. $34.95. 5/82.
Minotaur. Miller. Incorporates adventure ele
ments and thirty-two four-level mazes. Sur
prises. Sirius Software, 10364 Rockingham
Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $34.95 5/ 82.
Olympic Decathlon. Smith. Ten standard de
cathlon events. Hi-res animated athletes,
muscle-stirring music; you provide the
sweat. Microsoft, 10700 Northup Way, Belle
vue, WA 98004. $29.95 . 6/81.
Peeping Tom. Livesay. Difficult, blind-firing
shoot-'em-up requiring estimation of foe's
position behind shuttered windows . Micro
Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park,
IL 60035. $34.95. 5/82.
Pegasus II. Lubeck. Fighter/bomber game
featuring an option to create your own terrain.
Dragons, flying saucers, eagles. On-Line, 36575
Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614.
$29.95. 10/81.
Pigpen. TMQ. Latest wrinkle In drop-the-dots,
featuring hi-res swine and instant hams.
DataMost, 9748 Cozycroft Ave., Chatsworth,
CA 91311. $29.95.
Pool 1.5. Hoffman/St. Germain/Morock.
Makes most shots you could on a real table,
with the advantages of instant replay and
slow motion. Four different games. IDS!,
Box 1658, Las Cruces, NM 88004. $34.95. 6/81.
Raster Bhulter. Budge. Pinball game as good
as real ones. So/talk readers' Most Popular
Program of 1981. BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave.,
Piedmont, CA 94611. $29.95. 5/81.
Ricochet. Abstract action strategy game, a
combination of chess and snooker. Five var
iants and four skill levels . Automated Simu
lations, Box 4247, Mountain View, CA 94040.
$19.95.
Russkl Duck. Knopp/ Merrell. You attempt to
recover stolen missile plans hidden in a fake
duck while dispatching enemy agents who
try to stop you. Fairly easy. Gebell! Soft
ware, 1771 Tribute Rd., Suite A, Sacramen
to, CA 95816. $34.95.
Sabotage. Allen. Your gun emplacement must
shoot down enemy bombers and heli
copters; parachuting saboteurs can amai;is
on the ground and knock out your battle sta
tion. On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Road,
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $24.95. 7/ 81.
Snack Attack. Illowsky. A three-maze eat-'em
up; starts at any of five speed levels. Non
fattening. DataMost, 9748 Cozycroft Ave.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311. $29.95. 1/82.
Snake Byte. Arcade action featuring fruit and
serpents. Sirius Software, 10364 Rocking
ham Dr., Sacramento, CA $29.95.
Sneakers. Turmel!. Many-layered shoot-'em
up, one of the best. Stomping sneakers and
swarm of other creatures add to the fun.
Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento,
CA 95827. $29.95. 9/81.
Space Eggs. Nasir. Invader-type game. Crack
floating eggs to get at monsters inside. Then
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face spiders, fuzz ba lls , spa cewolves, and
lips (lips ? l. One of Nasi r 's best. Sirius, 10364
Rocking ha m D r ., Sac ra mento, CA 95827.
$29.95. 4 81 .
Star Bla!<trr. Mines, fi r eballs, space tunnels,
general obst ructions, a nd unfricndlics way
la y your sta rship. Picca.dilly, 89 Summit
Ave., Summit, NJ 07901. $29.95.
Star Blaze r . Suzuki. Bomb-run game with five
levels, minutely exact animation, and style
to burn. A joy. Broderbund, 1938 Fourth St.,
San Rafael, CA 94901. $31.95 . 4/ 82.
eSupE"r hwader. Hata . The daddy of home-ar
cades. Still good hi-res, still a challenge. So/
talk readers' Most Popular Program of 1978
1980. Astar International through California
Pacific, 1615 Fifth St., Davis, CA 95616, and
Creative Computing, 39 E. Hanover Ave.,
Morris Plains, NJ 07950. $19.95 .
Swashbuckler. Stephenson. Hi-res sword
fighting with realistic pirates, snakes, rats.
and other scum . DataMost, 9748 Cozycroft
Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. $34.95.
Thief. Flanagan. Shoot robots before they
shoot you in hi-res scrolling rooms. Bounc
ing ball with evil grin adds more problems.
Data.Most, 9748 Cozycroft Ave., Chatsworth,
CA 91311. $29.95. 11/ 81.
Threshold. Schwader/ Wil!iams. Another
shoot-'em-up. Hi-res graphics, animation,
and accurate collisions. Targets include
everything from flying maple trees to Volks
wagen Bugs, at every speed and flight pat
tern. Frustratingly small fuel supply. On
Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold,
CA 93614. $39.95. 12/ 81.
Track Attack. Jochumson. Three-level train
robbery chase game requiring considerable
dexterity. Broderbund, 1938 Fourth St., San
Rafael, CA 94901. $29.95 . 11/ 82.
Tumble Bugs. Bishop. Very silly, enjoyably
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frustrating eating game with excellent
graphics and animation. Magnifying glass
enlarges where you are, blocks part around
you. Datasoft, 19519 Business Center Dr.,
Northridge, CA 91324. $29.95. 5/ 82.
Twerps. Thompson. Home-arcade game with
plot, elaborate animation and audio, and
severe fuel shortage. Links several different
style games together. Sirius, 10364 Rocking
ham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95.
Voyage of the Valkyrie. Black and white
shoot-'em-up with eleven levels and an im
pressive Wagnerian score. Advanced Oper
ating Systems, 450 St. John Rd., Michigan
City, IN 46360. $29.95.

Home/Hobby
The Accountant. Forman . Double-entry fi
nance system features seven Integrated files
and a set of automatic transactions. Deci
sion Support, 1438 Ironwood Dr., McLean,
VA 22101. $89.95.
Alpha Plot. Kersey/ Cassidy. Hi-res graphics
and text utility with optional x dmw cursor
and proportional spacing. Beagle Bros, 4315
Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103. $39.50.
Apple-Cillin. Hardware diagnostic tests for all
RAM and ROM, plug-in cards, cp registers,
disks; nine video test patterns. XPS, 323
York Rd., Carlisle, PA 17013. $49 .95 .
Apple Spice. Koak/ Fox. Powerful Applesoft
expansion utility using & and usr functions.
Easily incorporated programming routines.
Adventure International, Box 3435, Long
wood, FL 32750. $29 .95. 5/ 82.
Bag of Tricks. Worth/ Lechner. Four utility
programs for dumping and examining a raw
track, sector editing, reformatting tracks,
and repairing damaged disk catalogs.
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Quality Software, 6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite
105, Reseda, CA 91335. $39.95.
Cashbook 2.0. Very friendly personal and
small business single-entry accounting
system. Zofarry Enterprises, 35 Northcote
St., Haberfield, N.S.W., Australia. $149 . 5/ 82.
Ceemac. Boering. Visual composition lan
guage . Compose-execute-compose swap
ping by single key commands. Interpreter
releases as Fire Organ. Vagabondo Enter
prises, 1300 E. Algonquin, Suite 36, Schaum
burg, IL 60195. $75.
Data Perfect. Assembly language database
companion to L etter Perfect; compatible
with lower case in 40-column, most 80-col
umn boards. Lay out, revise own screen, rec
ord design. Excellent built-in editor besides
ability to be edited by word processor.
Searches, sorts, generates reports . WK, Box
10827, St. Louis. MO 63129 . $99 .95.
Dietician. Assembles dietary menus from diet
formula you decide on, using foods of your
own choice in developing nutritional pro
gram. Dally menu variation. Dletware, Box
503, Spring, Texas 77373. $59.95.
DOS 3.3. Increases disk storage capacity more
than 20 percent over 3.2. Apple Computer,
10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $60.
DOS Boss. Kersey. Utility to change / shorten
DOS commands, customize catalog. Good
ideas and witty presentation. Beagle Bros,
4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103. $24 .
10/ 81.

DOS Tool Kit. Excellent utlllty package; Ap
ple II Assembler/ Editor System and Apple
soft Toolkit. Edit, assemble machine lan
guage programs; write, edit Basic pro
grams. Simplifies graphics, Includes char
acter generator. Apple Computer, 10260
Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $75. 10/81.
Dow Jones News and Quotes Reporter. With
modem, checks latest financial news and
stock quotes for more than 6,000 securities
from local Dow Jones data.bank. Apple Com
puter, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA
95014. $95 . 2/ 82.
Electric Duet. Lutus. Two-voice music with
out hardware. Insoft, 10175 Barbur Blvd.,
Portland, OR 97219. $29.95.
Expediter II. Einstein/ Goodrow. Applesoft
compiler translates Basic programs Into ma
chine language . Will display or print a run
ning list of source program lines and com
piled addresses; memory compression op
tion reduces compiled program size up to 50
percent. No stop on fatal errors. On-Line,
36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA
93614. $99.95. 9/ 81.
F1le Whiz. Goss. Quickly learned database
management program with six command
modes. Files generated are accessible from
Basic programs. Fast, easy, and convenient
for home uses and users. SoftHouse, Box
6383, Rochester, MN 55903. $59. 12/ 81.
F1nanclal Management System II. Home fi
nance management; maintains multiple ac
counts, generates complete audit reports,
and stores unlimited files . Computerized
Management Systems, 1039-S Cadiz Dr.,
Simi, CA 93065. $64.95.
F1rst Class Mall. Schoenburg/Pollack. Fan
tastically user friendly program for special
ized database applications. Twelve fields,
ability to sort and filter on any field or com
bination. $74.95. 6/82.
Graphtrix. Matrix graphics system designed
to add graphics, footnotes, and chapter ca
pabilities to Apple Writ e r text editing
system. Data Transforms, 906 E. Fifth Ave.,
Denver, CO 80218. $65.
Home Accountant. Schoenburg. Thorough and
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powerful home finance program. Monitors
take, nutrient sources. WIMS, 6723 E. 66th
Pl., Tulsa, OK 74133. $59.95.
five checking accounts against a common
budget, plus credit cards and cash; one-step Personal Finance Ma11.ager. Gold/ Software
Dimensions. Handles up to 200 entries a
record of transfer of funds. Continental,
month from maximum of fourteen separate
16724 Hawthorne Blvd., Lawndale, CA 90260.
accounts. Search/ sort/ edit routine. Apple/
$74.95. 4/ 82.
Special Delivery, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cuper
Home Money Minder. Schoenburg. Original of
tino, CA 95014 . $75 . 11/81.
Home Accountant; bank reconciliation,
transactions by month by budget category. •Program Llne Editor. Program development
and modification program with more than
Continental, 16724 Hawthorne Blvd., Lawn
eleven editing commands, listing control,
dale, CA 90260. $34.95. 4/ 81.
lower case, and programmable cursor con
The Inspector. Sefton. Fast, flexible utility for
trol. Synergistic Software, 830 N. Riverside
examination of disk sectors, directory, and
track/ sector lists. Salvage blown disks,
Dr., Renton, WA 98055. $40.
change data, delete DOS. Omega, 222 S. Psort. Long. Pascal utility for programmers
permitting (slow) alphabetic sorting and
Riverside Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606. $49.95.
merging of files. Source codes can be re
11/81.
LISA 2.5. Hyde. Long-time popular assembler
compiled and usually must be for program to
run. Apple/ Special Delivery, 10260 Bandley
with extended mnemonics and more than
thirty op-codes. On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch
Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $85. 5/82.
Super Disk Copy DI. Hartley. Easy-to-use
Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $79.95.
Mastertype. Zweig. Learn to type oy playing a
menu-driven software library utility; trans
game; simple and ingenious. Lightning, Box
fers all types of DOS files. Sensible, 6619 Per
ham Dr., Dept. M, West Bloomfield, MI
11725, Palo Alto, CA 94306. $39.95. 4/ 81.
Menu Generator. Compiles inputs and writes
48033. $30. 10/81 .
menu programs in Basic. Involves filling In TASC. Peak/Howard. Applesoft compiler.
User controls locations of three memory
several forms on screen. Excellent docu
compartments. Microsoft, 10700 Northup
mentation. Crane Software, 16835 Algon
Way, Bellevue, WA 98004. $150. 9/81.
quin, Suite 611, Huntington Beach, CA 92649.
Tax Beater. Lennard/Lennard. Easy-to-use
$39.95. 1/82.
tax software. Adjusts deductions to conform
Multi-Disk Catalog III. Very fast machine lan
to regulations. Tells whether deductions are
guage database program for reading and
high, low, or average for your income. Data
storing file names, types, and sizes . Fast,
powerful sort and search feature. Sensible,
Most, 9748 Cozycroft Ave., Chatsworth, CA
6619 Perham Dr., West Bloomfield, MI 48033.
91311. $129.95. 4/ 82.
Tax Manager. Taso. Modularizes data and
$25. 10/ 81.
Nutrlchec. Thurman/Parkey. Diet analysis
saves each module . Complete documented
program compares nutritional value of your
results. Micro Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Rd.,
diet with RDA for a person of your physical
Highland Park, IL 60035. $150. 4/82.
characteristics and habits; suggested in
Tax Preparer. Howard. For accountants and
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those knowledgeable about tax. Contains
eleven IRS forms and ten schedules; can do
everything your accountant can. Howard
soft, 8008 Girard Ave., #310, La Jolla, CA
92037. $99. 3/ 81.
Typing Tutor. Ainsworth/Baker. Four levels
of proficiency; Individualized drills created
with time response monitoring. Microsoft,
10700 Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 98004.
$24.95.
Utility City. Kersey. Twenty-one utilities on
one disk. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San
Diego, CA 92103. $29.50.
VlslDex. Jennings. Electronic index and file/
agenda program for spontaneous or struc
tured information entry. VisiCorp, 2895
Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $199 .95.
World's Greatest Blackjack Program. Ir
win/ Cooper/Humble. Teaches basic strate
gy card-counting technique for advantage
over house. Play mode takes up to six hand!!.
Apple/ Special Delivery, 10260 Bandley Dr.,
Cupertino, CA 95014. $50. 11/82.

Strategy
Air Slm-1. 3-D machine language flight simu
lator with six landing fields and optional in
strument flying mode. Mind Systems, Box
506, Northampton, MA 01061. $40.
Battle of Shiloh. Landry/Kroegel. Fast, sim
ple game (as these go) with adjustable risk
levels, strategy types, and army ratings to
reflect players' abilities. Save option. Stra
tegic Simulations, 465 Fairchild Dr., Moun
tain View, CA 94043. $39.95.
Castle Wolfensteln. Warner. First game to
fuse successfully best elements of home-ar
cade and adventure . With naught but a
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smuggled pistol, yo u must escape from Nazi
stronghold, finding and taking secret plans if
you can. Saving game wi ll not help keep you
alive , but the p lea sures outweigh this m inor Apple Spelle r. Spell-chec king program sports
lista ble 31,000 words, extensible up to 0,000
inconvenien ce. Room layout cha nges with
wor ds plus additional volumes. Recognizes
each new game. Enem y speaks , in Germ a n .
Muse, 330 N. Char les St ., Baltimore, MD
contractions, gives file word counts, inci
dence of a single word , and number of unique
21201. $29.95. 10/ 81 .
Com puter Baseball. Me rrow / Ave ry . Re
words. High marks for clear, logically or
m arka ble programming feat , simula ting in
ganized documentation, user friendliness,
dividua l player a bilities from t he t eams of
and simplicity of operation. Sensible, 6619
thirteen fa mous World Series. Ca n enter and
P er ham Dr., West Bloomfield, MI 48033. $75.
play te a ms of your own creation. Strategic
1/ 82.
Simulations Inc ., 465 Fairchild Dr., Moun Apple Writer Exte nded Features. Malachow
tain View, CA 94043. $39.95. 9/ 81 .
ski / Cooper . Enables production of multiple
Da r k Forest. Jewell;Morninl. In cartoon y
copies of Apple Writer files and insertion of
v ariables; converts Applesoft programs to
combination of war gaming and fantasy, up
to six players try to overcome ubiquitous
Apple Wri te r and vice versa. Brillig Sys
Gruds to locate treasures in castles. Begins
tems, 10270 Fern Pool Ct., Burke, VA 22015.
slowly but picks up fast ; terr itorial battle
$34.95 . 7/81.
strategies are frequently interrupted b y a Apple Writer. The most popular word proc
essing program in town . Type, erase, move
hungry serpent , a random wizar d , and t r olls.
words around, save and insert segments
Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento,
from disk, and print out. Easy to use. Apple,
CA 95827. $29.95.
Flight Simulator. Artwick. Utilizes a erody
10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino , CA 90014. $75.
namic equations and airfoil characteristics Apple Write r II. Lutus/ Finstead. Written in
for realistic simulation of take-off, flight, and
word processing language. Additional edit
landing. Dynacomp, 1427 Monroe Ave., Ro
ing features and functions menu; continu
chester, NY 14618. $21 .95 .
ous r eadout of character count and length.
Gin Rummy. Carpet. Pla y against computer.
Apple / Special Delivery, 10260 Bandley Dr.,
Hi-res cards can change position in hand;
Cupertino, CA 95014. $150.
your entire hand visible . Space bar allows Easy Write r . Wor d processor; choose 40 or 80
you to change your mind when discar ding.
column version. Information Unlimited , 281
Data.Most, 9748 Cozycroft Ave., Chatsworth,
Arlington Ave ., Berkeley, CA 94707. $99.90.
CA 91311. $29.95. 6/ 82.
E xecutive Secretary . Editing, printing, and
for m letters, plus mall-merge and electronic
Hi-Res Computer Golf. Aronoff. A mauter
piece of skill testing, judgment, strategy,
mail system. SofSys, 4306 Upton Ave. S.,
Minneapolis, MN 55410. $250.
and visual acuity. One of the few computer
sports simulations that itself r equires Format ll. Single-drive machine code pro
gram ; incorporate and edit files from other
athletic dexterity . Avant-Gar de, Box 30160,
pr ograms , create DOS t ext files for any com
Eugene, OR 97403 . $29.95. 2/82.
Hi-Res Cribbage. Schwader. One-peg t ype ;
munications program, any printer. Kens
discarding to crib and playing to peg. Spiral
ington Microware, 300 E. 54th St., New York,
board, skunking, automatic counting. Solid,
NY 10022. $375.
challenging game. On-Line, 36575 Mudge Gutenberg. Wagner. User definable charac
ter s et, split-screen hi-res and lo-res text edit
Ranch Rd., Coar segold , CA 93614 . $24.95.
ing for text, program files. Performs text
4181.
Hi-Res Football. Sullivan/Williams. Make
block moves and deletes; paint program pro
play decisions in coach and quarter back po
duces large illustrations integrated with text.
sitions. Players and field in hi-res animated
Micromation, Yorkdale Place, 1 Yorkdale
graphics. On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd .,
Rd., Suite 406, Toronto, Ont., Canada
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $39.95.
M6A3Al. $315.
Microga mmon II. Competition program for Letter Perfect. Format-flexible word proces
learning, practice , and improve ment of
sor with ability to send control codes within
backgammon skills. Tournament play. Sof
body of program. Works with database files
from DataPerfect. LJK, Box 10827, St. Louis,
tape, 10432 Burbank Blvd., North Holly
wood, CA 91601. $19.95. 2/ 81.
MO 63129. $149.95 .
Pursuit of the Graf Spee. The 1939 engage Magic Window. Word processing program
simulates standard typewriter; 80-column
ments of the German pocket battleship off
text scr olls across 40-column screen. Three
South America. Visibilit y and sighting sys
modes of disk file storage. Softape, 10432
tem; separate ranges for each gun turret.
Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601.
Strategic Simulations , 465 F airchild Dr.,
$99 .95.
Mountain View , CA 94043. $59.95.
Robot War. Warner. Strategy game with bat Magic Words. Proofreads files of word proc
tling robots is teaching device for program
essors which use standard DOS and no char
ming. Muse , 330 N. Charles St., Baltimore ,
acter encryption techniques for saving files .
14,000-word dictionary. Artsci, 10432 Bur
MD 21201. $39.95. 1/81.
Sargon II. Spr acklen/ Spracklen. Computer
bank Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91691.
chess game with seven levels of play. Hay
$69.95.
®n, 50 E ssex St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662 . Screenwriter II. Kidwell/ Schmoyer. Formerly
$34.95.
Su perscrib e II. No extra hardware for lower
Southern Command . Keating. Battalion-level
ca se , 70-column display, printer spooling.
Arab/Isr aeli wa r game in hi-res color. Stra
Edits Basic, text, and binary files; complete
tegic Simulations, 465 Fairchild Dr., Suite
search and replace . On-Line, 36575 Mudge
108, Mountain View, CA 94043. $59.95 .
Ra nch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $129.95 .
Warp Factor. Space war game fe aturing Super-Text II. Zaron. Basics of text editing
plus split screen. Character-oriented, float
twelve SLarship designs representing five
ing cursor edit with add, change, math,
galactic empires, wi th possible s cenarios
print, and preview modes . Muse, 330 N. 
rangin g from skirmishes t o gala ctic war.
Extr emely challen ging. Strategi c Si mu
Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201. $150.
lations, 465 Fairchild Dr., Suite 108, Moun Super-Text III. Zaron. 40/ 80 column. Latest
tain View , CA 94043. $59.95. 7/81.
Super-Text update; letter documentation,
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footnotes and headers, expandable math
mode. Muse, 330 N. Charles St., Baltimore,
MD 21201. $175.
Word Handler. Elekman. Wonderfully simple
program with straightforward documenta
tion. Allows folded paper printout for two
sided printing. Silicon Valley Software, 602
Bair Island Rd., Redwood City, CA 94063.
$249. 10/ 81.
WordStar. Screen-oriented, integrated word
processing system in CP /M. Requires Z-80
card. MicroPro, 1299 Fourth St., San Rafa
el, CA 94901. $495.
Zardax. Philips. Highly recommended. Single
program includes all standard word proces·
sing features with considerable extras in
cluding communication by modem. Com
puter Solutions, Box 397, Mount Gravatt,
Queensland, Australia. Available in the U.S.
through Action-Research Northwest, 11442
Marine View Drive S.W., Seattle, WA 98146.
$295. 5/ 82 .

Apple Ill
Access III. Communications program for time
sharing and stand-alone tasks ; accesses re
mote information services, minis, and main
frames. Apple Computer, 10260 Bandley Dr.,
Cupertino, CA 95014. $150.
Apple Business Ba sic. High-level structured
programming language for the III. Apple
Computer, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA
95014. $125.
Apple III Business Graphics. Converts nu
m erical information into charts and graphs;
only graphics program to take advantage of
the Ill's capabilities. Apple Computer, 10260
Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $175.
Apple Writer III. Lutus. Uses WPL (Word Proc
essing Language) to automate the process
of text manipulation and document crea
tion. Adjusts print format during printing,
translates from typewriter shorthand to
English or other language and back again.
Apple Computer , 10260 Bandley Dr., Cuper
tino, CA 95014 . $225.
Hardisk Accounting System. General Ledger,
A ccoun ts R eceiva ble, and Accounts Pay
a ble each handle up to 9,999 customers or ac
counts; Inventory features five methods of
evaluation. Also Payroll, Fixed A sset Man
agem ent, a nd Mailing Labels. Great Plains
Softwa re, 113 Broadway, Fargo, ND 58102.
$395 to $595 per module.
Mail List Manager. Generates, stores, sorts,
edits, and prints database files. Apple Com
puter, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA
95014 . $150 .
P e rsonal Filing Syste m . Page. Form-oriented
information management system allows
storage and retrieval of up to 32,000 entries.
Software Publishing Corp., 1901 Landings
Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. $145.
PFS: Report. Page. Generates reports; per
forms functions that require sorting, calcu
lating, and manipulating data filed with
PFS . Software Publishing Corp., 1901 Land
ings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. $125.
VisiCalc III. Software Arts/ Bricklin/ Franks
ton. Just like it sounds: expanded memory,
upper and lower case, eighty columns . Four
way cursor movement. VisiCorp, 1330 Bor
deaux Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. $250.
Word Juggler. Gill. Word processor makes use
of upper/ lower case keyboard, eighty
column display, and expanded memory.
Printout can be reviewed on screen prior to
printing; multiple copies printed of selected
pa ges. Quark Engineering, 1433 Williams,
Suite 1102, Denver, CO 80218. $295.
JI
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JUST CLIPS ON
NO MOUNTI NG OR
HARDWARE REQUIRED
COLOR MATCHED TO
APPLE 11.

For Cooling
As soon as you move to 64K RAM or
80 columns you need SYSTEM SAVER.
Today's advanced peripheral cards
generate more heat. In addition, the cards
block any natural air flow through the Apple
II creating high temperature conditions that
substantially reduce the life of the cards and
the computer itself.
SYSTEM SAVER provides correct
cooling. An efficient, quiet fan draws fresh
air across the mother board , over the power
supply and out the side ventilation slots .

For Line Surge
Suppression

_j_

The SYSTEM SAVER provides essential
protection to hardware and data from
dangerous, power surges and spikes.
By connecting the Apple II power
input through the SYSTEM SAVER, power
is controlled in two ways: 1) Dangerous
voltage spikes are clipped off at a safe 130
volt RMS level. 2) High frequency noise is
smoothed out before reaching the Apple II.

130
volts
RMS

T
APPL E II

---~/

For Operating
Efficiency
SYSTEM SAVER contains two switched
power outlets. As shown in the diagram ,
the SYSTEM SAVER efficiently organizes
your system so that one convenient, front
mounted power switch controls SYSTEM
SAVER, Apple II, monitor and printer. The
heavy duty switch has a pilot light to alert
when system is on. You 'll never use the
Apple power switch again!

$8995 at your local dealer or
order direct by phone or mail from:
Kensington Microware Ltd.
300 East 54 Street, Suite 3L
New York, NY 10022
(212) 490-7691

POWER

When ordering by mail include payment of
$89.95 plu s $2.50 for handling New York
State residents add 5 y, 3 sales tax.
By phone payment can be ch arged to
VISA or MASTERCARD.
Dealer 1nqu1nes 1nv1ted.

W~

KENSINGTON
I~ MICROWARE

Entering Text... Easier Than a Typewriter
Enter text qmckly and a few commands does 1t all As
on a typewriter, you access upper case letters with the
SHIFT key But Format-II 1s smarter than a typewnter
smce there is no need to press RETURN at the end of
each lme. Format-II wraps text from lme to line for you
Effortless Formatting
FORMAT TEXT MODE IDENTIFIED
BY "FO RMAT TEXT' AN D I CURSOR



-·

Line 19 [60] Pos1tmn 38

Format Text

FORMAT-II turns your Apple II into a
powerful and effective word processor If you
are not familiar with computers or, for that
matter, with word processors. do not worry

The Main Menu. Commands for the Mam Menu, as m
all modes of the system, are mnemonic For example, to
create a New Page, Just touch [ED To Pnnt Text touch [El
Touch IMI and move immediately mto the mailing list
There 1s no chammg to d1skl
LEFT
MARGI N

..

TAB
SET

-·

IDE NTIFIES
UPPER CASE LOCK

Lone 19 (60] Pos1t1on . 38

RIGHT
MARGIN
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FORMAT-II turns your Apple II into a
powerful and effective word processor If you
are not familiar with computers or, for that
matter, with word processors, dq not worry

The Apple and FORMAT·ll behave hke a
'typewriter in some ways, but instead ·of
printing directly on your paper, yo~r typing stores
Information directly in 1he computer memory.
Once it's in the memory. 11 can be displayed
on . the screen and, more importantly, it can be
edited, ·reorganized, or fed out to a printer.
Furthermore, the information - your text - can
be stored away safely on a floppy disk •

-·



'E;Jfer Text

The Apple and FORMAT-II behave like a
·typewriter in some ways, but instead of
printing directly on your paper, your typing stores
information directly in the computer memory
Once it's in the memory , 11 can be displayed
on the screen and. more importantly, 1t can be
edited, reorganized. or fed out to a printer
Furthermore, the 1nformat1on - your text - can
,be stored away safely on a floppy disk I

-·
Justify

l!ine lilaragraph Oext

fl II

.. .

-

Touch the I ESC I key and you're m "Format Text" mode
to edit and manipulate Again, all commands are mne
monic and are brought up with one key stroke. No
complicated CTRL functlonsl For example
l&Jlign .a column of numbers 02lelete text
rn::llank .out text.
i]]d1L text.
[Qenter .text
[[]md text on the page
Illustrated is ITJustify. text (Throughout, bottom-of
screen prompting keeps you on track) The 1ust1fication
on the screen appears exactly as it will prmt out . Format
II 1s a "what you see 1s what you get" word processor

Format-II
Knocks
Wordstar

Format-II gives you everything
that Wordstar® offers, and it does more!
It does it faster! It does it simpler!
All at a lower cost!
Format-II is a machine code program.
An irrunediate benefit is speed-response to
commands is instantaneous. Also, Format-II
loads entirely at once including the Mailing List.
Remove the program disk, you won't need it
anymore. Only one disk drive is required!

Right off
The Apple'"

The Mailing List: Powerful, Versatile
Format-H's sophisticated Mailing List rivals the best
database management systems. Entries are in a card
file format. Each entry reserves a 16 field card, and 442
cards fit on each Mailing List disk. You can add new
entries, flip through entries, find particular entries, alter
existing entries, and much more.

16 FIELDS

Mailing List : Dnitialise mniversal !labels lilntries Blain menu
[S][O][ Label :
_][Entry :

[][][

][

[][][$Name
[ ][ ][$Title
[ ][ ][$Company
[ ][ ][$Address
[ ][ ][ $City
[ ]( ][$State
[SJ[ ][$Zip
[ ][ ][ $Telephone
[ ][ ][ $Salutation

][Mr. John Doe
][Sales Representative
][Kensington Microware
][ 3DD East 54th Street
][ New Vork
][ NV
][ 1DD22
][ (212) 49D· 7691 ,
][ Mr. Doe

[][][

][

[ ][ ][$Comments

][ Publishers of FQRMAT·ll

[][][

][
][

[][][
[][][

[][][

][

IN THIS EXAMPLE
FORMAT II SORTS BY ZIPCODE

I
I

][

General entry : [lntry ~ind

C

move

C

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

liJelete lillank : •

Other Knockout Features:
D Format-II works with any printer that connects to
the Apple. It performs proportional space
justification with Diablo®, Qume® and NEC® printers.
D For transmission of text over the telephone, Format-II
will create DOS 3.3 Text files for all available
communications programs.
D Use Format-II to incorporate and edit files created
with other programs such as Visicalc®spread sheets.
D A Quick Guide manual that will have you running
most features in two hours, and a full Reference
Manual for that weekend to explore all the cham
pionship qualities of Format-II Word Processing.
THE SCORECARD
Basic Program
CP/M®
Mailing List
Sorting Program

Prices shown are list.

]D14[

CARD NUMBER

Maintain your lists in any order you like. In this
example the entries have been sorted by zip code.
Format-H's powerful logic allows you to target
entries from your list to be merged with specified
letters. Tu send a letter to all "Program City" stores
listed except those in California, set Format-H's logic for
"Program City" ANDNOT "California". With the logic set
for "lawyers"OR"accountants"AND"California", Format-II
will print a letter to only those lawyers and accountants
who live in California.
A complete range of selections in your hands.

Format-II
Wordstar
$375
$375
Not re quired 399 (Softcard®)
Included
125 (Mailmerge'"')
200 (Supersort®)
Included

Go with the best. Ask for a complete demonstration of
Format-II at your local dealer. You too will be a winner.

FORM8T-lC ®

The
Best
on the

Apple

Ir~

KENSINGTON
I~ MICROWARE

Kensington M1croware Ltd.
300 East 54 Stree t, Suite 31
NY 10022
(212) 490-7691
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Discovery of a Menacing Message
When I came into work this morning, I
found the following letter to Softalk lying
upon my desk. My years of surveillance
of The Island and its rulers for my ex
pose The Prisoner allow me to say with
confidence that this message was indeed
written by The Caretaker.
This is the second time that he has left
me such a message, once again some
how getting past the locked doors and
alarm systems of Edu-Ware's offices. In
the interests of keeping the public aware
of this menace, I release his letter to you
for publication.
David Mullich, Vice President,
Edu-Ware Software Development,
Agoura, CA

The Message
As caretaker of The Island in The
Prisoner, I have a particular fondness
for ambiguities . Therefore, I was highly
amused by your April issue in which a
letter appeared that was written by one
of our islanders, Number 24 (Victor De
Grande).
Number 24 lamented in his letter over
the twenty-four bugs that had infested
Crystalware's Sands of Mars. "But," he
wrote, "since I had just played The
Prisoner, I was prepared for anything.''
It is gratifying to know that we did
such a good job of preparing Number 24.
Did he mean that he also found bugs in
The Prisoner? Or did he mean that our
brainwashing techniques have condi
tioned him to alwa ys be prepared for
frustration and disappointment? A little
knowledge is such a dangerous thing.
Well, it seems that the only way to have
your readers' minds cleared on this mat
ter is to have them pay a little visit to our
facilities. I assure you that we can do as
well for them as we did for Number 24.
Allow me to take this opportunity to
make two announcements. First, we
have elected a new recruitment direc
tor: Number 24. And second, we are
renovating our facilities. Everything is
getting a new paint job in thirty-two hi·
res colors, and new locks are being put on
the doors. I dare say you will never want
to leave .
The Caretaker for The Master

I 0
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suspect, I was one of the winners. My
prize arrived today and I have enjoyed
playing Kabul Spy. The graphics are ex
cellent and the program responds very
fast to commands. I hope your magazine
will continue such contests and other soft
ware manufacturers will participate.
George R. Wright, Oceanport , NJ
Enhanced and Supported
Now I've just got to put in a good word
for Videx. Having purchased and in
stalled a Videoterm eighty-column board
and a Keyboard and Display Enhancer, I
found that the enhancer did not work. I
also found that the the keyboard encoder
chip in my revision four Apple was ap
parently in the IC socket when it was
originally soldered to the encoder circuit
board. I had to buy a whole new "piggy
back" keyboard and my Videx Enhanc
er was not the proper one for my newer
keyboard. The good folks at Videx took
pity on me, I guess, because they sent me
one of their just-hit-the-market Enhanc
er !Is. They also sent me a small board
with a chip on it that would work in my
half new, half old Apple. None of it cost
me a penny more than I had paid for the
original Enhancer. If that isn't support, I
don't know what is! Their technical serv
ice people are also very knowledgeable
and helpful, and the Enhancer II is
fantastic!
Warren Michelsen, Page, AZ

within the U.S., I expected a long wait for
crisp, dark listings. Amazingly, I re
ceived my order eight days after I mailed
it! This company is truly a gem. If only
the larger companies would follow their
example. Not only are they incredibly
fast, but I can buy six refills for the price
of one new cartridge here in the Seattle
area.
I will surely do business with Data
Systems again, and heartily recommend
them to anyone else contemplating "roll·
ing their own" Epson ribbon refills.
Terry Owen Permenter, Seattle, WA
Counting on the Accountant
Since I first heard about my program
The Accountant by Decision Support
Software in your publication, I thought
you might be interested in my use and
subsequent comments. I wanted a sys
tem that would allow me to keep track of
my personal affairs. It was also planned
that this software would enable me to
function as treasurer of one church, and
assist the treasurer of a second church in
keeping track of expenses. I didn't ex
pect it to keep books for a large or
medium-sized business; it only had to
perform the functions of a general
ledger. I preferred a double-entry sys·
tem.
The Accountant is great and meets all
of my needs. I'm keeping my personal
accounts and checking, and managing
the budget without problems. I am also
keeping books for the churches without
difficulty, and since the system inter
faces with VisiCalc, I can use it with budg
et projections. It has also turned out to
be suitable for keeping the books of a fair
ly substantial AM-FM radio station
something more than I bargained for . A
few minor glitches in the manual were
promptly cleared up by strong author
support. Best of all was the price. The
little one hundred dollars system (plus
twenty dollars for the VisiCalc inter
face) does what programs costing much
more say they will do.
Frank D . Maglione, Ph.D.,
Champaign, IL

Amazing Mall Order
Unfortunately, our industry seems to be
a seller's market. Almost anyone can set
up a small business, and stay afloat long
enough to lure several of us (often more Calling for a Recount
than a few) into sending money to order a I have just purchased the Home Ac
product mail order. All of us have heard countant as potential replacement for the
what can happen to that money. It might Personal Finance Manager which, with
disappear entirely, or, at best take weeks its predecessor, I have been using for
or months before the product is re several years both for home use and for
ceived. Service, support, and quality support of a small business . I have been
seem to be words (and concepts) forgot looking for several improvements in
ten by altogether too many of the compa Home Accountant as it seemed to be the
nies we do business with.
ideal next step. However, it has several
Because of this dim record, I almost shortcomings which would seem to pre
always buy from a local dealer whom I clude it from being valuable for serious
can deal with face to face if I have any users. Unfortunately I did not know of
questions or problems. Recently, I de them before purchase.
First, Hom e Accountant does not pro
parted from this rule of thumb to pur
chase ribbon cartridge refills for my Ep vide deletion ability. This means that
The Winning Answer
son MX-80 printer. As the company that I mistaken entries may only be edited,
I want to take this opportunity to thank ordered from, Data Systems in Fern zeroed, and/ or designated "no cate
Sirius Software for sponsoring their Chet Park, Florida, is about as far away from gory." They will always show up in
and David Softalk contest. As you may my Washington address as you can get searches and are each counted as a
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transaction.
Second, I discovered during the trial
nm that the transaction entry mode ac
cepts data only for the month listed at the
screen top. Even entries I used with dif
ferent month numbers were stored in the
same record. This means that if an in
correct entry was sought in the entry
month it might not be found.
Third, when a month is closed, no
further transaction entries are allowed in
that month. While the reason given was
that it was felt that inexperienced users
would be less likely to make mistakes, it
would seem to me that it takes more
knowledge and experience to bypass this
problem than to provide full editing ca
pabilities for correcting errors. The
method suggested was to add several
"ghost" entries each month which could
be used later if needed. Too bad this was
not mentioned in the manual.
Fourth, I have not been able to estab
lish the correct codes to send to my
Microline 82 printer. I notice that Conti
nental Software disclaims support to other
than specific interface cards and print
ers. Unfortunately, purchase is neces
sary to discover this note .
Overall, these limitations would seem
to prohibit the serious use of the pro
gram . I tried to imagine the rationale
which would lead to such a design. Ac
countants used to use ink so that a page
could not be altered. Of course that didn't
stop page replacement and duplicate sets
of books. One of the great powers of the
computer is not to eliminate errors, but
to allow recalculation or correction so
rapidly that the net result is much great
er efficiency. This is the basis for editing
capabilities in word processors and data
base management systems. This hardly
seemed a justification for the system
design.
I feel that Continental Software did
not evaluate the competition well. Per
sonal Finance Manager, for example, is
very nearly error proof and friendly. It
includes complete editing capability
(even to prior months) except during rec
oncilation. I must conclude that Home
Accountant must be revised to allow full
utilization of its really powerful features.
I feel it has been misrepresented in its
capabilities and has inadequate
documentation to support either the
novice or the small-business user. It is
too bad that reviewers have overlooked
these shortcomings. I have returned the
software for a refund.
Norman J. Wood, Saratoga, CA
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get the text screen. Very, very tricky.
On-Line and Sir-tech: Releasing a
product with so many bugs as to force a
recall is just unbearable. We pay a large
enough price-we should get quality.
Hey, On-Line, how about including a
write-protect or bugging diskette with
no notch cut. All you have to do is lower
the write-protect arm.
And lastly, not a complaint but a com
pliment to Sirius Software. I commend
you on your efforts to write software and
then advertise it only when you are sure
it is done. It is for this that I and many
other software consumers are grateful.
Tom Borjon, Anchorage, AK
A Couple of Disgruntled Partners
I have just completed reading a letter regarding Denver Software and their
Financial Partner program in Open Discussion of May 1982. We are a systems
house dealer, using the Financial Partner and have had difficulty with Denver
Software. We had sent several letters to
no avail. We requested a new disk to
make backups and in trying the procedure could not complete the process and
go on to the next year.
How is a dealer to help the potential
customer if Denver Software will not
help the dealer?
We are, of course, sorry that Mr.
Abrams had difficulties, but at the same
time glad to hear that someone else was
having the same difficulties with the
company that we did.
Paul A.Huard, Jr., Mountain Center, CA

A letter appeared in your May 1982 issue
signed by Stephen Abrams of San Diego.
I would like to echo his letter since I have
had an almost identical experience. The
fact only one set of books can be run with
the Financial Partner from Denver Soft
ware is a very poor way to supply a prod
uct. I think it is unrealistic to expect
someone with no accounting experience
to set up a set of books properly the first
time. I think there must be some provi
sion to start over after the first few un
successful tries, especially in a program
that is advertised as being suitable for
people with no accounting experience. I
believe their advertisements even imply
that this program is a suitable tool for
learning accounting principles.
I was interested by Mr. Abrams's
fourth comment that the company im
plied that it was the dealer's responsibil
ity to inform the prospective customer of
the program's limitations. I ordered this
product straight from the company, paid
Market Balk
full retail price, and was given no such in
I have a few complaints for the major formation. In summary, I would join Mr.
software producers.
Abrams in strongly recommending that
Broderbund: How dare you advertise your readers not purchase this product.
a product for seven months in advance Alexander Kleider, M.D., Sioux City, IA
and then tell us that it will be available in
April. I have yet to see it in any stores. Also, Just a Moment
here's a trick for those of you who have Like so many novice computer owners I
Red Alert. While the logo is loading in, have made a number of mistakes in the
press and hold the reset button until you purchase of software . Advertisements
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are very nice but often misleading.
Editorials are helpful, but often mislead
ing. So the only way to find out actually
what you have is to use it. I have two Ap
ple computers, one for a small business
and one for home use. I would like to
share my experience with a software pro
gram.
Every Apple owner is given a pro
gram called File Cabinet which is soon
outgrown. My first attempt at a data
bwie system was CCA Data Bwie Man
agement by the maker of VisiCalc. Since
VisiCalc is so good I thought CCA Data
Base Management had to be good. Well,
it wasn't. When you burn one hundred
dollars you tend to be more careful, so I
investigated a number of popular, highly
advertised programs and found each of
them lacking. Then I heard of a program
by Software Technology for Computers
out of Massachusetts. I discussed the pro
gram with their sales people and was told
if I liked File Cabinet I would love the
IFO (Information File Organizer). So I
ordered it, and, as promised, I loved IFO.
Again, let me repeat that I am not a
computer expert. I run a small business
so I know how to read, write, and count;
beyond that, difficulties arise. Very soon
I wanted to expand my data base to do
other neat things but didn't know how to
do it. So a quick call to Gary Haffer, a few
phone conversations, and I had a system
customized to my industry and my
unique needs.
I am writing this with the hope that
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Certified Diskettes
1 Year Perf. Warranty
Hub Rings, Write Protect
Stickers, Labels, Heavy
Jackets, Envelopes and Box
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Computer
Apple II
TRS-80
MOD 11111
IBM
Personal
TRS-80
MOD II

Multiples of
1-9 Boxes
10 Boxes
$21.95/Box $20.95/Box
$23.95/Box $22.95/Box
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$23.95/Box $22.95/Box
$33.95/Box $31.95/Box

Others available on request.
Send Certified Check or Money Order
If personal check allow 2 weeks
Add $1.50 Post & Handling per order
Illinois Residents add Sdles Tax
Sendto

Com-Pute Services
P.O. Box 3361
Oak Park, IL 60303
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other users will ta ke just a mom ent to
write to say if a program is good or bad
for t heir needs . I would be willing to an
swer any inquiries as t o what I liked or
disliked about the program and would
hope that the t hous ands of other Apple
user s will begin t o do the same . I would
encourage your maga zine to open such a
foru m for publication. In this w ay we can
enhance t he use of the computers for our
business and per sonal lives and remove
some of the expenses and frustrations
t hat are natur ally inherent to such a tech
nical field.
G .R. Prasch , Huntington, IN

Docu-Drama
While I am in sympathy with D. J . Goudy
and his unfortunate experience with in
adequate dealer documentation, the fact
is that until consumers insist on com
plete documentation befo re purchase,
vendors will continue to rely on adver
tisements. I have written to several soft·
ware vendors requesting a complete
functional description of a particular
package and have yet to receive infor
mation which is sufficiently complete for
me to evaluate the package. As long as
vendors can sell their products through
advertisements and charge the buyer in
advance for adequate documentation,
they will continue to do so. When pro
spective buyers insist on adequate docu
mentation before purchase, they'll get it.
F. Michael Hugo, Arlington, VA

A Notion To Trust
I would like to thank the readers of
So/ talk and other magazines for the very
positive response to Penguin Software's
policy change with r egard to protected
software.
I'm certain that we made a good deci
sion, and so far the move has had no
negative effect on our sales. This doesn't
mean that every publisher should go out
and remove their protection immedi
ately; that's a decision that has to be
made with time. It takes a certain
amount of trust in your customers to take
such a step. I happen to think that it's
helpful for any customer to have work
ing backups of software that they pur
chase, as long as they keep the copies
themselves. I also occasionally have this
silly notion that everyone is honest if you
treat them as such. I like to think that 99
percent are.
Mr. J. Barry Smith's letters in the
May So/talk, and other people's various
letters and comments elsewhere in the
world, lead me to believe that in order
not to be dishonest people, they twist
their morals with rationalizations in
which they try to keep themselves honest
in their own minds. To quote Mr. Smith,
"Piracy is a biased word, it implies
theft. " Sorry. It doesn't imply theft. It is
theft. There are no two ways about it.
When you take something that doesn't be
long to you, it's got a simple one-word
definition: stealing.

TWO PROGRAMSTO ACCENT YOUR APPLE
ACCU-SHAPES
The One -of-a -Kmd. Cltimate Shape Builder
•
•
•
•

Create shapes m lo-res with magnified detail
View them in hi-res and color
'lransfer the m back to lo-r es for furthe r editing
"Page·• thro ugh a table as 1f thumbing through
a book
• Add, delete, combine shapes from several
tables to for m new tables
For the advanced programme r or the begin 
ner. to design a library uf character sets, s pecial
graphic symbols and shapes for animation.
Fa.<t Assembly Language, ~Ilk
ROM Applesoft, IJ US :u $49 · 95
Sl'e your deall' r tuday

SOFT-STEP

The easy-to-use debugger for your Applesoft
BASIC programs. Helps experts find bugs and
beginne rs learn BASIC.
• Single-step thro ugh your BASIC program
• Set breakpoint at any lme
• List the next lme to be execute d
• Tr ace all or onl y chosen lines
• Exarnme values of van ables & memory
• l lefine values of variables & memor y
All of this and more , without mod1fymg your
soun·e code '. l.Jses only 2. Hk. Requires 32k,
I lOS 3.3 Fast Asse mbl y Language $49 · 95

ACCENT

<;Of1 W.t h '
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"But," you say, "it's so expensive." Sorry
again. Yes, selling Apple software is
mass marketing as far as computers go,
but it's not really that huge of a market
place. Would it surprise you to know that
advertising costs us about $6,000 per
month? Or that most publishers are paid
only forty percent of the retail price after
distributors and dealers get their cut?
What about packaging, people to take
and ship orders, customer service, office
space and supplies? Dale Archibald was
an order of magnitude or so off when he
jokingly said that we're so small that it
takes weeks for our distribution to reach
double figures (So/talk, May); but even
so, it doesn't take a mathematical wizard
to compute rough sales figures to see how
much money actually finds its way to the
publisher and author. For the most part,
software packages are priced close to
what they have to be. Sorry.
So Barry, your excuse is your wallet.
Do you buy gasoline without paying? Do
you leave restaurants without paying the
check? Do you stuff your pockets in the
supermarket? It doesn't make any dif
ference who you steal from, it's still steal
ing. If that's the definition of a pirate,
then yes, you're a thief. And if you steal
because you can't afford the software
then you had no business buying a com
puter in the first place.
To the 99.9 percent of you who are
honest, thank you for your kind words
and support.
P .S. Despite the column bio, I taught at
Northern Illinois U. in DeKalb, home of
the famous flying ears of corn. Is there
an arcade game in that somewhere?
Mark Pelczarski, Penguin Software,
Geneva, IL

Thunderstorm
I have just received my new copy of
So/talk for May 1982, and noticed the
Thunderware advertisement. I read a
similar ad last year and received one of
their clocks as a Christmas present, pur
chased through ComputerLand. After
working many hours and driving many
miles back and forth to ComputerLand, I
still have a useless clock.
I have written Thunderware pre
viously and they assured me that if I
would go back to the seller that they
could contact the company and it would
work. This has been done and they have
shipped me a disk with instructions to
make it work. I have installed the driver
as instructed, but the disk will still not
boot. I have been back to ComputerLand
and they tell me that they are sorry, but
they don't know what to do with it. They
have been more than helpful in trying to
solve the problem, but there appears to
be no solution.
I am sorry, but I feel that I have been
ripped off with this product. I feel that
anyone who reads the advertisement in
So/talk has a right to expect a product
that will do what is stated. I find no ref
erence to the fact that the product will
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not work in an Apple III, and feel that it
should be made to work-0r a full re
fund should be in order. I had made ar
rangements for a second clock from BM!
in Oklahoma City, but they have been
kind enough to inform me that they do
not work.
John Florence, M.D., Oklahoma City, OK
Mad Scientist
I have an applications problem with
VisiCalc. I am a scientist and I pur·
chased VisiCalc for scientific, not busi
ness, applications. That is, I wish to use it
as a report generator for presenting ex
perimental data.
VisiCalc drops trailing zeroes. For ex
ample, 3.210 becomes 3.21. To a scientist
those numbers are not identical. The
extra zero indicates the level of experi
mental precision. VisiCalc does not line
up decimals. This can make a column of
figures look ludicrous and totally unac
ceptable for a final report. All columns
must be the same width. This makes it
awkward to use row titles. I can cir
cumvent this problem by using two
columns for a title, but it is inconvenient.
VisiCalc doesn't have a problem with
keeping trailing zeroes or even adding
them in the money format field. If I have
either more than two or less than two
decimal places, I'm out of luck.
I understand that their main compet
itor, SuperCalc, has solved all of these
problems. What has happened to
VisiCalc? They seem to be quite smug
about their success and could care less
about their past customers. I called them
recently asking if they had any plans on
coming out with an eighty-column up
date and they said no. With my forty
column display, I frequently am
frustrated by not seeing enough of my
sheet. I am aware that VC-Expand/80 is
on the market, but I am reluctant to buy
until my previously mentioned problems
are solved.
David W. Nehrkorn, San Mateo, CA
Teenage Turnabout
DOStalk-Wow! When I saw your new
feature was written by one of my favor
ite authors, Bert Kersey, I knew that
your already great magazine would be
come even greater. As expected, the
April 1982 issue of DOStalk taught me
many things which I did not know. These
things added to what Bert Kersey had
already taught me when I bought DOS
Boss.

You may not know it, but I am a teen
ager who cannot afford many programs.
The truth is that I cannot even afford a
few programs. Coincidentally, the last
program that I have bought is DOS Boss,
and that was in November 1981!
To my surprise, instead of new ideas
such as in the April issue, the May issue
ripped me off. Four of the utilities on the
DOS Boss disk, that I had paid for with
my hard earned money, were fully ex
plained and listed in the May issue of

DOStalk. Never again will I buy a pro
gram from Bert Kersey, the man who, at
least in my eyes, has gone from a prince
to a pooper !
·
Robert Zitko, Downers Grove, IL
Issues and Answers
I might be able to help with some Open
Discussion problems.
For both inserting names and under
lining with Apple Writer get Apple Writer
E xtended Features, Brillig Systems,
10270 Fern Pool Court, Burke, VA 220Ui.
It is great for underlining, making exec
files, modifying text files, adding printer
controls in the text, and other things that I
don't use. The author is most helpful
when you have a question. This item was
reviewed in your pages several issues
ago.
Regarding bypassing the UHF of a
Heath Television, considering all the
problems I've had with my Heath, the
problem is probably in the set. I would
contact ATV Research, Thirteenth and
Broadway, Dakota City, NE 68731, to see
if they could help . I use their Micro
verter and get a sharper picture than
with Super-Mod. Micro-verter is for
UHF, but perhaps the company has a
suggestion.
I still think you should put all the porn
ads on one page. It could readily be rip
ped out by those (like me) who would
rather not have it in the magazine .
To Mr. Robbins in Open Discussion,
probably either Disk Fixer (from Image
Computer Products) or Bag of Tricks
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(from Quality Software) will straighten
out his directory. I had somebody who
knows more than I do fix a blown disk for
me using Disk Fixer. I now have the pro
gram, but a lot of it is over my head.
Why, when reading a long data file,
does my Apple occasionally just sit there
and seem to do nothing? This seems to be
most apt to happen with File Cabinet, but
I have had it happen on other programs
that I don't use as much.
Finally, a request: How about another
review of data storage programs like
VisiCalc?

Raymond J. Shuerger, D.V.M.,
Pittsburgh, PA
Second Opinion
I would like to share my opinions on the
letter titled "Ten Hours" in Open Dis
cussion, April So/talk. Mr. Behrens
handed the secret to the copy protection
of Wizardry on a silver platter to all So/
talk readers. I'm not upset that Mr. Behr
ens discovered how to copy Wizardry, but
the fact that So/talk printed it in their
magazine destroys a quite effective copy
protection.
I've played Wizardry since it was put
out, and I haven't had the slightest prob
lem. I have used the utility options and
not only found them useful, but they've
always worked fine. I think Mr. Behr
en's problem might have been a faulty
system or misuse.
The real issue to me is whether or not
So/talk has the right to give away infor
mation on copy protection. May I sug
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gest getting the proper permission next
time? I would like to close with a note to
the Wi,::a1·d1-y authors: Keep those great
scenarios coming!
Virginia E. Drake, E. Bloomfield, NY
Piece of the Pie
In the May issue of Softalk you had a let
ter from Marlys Dannenberg stating that
the various print codes for the MX-80
printer could be entered from within the
word processor Apple PIE. I have looked
at the Apple PIE manual and do not see
where I can access these codes. Can you
tell me how to accomplish this?
Norman Massey, Tucson, AZ
Poking Punctuation
I really enjoy your magazine and would
like to tell you to keep up the good work. I
especially enjoy the reviews of software
and the tutorials. I have been reading
your publication since the first issue
(saving them too), and have been await
ing the chance to contribute something to
your outstanding effort.
I am one of the "young people" men
tioned by Albert E. Hoffman in his letter
to Open Discussion in April (I am four
teen years old), and I hope this routine
will help many people, young and old
alike, who enjoy Softalk.
This routine will allow input of quotes,
commas, and colons in Applesoft. It
pokes a small machine language pro
gram into memory from 768-805 ($300
$325). It was originally published in the
October 1979 issue of Contact. I have
modified the routine to correct a serious
error that existed in the original routine.
(The ASCII values of the inputted char
acters were all 128 too high.)
In the revised routine, line 10 defines a
string variable at a known memory loca
tion (the name may be anything you
wish). Lines 90-190 poke a short ma
chine language routine into your Apple's
memory pointer to point to the input buf
fer ($200). Line 240 calls the new input
routine, and the mid$ function moves a
copy of the new string into main memo
ry (so it isn't erased by the next input).
This routine works for Applesoft in
put as well as for input from a disk. In or
der to read the third field of each record
of a random access text file, the syntax
would be:
CALL 768 : CALL 768: CALL 768: INS=MIDS(INS, 1)

The first two calls are dummy inputs, but
unlike the normal input in$ command,
they perform no string handling. This
stops "garbage collection" as a side
benefit. Have fun!
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

LET INS = "X"
REM
REM THE FIRST VARIABLE
REM DEFINED MUST BE A STRING
REM THI S STRING WILL REC'VE
REM INPUT FROM THE CALL
REM

80 TEXT : HOME
90 FOR J = 768 TO 805
100 READ I
110 POKE J,I
120 NEXT J
130 DATA 162,0,32, 117,253, 160,2
140 DATA 138,145,105,200,169,0
150 DATA 145, 105,200, 169,2, 145
160 DATA 105, 160,0, 132, 1, 169
170 DATA 2,133,2,177,1,233
180 DATA 128, 145, 1,200,208,247
190 DATA 96
200 REM
210 REM IT'S DEMO TIME!
220 REM
230 PRINT "TYPE ANY STRING: ":
240 CALL 768:1N$ = MIDS (INS, 1)
250 PRINT: PRINT "HERE IS EXACTLY WHAT YOU
TYPED: "
260 PRINT IN$
270 PRINT
280 PRINT "LOOK AT THE PRETTY QUOTES,"
290 PRINT "COLONS, AND COMMAS THAT"
300 PRINT "SURVIVED THE INPUT!!!"
310 END

Steve Townsend, Grand Rapids, MI
Six Times Time
I recently purchased Time Zone and
found only six disks instead of the eight
disks that were mentioned in one of your
reviews. A quick call to On-Line Systems
relieved my anxiety. There are only six
disks (both sides) to the game. Just
thought you might want to save your
readers a long distance call.
Mike Elias, Goodland, KS
Good for Something
Can anyone tell me what the program in
the April Basic Solution is supposed to
do? I read Wm. V.R. Smith's description
and couldn't understand it, but it sound
ed like he was talking about something
useful. I entered the program in my
Apple and ran it. (I substituted a right
parenthesis for a right bracket in line
twenty-nine, as I didn't know about shift
M . My son told me later.) I can't see any
point to the output I got.
Perhaps Mr. Smith could put a few
more minutes' time into writing his next
column. For one thing, in lines fourteen
and ninety the print instruction can be re
placed by the much simpler PR# in
structions used directly.
Seymour Haber, Silver Spring, MD
Escaping In Two Directions
Here is the information Mr. Stokes re
quested regarding bidirectional printing
on the NEC Model 5515 printer. The first
reference is NEC document number
10003-01 entitled Terminal Operators
Guide. See Appendix B, page Bl: es
cape-5 = forward print, escape-6 = re
verse print. The second reference is NEC
document number 10005, second revision
February 1980, entitled Terminals Prod
uct Description. See page 4-10, para
graph 4.6.1.8: reverse print = escape-6,
forward print === escape-5 or a carriage
return. A carriage return will cancel re
verse print, so escape-5 is not really re
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quired if the line printed right to left ends
in a carriage return.
It also should be obvious that each line
to be printed right to left must be pre
ceded by an escape-6. The 5515 printer
does not have the capability to automati
cally reverse the line of characters to be
printed. The user is responsible for this
task plus any pad spaces to suit margins.
Chuck Welman, Santa Ana, CA
Stumped by a Stop
To Jim Merritt: I have a problem using
Apple Pascal that I have been unable to
solve. After a program has been assem
bled and starts to execute, it halts and
displays the following:
Value Range Error
S#l, Pl/6, 1118

The only way I can re-enter Apple
Pascal is re-initializing by hitting reset.
The only reference I can find to this type
of error message is In the Apple Pascal
Operating System Reference Manual on
page 278, and it doesn't really say much
of anything about it. I have no idea what
this error message means, what the
problem is, or how to solve it. Would you
please help me with this?
E.R. Miller, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
Wondering About Renumbering
When programming in Apple III Busi
ness Basic, I miss having an editor fea
ture that is available in large computer
editors : the renu m function for renum
bering program lines and references to
line numbers (by branching state
ments) . Neither the simple Basic editor,
nor the more powerful Pascal editor pro
vided by Apple have renum. I feel that
when writing long, complex programs
this is a necessary feature. Any sugges
tions?
Paul D . Hass, Anaheim Hills, CA
Repaying a Debt with Checksum
I have taken a great deal of enjoyment in
reading your magazine for the past few
years. I feel that I owe you a debt for all
that I have learned from your pages.
When a letter arrives in my post office
box requesting a few dollars to extend
my subscription, I will joyfully send off a
check.
Enclosed is a program that I hope will
repay part of my debt. This modest pro
gram calculates a checksum for the con
tents of a range of memory addresses. If
the range is larger than sixty-four bytes,
it will also display intermediate check
sums every sixty-four bytes. This is pri
marily useful when someone is typing
hexadecimal data or programs into a
computer. It verifies that the person has
typed all of the information accurately.
There is, however, one catch. Both the
writer and the typist must use equiva
- lent checksum programs, otherwise the
checksums will not match.
I am suggesting that you should pub
lish this program (or one like it), and use
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it to calculate checksums for all of the
hexadecimal information appearing in
So/talk. It will definitely save many
hours of debugging, comparing semi sen
sical numbers. Some features of this par
ticular program are simplicity, fast exe
cution speed, and portability. I have test
ed it in both Integer and Applesoft Ba
sics, and I think It will also work in Mi
crosoft Basic-80.
There is one thing about So/talk that I
would like to see changed. Would you
please stop typesetting the program list
ings? It might make the program list
ings more accurate, but the uniform
spacing will definitely make them easier
to understand.
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260

REM WRITTEN BY:
REM
REM HAYDN HUNTLEY
REM P.O. BOX 1111
REM FAIRFIELD, IA 52556
REM
REM MAY 10, 1982
REM
REM RUNS IN MOST DIALECTS OF
REM BASIC AS IS
REM
CALL -936: REM CLEAR SCREEN AND HOME
CURSOR
PRINT
PRINT "THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES A
CHECKSUM"
PRINT "USING THE CONTENTS OF A GIVEN
RANGE OF"
PRINT "MEMORY ADDRESSES."
PRINT

270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420

PRINT "BEGINNING OF RANGE= ";
INPUT B
PRINT"
END OF RANGE= ";
INPUT E
PRINT
FOR l=B TOE
IF X<64 THEN 360
X=O
PRINT "CHECKSUM AT ";I;" IS ";C+16384
X=X+l
C=C+x* PEEK (I)
IF C>16383 THEN C=C-32767
NEXT I
PRINT
PRINT "THE FINAL CHECKSUM IS ";C+16384
END

Haydn Huntley, Fairfield, IA
Conditional Surrender
I have decided that the benefits of sub
scribing to So/talk far outweigh the dis
advantages of not subscribing. There
fore, I am sending you a two-year sub
scription order, but I feel there are some
problems that exist with your publica
tion that need to be addressed.
First, there is the flimsy cover, and
next, the lack of a reader service card.
Also there is a lack of editorial response
within Open Discussion. It's bad enough
that there is an apparent three-month lag
between a letter being written and its ap
pearance in the magazine. Then to ex
pect only readership response to such
questions coming in later adds up to a six
month delay.
Finally, the blackest mark against
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your magazine is the presence of sex
ually oriented ads. Other magazines that
I subscribe to don't carry this kind of ad
vertising, and it is a mystery to me why
you feel you have to. It's one thing to ac
cept distasteful material into one's home
alongside the good because It comes free,
and quite another to endorse such mate
rial with a paid subscription. Please take
my two-year renewal as a way of indi
cating to you that you don't need this ma
terial.
Now that people like me will be in
creasing your revenue, you should be
willing to settle this question once and for
all. You can't be that hard up for money.
George Wruck, Jr., Dallas, TX
Cleans and Dirties
I am fourteen years old and enjoy read
ing Softalk's Open Discussion each
month, but It seems to me that in each is
sue the letters about the advertisements
get longer and longer. I think that all a
magazine should do is screen out the por
nographic ads. It should not be respon
sible for screening an ad because It dis
pleases a certain group.
If the reader does not agree with an
advertisement then the reader should not
complain to the magazine, he should
complain to the company that sponsors
the advertisement. Why don't the
readers stop picking on So/talk when It Is
not doing anything wrong?
Josh Zeidler, Beverly Hills, CA
JI
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SPECTRUM
PERSONAL FINANCE MASTER:

UNIVERSAL BUSINESS MACHINE:

The premier personal and small business financial
system. Covering all types of accounts including
check registers. savings, money market, loan, credit
card and other asset or liability accounts. the system
has these features:
Monthly Transaction Reports
Budgets Income & Expense
Reconciles to Bank Statements
Prints Checks & Mailing Labels
Automatic Year-End Rollover
Prepares a Net Worth Report
Searches for Transactions
Handles Split Transactions
User-Friendly Data Entry Forms
Fast Machine Language Routines
Extensive Error Trapping
HI-RES Expense/Income Plots
For Apple 11 (48K) ..... . ...... . . . . . . . ... $74.95

An electronic spread sheet structured around a 100
row x 20 column table. User defines row and
column names and equations forming a unique
template. Table elements can be multiplied, added,
subtracted. divided, summed, averaged and accum
ulated. Hundreds of unique templates can be created,
used, stored and recalled for later use. Supplied with
8 standard templates ready for use covering these
subjects.
Cash Flow Analysis
Proforma Profit & Loss
Proforma Balance Sheet
Real Estate Investment
Sales Forecaster
Source and Use of Funds
Job Cost Estimator
Inventory Analysis
Price (Apple II. 48K) . . . . . .. . .. .. ........ $89.95

$29.95

COLOR CALENDAR:

Got a busy calendar? Organize it with Color Calendar.
Whether it's birthdays, appointments, business
meetings or a regular office schedule, this program
is the perfect way to schedule your activities.
The calendar display is a beautiful HI-RES color
graphics calendar of the selected month with each
scheduled day highlighted in color. Using the daily
schedule, you can review any day of the month and
schedule an event or activity in any one of 20 time
slots from 8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE:

Both Programs $249.95
A user-friendly yet comprehensive double-entry ac
counting system employing screen-oriented data
input forms. extensive error-trapping, data valida
tion and machine language routines for high speed
operation . The series includes these two modules:
GENERAL LEDGER: A complete accounting system
with these features:
• Up to 500 accounts and 500 transactions per
month.
• Extensive check register management system
(similar to our PFM).
• Prints checks and mailing labels.
• Produces these reports:
Transactions Journal
Account Ledgers
Income Statement
Balance Sheet
Account Listings
Requires Apple 11, 48K RAM,
1 disk drive.. ....... . . . . . .... . ... . .... $149.95
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE: A flexible system with
these features :
• Up to 500 accounts and up to 500 invoices per
diskette.
• Prints invoices and customer statements &
address labels.
• Interfaces to General Ledger.
• Interactive screen-based invoice work sheet.
• Produces these reports:
Aged Receivables
Sales Analysis
Customer Listings
Invoice Search
Requires Apple II, 48K RA M,
2 disk drives ... ......... . .... . . . ...... $149.95
Both Programs . . .. . . ... . . .. ..... ..... . $249.95

ELECTRONICS SERIES VOL I & II:

Entire Series $259.95
LOGIC SIMULATOR: SAVE TIME ANO MONEY. Simulate
your digital logic circuits before you build them.
CMOS, TTL or whatever, if it's digital logic, this
program can handle it. The program is an inter
active, menu driven. full-fledged logic simulator
capable of simulating the bit-time response of a
logic network to user-specified input patterns. It
will handle up to 1000 gates, including NANOS, NORS,
INVERTERS. FLIP-FLOPS, SHIFT REGISTERS. COUNTERS
up to 20 user-defined random. or binary input
patterns. Accepts network descriptions from
keyboard or from LOGIC DESIGNER for simulation
(48K) ........ . . . ...... . . . ...... . . . . . .. $159.95
LOGIC DESIGNER: interactive HI -RES graphics program
for designing digital logic systems. Draw directly on
the screen up to 10 different gate types, including
NANO. NOR. INVERTER. EX-OR. T-FLOP. JK-FLOP. D-FLOP.
RS-FLOP, 4 BIT COUNTER and N-BIT SHIFT REGISTER.
User interconnects gates using line graphics com
mands. Network descriptions for LOGIC SIMULATOR
generated simultaneously with the CRT diagram
being drawn ...... . ................... $159.95
MANUAL ANO DEMO DISK: Instruction Manual and
demo disk illustrating capabilities of both pro
grams) . ................. .............. $29.95

ELECTRONIC SERIES VOL Ill & IV:

Entire Series $259.95

CIRCUIT SIMULATOR: Tired of trial & error circuit
design? Simulate & debug your designs before you
build them1 With CIRCUIT SIMULATOR you build a
model of your circuit using RESISTORS, CAPACITORS,
INDUCTORS. TRANSISTORS. DIODES. VOLTAGE and CUR·
RENT SOURCES and simulate the waveform res
ponse to inputs such as PULSES. SINUSOIDS. SAW·
TOOTHS. etc. .. all fully programmable. The output is
displayed as an OSCILLOSCOPE-STYLE PLOT of the
selected waveforms or as a printed table of voltage
vs time. Handles up to 50 nodes and 100 components.
Requires 48 RAM ... . ... . ... .... .. . .... $159.95
CIRCUIT DESIGNER: Interactive HI-RES graphics pro
gram for designing electronic circuits. Draw directly
on the screen up to 10 different component types,
including those referenced above. Component inter
connect list for CIRCUIT SIMULATOR generated auto
matically, Requires 48K RAM . .... ... . . . $159.95

MATHEMATICS SERIES:

Entire Series $49.95
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS I: This menu driven program
performs LINEAR REGRESSION analysis, determines
the mean, standard deviation and plots the fre
quency distribution of user-supplied data sets. Prin
ter, Disk. I/O routines.
........... . ............. ... .. . . ...... $19.95
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI-RES 2-Dimensional plot of
any function. Automatic scaling. At your option, the
program will plot the function, plot the INTEGRAL
plot the DERIVATIVE. determine the ROOTS. MAXIMA.
MINIMA. INTEGRAL VALUE ............... . . $19.95
MATRIX: A general purpose. menu driven program
for determining the INVERSE and DETERMINANT of
any matrix, as well as the SOLUTION to any set of
SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS ....... . . $19.95
J.D SUFAACE PLOTTER: Explore the ELEGANCE and
BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS by creating HI-RES PLOTS of
3-dimensional surfaces from any 3-variable equa
tion. Disk save and recall routines for plots. Menu
driven to vary surface parameters. Hidden line or
transparent plotting .............. ....... $19.95

ACTION ADVENTURE GAMES:

Entire Series $29.95
RED BARON: Can you outlly the RED BARON? This fast
action game simulates a machine-gun DOGFIGHT
between your WORLD WAR I Bl-PLANE and the baron's.
You can LOOP, DIVE. BANK or CLIMB-and so can the
BARON. In HI-RES graphics plus sound . .. .. $14.95
BATTLE OF MIDWAY: You are in command of the U.S.S.
HORNETS' DIVE-BOMBER squadron. Your targets are
the Aircraft carriers , Akagi, Soryu and Kaga. You
must fly your way through ZEROS and AA FIRE to
make your DIVE-BOMB run. In HI-RES graphics plus
sound .. ......... .. . ........ ....... ..... $14.95
SUB ATTACK: It's April 1943. The enemy convoy is
headed for the CONTROL SEA. Your sub, the MORAY.
has just sighted the CARRIERS and BATTLESHIPS'.
Easy pickings. But watch out for the DESTROYERS 
they're fast and deadly. In HI-RES graphics plus
sound . ............................... . $14.95
FREE CATALOG-All programs are supplied on disk
and run on Apple II w/Disk & Applesoft ROM Card
and require 32K RAM unless otherwise noted . De
tailed instructions included. Orders shipped within
5 days. Card users include card number. Add $2.00
postage and handling with each order. California
residents add 61/2% sales tax. Foreign orders add
$5.00 postage and handling per product.
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This month we're going to tackle the subject of binary files
and discuss ways of manipulating them with DOS commands.
We'll also write a couple of handy exec utilities that will per
form some useful tricks for us. If all goes well, we'll both learn
something along the way.
What Is a Binary File? A binary file is simply a series of
values ranging from 0 to 2M and stored in conBecutive locations
in your Apple's memory or on disk. It's that simple. Here's a
sample binary file.
194 197 193 199 204 69 160 194 210 207 83

These numbers can represent whatever some programmer
wants them to represent: numbers, letters, machine language
commands, hi-res screen values, or whatever. Any number of
values can be stored in a binary file, up to the limits of your Ap
ple's memory. You'll recognize a binary file in a catalog by the
letter B to the left of the file's sector (size) number.
When you encounter a binary file, it's probably one of three
things: a series of values to be bloaded and used as some kind
of data by a Basic program; a machine language program
meant to be brun in which each number is part of a machine
language command or statement; a visual image meant to be
bloaded. A number could represent a text screen character or
lo-res color plot, or it could light up a set of dots on the hi-res
screen. DOS lets you handle binary files with its brun, bload,
and bsave commands. Here's a rundown of each command.
Brun (usually pronounced "bee run"): The brun command
is used to load and then rnn a machine language program. It is
parallel to DOS's run command, which is a combination of
DOS's load and Applesoft's run. Brun is instead a combination
of DOS's bload and Applesoft's call commands. If you know the
address in memory where a machine language program starts
and that program is in memory, you can call that number to
execute the program. For example, the FID program on the
System Master disk is a machine language program . To use it,
you normally type brun FJD(return). You could instead type
bload FID and then call 0052. After quitting FID, you can call
2052 to restart it, meaning go to location 2052 ($803) and exe
cute what's there. If no program is there, or if you call the
wrong number, the call will crash into the Monitor (see com
mand notes box) .
Bload (say "bee load"): The bload command is used to
load any kind of binary file from disk into your Apple's memo
ry. Some binary files, like hi-res pictures, a.re meant only to be
bloaded; they are never (and could not possibly be) brun. To
specify where in memory a file is to be bloaded, type ",A"
plus the starting location after the file name. Here's an
example.
HGR (return)
BLOAD IMAGE, A8192 (return)

The commands just listed will clear the hi-res screen (loca
tions 8192-16383) to black and load the binary file named
Image (ideally, but not necessarily, a hi-res picture) into
memory, starting at location 8192 (hex $2000, see box) and con
tinuing, byte-by-byte, until the entire file is in memory. If the
binary file you bload is a hi-res picture, you'll actually see the

screen light up in Venetian blind fashion. If you bload any
other kind of binary file, you will get a random-looking snowy
screen. If you had not specified the start location and typed
only bload image (return), the file would have loaded to the lo
cation from which it was bsaved .
Bsave (say "bee save"): You can specify almost any sec
tion of memory and store it on a disk-a Ba.sic program, a ma
chine language program, a lo-res or hi-res picture , or simply a
string of numbers. You just need to tell the Apple where the
section of memory starts and how long it is.
Note: Both Applesoft's save command (for cassette use)
and DOS's save command followed by a file name automati
cally know the location and length of the file being saved. Save
is used only for storing Applesoft or Integer programs; spe
cifically, whatever program happens to be in memory when
the command is executed. A program includes the com
mands, print statements, and remarks in that program, as
well as line numbers and line locations.
To bsave a straight chunk of memory-specifically the
values of consecutive bytes of memory-you need to specify the
starting address, A, and the length, L, of the range of memory
you want to save. Here are some typical bsaves.
BSAVE NAME, A8192, L8192
or BSAVE NAME, AS2000, L$2000
BSAVE NAME, A 16384, L8192
or BSAVE NAME, A$4000, LS2000
BSAVE NAME, A 1024, L1024
or BSAVE NAME, A$400, LS400
BSAVE NAME, A2048, L1024
or BSAVE NAME, AS800, L$400

Stores hi-res picture, page one
Stores hi-res picture, poge two
Stores text/lo-res screen, poge one
Stores text;1o-res screen, page two

Moving Memory Via DOS. Programmers often want to
move memory; that is , to move the contents of a certain sec
tion of memory from one location to another. For example, you
might have a hi-res picture stored on page two that you want to
move to page one. Let's try it; run this little program first to
set up both hi-res screens:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

HOME: HCOLOR=3: HGR: REM CLEAR HI-RES PAGE ONE
FOR X=O TO 279 STEP 20: HPLOT X,O TO X, 191: NEXT
FOR Y=O TO 191 STEP 20: HPLOT O,Y TO 279,Y: NEXT
HGR2: REM CLEAR HI-RES PAGE TWO
FOR X=O TO 260 STEP 20: FOR Y=O TO 180 STEP 20
HPLOT X,Y TO X+4,Y TO X+4,Y+4 TO X,Y+4 TO X,Y: NEXT: NEXT
POKE 49236,0: REM VIEW PAGE ONE
POKE 49235,0: VTAB 20: END: REM MAKE CURSOR VISIBLE

After you run the program and save it, bsave your two works
of art on disk with the following direct commands (no line
numbers):
BSAVE PAGE 1 GRID, AS2000, LS2000 (return)
BSAVE PAGE 2 SQUARES, AS4000, L$2000 (return)

You will see these two b files in your catalog. Hi-res pic
tures are almost always thirty-four sectors in size. You may
bload either picture onto either hi-res page by specifying the
start location after the bload command. A$2000 (or A8192)
means page one, and A$4000 (or A16384) means page two . For
example, this command will load our squares pattern (which
was bsaved from page two) onto page one :
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BLOAD PAGE 2 SQUARES, A$2000 (return)

And while you're sitting there , you might as well try bloading a
picture " between pages" (not too practical, but interesting):
BLOAD PAGE 1 GRID, A$3000

As you can see, bsave and bload may be used to (slowly)

move memory via disk, Just bsave a section of memory to
disk, t hen bloa,d it back into memory exactly where you
want it.
Now type run (return) to redraw the two pictures. You
should be looking at a grid pattern on page one. Notice that it is
much faster to plot these two pictures than it is to bload them.
Not only that, but Applesoft commands we used to draw our
two pictures probably occupy about 3 percent of the disk space
taken up by bsaving, Of course, this all depends on the com
plexity of the pictures involved.
Page two's squares pattern is in memory (and on disk) but
is not currently visible. Two pokes can determine which page
we are looking at:
POKE 49237,0 (return)
POKE 49236,0 (return)

See page two
See page one

After you type the first poke, your typing will be invisible but
still functional. Hit reset or type text (return) if you get lost.
Now, suppose we actually want to move the page two image to
page one. Bring page one's grid into view and try the following
direct commands (no line numbers , just type and watch):
CALL -151 (return)
2000<4000.6000M (return)

Gives you an asterisk prompt
Moves memory; duplicates page
two picture ($4000-$6000) on
page one ($2000-$4000)
Returns you to Basic

(Control-CJ (return)

Pretty slick, huh? Since this is supposed to be a DOS col
umn, we'll resist the temptation to explain what goes on here .
As an introduction to DOS's exec command, however, let's
write a little utility that will automatically execute these three
commands without leaving Basic.
Exec Mover. Exec is a handy direct DOS command that
works with text files (see last month's text file discussion).
Exec takes whatever text is in the file (until a carriage return
is encountered) and executes it as if it were being typed di
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PRINT CHR$(4); "BLOAD FILENAME,A 1234"

The order of commands, semicolons, and quote marks
can be tricky. To specify a file name with a string and a
location with a variable, use something like:
100
110

NAMES="FILENAME": LOC= 1234
PRINT CHR$(4); "BLOAD "; NAME$; ",A"; LOC

By the way, all of the semicolons in line 110 are optional.

rectly from the keyboard. If some kind of legal command is
read from the disk, the command is executed. If a program
line is read, that line is added to the program in memory. If
gibberish comes up, the gibberish will be "typed in" and you'll
probably get a ?Syntax Error.
The following program will write a memory-moving text
file for us based on the previous hi-res experiment. Notice the
three commands used in print statements in lines 40-60:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

D$=CHR$(13)+CHR$(4)
TEXT: HOME: PRINT D$;"MONICO"
PRINT D$; "OPEN MOVE 2 TO 1": PRINT D$; "WRITE MOVE 2 TO 1"
PRINT "CALL -151"
PRINT "2000<4000.6000M"
PRINT "": REM INVISIBLE CONTROL-C BETWEEN QUOTES
PRINT D$;"CLOSE"

Plu g< d1 reCT ly •nto rh ~ qJrn e rnc~ " !
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DOS COMMAND NOTES
Hex notation is optional with DOS commands. For ex
ample, instead of the command bload image, A8192, you
could use the equivalent, bload image, A$2000. It was ex
tremely thoughtful of the Apple guys to include this fea
ture when they wrote DOS. Hmm, do you think the Apple
would understand catalog, S$06, D$01 ... ?
Monitor execution is permissible with immediate
mode DOS commands; handy if you're poking around in
hex and want to catalog a disk, save your work, or what
ever. If you are in the Monitor (after a call -151), and
you type a DOS command (catalog, for example) the
command will execute as expected, and you will get a
bonus-a string of five two-digit hex numbers (which we
highly recommend ignoring) . If you encounter a DOS
error, you will automatically reenter Basic and be pre
sented with the error message you deserve.
Control-D, or CHR$(4), is usable with all DOS com
mands. For example, to bload a file from within a pro
gram, use:

-y-;::: .PRODLJCTS

I~ 1104 'SUMMIT AVE., SUITE 106
, PL.t<!'IO, TEXAS 75074

, (21~)424-8568

Run this program. A text file called Move 2 to 1 will be written
onto your disk. Now bload a picture onto hi-res page two, then
watch page one while you type:
EXEC MOVE 2 TO 1 (return)

The Apple goes to our text file on the disk and dutifully exe
cutes the commands it finds there, moving page two's image to
page one!
What if we want to move memory in the other direction?
We could make a second text file that moves memory from
page one to page two (line 150 would have to be print
"4000<2000. 4000M" ) . That would work all right, but it would
clutter up our catalog with another text file, and, besides, it
doesn't teach us anything new.
Instead, let's rewrite the program by adding some new
commands. We'll number the commands in computer fash
ion, 0-5:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

D$ = CHR$(13) + CHR$(4): PRINT D$; "MONICO"
PRINT D$;"0PEN SWITCH": PRJNT D$;''WRITE SWITCH"
PRINT "CALL -151": REM COMMAND #0
PRINT "2000<4000.6000M": REM COMMAND #1
PRINT"": REM COMMAND #2 (CONTROL-C BETWEEN QUOTES)
PRINT "CALL -151": REM COMMAND #3
PRINT "4000<2000.4000M": REM COMMAND #4
PRINT '"': REM COMMAND #5 (CONTROL-C BETWEEN QUOTES)
PRINT DS;"CLOSE"

Running this program writes the text file switch onto your
disk. If you exec the text file by typing exec switch (return),
you will move hi-res page two to page one (thank!! to the

'
Selecting compatible programs for your computer
needs can be puzzling enou.i:i;h so let L.J.K. Enter
prises solve your problems for you by offering you
these three programs. Letter Perfect. Data Pei-feet
and Edit 6502 all work very well together as well as
with many of the other popular programs. Once
you've tried them you will agree that compatability
makes the difference.

LETTER PERFECT

T.M. UK

Apple II & II+
EASY TO USE- Letter Perfect is a single load easy
to use program. It is a menu driven, character orien
tated processor with the user in mind. FAST
machine language operation, ability to send control
codes within the body of the program, mnemonics
that make sense, and a full printed page of buffer
space for text editing are but a few features. Screen
Format allows you to preview printed text. Indented
margins are allowed.
Apple Version 5.0 #1001
DOS 3.3 compatible- Use 40 or 80 column inter
changeably (Smarterm-ALS; Videoterm-Videx;
Full View 80-Bit 3 Inc.; Vision 80-Vista; Sup-R
Term-M&R Ent.) Reconfigurable at any time for
different viedo, printer, or interface. USE HAYES
MICROMODEM II* LCA necessary if no 80 column
board, need at least 24 K of memory. Files saved as
either Text or Binary. Shift key modification allow
ed. Data Base Merge compatible with DATA
PERFECT* by WK.
"For $150, Letter Perfect offers the type of software
that can provide quality word processing on inex
pensive micro-computer systems at a competitive
price." INFOWORLD.
The favorite assembler, editor of Gebelli Software.

'Trademarks of: Apple Computer-Atari Computer-Epson America
Hayes Microcomputers-Personal Software- Videx-M & R Ent.
Advanced Logic Systems- Vista Computers-Gebelli Software

•

Apple & Atari Data Base Management-$99.95
Complete Data Base System. User oriented for easy
and fast operation. 100% Assembly language. Easy to
use. You may create your own screen mask for your
needs. Searches and Sorts allowed, Configurable to
use with any of the 80 column boards of Letter
Perfect word processing, or use 40 column Apple
video. Lower case supported in 40 column video.
Utility enables user to convert standard files to Data
Perfect format. Complete report generation capability.
Much More!

EDIT 6502T.M. UK
This is a coresident-two pass Assembler, Disas
sembler, Text Editor, and Machine Language
Monitor. Editing is both character and line oriented.
Disassemblies create editable source files with ability
to use predefined labels. Complete control with 41
commands. 5 disassembly modes, 24 monitor com
mands including step. trace, and read/write disk.
Twenty pseudo opcodes, allows linked assemblies,
software stacking (single and multiple page) plus
complete printer control, i.e. paganation, titles and
tab setting. User can move source, object and symbol
table anywhere in memory. Feel as if you never left
the environment of BASIC. Use any of the 80 column
boards as supported by LETTER PERFECT.
Lower Case optional with LCG.
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4000. 6000M command) . The 4000<2000. 4000M command
(see line 70 above) is executed also, but that essentially does
nothing; it mo ves page one's image, now a duplicate of page
two, back to page two.
The thing is , we can make exec start anywhere in a text file
that we want. Notice the command numbers in the REM state
ments above. If we want, we can make our exec statement
start executing with command number three by typing:
EXEC SWITCH, R3

The R stands for "relative position" or something like that. To
prove that this works, put a hi-res picture on page one, type
hgr2 (return), and then exec switch, RS (return). Page one's
image is cloned onto page two! So we have a dual purpose exec
file that works with two commands:
EXEC SWITCH
EXEC SWITCH,R3

Moves hi-res poge two ta poge one
Moves hi-res page one ta page two

Exec seems to be designed as a direct-execution command be

cause it behaves very strangely in Applesoft programs-un
less it is the last command in a program; then it works fine. To
move memory from the middle of a program, It is best to use a
machine-language routine similar to the one built in at loca
tion 65068 ($FE2C) in the Apple.
Double Cat. Here's another exec utility ; this one will split
your catalog into two columns by poking DOS's catalog rou
tine, cataloguing, and then repoking DOS with normal values.
First, let's go over the DOS pokes:
POKE 44578,234: POKE 44579,234:
POKE 44580, 234
POKE 44578,32: POKE 44579,47:
POKE 44580, 174
POKE 44567, 12
POKE 44567,29

Removes corrioge return s
ofter file no mes
Normal values far these locotions
Shortens file names to
thirteen chorocters
Narmol thirty chorocters
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Here's a text file writer that uses these pokes. Type it, save it
(optional), and run it:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

D$=CHR$(13)+CHR$(4)
PRINT D$; "OPEN CAT2": PRINT D$;"WRITE CAT2"
PRINT "NOMONICO"
PRINT "POKE 44578,234: POKE 44579,234: POKE 44580,234"
PRINT "POKE 44567, 12"
PRINT "CATALOG": REM (NO CONTROL-D; SEE BOX)
PRINT "POKE 44578,32: POKE 44579,47: POKE 44580,174"
PRINT. "POKE 44567,29"
PRINT D$;"CLOSE"

Now, typing exec cat£ (return) will catalog your disks in two
columns! File names are necessarily reduced to thirteen char
acters maximum length. This is not a printer utility, by the
way, since it relies on the carriage returns supplied by Apple's
text screen routines.
See you next month with some more utilities. But first ...
DOS Mystery of the Month . Chris Volpe, Apple key bang
er from Trumbull, Connecticut, reports that the command
cataloga produces an Applesoft ?Syntax Error. So does cata.
logb and cataloga. 'Jatalogd, however, reports Range Error,
probably because Apple thinks you mean catalog drive zero.
Cataloge and l!!everal other catalog/character combos pro
duce a Syntax Error (DOS error with no question mark). The
command catalogv really produces the unexpected: it
catalogs!
Here 's a list of the illegally extended catalog command!
and the errors they produce. I don't have an explanation; in
fact I don't even want an explanation. I just think it's
interesting!
CATALOGA,B,C,1,0, and R
CATALOGD, Land S
CATALOGV
AU.others

Applesoft ? Syntox Error
Range Error
Coto logs
DOS Syntox Error
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Supercharge Your APPLE //*
• Plug-in compatibility
• 320K,bytes of RAM (200NS) memory designed
to function like two 35 track floppy disk drives
• Compatible with Apple DOS 3.3 and Apple
Pascal 1.1
• Same size as the Apple Disk II* Drive
• Invisible memory refresh· even with the Apple
turned off
•
The Axion RAMDISK™ 320K Memory System for
the Apple II and Apple II Plus· provides access
speeds never before available. The Axion memory
system is designed to interact with Apple DOS
3.3 • and Apple Pascal 1.1 • Iike two standard flop
py disk drives while delivering the lightning fast
access speeds of RAM memory. This also leaves
32K of RAM for advanced programming techni
ques. The interface board is slot independent and
draws no power from your Apple. The
rechargeable battery system built into the unit
provides three hours of backup in the event of a
power loss. Drop by your local Apple dealer or
contact Axion, Inc. for more information.

Rechargeable battery system built-in to pro
vide 3 hours of auxiliary power

• Slot independent interface board · draws no
power from your Apple
• All firmware is in static RAM on the interface
board
•

Includes software for diagnostic, fast load and
copy routines, and business applications

170 N. Wolfe Road,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

• Trad emark of Appl e Comp uter, Inc.
• Pa sca l rs a Trademark of U.C S.D Regents

N< LON

(408) 130.0216

We don't make a Winchester for just
anybody.
We're Corona Data Systems and we've made Starfire. a
Winchester disk just for Apple II*.

Whafs in it for you?
5 million characters of storage. And that's not all. You'll get
Corona's Disk Partitioning which allows for up to 16 sep
arate operating systems such as Apple DOS, CP/M*and
Pascal, all sharing the same disk. Of course, you'll still
be able to use DB Master*and protected software like
VisiCalc*.

Double Size Volumes.
And with our Double Size Volumes. your Apple DOS is trans
formed into something special that offers larger data files.
And you'll never have to type commands like "catalog"

and "run" or type program
names again. You can even
forget what volumes the pro
grams are in.

Reliability.
But you'll never forget Star
fire's reliability. That's be
cause we built DataGuard,*
the feature that will correct errors. not just report them. And
we also provide a one-year warranty that you can count
on. That's reliability.
So why take chances? With Startire. you're not just adding
a hard disk to an Apple 11, but transforming an Apple II into
a full hard disk business computer.

21541 Nordhoff Street, Unit B Chatsworth. Colifornio, 91311

(213) 998-0505

Starfire - the Winchester disk made just for Apple II.
"Starfire and DataGuar<.t are trademarks of Carano Data Systems
·Apple II 1s a registered frademark of Apple Computers. Inc.
• CP/ M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc
• DB Master is a trademark of Stoneware

· VisiCalc is a trademark of Personal Software Inc
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The star Sirius is the brightest object in the heavens. More
than three thousand years ago Egyptians and Babylonians
built temples facing the place where Sirius appeared on the
horizon.
In the crazy world of software games, the name Sirius rep
resents a bright star in the form of a company: Sirius Soft
ware, a firm that considers itself the leader in entertainment
software for the Apple.
Sirius resides in Sacramento on the edge of a time warp.
The day may come when it's proven that playing computer
games causes cancer in rats. When that day comes, Sirius will
throw in the towel and move on to the next thing humans find
entertaining.
But for now, cofounder and secretary-treasurer Terry
Bradley puts it like this: ''Our long term goal is to produce the
best recreational software with the given technology for as
many forms and media as is economically possible."
Top Dogs of the Star. Though Bradley's title is secretary
treasurer, he is on equal footing with Sirius's president, Jerry
Jewell. (One benefit for Bradley is that Jewell gets a lot more
phone calls.) Jewell once worked for Bradley at Computer
land of Sacramento, but the pair formed Sirius Software
together.
Despite the hierarchy indicated by corporate titles, Brad
ley and Jewell act as codirectors and share the decision mak
ing. Bradley claims that they see eye to eye on almost every
thing through something akin to ESP,
"Projecting what Jerry's answer might be to a particular
question, I'd say my prediction is correct 95 percent of the time .
Jerry and I come from completely different backgrounds and
are ten years apart in age. There's only three things we have
in common: We've both been in military service, we both like
our meat raw, and we have sympathetic views on the way to
run Sirius."
They may be in the business of providing sometimes silly
software like the game Lemmings, but Jewell and Bradley
take their firm seriously. Both have plenty of business experi
ence in their previous occupations: Bradley spent more than
twenty years in the air force managing men and budgets; Jew
ell was a special agent and account executive in the insurance
business.
Jewell bought an Apple in 1979 and is a self-taught pro
grammer and coauthor of E-Z Draw. Jewell has since hung up
his keyboard, though, because the time-consuming task of pro
gramming would interfere with his full-time job of managing
Sirius Software.
In the Tombs of Ancient Software. Unlike Stoneware, How
ard Software, Southwestern Data Systems, SynHgistic Soft
ware, and others, there is no single great programmer behind
the success of Sirius. At least not anymore. In the beginning it
was a different story.
When Sirius placed six programs on Softalk's Top Thirty
nearly a year ago, four of them-including third place Gorgon
and seventh place Space Eggs-were authored by Nasir
Gebelli.
One of the popular programming names in early Apple
dom, Nasir was synonymous with Sirius for almost a year. For
many months he was the company's only full-time program
mer, producing a series of hit games that earned a lot of
money and a good reputation for Sirius.
Though other good programmers were soon freelancing for
Sirius, Nasir was the undisputed star.
Just as that particular Softalk issue arrived in homes, Nasir
left Sirius to start his own company, Gebelli Software. Jerry
Far left, cofaunder Terry Bradley. Center left, cafaunder ond preside nt Jerry
Jewell. Neor left: Tap, Ernie Brock. Middle, Jim Ackerman. Bottom, most of
the Sirius stoff-frant raw, Jerry Jewell, Stan Alves, Greg Cottrill, Ernie
Brock, Kathy Bradley, Diana Robinson, and Terry Bradley; middle row, Clau
dia Campanile, Dan Thompson, Joanne Knauer, Lynn . Marquis, Beverly
Damitz, and Josie Rabies; back raw, Jerry Dingman, Tony Russell, ond Bab
Beyn.
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J ewe ll says candidly that he 's sorry Nasir left-from the dol
la r perspective .
"Nasir is an excellent programming talent. He just wasn't
a team player."
Like the North losing their best general, Robert E. Lee, Siri
us has missed Nasir, but they're still a winning team. With pro
gramming talents like Larry Miller and Mark Turmell to pick
up the ball, Sirius has not suffered in either sales or reputation.
"You can't survive in an industry unless you're filling a
hole in the market. You've got to provide something that the
public needs ," Bradley explains.
What Say We Go Out and Stomp a Few? There are wants
and there are needs . Food and shelter are needs. Games are
wants, but sometimes they take on the status of a quasi-need.
Bradley doesn't expect people to spend their last dollars on
Sirius games-but when they're flush with cash, Bradley
wants them to go straight to Sirius for their entertainment
software.
A lack of good entertainment software is what led Brad
ley and Jewell to start Sirius in May 1980. At first the pace was
laid back and Sirius was not taken too seriously.
"It was something to keep us off the streets and out of trou
ble," claims Bradley. "Even now we're just trying to get area
sonable return on our investment like any entrepreneur. We
would like to see the business profitable after taxes.
"We never started this to get rich. We're trying to earn an
income so that when we wake up there's someplace to go."
Bradley, a retired air force colonel, left active duty in 1979.
During his twenty-one years of active duty, Bradley was an
airlift director working with a budget of hundreds of millions
of dollars. From this experience, Bradley feels he learned a
great deal about management.
Bradley stayed because he wasn't sure he could hold on to a
civilian job. Rather than risk losing his retirement benefits, he
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stuck it out in the air force as long as he could. The day he had
been dreading finally came, and Bradley was just another
civilian.
After retirement, Bradley started searching for something
to do. He first looked at real estate investment and went so far
as to get a California real estate license. But the life of a broker
was not for him.
He researched available franchises at the library, pur
suing a long existing dream of starting his own business. A
small print shop seemed like a good prospect, requiring little
risk and only a small investment. But, one day, Bradley saw a
magazine ad for Computerland. Here was a truly fascinating
prospect that led him to check out a local Byte Shop to find out
what a computer store was all about. With the master's de
gree in management from Golden Gate University and his air
force experience, Bradley confidently approached Computer
land with a proposal for opening a store in Sacramento;
Computerland of Sacramento opened in late 1979, and Brad
ley hired Jerry Jewell, a veteran of Vietnam , the next spring
as sales manager. About that time, Nasir came strolling into
the store with a program he had written. Bradley looked at it
and said it was "okay." But when Nasir came back a few
days later and said, "What do you think of it now? " Sirius Soft
ware was born.
And the Battle Has Just Begun. That first program, E-Z
Draw, is still selling well . Nasir followed it quickly with Both
Barrels , Cyber Strike, and Star Cruiser.
Nasir programmed full-time, while Jewell and Bradley
worked a regular day at Computerland and ran Sirius part
time-almost like a hobby. Despite .the laid back approach,
Sirius was off to a shoot-'em-up start, both barrels blazing.
There is one way to illustrate the immense popularity Nasir
and Sirius had the first year. Space Eggs, one of only a hand
ful of programs to dethrone Vi.siCalc from its usual top spot,

EVERYTHING YOU WANT
IN AN INTEGER BASIC COMPILER.

•The FLASH compiler48k Apple II or Apple II
Plus using DOS 3.3. To edit 1nteger BASIC pro
grams, you need Integer BASIC in ROM or a
language card. Compiled programs will run with
out Integer BASIC. Six demos included on disk.
•FLASH compiled programs run incredibly fast.
Far faster than compiled Applesoft programs.
Speed is why people buy compilers.
•33 Powerful Extentions added to BASIC inclu
ding: DATA , READ, DRAW, SDRAW, HOME,
HPLOT, HGR, CHR$, HCOLOR = , HBACK,
HF/ND, TONE, NOTE, GET, 16 bit PEEKs and
POKEs, hex input/output, strings to 32767 char
acters and more . . .... .
• FLASH can print paginated Assembly Language
listings so you can see the code that FLASH
generates. Complete with full symbolic labeling
for line numbers, forward references and user
labels.
• FLASH can write assembly la_nguage sources
files to the disk. These can be assembled with
the S-C Assembler 114.0 and the FLASH Runtime
Source Code.

•FLASH can compile object code files to disk or
to memory. No need to 'BSA VE' after compiling
as with other compilers.
•FLASH can position a program in memory where
you want it to be. Skip over hires display buffers
or machine language routines easily.
•Full support for DOS 3.3 commands.
$79 for FLASH compiler with 60 page manual.
$39 for FLASH Runtime Source Code. (Run
time Source Code requires the FLASH
compiler and the S-C Assembler II 4.0)
$55 for S-C Assembler 114.0.
$80 for S-C Macro Assembler.
WE WELCOME MASTER CARD AND VISA
ORDERS, CALL:

Laumer Research
1832 School Road
Carrollton, Texas 75006
(214} 245-392 7
• APPL E is a tradem ark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Turn yourApple into the world's
most versatile personal computer.
The SoftCard™ Solution. SoftCard
turns your Apple into two computers.
A Z-80 and a 6502 . By adding a Z-80
microprocessor and CP/M to your
Apple, SoftCard turns your Apple into
a CP/M based machine. That means
you can access the single largest body
of microcomputer software in exist
ence. Two computers 1n one. And, the
advantages of both.
Plug and go . The SoftCard system
starts with a Z-80 based circuit card.
Just plug 1t into any slot (except 0) of
your Apple. No modifications required
SoftCard supports most of your Apple
peripherals, and, 1n 6502-mode, your
Apple is still your Apple.
CP/M for your Apple. You get CP/M
on disk with the SoftCard package. It's
a powerful and simple-to-use operating
system. It supports more software
than any other microcomputer operat
ing system. And that's the key to the
versatility of the SoftCard/Apple.

BASIC included. A powerful tool,
BASIC-80 is included 1n the SoftCard
package. Running under CP/ M, ANSI
Standard BASIC -80 1s the most
powerful microcomputer BASIC
available. It includes extensive disk 1/ 0
statements, error trapping, integer
variables, 16-dig 1t prec1s1on, exten
sive EDIT commands and string func
tions, high and low-res Apple graphics,
PRINT USING , CHAIN and COM
MON, plus many add1t1onal com
mands . And, it's a BASIC you can
compile with Microsoft's BASIC
Compiler.
More languages. With SoftCard and
CP/M, you can add Microsoft's ANSI
Standard COBOL, and FORTRAN, or

Basic Compiler and Assembl y Lan 
guage Development System All. more
powerful tools for your Apple.
Seeing is believing. See the SoftCard
1n operation at your M 1crosoft or Apple
dealer. We think you'll agree that the
SoftCard turns your Apple into the
world's most versatile personal
computer.
Complete information? It's at your
dealer's now. Or, we'll send 1t to you
and include a dealer list. Write us. Call
us.
SottCa rd 1s a trademar k of Microsoft A pple II and
A pple II Pl us are reg istered tra demarks of A p pl e
Com puter Z·BO 1s a registered tradema r k of Zilog,
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placed first on Softalk's Top Thirty twice . Nasir's games con
tinually made it to the Top Thirty- and often remained there a
long time (Gorgon placed twenty-first in June 1982).
Sirius became so successful that Bradley sold the Comput
erland store in May 1981. Jewell left with him. Bradley and
Jewell hadn't expected Sirius to get so big; they thought the
only good money was in hardware. But'it's difficult to look suc
cess in the eye and pretend it's not there.
Jim Ackerman was hired in the spring of 1981 as an opera
tions and production assistant. The ex-sheriff has gone on to
become head of the department and handles much of the com
pany's day- by-day routine. One of the first full-time Sirius em
ployees, Ackerman has now been joined by more than thirty
others, including Atari and IBM groups.
One or two of every ten games submitted to Sirius is given
serious consideration. Sometimes a game meets Sirius's stand
ards 100 percent, like Tony and Benny Ngo's arcade game
Bandits . If a game is only 70 percent, however, the author
works with product manager Ernie Brock.
A prolific programmer and the author of Pascal Graphics
Editor, a rare nongame product from Sirius, Brock was work
ing a year ago at the Bank of America, designing Apple-based
data-capture systems.
Brock would periodically drop by the Computerland store
when Jewell and Bradley were in residence. He showed them
programs for publication, but this was before Sirius got seri
ous. Besides working with programmers, Brock says with
good humor, he spends most of his time shuffling paper.
What was originally just "something to do" is now what
Bradley sometimes calls the "wall of software." When you go
into a store, perhaps a third of a wall is taken up by Sirius Soft
ware; in a year's time, Bradley would like to see that third be
come half.
"We consider ourselves number one in the game market,
and there is no number two. There's a big tie for third, but no
number two."
Releasing three to four games a month for the Apple, Siri
us is publishing at a torrid pace. There should be few argu
ments about whether they're indeed number one in volume.
But volume publishing can have its drawbacks. With so many
Sirius games coming out, retailers and customers begin to
have problems distinguishing the products.
Bradley claims that Sirius ships fifteen to twenty thousand
pieces a month. Marketplace feedback indicates that for
every competitor's game sold, Sirius sells two.
"We're not blind, though," Bradley says. "We're not the
only ones in this business, and we welcome the competition of
On-Line, Broderbund, Gebelli, and Continental.
"I must compliment Broderbund for the cuteness of
Choplifter. It's a really superb program."
One edge that Sirius hopes to maintain over the competi
tion is low prices. Jewell wants 90 percent of the product to sell
for less than thirty dollars each-as the average market price
for state-of-the-art games inches toward thirty-five dollars.
The Game That WUI Steal Your Bandits. Both Jewell and
Bradley are angered by the rampant piracy that is, by
Jewell's estimate, producing five illegal copies of every legal
copy sold. He believes that high software prices are the result
of revenue lost to piracy, and the added expense of protection.
Bradley thinks many pirates have no idea how serious their
crimes are. Many pirates are not legally adults. What they
don't realize is that their parents could go to jail, not them, he
says.
"The majority of people pirating software are either juve
nile in age or mentality. It's the old adage of 'the right to make
back-up copies of valuable software.' No way are games
valuable software in this sense.''
Sirius's replacement policy is utterly fair. If you include the
receipt with the bad disk, they'll provide a new copy free. If
you don't have a receipt, the charge is five bucks with no ques
tions asked.
Bradley cites a typical pirate tactic: breaking the protec
tion scheme, making one or more copies, fixing the game so it
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won 't boot, and then trying to exchange it tor a different game .
The tools of piracy are readily available-and Bradley is
vehemently opposed to their sale.
"I believe the people who market nibble copiers are crooks.
In the law it 's called contrlbutory copyrlght infrlngement."
Sony is currently involved in just such a case over its video
cassette recorders. Bradley is attentively watching that case
develop. It could set a precedent for similar cases in the soft
ware industry.
In the realm of possible infrlngement of arcade game copy
right, Sirlus has had some experlence. Nasir's Gorgon was a
superlor copy of Williams's popular arcade game Defender. At
the time the law only prohibited the actual duplication of code.
Since then the law has been expanded to include game
graphics and sound effects. Sirlus has acquired a license for
Gorgon and now pays royalties to Williams. They also con
tinue to pay author's royalties to Nasir.
Because of the double payment of royalties, Sirlus is not
terribly interested in copying arcade games. Not unless the au
thor of the computer version is willing to take a smaller cut.
One problem a big company like Atarl presents to small
er software publishers is its ability to pay money up-front to an
arcade manufacturer for personal computer rlghts. With
guaranteed sales to owners of Atarl computers, half a million
bucks for such rights is peanuts.
Nonetheless, Bradley admires some of Atarl's practices.
Like the cowboy and disco crazes, Pac-Man fever was cre
ated. And, manufactured or not, the phenomenon helped put
Atarl's name in everybody's minds. What's admirable is how
Atari used the success to promote the company.
"Let's say you put out twenty games and you have one or
two windfalls that sell a million copies," begins Bradley. "The
first reaction is usually 'I'm set for life, time to invest or re
tire.' But this is shortsighted. If you have a real barn burner,
then you should put the profits into more institutional advertis
ing. Blow the windfall money on getting your name out there
and known.
"The business will grow like a pyramid. The wider the
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base, the higher the top of the pyramid."
Big pyramids tend to spawn little pyramids. Sirlus owns an
other firm, River City Ads, which is about to benefit from a big
contract between Sirlus and Twentieth Century-Fox. Sirlus
will produce a new line of games for the Atarl VCS, and
Twentieth Century-Fox will handle marketing and manufac
turing. The games should start appearlng this fall.
Sirlus now accounts for about 70 percent of River City's
business, but next year it may be a different story. River City
landed Twentieth Century-Fox as an advertising client for the
new VCS games.
What Has 48K and Is Addictive? With all this philosophy of
business and marketing, what about the games themselves?
Both Bradley and Jewell have definite ideas about what makes
a good game.
A typical game needs to be fun above all else. It must have
some depth so that it is challenging. Ideally, a game will be
simple enough at the beginning for a klutz to enjoy but have
enough challenge to please the erstwhile arcade expert.
There is no point in having a game that is physically im
possible to play. If the creatures or what have you are moving
too fast, either the controls are inadequate or the game re
quires superhuman coordination.
Bradley believes that fantasy-type games are the way of
the future. Sports games and board games are much more
satisfying in their orlginal forms; they play better with the real
props. You can't go out on the street and play Gorgon .
Risk and the fantasy of danger are crucial to some games,
even if it's mostly on a subconscious level. Pac-Man has these
elements. Part of the game entails flirting with disaster, at
tempting to make best use of the energy dots. Ultimately, the
only harm you incur playing Pac-Man is losing a quarter.
Encouraging the player to be greedy and take rlsks is a de
sirable element in arcade games. So is a reward for good
playing.
"People want to score. But not a grand total of seven points.
They want to score seven million. It's like working," explains
GOTO 165

LOCK-IT-UP
5.0
Copy-Protection System
for the Apple 11
by Jeff Gold
Lock-It-Up 5.0 is a sophisticated copy-protection and
duplication system for the Apple II Computer. It features
several levels of protection which make standard diskettes
uncopyable by even the most sophisticated nibble copy
programs now available including Locksmith 4.1.
• Any diskette which functions under the normal DOS
3.3 environment will work under the Lock-It-Up system.
• All sectors on the diskette can still be used .
• Files can be loaded and / or saved to both the protected
diskette or a normal diskette .
• You can change and / or delete the names of any of the
DOS commands.
• You can require Autostart ROM .
• You can autorun Applesoft programs so that even if a
person can break out of your program, whatever they
type will cause the program to execute again.
• Save to tape has been disabled.
• You can have your program clear memory and reboot if
the reset key is pressed.
• Our copy system supports up to 14 disk drives .
• Complete data verification is available during copy
(bad sectors are re-copied) .

• Sequential serial numbers can be applied to your
diskettes and checked with our system or from your
own program.
• A faster DOS can be used in order to decrease diskette
access time by up to 50%!
• An optional semi -hardware protection can be added
for even more security.
• Our system is supported by Dysan Corporation, should
you need a large quantity of diskettes copied by their
copy service.
Our system costs only $225, which includes the system
with three back-up copies, an informative manual, and a
non-exclusive license to copy as many diskettes as you
need .
Our System Requirements:
48K Apple II or II+ with Applesoft in ROM or language
system, and at least two DOS 3.3 disk drives.
Requirements of Diskettes Created with the System:
48K Apple II (or Ill in emulation mode) with DOS 3.3.
ORDER NOW! Call collect for COD, Mastercard or Visa
DOUBLE-GOLD SOFTWARE
13126 Anza Drive
Saratoga, CA 95070
(408) 257-2247
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"Personal computers should be made as easily available to
a child as pencils," observed Dr. Seymour Papert before a
group of educators at the University of Dallas In November
1981. "The pencil is used to scrlbble, to doodle, to draw, to
write, to work sums, or to chew on. It is used for Illicit notes as
well as for official assignments. I see the computer in the life of
the child as equally ubiquitous and equally versatile, I also see
it as equally personal. Children own pencils; they are not In·
tlmldated by them. This should be equally true of the child's
personal computer."
Papert is one of the world's leading authorities on how chil
dren absorb knowledge and how best to develop their learning
skills. He Is also one of a large number of experts who recog·
nize the enormous impact computer science Is having on the
educational process, both In the classroom and in the home.
With his associates at the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, he spent twelve
years developing a unique philosophy of education that has
been implemented through the computer language called
Logo.
Tool or Threat? Today, even with computers already a per·
vasive part of our everyday world, electronic technology Is far
less forbidding to the average child than to his parents, who
are often bewildered by the onrushing progress of the technol·
ogy. To the young person, the computer is nothing more or less
than a fascinating tool. But his parents tend to blame an end·
less varlety of problems on the computer.
When today's younpter reaches adulthood, his environ·
ment will have been computerlzed to the degree that it will be
totally accepted as the way the world is, For this reason, it Is
becoming Increasingly important that a child's education in·
corporate familiarity with, and understanding of, a technolo·
gy that will be as much a part of his surrounding!! tomorrow as
pencils and paper are today.
Actually, computers have been around the classroom for
more than twenty years, starting with rudimentary pro
grammed Instruction In the late 19:SOs and progressing very
slowly through the 1970s. Intel Corporation began the dramatic
change with the Introduction of the microprocessor in 1971.
This led to the first microcomputer in 1975. It also brought ac
tive use of the computer to the classroom.
The typical use has been for the talented and gifted stu·
dents to use preprogrammed software as drill and practice for
math and other technical courses. However, a few innovative
teachers have used computers to help the learning disabled
and the so-called slow learners. Programs have been individ
ualized for the specific needs of each child so that each Is con
tinually challenged and continues to move at her own pace.
The child, in turn, develops a personal one-on·one relationship
with the computer, receiving Immediate feedback and rein·
forcement.
No-Fault Learning. More important, the child Is not em
barrassed in front of friends or the teacher if a wrong answer Is
entered-he just trles again. A.s the child experlences lmmedi·
ate success with a correct answer, he is encouraged to
continue to learn, even to excel. Slow learners gain valuable
self-confidence in their approach to problems, And brlghter
students become more creative because they use the comput·
er to deal with Interesting real-life situations where the num
bers can become quite cumbersome. They use it for every
thing from reliving the Civil War to simulating a flight in an
aircraft or in a spaceship.
But this type of experlence can create problems. Rather
than learn to use their innate creativity, the students must re
ly on the creativity of the programmer. The computer be
comes little more than an lntel!lgent video game.
On the other hand, teaching younpters to program can be
equally cumbersome, Words such as init, CHR$, MID$, ABS,
gosub, and Syntax Error are not part of a typical child's
vocabulary. Coupled with the complexities of operating such
high-level languages, young people tend to find It extremely
difficult to explore the potential of the computer.
With the introduction of Logo, however, the student is able
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to become immediately Involved In a unique, computer-based
learning environment where mathematics , language arts,
logic, and other areas of traditional learning can be absorbed
in an instinctive, natural fashion, much as a child learns to
speak, to walk, or to experience the wonders of a butterfly-or
a turtle.
Logo, however, is far more than just a learning language. It
can serve the needs of all ages and experience. It is much llke
the game of chess. A slx·year-old can learn the basic moves of
chess, but elderly masters still seek to learn more about the
game. Like Logo, It appears to offer infinite expandability.
Graphic Pet. Young people are Introduced to Logo through
turtle graphics. Where once the turtle roamed the floor as an
electromechanical device controlled by a large computer, now
the Logo turtle is a cybernetic pet that resides on the comput·
er screen. Rather than draw pictures on paper spread out on
the floor, the turtle is now a small triangle, ready to move and
draw at the command of the user.
Using very simple primitive commands, even preschool·
ers learn to control the turtle, moving ltforward, back, left, or
right. They also find that they can have penup, pendoum, pen
erase, and penrev erse. Drawing a simple house quickly be·
comes a sequence of "turtle steps."
FORWARD
RIGHT 90
FORWARD
RIGHT 90
FORWARD
RIGHT 90
FORWARD
RIGHT 90

50
50
50
50

D

This creates the frame of the house in the form of a square.
Now we'll put a triangle on top of the house to create a roof.
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 120
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 120
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 120

The only problem with this procedure Ls that the roof ap
pears inside the house. But this is not necessarlly wrong-it ts
merely a bug that has to be corrected.
Let's take another look at the problem. And let's also slm·
plify the program entry.

REPEAT 4 [FD 50 RT 90]
FD 50
RT 30
REPEAT 3 [FD 50 RT 120]

Now the triangle Is properly positloned on top of the square
to present a rudimentary picture of a house.
Follows Orders. Having drawn the house, we can now
"teach" the computer to draw any number of houses by defin
ing a new Logo command, HouRe.
TO HOUSE
REPEAT 4 [FD 50 RT 90]
FD 50 RT 30
REPEAT 3 [FD 50 RT 120]

END

By entering the new command, Hou.y e, the t riang le Is dra wn on
top of the square.
However, this is only the beginning of the power of Logo.

t.l
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LOGO
© M.l.T.

Krell's LOGO for APPLE II*
Includes: our new low price and
1. Two copies of Krell's LOGO for Apple II*
.2. A UTILITY disk containing M.l.T. 's extremely valuable dem
onstration material, a series ol pre-defined shapes which may be
substituted tor the LOGO TURTLE, and Krell's timesaving library
• of pre-defined procedures.
3. ALICE IN LOGOLAND, a twenty program tutorial series for
intermediate and experienced 'programmers new to the LOGO
language.
4. The technical manual LOGO for Apple II* by H. Abelson &
L. Klotz, This is the official technical manual issued by M.l.T.
5. LOGO FOR THE APPLE II* by Harold Abelson, Byte Books. A
complete instructional manual for intermediate and advanced
users ol LOGO.
6. THE ALICE IN LOGOLAND PRIMER, a step by step, lavishly
illustrated introduction to LOGO for those who are new to both
programming and to LOGO, (available in May and sent free to
all purchasers of Krell's LOGO for Apple II*).
7. A comprehensive wall chart that portrays, explains and graph
ically illustrates the LOGO commands in action.
8. A one-year's free subscription to the LOGO & EDUCATIONAL
COMPUTING NEWSLETTER. (Regularly S3D.DD per year). A new
authoritative source of information about the structure, classroom
application and capabilities ol LOGO, plus an up to the minute forum
on the most significant new ideas and issues in educational
computing.
$149.95

College Board SAT• Prep Series
TRS-8D, APPLE, PET, ATARI, CP/M, PDP-11 Based on past
exams, presents material on the same level of difficulty and in
the same form used in the S.A. T.
•
S.A.T., P.S.A.T., N.M.S.0.T. - Educator Edition set includes
25 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading
comprehension, Sentence Completion, and Mathematics . $229 .95
INDEPENDENT TESTS OF S.A. T. SERIES PERFORMANCE SHOW
A MEAN TOTAL INCREASE OF 7D POINTS IN STUDENTS' SCORES.
GRADUATE RECORD EXAM Series - Educator Edition includes
28 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading
Comprehension, Sentence Completion, Mathematics, Analytical
Reasoning and Logical Diagrams .
$289. 95

Micro-Deutsch

·

MICRO-PEUTSCH set includes 24 grammar lessons. covering
all materials of an introductory German course. Four test untts
also included . Grammar lessons use substitution transform
ation drills. item ordering. translations ~nd verb drills. Drill
vocabulary based on frequency lists. Suitable for use with
any high school or college textbook. Extensively field tested
at SUNY. Stony Brook . APPLE* ... PET*.
$179 .95

Isaac Newton '+ F.G. Newton
Perhaps the most .fascinating and valuable educatio1Jal game
ever devised '- ISAAC NEWTON challenges the players to
assemble evidence and discern the underlying "Laws of
Nature" that have produced this evidence . .Players propose
experiments to determine if new data conform to the .. Laws
of Nature", FULL GRAPHICS NEWTON - presents all data
in graphic form. This game is suitable for children. Players
may select difficulty levels challenging to the most skilled
adults.
Both Games $49.95
j
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Krell Software Corp.
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"The State of the Art in Educational Computing"
1320 STO NY BROOK ROAD I STO NY BROOK NY 11790 I (5 16) 751-5 139
Krell Softw a re Co rp . h as no o ffici a l ti ~ with th P Colleg e Entra nce E xaminali o n
Bodrd or lhe Educational T ~ tin g Se rvice. Krell is, h owwer, a s upplier of produ c t~
to the E .T .S .
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Now the new command can be used to draw a suburban com
munity (see figure 1).
TO SUBURB
SETX -100
HOUSE
SETX -50
HOUSE
SETX 0
HOUSE
END

Now, by entering the new command, Suburb, three houses
are drawn. But even this is a bit cumbersome . What if you
want to redefine the suburb at some point? This option opens
up even more of the power of Logo (see figure 2).
TO HOUSE :DISTANCE
REPEAT 4(FD :DISTANCE RT 90)
FD :DISTANCE RT 30
REPEAT 3[FD :DISTANCE RT 120)
SETY 0 SETH 0
END
TO SUBURB :DISTANCE :SPACE
SETX :SPACE
HOUSE :DISTANCE
MAKE "SPACE :SPACE + 60
MAKE "DISTANCE :DISTANCE WINDOW
SUBURB :DISTANCE :SPACE
END
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Both House and Suburb have now been redefined to include
the variables : Di.stance and: Space. Di.stance represents a side
of the house, while Space represents the space between houses.
When Suburb is entered now, along with numerical values for
Distance and Space, series of houses will be drawn, each small
er than the preceding house.
Another interesting feature of Apple Logo demonstrated
here is recursion, the use of a problem, or procedure, to call it
self as a function of the solution. More closely associated to
programming, recursion is the use of a routine to call itself.
But, let's go beyond this a bit. What has really happened
here?
Mapping Mathematically. From the simplest known
drawing a square-we have moved through progressive stages
to develop a suburban community. We have taken a problem,
broken it into "mind-sized bytes," and reassembled these into a
structured, procedural solution to the problem. In the process,
we have explored the concepts of Cartesian coordinates, geom
etry, and algebra. The primary grade youngsters that go
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One of the Apple H's most powerful features is its capacity
for expansion via the eight peripheral connector slots on the
motherboard. In particular, the ROM expansion technique in
corporated into the Apple allows any peripheral card to take
over various portions of the ClOO-CFFF address space . This
makes it possible to give intelligence to add-on devices by way
of software residing in PROM (programmable read only
memory). Most peripheral cards make use of this feature .
To take advantage of this feature and try out your own cus
tom designs, you need a way to program PROMS. EPROMs,
chips containing erasable programmable read only memory in
lK and 2K versions, are ideal for experimental use.
EPROMs are also used for character generators, control
lers, advanced logic for printers, and other sophisticated elec
tronic applications. Having access to an EPROM program
mer allows you to alter the operation of such devices to suit
your needs . You might add descenders to the character-gen
erating EPR OM on a lower-case adapter. Or you could change
the program in your printer so that it defaults to different con
ditions. It's also possible to put useful routines in the unused
ROM sockets in the Apple or on a ROM board, from which
they'd be available without having to load them from disk.
In fact, it's even possible to replace the entire ROM on the
motherboard or on a ROM card so that the Apple becomes a
dedicated turnkey computer, performing your application as
soon as it's turned on. EPROMs can be very useful indeed.
What Are EPROMs? Erasable programmable read only
memory-what does it all mean? Well, first of all, we're talk·
ing about an integrated circuit, or chip, which is merely a col
lection of electronic components-transistors, resistors, ca
pacitors, and so on-all connected in a particular fashion to
perform a desired function. In the case of a 2K PROM, more
than sixteen thousand transistors populate that little black box.
Like all DIP (dual in-line package) ICs, a 2K PROM has two
rows of connecting pins that exit from the chip so that it can be
wired to other components to make a complete system.
A memory chip differs from other ICs such as CPUs or ad
dress decoders in that it usually consists of a large array of
memory cells. Each memory cell represents one bit of data;
therefore, any device that can be in one of two states can func
tion as a memory cell. As an example of a simple memory ele
ment, consider the power switch on your computer. When you
flip this switch up, the computer turns on and then stays on
even after your hand moves away from the switch. Thus, the
switch remembers that you have turned it on. It will stay in
this state until you push the switch down to turn it off. By con
trast , a doorbell uses a momentary switch that turns on only as
long as you hold it down with your finger. When you let go, the
switch turns off; this kind of switch has no memory.
Transistors make very good switches; therefore most semi
conductor memory chips use them for the storage elements.
The controlling portion of a transistor is known as the base (or
gate ) and it is the presence or absence of an electric charge or
voltage at this base that determines if a transistor will be on or
off. Memory chips typically lay out a large array of transis
tors that can be reached via a binary address. With just ten
leads to t he outside world, for example, we have the capability
to select one out of 1,024 possible memory elements. Some
memory chips are organized to communicate with eight bits at
a time. Such chips are referred to as byte.-wide memories.
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Once the desired memory element location has been se·
lected, data can be read from (or written to in the case of ran
dom access memory) the cell by the computer. With read only
memory, only preprogrammed data can be read out by the
computer. Contrary to their name, most ROMs are also ran
dom access. This just means that any memory cell can be
called directly. The alternative is serial access, such as exists
in bubble memories, where data must be read in order.
Contact! There are many ways to control which of the tran
sistors in the entire memory array will represent ones and
zeros. For example, at each memory location where we want
logical "one" data, we can connect the base of the transistor to
the positive voltage supply; where we want a "zero," we
can leave the base unconnected. Thus, a very intricate pattern
of connecting wires must be formed as part of the manufac
turing process for making the chip. Such a device is known as a
mask programmable read only memory or, just simply, a
ROM. The chips that store the Integer and Applesoft interpre
ters are of this type. ROMs are inexpensive to make, but since
they require a special custom design when manufactured, a
large one-time "mask fee" is usually charged. Therefore,
ROMs become cost-effective only when large numbers (thou
sands) are needed. Since a new mask fee must be paid if the
ROM pattern is changed, it is also imperative that the code be
ing placed in ROM is bugfree and unlikely to be changed.
For smaller applications, there is the programmable ROM,
or PROM. This device is manufactured with all memory cells
wired to represent the same state . Individual cells can then be
programmed into the other state. PROMs are not as simple to
program as RAM; you need special apparatus.
The most common form of PROM is the fusable-link va
riety. This device uses a very fine wire at each memory cell.
Each wire can be individually burnt away (now you know why
we call this "burning a PROM") to program the state of that
cell. Thus, you can create any desired pattern of ones and
zeros within the PROM to represent your data. If you make a
mistake, you'll probably have to throw the PROM away; once
a fuse is burnt it can't be repaired.
The most interesting type of PROM by far is the erasable
PROM, or EPROM. Besides being programmable, this device
can also be erased and used over again. Erasure is accom
plished by exposing the chip to a strong ultraviolet light for
twenty to thirty minutes. This is the reason these chips have a
clear window on top. (It's not just to let you see what the actual
chip looks like, although it's quite fascinating to look inside;
you may gain a finer appreciation for what really goes into a
computer.) Obviously, when you erase an EPROM, all the
cells get erased simultaneously.
Tech Talk. An EPROM works by isolating the gate of each
memory transistor; that is, there is no direct electrical con
nection to the gates. Under these conditions, the output of each
cell will be at logic high, or at the byte level $FF. Zeros are pro
grammed into the EPROM cells by placing a small static
charge near the gate regions . The programmer accomplishes
this by using a relatively high voltage (about 2:'.iV) . This
charge remains in the selected gate region, causing that tran
sistor to change states. Since the gate is isolated from the rest
of the device, there is no way for this charge to leak off. There
fore, the EPROM will remain programmed for at least ten
years (there is a very small leakage rate that will erase the

PUT YOUR APPLE TO WORK FOR YOU!
WITH THE THUNDERCLOCK PLUS™
As an APPLE user you already know all the things your APPLE can do. Now Thunderware
expands that list with the THUNDERCLOCK PLUS, the complete clock/calendar system
for your APPLE! Your programs can read the month, date, day-of-week, hour,
minute, and second in any of APPLE'S languages. On-board batteries keep
your THUNDERCLOCK running accurately when your APPLE is off  for up
to 4 years before battery replacement. But that's just the beginning.
The THUNDERCLOCK PLUS is the most useful and versatile peripheral
you can put in your APPLE. It can keep your disk files organized by
time-and-date-stamping them, it enhances the usability of many of the
new business/professional software packages for accounting, filing, and
time management, and it can remotely control lights and appliances
for security or display purposes in your business or home.

SOFTWARE PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY
Many of today's important software packages for data-base
/ management, business applications, communications, and time management are designed to use the
THUNDERCLOCK PLUS. If you have or plan to purchase any of these packages, a THUNDERCLOCK will greatly
enhance their usefulness.
•VI SI DEX* (Personal Software) •DB MASTER and MICRO-MEMO (Stoneware) •MICRO-COURIER and MICRO
TELEGRAM (Microcom) •THE CASHIER and THE STORE MANAGER (High Technology) •BUSINESS PLUS and
NET-WORKS (Advanced Data Systems) ... and many others!
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Our new DOS-DATER software upgrades the regular DOS on
your disks so that DOS will use the THUNDERCLOCK to time
and-date-stamp disk files. Every time a program is saved or a file is
modified, the current date and time to the minute are stored in
the CATALOG with the file's name. You can tell at a glance when
a program was saved or when any file was last modified. And this
time/date stamping feature is completely automatic. That means
any program which uses DOS will time/date stamp its files!

REMOTE CONTROL

Add Thunderware's X-10 INTERFACE OPTION to your
THUNDERCLOCK PLUS and your APPLE can control lights and appliances through your BSR X-10 Home Control
System on your pre-defined schedules. Our powerful SCHEDULER software allows you to create and modify
schedules easily and execute them in the 'background', while using your APPLE for other tasks in the 'foreground'.
Use your APPLE for energy management, display and security lighting, or laboratory/process control.
Our PASCAL Software lets you use all the THUNDERCLOCK'S features in PASCAL and sets the F)iler date
whenever you boot.
You get all this versatility in just one peripheral system. Backed by a full one year warranty. See your APPLE dealer
for a demonstration, or contact us for more information. We'll give your APPLE the best time around!

THUNDERWARE, INC.
P.O. BOX 13322 •Oakland, CA 94661 • (415)-652-1737
*Requires software supplied on DOS-DATER / DEMO disk.

Distributed by Apple Computer, Inc.
and Cornputerland Corp.
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Memory Expansion for Apple®
The company that brought you the first 32K RAM board
for Apple II® and Apple II+® now offers:

VC-EXPAND/SO™
NEW!

80 column
VisiCalc® display
on an Apple II ! !

VC-EXPAND™
MEMORY EXPANSION
FOR VisiCalc®

• 128K RAM
ALL FOR ONLY

$599
• 64K RAM
$425
• 32K RAM
STILL ONLY

$239

Now in addition to greatly expanding your
workspace you can add 80 column capability to
Personal Software's16 sector VisiCalc ®. Works
with Videx 80 column card . Previous owners of
VC-EXPAN D TM can upgrade to VC-EXPAN D/80 TM
for $25.

ONLY

$125

Expand memory available to Personal Software's
16 sector VisiCalc®. Add 32K, 64K, or even
128K to your present workspace (even if you
already have a 16K card in use!) with this
program plus one or more Saturn boards.
Simple operation.

ONLY

$100

Our newest product. Fully compatible with
Saturn 's 32K RAM board, 16K RAM cards
and language card .
Includes 5 comprehensive software packages:
1. MOVEDOS (relocates DOS)
2 RAMEXPAND (for Applesoft"' . Integer®)
3. PSEUDO-DISK for DOS 3.3 or 3.2
4. PSEUDO-DISK for CP/M ®
5. PSEUDO-DISK for PASCAL
A medium range memory expansion board which
can be upgraded to 128K at a later date.
(Upgrade kit sold for $175) Includes all 5
software packages offered with the 128K board.

The old favorite for Apple users. Includes our
first 3 software packages (above) with CP!M ® and
PASCAL pseudo-disks now offered as options
($39 each).

SA7U'R1t
S1jS7&?JtS.,
13131 973-8422
P.O. Box 8050, Ann Arbor, Ml 48107
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EPROM eventually).
When the EPROM is exposed to ultraviolet light, energy ab
sorbed from the light causes these charges to be neutralized.
Thus, the EPROM reverts back to its all $FF state and can
then be reprogrammed. Because of the EPROM's susceptibil
ity to ultraviolet light, most people cover its window with
opaque labels after having programmed it. This is just a pre
cautionary measure~ven if you were to leave an EPROM out
in direct sunlight, it would take several weeks to erase it.
The basic differences among EPROMs have to do with
their storage densities (how many bit cells per chip) and with
the supply voltages required. Earlier EPROMs operated on
three separate power supplies: +12V, +5V, and -5V. Most
EPROMs today use only the +5V supply. However, since
many devices, including peripherals for the Apple, were de
signed with the older EPROMs, it is important to recognize dif·
ferences among EPROMs, especially the differences in the
ways they are programmed.
Usually you can tell what a chip is by its part number. The
most popular EPROMs are the 27XX and 25XX series devices
(XX represents the number of kilobits of storage). These de
vices are all byte-wide, so a 2716 can store 2K of data.
One of the reasons we have both 27XX and 25XX series goes
back to the early days when the single-supply EPROMs were
just coming out. Two IC manufacturers claimed the same part
number for each of their very different EPROMs. Texas In
struments had been manufacturing triple power supply
EPROMs such as the 270B; their new EPROM with twice the
capacity was called, logically, the 2716. Intel, however, had a
better part that was also a 2K EPROM but used only one sup
ply. They chose to call their part a 2716 also. Thus, it became
confusing to talk about 2716$ without knowing whose chip you
were referring to.
While many other manufacturers make EPROMs, for the
purpose of this discussion we will refer to the Texas Instru
ments and Intel 2716. Since the single-supply EPROMs are
easier to use, even Texas Instruments offered them eventual
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ly; thus, the 25XX series . The current state-of-the-art is single
supply EPROMs, including the 2716, 2732, and 2764 (2K, 4K,
and BK respectively). You may still come across tri-voltage
270Bs or 2716s, though. Let's take a look at some of the EPROM
programmers available for the Apple II.
Microproducts EPROM Programmer. The Microproducts
programmer has been around for several years ; it was prob·
ably the first EPROM pr ogrammer designed specifically for
the Apple II. It fe a tures a Textool zero insertion force socket
for the EPROM and a programming power switch. The ZIF
socket makes it easy to insert and remove EPROMs without
bending or fiddling with the IC pins. This board is designed to
program +5 volt EPROMs only but can be modified easily to
work with multivoltage PROMs also.
The only software included in the Microproducts EPROM
programmer comes in the form of an EPROM Mover pro
gram. This program transfers any given block of data (usual
ly from RAM) into the PROM. The programmer can also be
used with the company's assemblers to burn programs direct
ly from source code. This is accomplished by having the blank
EPROM appear to occupy the address range it will actually
occupy when it is used. For example, if you're going to burn a
PROM that's meant to replace the FBOO-FFFF Monitor ROM,
the programmer board should be strapped to the FB position. A
small jumper wire is provided for this purpose, along with sev
eral socket pins into which the wire is placed. These pins are
provided only for the DO and DB blocks, however; you must
supply your own to configure the board for any others . The rea·
saning behind this goes back to the days of Integer-only Apple
Ils in which DO and DB sockets on the motherboard were emp·
ty. This programmer was often used to burn EPROMs for
those sockets. However, those sockets are designed to accept
ROMs, not EPROMs. There's a slight difference between
ROM sockets and EPROM sockets, but Microproducts also
sells an EPROM adapter socket that makes the EPROM com
patible with a socket meant for R OM.
While the addressing scheme just described can be useful

STONEWARE ANNOUNCES
GPS™ GRAPHICS PROCESSING SYSTEM
Professional quality
graphics for the
Apple II Plus.
After two years of develr;r
opment, GPS is the ultimate
in fast, low cost, easy-to-use
.
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1)1
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1
1/' U~\~
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word processors work with text. ~ \\~· .
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upper case A-Z, 0-9, and all characters on the Apple
keyboard •Modify or Erase a portion of an image without
/

GPS requires; 48K Apple II Plu s, one or two Apple disk drives , B&W o r color screen, game paddles or joystick.
Optional: 16K RA.\1 Card or Language Card, Apple Silcntype or oth er B&W o r co lor print er.
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for assembling code directly into ROM, it is usually unneces
sary. If you already have a complete binary image of the
PROM somewhere in RAM, the Mover program can transfer
the data to whichever block the board is configured for. This bi
nary image can be gotten from a variety of sources such as
reading an existing ROM or from an assembler using the OBJ
directive to place the object code in RAM.
Using the programmer with the Mover is quite simple. The
program asks for the starting and ending addresses for the
block of data to be moved into the ROM. Then it asks for the
destination address, which will usually be the default block for
the board or DOOO (this does not imply that the code being
moved must actually run at this address). After confirming
that the information was entered correctly, the EPROM is
burned. This takes several minutes, after which the computer
is turned off and the EPROM removed.
While this programmer works very well and can be modi
fied for multiPROM use, no provisions are made for reading
the PROM while it is in the programmer. Also, some people
may find it an inconvenience that the Apple must be turned off
when installing and removing EPROMs. Of course, even these
shortcomings can be solved with a few more modifications.
All in all, this is a fairly good unit for the price. The Micro
products EPROM Programmer sells for $99.95. The EPROM
socket adapters are $9.95 each.
Mountain Computer ROMWriter. The ROMWriter has
many features including a ZIF socket, a write-protect switch,
and a PROM power switch. This last switch allows EPROMs
to be inserted or removed even while the computer is on. The
PROMs can also be read from this board, making it possible
for you to verify that the PROM is erased prior to program
ming. It also allows the programming software to verify that
the burn is successful by comparing the contents of the PROM,
after burning, with the original data. Only single supply 2716s
can be programmed.
The ROMWriter places the EPROM in the $C800-$CFFF
address space of the Apple. For this reason, there is also an
other switch labeled CFFF OFF. The purpose of this switch
lies in the Apple I/O protocol with regard to I/O ROM expan
sion. This protocol requires that all peripheral boards turn off
(that is, relinquish the C800-CFFE common I/0 space)
whenever the address CFFF is accessed. This could pose a
problem if you wished to read or program the last byte of a
PROM on the ROMWriter. Thus, a switch was added to defeat
the shutdown of the ROMWriter after accessing CFFF.
EPROM programming is fairly simple with the software
supplied, and the pretest for blank and verification add a bit of
reliability to the procedure. The Mountain Computer
ROMWriter sells for $175.
Word Power PROM Programmer. Here's a newcomer in
the field with a low-cost, easy-to-use programmer for +5V
2716s. To keep costs down, a regular IC socket is used for the
EPROM instead of a ZIF type, but there's a special area on the
board on which you can install your own ZIF socket .
The programmer must be installed in slot 3 and the Apple
should be off when changing EPROMs. The software included
allows EPROM erasure verification, single-step read or write,
or entire block read or write of the PROM. All block writes are
verified after programming is complete.
Aside from a few bugs in the demonstration software (typi
cal of a first release on a new product), the unit performed
well. There's some confusion as to what area of RAM gets
burned into the EPROM. In each of the examples, the starting
address of $2000 is used, but when we tried to burn our first
EPROM by loading the object data into this area, it didn't
work. We then had to list their Applesoft program to discover
that the real buffer starts at $4800.
ROM Boards. As previously mentioned, there are lots of
reasons for programming EPROMs. If you're going to use the
EPROM in some other piece of equipment or if you're just
modifying the information on an existing device, the new
EPROM already has a place to go. If the EPROM contains
some program that you want the Apple II to execute, it must be
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plugged into the motherboard or into a socket on a ROM card.
When using an EPROM in place of a ROM, on the mother
board or an Integer/Applesoft ROM card, don't forget to use
an adapter socket like the ZIF from Microproducts. Other
boards are designed to accept EPROMs directly.
ROMPlus. A complete description of this board was given in
the August 1981 issue of Softalk. Basically, this board allows up
to six EPROMs to be used, via bank switching into the C800
CFFF space . A control PROM on the board simplifies inter
facing your programs and allows you to run them with just a
few keystrokes. With the appropriate software, one PROM can
call another on this board, making it possible to put programs
longer than 2K into EPROM.
Microproducts ROM Memory Module. This board acts like
the Integer I Applesoft ROM card in that it replaces up to 12K of
the motherboard's ROM space (DOOO-FFFF) with ROM soft
ware on the board. A switch provides selection between Apple
type ROMs or +5 volt 2716s. Another bank of DIP switches se
lects which of the six ROM sockets will be active when the
board is called. As with Apple's ROM boards, you can also
choose whether the board is selected upon power-ups.
One purpose for a board like this is to replace the Apple's
native Basic with a specialized language, an operating sys
tem, or even a dedicated application program. For example,
the Microproducts 6502 Development System is available in
EPROM. This system brings together their assembler, disas
sembler, and debugger programs into a consolidated package
that can be up and running as soon as the computer is turned
on. Thus, you can turn the Apple into a dedicated operating tool
and still use it as a computer when you want to.
The ROM Memory Module from Microproducts sells for
$99.95. With the Development System EPROMs installed, the
price is $249.95.
Soft CTRL Systems ROM Board System. Soft CTRL Sys
tems made several EPROMs in the past that were designed to
work in a ROMPlus. In an attempt to broaden their market,
they have now released an inexpensive single ROM board of
their own. Thus, you can take any one of their'ROMs and in
sert it into this board for instant use by the computer. The
main advantage to this board is its low price-$29.95.
Finally . . . There are several other EPROM program
mers available for the Apple, including one made by Apparat
that has personality modules; unfortunately, it was unavail
able for review. Dedicated stand-alone programmers are quite
expensive but can sometimes program sixteen EPROMs at
once for production use. As the 2732 and 2764 become more pop
ular, we should see low-cost programmers for them, too.
On a different front, there is a lot of competition for the
EPROM from such other devices as the EAROM (electrically
alterable ROM) and EEPROM (electrically erasable PROM).
As their names imply, these devices can be programmed while
in the computer. In addition, they can be selectively erased
and rewritten, making them the almost perfect memory de
vice. Although these devices currently suffer from several
drawbacks, they are a good choice for a read-mostly memory
where nonvolatile storage is needed.
Finally, here are a few tips on handling EPROMs: (1)
Cover the window with opaque tape or a label when not eras
ing. (2) When you want to erase an EPROM, make sure the
quartz lid is very clean; a small speck of dirt or gum from a
previous label can shadow some of the cells, preventing their
erasure. (3). Do not overerase. Most ultraviolet PROM erasers
take 15 to 25 minutes to erase a PROM. (4) Texas Instruments
chips should always be completely programmed. If you need
only a portion of the memory space, fill the rest of the EPROM
with $FFs (the EPROM's natural state). When adding to a pre
viously programmed EPROM, run through the entire address
space rewriting the old data.
JI
Microproduct.s, 246Z7 Watt Road, SDCE, Ramona, CA 92065. (714) 789
6510. Mountain Computer, 300 El Pueblo, Scotts Valley, CA 95066. ( 408)
438-6650. Soft CTRL Systems, Box 599, West Milford, NJ 07480. (201)
728-8750.
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You get 85,000
words on disk with
THE SENSIBLE SPELLER

and a Random House
dictionary to boot!
THE SENSIBLE SPELLER 1M Is the first
COMPLETE spelling verification pro
gram for the Apple Computer. NO other
spelling program includes as many op
tions, or has a dictionary (on diskette) as
large as ours, and Includes a well known
dictionary, too. THE SENSIBLE
SPELLER now features the complete
CONCISE EDITION of the RANDOM
HOUSE® DICTIONARY. If you question
the definition, pronunciation. or spelling
of any word. you can simply look it up
In the supplied hardcover dictionary.
Four versions of THE SENSIBLE
SPELLER are available. There is no need
to MUFFIN or transfer your files from
one operating system to another.
•The DOS 3.3 version works with
Applewrlter (I or II). Apple Pie, The
Correspondent, Executive Secretary,
Letter Perfect, Magic Window. Screen
writer (formerly Superscribe), Text
Editor, TXT/ED, Write-On, Word
Power, or any other word processor.
editor, or program that generates stan
dard DOS 3.3 TEXT or BINARY files.

•The Super Text TM version works
with Super Text, Super Text II. and
the new 80-column version of Super
Text.
•The CP/M "" version works with
WordStar, ED, Magic Wand, Type
Master, and any other word processor
that does not compact text.
•The Pascal ™version works with the
Pascal Editor, and Prose.
Numerous options are provided
throughout the program to enable you
to completely control all activities of
THE SENSIBLE SPELLER. These in
clude the ability to Ignore both format
ting commands and control codes,
multiple options for the action taken
with each misspelled word, and the use
of multiple dictionaries. An alphabetical
listing of misspelled, unknown, and/or
all words In your document along with
usage frequencies may be listed. A
verification mode is provided to allow
you to examine and dispense with
misspelled words while viewing them in
the actual context in which they ap
peared in your file. When you encounter
an unknown word. you can even search
the dictionary for the correct spelling
(using wildcards). In the near future.
Sensible Software will be releasing well
known legal and medical dictionaries to
complete this professional package.

THE SENSIBLE SPELLER package
includes:
•an easy to read instruction manual
•two copies of THE SENSIBLE
SPELLER program
•a main dictionary diskette, containing
45,000 Of the most commonly used
English language words (there Is room
to add approximately 10.000 or your
own words)
•a supplementary dictionary diskette.
containing the remaining 40,000
words in the CONCISE EDITION of the
RANDOM HOUSE DICTIONARY
• the hard cover RANDOM HOUSE
DICTIONARY. CONCISE EDITION
THE SENSIBLE SPELLER requires an
Apple ™ ll/ Apple 1M II+ equipped with
48K, DOS 3.3. and 1 or 2 disk drives.
Two disk drives are required to delete or
add words to the dictionary. The price is
only $125.00.

4[2]. ~ensible Software
6619 Perham Drive, Dept. M
Wes1 Bloomfield, Michigan 48033
(3 13) 399-8877
Visa and Mas1ercard Welcome.
Add $1.25 postage and handling per program.
For a comple1e ca1alog, send
$1 .00, refundable wi th you r first purchase

•APPLE is a registered trademark of APPLE Computer Company •CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Corp. •
•SUPER TEXT is a registered trademark of Muse Software•APPLE PASCAL is a registered trademark of UC.SD. •
RANDOM HOUSE and the House design are registered trademarks of Random House, Inc. Copyright 1982 Random House, Inc.
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The Schoo\house App\e

by Jean Varven

Take a moment to think back to your early elementary
school years. What sights, sounds, and experiences come to
mind? Do you remember running your first relay race and
how your throat felt after you'd cheered your teammates
along? How about the taste and texture of the peanut butter
cookies you used to get in the school cafeteria? Or how your
Halloween black-cat cutout looked pasted down on pumpkin
colored construction paper and displayed on the bulletin
board?
Some people consider this kind of reminiscence a waste of
time in education, especially when there's so much to teach, so
much to learn. But it can be argued otherwise. If we are in
volved in education, computer-assisted or not, one of the most
important things we can bring to it is our awareness of the
sights, sounds, and textures that make lasting impressions
on us.
Thus, when we attempt to evaluate what educational aids
best meet our own needs, those of our students, and those of our
children, we can bring to the process a unique expertise bred
from our own past experiences. If a program appeals to us, it
may well be that the people who created it took a few extra
minute.s to think back on some vivid experiences and impres
sions of their own.
More Capsules. Picking up from where we left off in May,
here's the next batch of company capsules. Perhaps you'll
meet someone who's created just the program you're look
ing for.

Trade smarter!
Use your Golden Apple

~~de~
computes
moV1ng averages
Saves you hours in calculations.
Saves your hide, Alerts you to moves.
For financial instruments, metals, grains, and ag'
and building products. Gives you signals in up
and down-trending markets. Simple, user-tested.
No prior computer knowledge needed.
Complete, easy-to-follow directions included.
Requires Apple II, monitor, 1 disc drive. Also
available for IBM, TRS80, Pet. Discette includes
programs to calculate system parameters,
relative strength index, creation/updating of data
files and display of contents, action indicators,
daily summary of each investment's equity, and
total for diversified portfolio. Enter your daily
data quickly, and run it!

Order today!

A
W

post
paid

Mastercard or Am. Ex~ress ac~epted.
(Or, send $5 for more information 
refundable on your order)

m1emPCJ.-t Systems,

Im~.

8934 L St., Omaha, NE 68127

Avant-Garde Creations, Box 30161, Eugene, OR 97403; (~03)
345-3043. Contact: Mary Carol Smith.
Established in December 1979, Avant-Garde entered the
education market the following spring with Sentence Dia
gramming. Chief programmer Don Jones, one of Avant
Garde's cofounders, created the program after the company
discovered that a number of educators wanted to teach lan
guage skills through sentence diagramming and were unable
to find a suitable program for doing so. Among Avant-Garde's
other products are the AEN Grading System package and
Word Scrambler and Super Speller, a spelling program some
learners find as entertaining and challenging as a video game.
Avant-Garde also produces ZES, a courseware system de
veloped in Australia that allows users to create their own edu
cational courseware without a background in programming.
In addition, the company is eager to make available a pool of
classroom courseware generated through the ZES project.
Company cofounder Mary Carol Smith, who describes the
education market as "the most challenging," believes that mi
crocomputers have the potential to transform education. The
computer, says Smith, helps students become more responsi
ble for their own learning, and, as a consequence, both the edu
cational setting and the role of the teacher will change.
Edutek Corporation, 415 Cambridge, #14, Box 11354, Palo Alto,
CA 94306; (415) 325-9965. Contact: Keisha Williams, Aretha
Lawrence.
Edutek qualifies as an old-timer in the educational soft
ware field, having produced software for use in preschools,
schools, community organizations, and homes since 1978.
Their hand-eye coordination package includes Cooperation
Maze, a program in which two players work together to move
the cursor through a maze; Write It in Color, an introduction to
the Apple keyboard; Make a Tune; and Computer Palette,
which enables users to create and save their own paintings.
(Each of these programs is also available individually.) In ad
dition, the company offers programs in music theory, math,
and language skills.
Another product that's likely to interest educators is Poly
Choice, a program that enables teachers with no program
ming knowledge to create multiple-choice activities in science,
social studies, math, language, and so on.
Besides producing software, Edutek offers programming
and consulting services.
Hartley Courseware, Box 431, Dimondale, MI 48821; (616) 942
8987. Contact: Tim Hartley.
Jane Hartley, a veteran elementary school teacher, and
Tim Hartley, an air traffic controller turned programmer,
formed their own educational software company in 1979. Since
then, this mother-son team has been busy creating and mar
keting educational software for K-10 students in reading, lan
guage arts, and mathematics. In addition, they offer a series of
Create Your Oum disks that enable teachers and parents with
no programming knowledge to create lessons in reading and
math. Their most recent release is Capitalization, a menu
driven program that presents the rules of capitalization and
gives students the opportunity to apply what they have learned
to practice sentences.
All Hartley Courseware programs, including the Create
Your Oum disks, feature "student planning." This manage
ment plan provides a teacher with accurate records of stu

WIN

A TRIP TO

SAN FRANCISCO
AND

S&DDD I

Only One Thing Stands between You and $5000
- A Crazed Dive Bomber!
Play your best game and send us a photograph of your
highest score. We'll take the top 5 scores submitted and
send those overachievers tickets to San Francisco for the
"Kamikaze Shootout" next February. We'll reserve hotel
rooms, good food and 5 Apple computers, each loaded
with Kamikaze ... then may the best gunner win!
Rules:

1. One entry per purchased copy (the entry blank comes
with the game).
2. Entry blank must include the registration number of your
game . The warranty registration must be signed and in the
possession of Hayden Software for verification.
3. Entry blank must be signed by the registered owner and
the person who achieved the high score.
4. Minors must have scores attested
by their parent or legal guardian.
Score must be achieved
by playing the game.

5. Advertisers and employees of Hayden Publishing Co., Inc.,
and its affiliates , or members of their families are not
eligible.
6. In the case of duplicate high scores, the earliest postmark
will have priority. Any entries with illegible postmarks or
illegible entry information will be returned or rejected .
Top scorer takes home a cool $5000; second place
gets you $1000; third place w ins $500; fourth and fifth
place winners each receive $250 certificates good
toward Hayden software .
The only way to win is to play .. . the only way to play is
to get your Kamikaze game with your entry blank from a
Hayden Software dealer, or order direct at:

1-800-631-0856

(in N.J. call 201-843-0550, ext. 382).
The sooner you start, the more practice you get. But
beware ... the better you get, the tougher the
challenge  surprise enemies will be popping up all
over!
Deadline for entries is January 15, 1983, and
winners will be notified by January 31, 1983 .
"Shootout" winners will be published in the April
issue of Personal Computing magazine.

Kamikaze, #13809, Apple II disk, $34.95

I HAYDEN li·'ii',141ijW
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dents' errors and problems, making it much easier for the
teacher to keep track of individual problem areas and to de
vise appropriate strategies for helping students progress. The
student planning file has room for information on up to one
hundred students, and it can be erased at any time in order to
make room for new records or students.
Hartley Courseware programs are tested in Jane Hartley's
classroom and other school settings. All programs run in ei
ther DOS,

• With THE LAST ONE you don't have to know
how to write basic code! By asking you questions 1n
plain English about what you want your program to
do, THE LAST ONE uses your answers to generate
a ready-to-use program in ERROR FREE BASIC CODEii
• Complex programs which take an experienced
programmer several weeks to write and debug can
now be completed by YOU 1n a few hours!

-  PROGRAMMERS-
• Increase your efficiency by as much as 5000%.
• Release your creativity - spend 95% of your time in
program design rather than writing and debugging
code.
• Eliminate the frustrations associated with the debug
cycle . If your program doesn't work your design 1s
bad - modify the flowchart and regenerate
the code.I

Mon-Fri
9-5 PST

1-800-854-2099 outside Calif.
SOUTHWEST MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
16885 West Bernardo Dr., Suite 220
San Diego, California 92 127
THE LAST ONE II a tladema rk o f DJ ..Ar. ltd
Apple 1s a trademdrk of Apple Compu ters. Jnc

ldeaTech Company, Box 62451, Sunnyvale, CA 94088; (408)
985-7591. Contact: Ron Eckert.
Ron Eckert and his wife Sue formed IdeaTech two and one
half years ago to create and market educational software to
serve the needs of learning-disabled and mentally handi
capped students. As is often the case with smaller companies,
one of IdeaTech's goals has been to create software in areas
that not many people have addressed before. Their program
Basic Electricity, on the market for about a year and a half,
provides a good example of this philosophy in action. Another
program, Color Guess, teaches preschool through second
grade learners how to recognize and spell color words by asso
ciating them with the colors themselves.
Much of the educational software IdeaTech produces is cre
ated by others on a freelance basis. IdeaTech offers a free as
sessment of the software it receives from others. The Eckerts
evaluate the submissions from both technical and educational
perspectives. Programs also spend several months' time in a
classroom environment.
All programs run in either DOS and are available as part of
a subject-area package (Mathpack-1 and Languagepack-1) or
individually.
Micro Power and Light, 12820 Hillcrest Road, Suite 224, Dal
las, TX 75230; (214) 239-6620, Contact: Ed Frantz.
Founded by Ed Frantz in the winter of 1979, Micro Power
and Light devotes all of its efforts to the development of edu
cational software for the Apple II. Courseware categories in
clude math, science, language arts, and tools for teachers. All
of the programs the company markets are created on con
tract by practicing educators.
The company's wide-ranging and somewhat unusual prod
uct line is primarily a product of Frantz's belief that good
courseware is created when teachers make programs about
those subjects they're qualified to teach that interest them
most. The company also attempts to produce courseware for
subject areas that are not being addressed by software cur
rently on the market. Examples include their programs Map
Reading, Advertising Techniques, and Scientific Method,
Important aspects of Frantz's role include making certain
that the teacher's instructional strategies remain intact once
they have been translated into courseware and determining
whether there is indeed a market for a particular program.
Products are field-tested in various school settings and refine
ments are made based on the results of an interactive process
between creators and users.
Program Design, Inc. (PD!), 11 Idar Court, Greenwich, CT
06830; (203) 661-8799.
Program Design came to life in March 1978; John Victor,
Lyn Sandow, and Jenny Tesar are the firm's working part
ners. Most of the educational software the company produces
is sold to home users, rather than to the school market.
Victor's fifteen years' experience in educational technology
brings a special perspective to the company, seen in the soft
ware they produce. Step by Step, the company's beginner's
course on Basic programming, reflects this background. The
New Step by Step is a revision and expansion of the original
program. The package includes two disks, two audio cas
settes, and a workbook, and learners receive instruction on two
levels, visual and aural. The company also plans to issue Step
by Step II and III, programs that expand upon the material
covered in the originals. Topics will include the Apple memo
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ry map, the meaning of hexadecimal codes, the fundamentals
of disk operation, how to write files, and so on.
The company is also hard at work on a machine language
that will enable beginners to attain a theoretical understand
ing of machine language by means of simulation.
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day English. It gives users the correct translation (in either di
rection), pronunciation, language of origin, and literal trans
lation, if necessary.

Sterling Swift Publishing Company, 1600 Fortview Road,
Austin, TX 78704; (512) 444-7570. Contact: Wayne Roe, Sterling
Sliwa Enterprises, Inc. (SE!), Box 7266, Hampton, VA 23666; Swift.
This well-established book publisher offers numerous books
(804) 826-3777.
Steve Sliwa uses various mainframe computers in his work about computers, including Computer Literacy: Problem
at NASA, but since late 1980 he's been spending a lot of time Solving with Computers, a text intended for use by
working and playing at his Apple. Consisting primarily of junior/ senior high and college students with no previous ex
study aids for exams like SAT and GRE, the company's prod perience with computers; Computers and Education, a hand
uct line grew out of Sliwa's thinking back to his own experi book for educators; and Microcomputer Systems and Apple
ence preparing for these kinds of tests. Sliwa asked himself Basic, an introductory level text on operating the Apple and
what kinds of tools he would have liked to have on the Apple. programming in Basic. Teachers and parents will find the
SEI's Verbal Skills Pak, Math Skills Pak, and German, company's Apple II Educational Software Directory, pub
lished in collaboration with Apple Computer, an especially
French, and Spanish programs are his answer.
The Verbal Skills Pak consists of three programs-Vocabu valuable source of information.
Sterling Swift also publishes a "hands-on" tutorial on pro
lary Builder, Word Analogy, and Sentence Completion (all
three available individually). The most recent version of Word gramming in Basic, consisting of two disks (or four cassette
Analogy offers learners a hint option. Part one of the Math Pak tapes) and a workbook. Designed to be used while the learner
helps students improve their skills in _precalculus algebra, is seated at the computer, the workbook covers branching, for
geometry, and trigonometry; then in part two, learners move next loops, arrays, character strings, functions and subrou
into more advanced geometry and trigonometry, accom tines, graphics, advanced topics, and applications.
panied by graphic displays of the problems (both parts of math
The company has recently issued an on-line learning sys
are also available individually). The language skills programs tem designed for use in teaching elementary mathematics.
can be used to move from foreign language to English or from This class-tested software was written by three former class
English to the foreign language, depending upon preference. room teachers whose company is called Courses by Comput
All of SEI's programs have a database format and an edi ers. This is the only program of this sort we know of that is of·
tor that allows the user to add to and alter data lists. This fered in both English and Spanish.
makes the programs versatile, ongoing tools for learning. SE!
Making Connections. In an earlier installment of this col
also plans to release two new programs soon, both in the ex umn, we brought up some pressing questions. One was: How
pandable/modifiable database format. The first is Acro can educators, parents, and others with an interest in educa
nyms/Abbreviations (quick, what does SEATO stand for, any tional software determine what's out there and whether it
way? ... how about RBI?). The second, Foreign English, Is a meets their needs without wasting precious time and money?
database of foreign words and phrases that are used in every Regional evaluation centers, clearinghouses, and monthly

CROSSWORD MAGIC 2.0
CROSSWORD PUZZLE MAKER
FOR
* HOME * SCHOOL * BUSINESS
Create your own crossword puzzles like the pros. Simply supply words using ANY subject and watch CROSSWORD MAGIC inter·
connect them with lightening speed. Print a professional quality puzzle with any one of 24 graphics printers or play your puzzles
on the screen with crystal clear graphics.

CONNECTS WORDS * MENU DRIVEN FOR
AUTO MATICA LLY
EASY OPERATION
* PRINTS HARD COPY * STORES PUZZLES
PLAYABLE VERSION * LIFETIME WARRANTY
*

*GREAT TEACHING AID
FOR HOME OR SCHOOL
* PLAY PUZZLES WITH
THE COMPUTER

TWO DISKETTE PACKAGE

* MACHINE LANGUAGE
FOR GREATER SPEED
* IMPROVES SPELLING
* FUN FOR ALL AGES

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE
OR ORDER DIRECTLY FROM:

$49.95
Requires ... Apple II or II+ 48K 3.3 DOS 1 Drive
Apple Ill (In Apple II Emulation Mode)
•Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

All Orders ... Add $3.00 for shipping.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.

IF YOU OWN AN EARLIER VERSION CALL US ABOUT A FREE UPDATE.

L & S COMPUTERW ARE
1589 FRASER DR.
SUNNYVALE, CA 94087
(408) 738-3416

r•l
· · • · '·

VISA • MASTERCARD
COD ORDERS
WELCOME
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publications have sprung up across the country In response to .
the need for accurate information about software. Now TERC
(Technical Education Research Centers), a nonprofit re
search/ development organization based in Cambridge, Mas
sachusetts, hopes to provide an answer. TERC plans to bring
together users and experts across the country by taking ad
vantage of the very technology It Is conveying Information
about.
Since its inception in 1965, TERC's concern has been the
study of social and technological change. Their goal has been
to apply their knowledge to the improvement of education. In
recent years TERC has devoted much effort toward the pro
motion of microcomputers in the classroom. Now TERC is in
the process of establishing SET-NET (Software and Educa
tional Technology Network). This experimental electronic net
work is designed to test whether an electronic network Is a
viable way of providing educators with useful information and
educational software evaluations at a reasonable cost. An
other goal of the SET-NET experiment is to develop three pi
lot databases-one on Logo procedures, another on software re
views emphasizing science and math programs, and a third on
educational software for the handicapped.
To conduct its experiment, TERC Is bringing together a
small network of educational software experts and users who
will share information with one another via the Source and
EIES (Electronic Information Exchange System, run by the
New Jersey Institute of Technology). SET-NET participants
will include a core group of twenty educational software ex
perts (five general experts and five experts in each of the three
applications areas). Once the three pilot databases have been
created, a group of teachers and school librarians in the Bos
ton area will use SET-NET and evaluate it and the databases.
Plans call for expanding SET-NET and its databases If the ini
tial experiment is successful. This means that educators
across the country may eventually be able to take advantage
of SET-NET via the Source and/or the EIES networks. A re
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port on the project is being prepared now, as is a detailed plan
for a year-long test of the SET-NET. Further information can
be obtained from TERC, 8 Eliot Street, Cambridge, MA 02138;
(617) 547-3890.
Conference Calendar. Computer-Using Educators (CUE)
will hold its third annual fall conference October 1 and 2 at In
dependence High School in San Jose, California. The conference
features hands-on workshops Friday afternoon (preregistra
tion required), a Friday evening banquet, and speakers, work
shops, and exhibits all day Saturday. You can obtain further In
formation by contacting: Computer-Using Educators, Box
18547, San Jose, CA 95158; (408) 288-7642.
The Educational Computer Consortium of Ohio (ECCO)
has announced that its second annual Educational Computer
Fair will take place Octaber 16 at Cleveland State University in
Ohio. Described as "a fair by educators, for educators," the
event will feature forty workshops for beginning and experi
enced computer users, along with discussion groups, exhibits,
and student demonstrations. The presentations should be of in
terest to educators of kindergarten through twelfth-grade stu
dents. You can obtain further information by contacting Ellen
Richman, ECCO Coordinator, 4777 Farnhurst Road, Cleve
land, OH 44124; (216) 291-5225.
EdCom '82, a National Computer Expo and Conference for
Educators, will be held October 21 through 24 at the Los Ange"
!es Convention Center. Cosponsored by Educational Computer
Magazine, this four-day conference will feature seminars,
workshops, and exhibits designed to interest educators work
ing in a whole range of educational settings, from early child
hood through higher education. Topics of the scheduled pre
sentations include administration, graphics, literacy, man·
agement, programming, research, and special education. For
more information about how to register or about how to re
serve exhibit space, contact Judea Computer Expos, 2629
North Scottsdale Road, Suite 201, Scottsdale, AZ 85;!57; (800)
528-2355. Contact: Carol Houts.
JI
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SOFTWARE THAT TEACHES READINC
PAL is the only diagnostic/remediation program ever written
for. reading education. PAL actually diagnoses the cause of
reading problems, and provides remediation directly targeted at
those problems.
PAL covers the entire scope and sequence of reading educa
tion for each grade 2 through 6, and evaluates up to 40 major
skills and 160 subskills per grade level.
The PAL MASTER DISK PACKAGE (required for use with the
Curriculum Packages) operates the PAL system. It includes an
upper/lower case chip for the Apple 11, so that lessons are
presented in a 'real world' format . $99.95.
The PAL READING CURRICULUM PACKAGES provide the
diagnosis and remediation . $99.95 per grade level. A two-disk
demonstration package is available for only $9.95.
If you are uncertain about which grade level to purchase for
your child, order the PAL PLACEMENT TEST (includes a $10.00
coupon good on your next PAL purchase). $29.95

THE WAY TEACHERS
WANT READINC TAUCHT.
Apple II and

""'*"""

are ~ trademdrks ol Apple Computer. Inc

System Requirements . Apple 11 with Applesoft, 4BK RAM,
one or two disk drives.

VISA. Mastercard, checks, COD accepted. Colorado
residents add 3% sales tax
Universal Systems for Eduaition, Inc.
2120 Academy Circle, Suite E
Colorildo Sprinp, Color~ 80909
(303) 574-4575

Trademark applied for
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THE BAS C
By Wm.V R. Smith
Among the most valuable computer programs ever writ
ten for the business marketplace are the spreadsheet
calculators. Electronic spreadsheets have become as valu
able to the business marketplace as Basic is to the beginning
programmer.
This month's Basic Solution offers Ba.siCalc, an electronic
worksheet in Basic that is easy to use and readily expands to fit
your system. An electronic calculator at heart, Ba.siCalc con
tains the basic mathematical functions, some spreadsheet
functions, and various styles of data representation.
Ba.siCalc brings together many of the Basic subroutines
that have appeared in this column during the past year. The
tirst Basic subroutine, Dollar Formatter, is utilized in the global
default output section of Ba.siCalc. Video Tape Calculator was
the main catalyst for Ba.siCalc.
The subroutine that is the heart of Ba.siCalc is the Input
Calculator from the February 1982 issue. This one routine per
forms string array parsing and all the math functions of Ba.si
Calc.
Ba.siCalc uses two string arrays. The first one can be called
the input array. The user types into a cell of this input array,
and the Input Calculator scans each cell and tries to perform
its function. The result from the input calculator is sent
through Dollar Formatter, if necessary, and then placed in the
adjoining cell of the second array. Each cell of the output ar
ray is truncated or expanded according to the column-width
value.
The second array can be called the output array. Ba.siCalc
reads each cell of the output array and presents the proper
cells on the video screen.
Many other routines could be added to Ba.siCalc, but bear in
mind that each addition increases the chance of the Basic
program becoming large enough to cause string memory
problems.
Applesoft has an irritating habit of "going away" for a few
seconds to a few minutes to clean up the array space. The cur
rent version of Ba.siCalc was constructed to avoid this prob
lem. All Applesoft programs will benefit as soon as a fast
"free" routine is invented.
Ba.siCalc uses a worksheet of ten columns by seventy lines.
The screen display is twenty lines of thirty-seven characters.
Each column width can be individually adjusted to your re
quirements. Columns are labeled A through J, and lines are
labeled 1 through 70. Answer cells are addressed by column
letter and row number; for example, Al through J70.
Ba.siCalc starts with an inverse bar over location Al.
The top right hand corner of the video screen has an indi
cator that shows the current cursor directions. The space bar
changes the direction of the indicator. The arrow keys move
the inverse bar around the worksheet. If the indicator is hori
zontal, the inverse bar moves from left to right. When the indi
cator is vertical, the inverse bar moves up and down.
After you've placed the inverse bar over a location and
typed a string or expression, Ba.siCalc will evaluate the expres
sion and place the evaluation under the inverse bar.
BasiCalc is also available on disk. Included on the disk is
the spreadsheet in Ba.sic and in compiled form using two of the
popular Applesoft compilers. If you're interested in receiving
this disk send $8 to Softalk Ba.siCalc Disk, 11021 Magnolia Bou
levard, North Hollywood, CA 91601.

Mathematical expressions such as 12 - 3 * 10 are evaluated
from left to right. Expressions may contain answer cells as
values, such as 4 + A 5 * B 3; Ba.siCalc looks up the values of All
and B3 and then evaluates the expression. If an error is found,
the answer cell contains a copy of the expression itself.
The usable functions are +, - , *, and/. Parentheses are not
functions, but the program can be modified to accept them as
such.
Answers are automatically converted to dollar format. Un
less the expression contains a value control, Ba.sicCalc uses a
colon and a value control symbol. : I converts the value to an
integer; :$ converts to dollar value; :F converts to floating
point; :* converts the answer to graph mode.
There are a number of immediate mode commands. The
arrow keys are immediate commands that move the inverse
bar. The space bar changes the indicator direction; @ clears
an answer cell; " !" recalculates the entire sheet; and "/"
places you in the command menu.
The command menu contains the following options: change
current column width; save work page; load work page; clear
page; go to page location; and print to paper.
The ampersand, &, initializes the sum function that adds a
row or column of numbers together.
It is important to note that there are no Onerr statements in
the listing. Onerr statements can cause a world of problems
when typing and debugging a long program. Typing errors
are much easier to find in code without Onerr statements.
BasiCalc eventually requires an Onerr statement only to trap
control-C.
We strongly recommend compiling the Applesoft listing
that follows. The Basic program operates remarkably fast;
however, once you're familiar with its operation, Applesoft's
fastest may seem pretty slow.
A major reason for writing a program in Basic is ease of
modification. If you think you've found a significant modifica
tion for Ba.siCalc, send it to Softal~ BasiCalc, 11021 Magnolia
Boulevard, North Hollywood, CA 91601. If your routine is the
first chosen to be added permanently to Ba.siCalc you'll win a
copy of that other Cale, and your update will be published in
Basic Solution.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

REM* *****************************
REM*
*
REM*
ELECTRONIC WORKSHEET
*
REM *
*
REM *
*
REM *
WILLIAM V R SMITH
*
REM*
*

17

REM

* ***********************••••••

18 REM
19 CLEAR : DIM A$(70, l 0),8$(70, l O),CW(l 2),IV(50)
20 SY = l:XM = l:YM = l:SX = l
30 FOR X = l TO l 2:CW(X) = 9: NEXT X
"
35 S$ = "
37 T$ = "ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO"
38 Tl$ = ''*********************''
99 GOTO 2000
100 REM******************************
101 REM*
VARIABLE PARSER
*
102 REM******************************
103 L = LEN (A$(Y,X)):F = 2:Al = O:A2 = O:P = l:HS ="":OF= l
105 IF L = 0 THEN 400
110 IF P > L THEN 400
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115 GOSUB 500
130 IF C > 64 THEN GOSUB 450: IF P > L THEN RETURN
135 IF C = 46 THEN 170
140 IF C > 41 AND C < 48 THEN GOSUB 200:F = C - 41: GOTO 110
150 IF C = 38 THEN 700
160 IF C > 47 AND C
58 THEN 170
162 IF C = 58 THEN 900
165 GOTO 400
170 H$ = H$
CHR$ (C): IF P > L THEN GOSUB 200: GOTO 600
l 80 GOSUB 500: GOTO 130
200 A2 = VAL (H$):H$ = "": GOSUB 300: REM FUNCTION
210 RETURN
220 REM * INPUT STATEMENT **
225 IV= 1:1$ = "":GOTO 235
230 IF LEN (IS) = 0 THEN AS = " " : RETURN
235 GET A$
240 IF AS= CHRS (8) THEN L =LEN (IS):IS =MIDS(''
IS,2,L - 1): HTAB l :
PRINT IS;: CALL - 868 : GOTO 230
245 IF A$ = CHR$ (21) THEN 275
250 IF A$ = CHRS (13) THEN 280
255 IF ASC (AS) < 31 THEN 235
AS
260 1$ = 1$
265 HTAB l: PRINT IS;
l: GOTO 235
270 IV= IV
275 A$ = MID$ (A$(Y,X),IV, 1): GOTO 260
280 IF IV = 1 THEN A$ = "": RETURN
285 A$ = 1$: RETURN

<

+

"+

+

+

300 REM************************************
301
302
303
304
305
310
320
330
340
350
370
380
399

REM *
*
REM*
PERFORM MATH FUNCTION
*
REM*
*
REM ************************************
Fl = F:F = 2
ON Fl GOSUB 330,340,320,350,320,370
RETURN
Al =Al * A2: RETURN
Al =Al
A2: RETURN
Al =Al - A2: RETURN
IF A2 <
> 0 THEN A 1 = Al / A2
RETURN
END

+

400
405
406
407
409
410
440
441
442
443
444
450
451
452
453
454
455
460
465
466
467
470
475
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
600
601
602
603

604

59
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HS = MIDS (AS(Y,X), l,L)
HS = LEFTS (HS,CW(X))
IF HS = BS(Y,X) THEN RETURN
BS(Y,X) = HS
GOSUB 680: REM * XM AND YM TEST
RETURN
REM * **********************
REM*
*
REM*
FIND MATH VALUE
REM *
OF SCREEN
REM***********************
X3 = C - 64
IF X3 > 15 THEN GOSUB 400: RETURN
HS = "": IF L = 1 THEN 400
GOSUB 500: IF C < 48 OR C > 57 THEN GOTO 400
GOTO 460
GOSUB 500
IF C < 48 OR C > 57 THEN 470
HS = HS + CHRS (C)
IF P > L THEN 470
GOTO 455
Y3 = VAL (HS)
IF Y3 > 70 OR X3 > 15 THEN HS = "ERROR":P = L
HS = B$(Y3,X3)
GOSUB 200
IF P > L THEN GOSUB 600: RETURN
RETURN
REM *** PARSE LINE FOR CHAR
C = ASC (MIDS (AS(Y,X),P, l)):P = P
l
RETURN
REM ******************************
REM *
*
REM*
ASSIGN ANSWER
*
REM*
*

+

l: GOTO 620

+

REM******************************

610 IF A$(Y,X) = ""THEN RETURN
615 IF LEN ( STR$ ( INT (Al)'))> CW(X) THEN HS= "ERROR"
620 ON OF GOSUB 640,650,660,670
625 IF OF = 4 OR OF = l THEN 675
630 B$(Y ,X) = RIGHT$ ("
"
STR$ (Al ),CW (X))
635 GOTO 675

+

TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR COLLECTION OF DISK-BASED SOFTWARE!

THE SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
DISK LIBRARY is an elegant, user-oriented system for creating and
maintaining a thorough, cross-referenced index of all your disk
based programs and data files. It provides tor AUTOMATIC entry into
your library file of the full catalog of any Apple* diskette. Disks for
matted under other operating systems (such as Pascal and CP/M*)
are easily entered from the keyboard. Written entirely in machine
code, DISK LIBRARY'S operation is both smooth and swift.
EASY TO OPERATE:
•Menu-driven• User-definable prompt defaults• Single keystroke
operation• Full featured Editing• Super fast Sorts byanytield (1200
items sorted in 4 seconds!)• Works with all disks created under DOS
3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 • User definable Program Types (e.g., Business.
Game, Ulil ity) of up to 15 characters each can be assigned lo each
program entry with single keystrokes or via block actions • On
screen and printed Summaries, by File type (Integer, Applesofl,
Binary, Text) and by Program Type (e.g ., Accounting, Graphics,
Music)• Block Actions (global editing/deleting)• Instant Searches
. . . by full or partial string (find any item in 1/3 sec.!)• New Files :::an
be Appended lo existing records, in memory or on disk• Unique
Feature: User can redefine the Disk Volume Number displayed by
the DOS Cafalog Command. A Unique Volume Identifier and Disk
Title can be Assigned to each disk entry in your library file• Printed
Reports are attractively formatted tor easy readability

SYSTE M REQ UIREMENTS 48K App le II o r II• with DOS 3 3

Suggested Retail Price $59.95

DISK LIBRARY Is licen sed oy

••MODUIAR
C•MEDIA

·Apple, Apple II and Apple II + are reg istered trademor'Ks o f Apple Compute r. Inc CP/M 1s a reg iste red trade mor'K of Dig ita l Resea rch . Inc

southLUesteAn cJata systems
P.O. BOX 582-S •SANTEE, CALIFORNIA 92071 • 714/562-3670
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640 A3 = IN T (A 1):A 1 = (A 1 - A3) + 1.00 1:H$ = STR$ (A3 ) + " ." +MID$ (STR $
(A 1),3,2)
645 B$(Y ,X) = RI G HT$ (S$ + H$,C W( X) ): RETUR N
650 A l = INT (A l) : RETURN
660 RETURN
670 A l = INT (A l ): IF Al > 20. THEN A l
20
67 1 IF A 1 < 1 THEN A 1 = 1
672 B$(Y,X) =LEFT$ ( LEFT $ (Tl $,A l) + "
",CW(X))
673 RETURN
675 OF = 1
680 .'IF X > XM THEN XM = X
681 IF Y > YM THEN YM = Y
690 RETURN
700 REM ** ** SUM(FUNCTION)
710 P = P + 4: GOSUB 500
720 GOSUB 450:Y4 = Y3 :X4 = X3
730 GOSUB 500: GOSUB 450
740 A 1 = O:A2 = O:X5 = X3:Y5 = Y3
750 IF Y4 = Y5 THEN 800
760 X3 = X4: FOR Y3 = Y4 TO Y5
765 p = 1
770 GOSU B 480
780 NEXT Y3
790 GOSUB 600: RETURN
800 Y3 = Y4: FOR X3 = X4 TO XS
810 GOSUB 480
820 NEXT X3
830 GOSUB 600 : RETURN
900 REM * OUTPUT FORMAT *
905 GOSUB 200: GOSUB 500
910 IF C
36 THEN OF
1: GOTO 600
920 IF C = 73 THEN OF = 2: GOTO 600
930 IF C = 70 THEN OF = 3: GOTO 600
940 IF C
42 THEN OF
4: GOTO 600
950 GOTO 600

=

=

=

=

1000

REM******* ********* *** *** **** ***

1001

REM*

1002

REM*** ******** ******************

1099

NORMAL

VIDEO SCREEN LAYOUT

*

MicRoSWd'"

AT YOUR LOCAL DE ALER OR O RD ER D IRECT
MS-11
Let MicroStan d 's sturdy steel she lf organ ize yo ur
Appl e ' II hardware. Profess io na ll y const ru cted , co lo red and
textured to matc h your Appl e ' , and now w ith new ve ntil a
tion slo ts . MicroStand will e nh a nce yo u r home or off ice
microco m puting sys tem, and is ava il able at microcomputer
sto res across t he na ti o n .
CS-I
St urdy steel Appl e ' heig'.' copy holder fo r ease in
typ ing fro m books, m agaz in es, e tc ..
MS-II
CS-I

VISA

$49.9 5 plus $5.00 shi ppi ng and handling
$19.95 plus $3.00 shipping and ha ndling

M1c ro Sta nd
P 0 Box96
To lova na Pa rk, O R 97145
1 (503) 7 38-9601

1 (800) 547-2107
1

T.~1

of Apph• Co mpu te r.. , In c.

1100
1103
1105
1110
1111
1112
1115
1121
1122
1125
1140
1170
1180
1185
1186
1190
1300
1301
1302
1305
1306
1307
1310
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FOR Y 1 = 1 TO 70
VTAB 1: HTAB 25: FLASH: PRINT "WORKING";
IF Yl > YM THEN Yl = 100, GOTO 1180
FOR X 1 = 1 TO 9
IF A$(Yl,Xl) = "" THEN NEXT Xl: GOTO 1180
VTAB 1: HTAB 34: PRINT MID$ (T$,Xl,l);Yl;""
IF Xl > XM THEN Xl = 100: GOTO 1170
X2 = X:Y2 = Y
X = Xl:Y = Yl
GOSUB 100
X = X2:Y = Y2
NEXT Xl
NEXT Yl
GOSUB 1500
VTAB 1: HTAB 25: CALL - 868
RETURN

REM******************************
SCREEN VALUE PRINTER
REM*
*
REM******************************
CW(O) = 0
IF CW(X) < > LEN (B$(Y,X)) THEN GOSUB 100
IF X = SX THEN CO = 3: GOTO 1330
CO= 0: FOR X2 = SX TO X - l :CO =CO+ CW(X2): NEXT X2:CO =CO+

3
1330 VTAB Y + 5 - SY: HTAB CO
1340 PRINT B$(Y,X);
1399 RETURN
1500 REM**********************
1501 REM*
1502 REM*
SCREEN PRINT
*
1503 REM*
*
1504 REM**********************
1550 VTAB 4: HTAB 1
1600 INVERSE
1602 PRINT" ";:MT = 10
1603 PP= 0: FOR FX = SX TO lO:PP =PP+ CW(FX): IF PP> 37THEN MT= FX 
l:FX = 11
1604 NEXT FX
1605 FOR FX = SX TO MT
1606 H = CW(FX) / 2:Hl = INT (H):H2 = INT (H - .2)
1609 H$ = LEFT$ (S$,Hl) +MIDS (T$,FX, 1) + LEFT$ (S$,H2)
1610 PRINT H$;
1612 NEXT FX
1613 CALL - 868
1614 VTAB 5: HTAB 1
1615 FOR FX = SY TO 18 + SY: PRINT FX;: IF FX < 10 THEN PRINT" ";
1616 PRINT : NEXT FX
1617 VTAB 5
1618 NORMAL: POKE 32,2: POKE 33,38: VTAB 5: CALL - 958: POKE 32,0: POKE
33,40
1619A=SX:T=3
1620 VTAB 5
1621 FOR Xl = 0 TO 18
1625 HTAB T: PRINT B$(SY + Xl,A)
1800 NEXT Xl
1850 T = T + CW(A) :A = A + 1: IF A = < MT THEN 1620
1999 RETURN
2000 REM*********** * **********
2001 REM *
*
2002 REM *
PROMPT OF INPUT
*
2003 REM*
*
2004 REM********** * ***********
2005 DF = 1
2006 HOME
2010 GOSUB 1500
2020 X = 1:Y = 1
2030 VT AB 1: HTAB 1: PRINT MID$ (TS,X, 1);Y;" "
2035 VTAB 2: HTAB 1: PRINT AS(Y,X);
2050 INVERSE
2060 GOSUB 1300
2070 NORMAL
2080 GOTO 2220
2090 REM*****************************
2091 REM*
INPUT AND PERFORM
2092 REM*
2093 REM*

2094

REM* ****** **********************

2100 A = PEEK ( - 16384): IF A < 127 THEN 2100
2102 A = A - 128:A$ = CHRS (A)
2103 IF A = 47 THEN 4000
2104 IF A > 43 THEN 2255

Don't buy Apple Software
until you read this book.
Don't settle for manufacturers ' promotional material.
THE BOOK is a complete critical analysis of most Apple software

available. Experts review, rate and evaluate the programs on 11 separate
points. It covers Games , Education , Business and Utilities as well as hard
ware. Over 500 programs are reviewed.
Don't buy software until you read this book. With the overwhelming array of
programs available you can't afford nqt to consult THE BOOK.
EDUCATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

INTRODUCTION
Tim t·< lit1ou tlJJ' Tin: B<lOK 0)' APPLE COMPUTER SOf'T.
\\ AHE
l'Jt-i2 t·omhmc' prt '\'tOWd:ditionS"(5ome re-writ.ten) und
II' '" ;..irt1l J,.,. n ·' .,.,, . . aml ,., .1l11atiom;, Judg:inf! from th e n >spon s1·
<u <1ir<h·d tht · lrr't 1·d1t1011 . '' hiC.li immt-diatclv sold out , there i,<, :1
).!n·.1l 1un l lor a ).!•11dt• to tlw}l undn.-d.s of prt;J!ram:; that <'Ompeh'
fm tlH' App!l' i i " 111·r\ dollJ. rs. \\' ith the in.troduction of the Z80
card. d1oit·t.'' J.!l't l'\ t•n h<m.lt.·r ('on<:t.•rning \11.·hat tc') purchase:
tl)('rt·lmt'. \\< ' dt.•t lu.·.i h· thi'\ honk t<J you. the con.r;;u mc r. \Ve hop<·
~ 011 \\ ill llM' 1t for J guidt· a nd a" a. rcfrrcnre to assist HlU in mak
in g iutt•lli gt·11 l JIHI 111for111l'd dl>ei sion~ \vhcn,purch asin gsoftw out"
1
( : mn·ntl ~. tlw Appk Co mpuh.•r owti(>f is presented \~·ith a
ht·" ddnin,1.! ..,dt·t:tuin or ~pftwa rl' from which to choose. On thl'
111w hJm l. thi ~ . . 1m11ld plt·a."it' you in that. as the owner of proh~hl~
tilt' 111 ml popul J r mi erCtt'ompu lt-r in thf world. you have a wid<·
and r:1p1dh growin,I.! "''lt.'Ction of roftw are from which to choose.
<>n tlw 11th~· r hJnd . tlut wlde and wowing selection presen ts some
prc1l1lem ~ . T ilt'' Jq ma:4jority of retail eomputer store staff people
'llnplv 1mt d o not h.tH' the tiine to adequately review each new
11it·u· of ,ofh1. .tn · that l'fmws in their store. The problem is C<l rn
prn111Jl'cl if thl· nt•\1. program 'i.; an extcn sh~e or complicated one.
:.11d1 J" an J('('o lln ting p.ackagt' or a word prOC'eS.'ii ng sys tem ~ or a
('fm, pn·lil'mi\ t' d ata hase ·m.anagement program , This docs not
mt·Jn th <1t ..tort: 1w r~o nnel do not want to give yo~ the best service
po.,.,.ihh·: ifs j11.o; t th J t it Is an almmt impossible task. lf vou pur·
L·ha\t' ,oft\\ a rt• t hr ml~~ the lnail. the risks that you· as..~unw.
\\ ithout a rd1 .ible guide'!" a~-sist you should be apparent.
<Hlwr pitf alh. a\\ .tit.the unioformed buyer , For instance, In too
many t.d.'\l' 'i y01 1c.innnt by the _a ppearance of the package whether
tlw prng r.im requ irl''ii Inte~c r Basic o r Applesoft Basic or whether
it n«-<l ' 16. 32 or 4RK of RAM . It"is also often difficult to tell
\\ hl'n you purdl.t 'it" d. pr.ogram on tape whether it can be trans
ft•rrt·d to di ..k or. Ha <lhk pr9gram is purchased, whether it ran
ht• cop1L·d or not
·
Anotht.•r area I hat can present prohlems to the buyer is the
si n11 l d nt ~ nf o;o ftw ,u e A well-stOC'ked computer store may
p<,,.,.ihly offt.'T fi \'l'. diHerc·nt word processing packages, four
a-.o;;l·m hlt• ro;;. h ·n d ifferent ad' enture ty pe· games an d /or several
m.t1l 1i <; t progr.tm... (the chotC'e"i seem endlessh all or which ha ve
ob\ iom ad' anta~t."' ,rn d d isad' an tagcs as Well as differen t prices.
Tht' goal of "The Rook" 1s to elirOinate as man y of th ese poten·
ti al problem arc.is fo r th e so ft ware buyer as possible.
\Y t• \\t.·kome .im· comments or cT1tic1sms from readers that will
hdp m in reaching this goal.
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2 105 If A = 33 THEN GOSUB 1300: GOSUB 1000: GOTO 2050
2106 IFA =21 THEN2113
2107 If A = 8 THEN 2160
2108 If A = 32 THEN 2200
2110 If A = 38 THEN 2300
2111 If A = 34 THEN GET AS: GOTO 2255
2112 GET AS : GOTO 2090
2113 GOSUB 1300
2114 ON Df + 2 GOTO 2115,2140,2130
2115 X = X + 1: If X > lOTHEN X = 10: INVERSE: GOSUB 1300: NORMAL :
GOTO 2900
2116 If X >MT THEN SX = SX + 1: GOSUB 1500: GOTO 2116
2120 INVERSE : GOSUB 1300: NORMAL : GOTO 2900
2130 Y = Y + 1: If Y > 69 THEN Y = 69: GOTO 2135
2133 IFY > 18 +SYTHEN X3 = - l:SY =SY+ lO:Y =SY+ 18: IFY > 69THEN
Y = 69:SY = 69 - 18
2134 If X3 = - 1 THEN GOSUB 1500:X3 = 0
2135 INVERSE : GOSUB 1300: NORMAL
2140 GOTO 2900
2150 REM
2160 ON Df + 2 GOTO 2170,2190,2180
2170 GOSUB 1300
2175 X = X - 1: If X > = SX THEN INVERSE: GOSUB 1300: NORMAL: GOTO
2900
2176 SX = SX - 1: If X = 0 THEN X = l :SX = 1: GOTO 2179
2177 GOSUB 1500
2179 INVERSE: GOSUB 1300: NORMAL: GOTO 2900
2180 GOSUB 1300
2182 Y = Y - 1: If Y = > SY THEN INVERSE : GOSUB 1300: NORMAL : GOTO
2900
2183 SY = SY - lO:Y = SY: If Y < = 0 THEN Y = l:SY = 1
2184 GOSUB 1500
2185 INVERSE : GOSUB 1300: NORMAL: GOTO 2900
2200 REM***************************'*
2201 REM•
•
2202 REM* SHOW CURSOR DIRECTION *
2203 REM*
2204 REM*****************************
2205 REM
2210 Of = Of • - 1
2220 VTAB 1: HTAB 38
2230 ON Df + 2 GOTO 2231,2240,2235
2231 PRINT"-";: GOTO 2240
2235 PRINT "!";: GOTO 2240

•
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2240 GOTO 2900
2250 REM ** INPUT STRING FOR PAGE
2251 REM
2252 GOTO 4000
2254 If A$ = "&" THEN 2300
2255 VTAB 2: HTAB 1: PRINT A$(Y,X);: VTAB 2: HTAB 1: GOSUB 220
2256 REM
2257 If A$ = "" THEN 2270
2258 AS(Y,X) = AS
2260 GOSUB 100
2270 GOTO 2030
2300 REM **SUM STATEMENT **
2310 POKE - 16368,0
2320 VTAB 1: HTAB 1: CALL - 868
2330 VTAB 2: INPUT "SUM(START = ";A$
2350 VTAB 2: CALL - B68: PRINT "SUM(";AS;" THRU ";: INPUT '"' 1B$
2360 VTAB 2: HTAB 1: PRINT "SUM(";A$;" THRU "B$;'')"
2365 If A$ = "" OR B$ = "" THEN 2900
2370 A$(Y,X) = "&SUM(" + A$ + "-" + BS
2380 GOSUB 100: GOTO 2030
2900 VTAB 1: HTAB 1: PRINT MID$ (T$,X,l);Y;"
2904 VTAB 2: HTAB 1: PRINT A$(Y,X);
2905 CALL - B6B
2907 POKE - 1636B,O
2910 GOTO 2100
4000 REM********************************
4001 REM*
*
4002 REM*
HANDLE GLOBAL COMMAND
•
4003 REM*
*
4004 REM********************************
4005 POKE - 1636B,O
4006 VTAB 2: HTAB 1: CALL - 868
4010 INPUT "1-WIDTH 2-SAVE 3-LOAD 4-CLEAR 5-GOTO LOCATION
6-PRINT";A$
4015 ON VAL (A$) GOTO 4020,5000,5500, 19,6000,7000
4016 GOTO 6000
4020 VTAB 2: CALL - 868: INPUT "WIDTH= ";AS:A =VAL (AS): If A> 30THEN
4020
4030 CW{X) = A
4040 YH = Y
4050 FOR Y = 1 TO YM: GOSUB 400: NEXT Y
4060 Y = YH
4140 GOSUB 1100
4150 GOSUB 5900: GOTO 2030

+ ")"

SPOCK IS DEAD!
Now you know the bod news. The good news is tho! Roger Wagner's Assembly Lines: The Book is
holler thon o photon torpedo.
Wagner tokes your Apple's 6502 on omission of fourteen chopters ond five oppendixes. You ond
your computer will boldly go into o universe of loops, counters, bronches, oddressing modes, ond
sound generation routines.
"With time ond practice you will develop your own skills ot creoting efficient mochine longuoge
routines, but !hot process con be assisted by examining the techniques tho! others hove de
veloped in previous programming efforts.'' writes Wagner.
"I hove fried in this book lo provide o reosonoble mix of programming techniques, olong with the
usual ration of new commands."

S19.95 gets you more thon 270 poges of grophs, listings, ond exercises. Written in o style
Wagner hod fifteen months to polish in the poges of Softolk, Assembly Lines : The Book is o must
for anyone serious oboul trekking through the universe of machine longuoge programming on
the Apple II.
Assembly Lines: The Book is ovoiloble of finer computer stores across the goloxy or directly from
Softolk. If you order from Softolk, please odd $1.50 for shipping ond handling .
Colifornio residents odd 6 percent soles lox.
Send order with payment lo:
Soito lk Book
11021 Mognolio Boulevard
North Hollywood, CA 91601.
Dealer inquiries invited.

As on Apple owner, you're entitled lo a free trial subscription lo
Softolk. If you' ve never received Softolk, merely fill out this card ond
moil it in. If you have received Softolk in the past, or are receiving it
now, you con use this cord to renew or lo register a change of
oddress.
0

I'm a new Apple owner.

0

I' m using this cord to renew my subscription. Please find enclosed
$24 for o one-yeor subscription.

Apple Seriol Number
Nome
City

0

Street Address
Stole

Zip

Above is my new address. Below is my old oddress:

Nome
City

Street Address
Stale

Zip
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5000
5001
5002
5003
5004
5100
5105
5110
5120
5130
5140
5146
5150
5160
5165
5170
5180
5190
5200
5210
5220
5230
5240
5250
5255
5260
5500
5510
5549
5550
5560
5565
5570
5580
5590
5600
5610
5620
5630
5640
5650
5660
5670
5675
5677
5678
5680
5900
5910
5920
5930
6000
6005
6010
6030
6040
6050
6180
6185
6190
6200
6210
6220
6230
6240
6250
7000
7100
7110
7120
7130
7140
7150
7160
7170
7180
7190
7200
7210
7220
7230

REM****************"'*****
REM*
*
REM*
DISK 1/0
*
REM*
REM*******************"'**
REM * FILE OUT *
GOSUB 5900
VTAB 2: HTAB 1: CALL - 868
PRINT "SAVE FILE TO DISK FILENAME = "
INPUT "";A$
IF AS
""THEN GOSUB 5900: GOTO 2030
VTAB 1: HTAB l: PRINT
PRINT CHR$ (4);"0PEN ";A$
PRINT CHR$ (4);"WRITE ";A$
PRINT XM: PRINT YM
FOR X = l TO XM
PRINT CW(X)
FOR Y = 1 TO YM
PRINT A$(Y,X)
NEXT Y
PRINT"<"'.>"
NEXT X
PRINT"<>"
PRINT CHR$ (4);"CLOSE"
Y = 1:X = 1
GOTO 7230
REM * FILE IN *
HOME : PRINT CHR$ (4);"CATALOG"
VTAB 1: HTAB 1
PRINT "READ FILE FROM DISK FILENAME = "
GOSUB 220: PRINT"": IF A$ = ""THEN GOSUB 5900: GOTO 2000
PRINT CHR$ (4);"UNLOCK";A$
PRINT CHRS (4);"0PEN ";A$
PRINT CHR$ (4);"READ ";A$
INPUT XM: INPUT YM
FOR X = l TO XM
INPUT CW(X)
FOR Y = 1 TO YM
GOSUB 220:A$(Y,X) = A$
NEXT Y
INPUT B$: REM ERROR IF NOT <>
NEXT X
INPUT BS: REM ERROR IF NOT <>
PRINT CHR$. (4);"CLOSE"
GOSU B 5900
X = l:Y = 1
GOSUB 1000: GOTO 2020
VTAB 1: HTAB 1: CALL - 868
VTAB 2: HTAB 1: CALL - 868
VTAB 3: HTAB 1: CALL - 868
RETURN
REM ** GOTO LOCATION
GOSUB 6010: GOTO 2030
GOSUB 5900
VTAB 2: HTAB 1: INPUT "GO TO PAGE LOCATION :";A$
GOSUB 6200
IF Xl + Yl = 0 THEN RETURN
X = Xl:SX = Xl:Y = Yl :SY = Yl
GOSUB 1500
INVERSE : GOSUB 1300: NORMAL: RETURN
L = LEN (A$): IF L < 2 THEN Xl = O:Yl = 0: RETURN
Xl = ASC (LEFT$ (A$,l)) -64
IF Xl < 1 OR Xl > 10 THEN Xl = 0: RETURN
Y 1 = VAL ( RIGHT$ (A$,L - 1))
IF Yl < 1 OR Yl > 50 THEN Xl = O:Yl = 0
RETURN
REM *** PRINT OUT
GOSUB 5900
VTAB 2: HTAB 1: INPUT "UPPER/LEFT CORNER:";A$: GOSUB 6200
X3 = Xl:Y3 = Yl
VTAB 2: HTAB 1: INPUT "LOWER/RIGHT CORNER :";A$: GOSUB 6200
X4 = Xl:Y4 = Yl
PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#1"
FOR Yl = Y3 to Y4
FOR Xl = X3 TO X4
PRINT LEFT$ (B$(Y1,X1) + S$,CW(X1));
NEXT Xl
PRINT
NEXT Yl
PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#O''
Xl = l:Yl = 1: GOSUB 6180: GOTO 2030
JI
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contemplating
a byte

=

/

/

Robot• are here and they are changing the world we live In. From bulky lndwotrlal
welder• to fantaatlcally complex planetary probe1, robot1 are aure to make our live• a little
eaaler. Robota wtll get much more eophlstlcated In the decade• to come ; by the next cen
tury they may be our model citizen•.
But wlll robot• be Immune from the human weakne11ea that woually attend a high level
of Intelligence? On the cover of our Auguat 1981 laaue we fantaalzed what a humanoid robot
may look like In the future. We alao gave th11 highly developed mechanical man the hard·
eat taak we could devlae-contemplatlng an object and Ito algnlflcance.
Will robot• ever be able to alt and think about aomethlng that la not directly related to
performing a task?
So/talk can't anawer that queatlon for you, but we can help you contemplate the un·
known future In a apeclal way. We comm!Hloned graphic• artlat Robert Zralck to do
Auguat '• cover with a poater In mind. The robot contemplating a bite l• evocative both of
Rodin'• The Thinker and the Gene1l1 paaaage on the Garden of Eden .. . not to mention the
po••lble algnlflcance to our favorite technological fruit .
The artlat and So/talk are aharlng In the profit• from the poater. Bo/talk wlll dl1trlbute
It• proceeda to lndlvlduala developing Apple tool• to help the handicapped. So/talk guaran·
tee• 100 percent dlatrlbutlon of lta monlea.
In addltlon to the poatera, which are aold at se.oo (pluo $1.llO to cover •hipping and han·
dllng), aome of the two hundred artlat'• proof1, algned by Robert Zralck, are 1tlll available
at $73 each.
The size of the poster l• 2~ lnchea by 34 lnchea. The artlat'a proofa are hand·numbered and
hand·algned, and each la accompanied by a certificate giving Its number and guarantee·
Ing that only 200 are being d11tributed.
Robert Zralck'a art wtll grace any computer room 1 and your pure hue will help othen
become more aelf·aufflclent .
Ordera may be aent to:

~

0

~

T AL ~

So/talk Poster

77027 Magnolia Boulevard
North Hollywood, Colilornia 91601

California residenls add 6 percent sales tax.
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One sign of the vitality of the Apple morketploce wos the nvmber of

women in key positions. From the left: Bessie Chin, author of PFS :

Graph from Softwore Publishing Corp.; Doreen Lawrence, general
monoger of Greot Lakes Digital Resources; Groce Zimmerman, mar·
keting monoger of Microcom ; Kathy Bradley, soles rep for Sirius Soh·
wore; Judy londou, Applied 5oftwore Technology, showing paten·
tiol customer Bob Amira her husband's Versoform program; liso
Schachter, soles education rep for VisiCorp; and Mory Coral Smith,
president of A"ont·Gorde. Big companies were there also: Rick Lew·
ark represented Dow Jones; major board game producer Avalon Hill
was represented by Richard Bamberg, Jocbon Datt, William Volk,
Dott's June bride Robin, and Greg la Flamme; ond, of course, the
group from Apple.

Some of the software authors demoing their products were from left:
Virginia Lawrence ond Steve Madigan of Humon System Dynamics;
Richard Orban of Riverbank; Michael Berlyn of Sentient, shown with
Alon ond Borboro Garber from Sentient's business side; ond Roger
Tuttleman of Sensible Softwore. Other softwcre purveyors were Ron
Ericson for Picccdilly and John Lund for Great Plains Software. Phil
Wershbc of Southern Colifornio Research Group showed his key·
board adapter. Among the vendors of monitors were Tom Cunning·
hem from Sanyo and the Electrohome group of Don leach, Jim and
Betsy Piper, Cathy Mello, ond Jim Stewart.

Talking Apples were much in evidence: Andy Clare showed Echo from
Street Electronics; Jim Anderson demoed the Mimic speech synthe
s'1zer, ond F. William Shec touted the Type-'N'·Talk program from
Votro1t . There were dozens of vendors with thoughtful peripheral solu·
lions to Apple user problems. Among them were Tim Farris of Quod·
rem with the Microfozer printer buffer; Michael Mock of Rana Sys
tems with floppy disk drives; Tom Knowles of Carone Octa Systems
with o five -megabyte hard disk; Gory Angel of Procticcl Peripherofs
with the Microbuffer printer buffer; and John Nosek of Xebec with o
hord disk kit. Other business was conducted ot the Fest: Phil Wood
ond John Sullivan of distributor leading Edge chot with DotoMost's
Dove Gordon.

More It.on 200 eKhibitors showed in eKcess of 7,000 products at
Moy's Applefest in Boston. They were bidding for the attention
of opproximotely 20,000 cttendees during the three·doy offoir.
Apple furniture is getting to be a big ond sophisticated business:
Elizabeth Hovey showed off the Station II from Troce, while
Fronk Jedziniok proffered the Cool Stock Sentry IL Industry in·
siders present but not exhibiting included Silos Worner of Muse
and Patrick Dillon of Berliner Computer. The most specialized in·
forest group present wos the Zork Users Group, represented by
Deboroh Deutsch, Eric Meretsky, and Rocky Cordausco.

aero Convention ofMicro Folk
Different approaches to graphics were evident. Stoneware introduced the Graphics Processing System, which
uses a graphics tablet. Involved were Suscn and Mike Belling, Ron lubmon, Fronk Diffley, Ken Klein, and
Richard Blum. Daniel Johnson of Coscode Graphics Development showed on Apple·oided drafting system.
Kile Mullen of Computer Station demoed the Computer Portrait Subsystem, which uses a dithertizer; and
David Turner of Interactive Structures presented Pkoso, a graphics dump program. Esoteric applicctions in·
duded o loborotory outomotion system from Cyborg, shown by Mead Sommers ond Joe Caruso; interactive
video from Covri, demoed by Alison Roth, Robin Maddern, Eleanor Seaman, and Chris Pino; o four-color
doto plolfe r from Houston Instruments , shown by Paul Kowalski of J.M . loncoster; ond Strawberry Tree's
temperature probe for controlling both home and industrial processes, shown by Wolt Maclay .

There were word processors for every taste and application. John
Risk en of Sof / Sys displayed Executive Secretary; Armond Milani and
John Wagner introed Gutenburg, which is something more than o
word proceuor and something less than o printing press; Kensing·
ton's Phil Damiano touted Format II os o chcllenger to WordStor;
David Guest, Wonda Volpe, and Bryon Freedman displayed Beamon
Porter's PowerText,· Dr. Charles Stillman of Action·Research North
west tub·thumped the Australian-bred Zardax; and Roger Fearing
repped Mogic Window. Investors hod plenty to ogle also. Russell
lewis (right) Hplained Stock Merkel Software products to potential
buyer C. L. Bankhead; Alan Friedman end Tom Tosser displayed the
integrated Applecations software.

The Windy City was repped by the micro folks: Dove Albert and Pa·
tricia Glenn of Micro Co-op; Robin Freemen, Mcrtha Erickson, Stan
Goldberg, Evelyn Berg, and Kathy Cooper of Micro lob. User groups
were prominent. Tracy Licklider helped out at host Boston Compu ter
Society's booth; Solly Davies and KHin Donohoe manned the
A.P .P.l.E. booth for the largest user group in the country; Peter Weig·
lin, o new editor and publisher of Apple Orchard, covered Inferno·
tionol Apple Core meetings held in conjunction with the Fest. Educe ·
tional software publishers were prominent, including R. C Smith end
Janet Dight of Universal Systems for Ed1,.1cotion ; Bruce Friedland and
Jack Cohen of Krell; Tim and Jane Hortley of Hartley Courseware;
ond Jean Gard and George Murphy of SRA.
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by Doug Carlston

POKE 32,n

POKE 34,n

POKE 35,n

BLOAD

BSAVE

POP

PEEK (37)

The Text Window. Let's start by re·
calling a command that we first used in
February when we were learning the
editing commands. Poke 33, 33 changed
the width of the text window from its
usual forty columns to thirty-three. Turn
on your Apple and enter the following
command:
HOME: POKE 32, 10: POKE 33,20: POKE 34, 10:
POKE 35, 15: VTAB 11

Now type anything on the keyboard and
watch the screen. What we have done is
shrink the text window by poking in the
four borders. The four commands work
like thls:
Poke 32, 10 moves the left-hand mar
gin over to column eleven (column one is
poke 32,0).
Poke 33, 20 sets the width of the text

window to twenty columns. The right·
hand margin is equal to the left-hand
margin plus the window width, in this
case, column thirty-one.
Poke 34, 10 sets the top margin to row
eleven.
Poke 35, 15 sets the bottom margin to
row sixteen.
Let's not get into the question of
whether or not these four definitions
seem a little inconsistent. As Emerson
said, "A foolish consistency is the hob·
goblin of little minds, adored by little
statesmen and philosophers and di·
vines." Not a word about programmers
there!
If your cursor is outside your newly
poked window, it may behave erratical·
ly. If you poke in strange things, like bot·
tom margins that are above your top

margins, you may expect your Apple to
respond in kind. If matters really get out
of hand and you would like nothing so
much as to make a quick exit to normal·
cy, type text and all will be forgiven.
Saving Binary Files. This next part is
just for those with disk drives. Any part
of your Apple's memory can be saved to
disk simply by using the bsave com·
mand (it stands for binary save), fol·
lowed by the starting point in memory
and the length of the area to be saved. To
test this out, boot a disk with some free
space on it. Then clear the screen and
type yourself a reminder to order sub·
scriptions to Softalk for all your friends
for Christmas (you can never plan too far
ahead). When you're finished, press re·
turn. You will probably get a message
saying "syntax error" since your Apple
thought you were trying to tell it some·
thing and since Christmas is not a valid
Applesoft command.
Now type the following line:

BSAVE MESSAGE,A 1024,L 1024

Your disk will whir away for a couple of
seconds. Type catalog and you will see a
new file called Message on the disk. The
B in front of it tells you that Message ill
not an Applesoft program at all, but a bi·
nary file. Next, clear the screen or, even
better, turn the computer off and then on
again. Your message is forever lost un·
less you can recover it from the disk. So
try typing this:
BLOAD MESSAGE

There it is! Everything comes back,
just the way you left it before you turned
the Apple off. Now let's figure out what
we've done. The bsave command has to
be followed by two parameters. The first
is the starting address in memory to be
saved. The address is always preceded
by the letter A (which may even stand for
Address). The second parameter is L,

Don't make
An Ash Of Yourself
You are the Firebug,
and you're at the top of
a flammable, five-story
maze. The exit is on
Floor # 1 and each of the
hallways in between is
increasingly more
challenging.
Worse: Your fuse is
burning -fast.
L.ookl Some careless
person has left cans of
gasoline sitting around.
Wouldn't it be fun to set
the maze on fire as you
go through? After all,
you are the Firebug ...
You've made a
wrong turn) This isn't an
exit, it's a dead endl
And behind you the
maze is burning ...
Firebug from Muse ...
it sizzles.
For Apple II'" or Apple II
Plus'" with 48K. $24. 95
at your local computer
store. Write or call Muse
for information and the
dealer nearest you.
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which is the length of the area in mem
ory to be saved. Therefore, our instruc
tion up above told the Apple to save the
area in memory from 1024 to 2048 onto
disk under the name Message.
If you recall our memory map, this is
the area in the Apple memory that dis
plays the text page on the screen. The ad
dresses may be given either in decimal
or in hexadecimal form. People who like
round numbers could have written the
same command as: bsave message,
A$400, L$400. $400 is the hexadecimal
equivalent of 1024.
These two commands can be very
useful. If you ever create a particularly
beautiful display on one of the two hi-res
screens, you could save that picture to
disk with the same command: bsave pic

SO~IAL~
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for a program of this length, but it's a
good idea to get into these habits).
This program is going to allow us to
write simple one-page messages to our
selves on the text page. When we are
ready to save our file onto disk, we will
need some way to enter a special code
that tells the computer we are ready to
save our message. The control keys are
good "special message" keys. Let's add
a line that takes us out of our loop if any
control key is pressed:
120 IF ASC (A$)

<

20 VTAB 23: INPUT "ENTER FILE NAME
>>>>>";A$
30 VT AB 23: CALL - 958 : RETURN

32 THEN 200

Now we have set aside an area of our
program, starting at line 200, designed to
handle special signals. The first such
command that comes to mind is one that
will save the screen to disk. We might use
ture, A$2000,L$2000.
The Memo Minder. Now it's time to control-S as a signal to save:
forget about learning anything and to get
on with programming. Let's take that
200 IF A$ = CHR$ ( 19) THEN GOSUB 20: PRINT
little word processor from a couple of
CHR$ (4); "BSAVE";A$;",A$400,L$400":
months ago and try to turn it into some
GOTO 100
thing useful.
The central input loop is a matter of a That's not as complicated as it may look
couple of lines:
at first. The letter S is the nineteenth let
ter of the alphabet, so CHR$ (19) refers to
control-S. The gosub 20 refers to a sub
10 HOME: GOTO 100
routine, yet to be written, that will allow
100 GET A$
us to choose a new name for each file we
150 PRINT A$;: GOTO 100
want to save (otherwise we could only
Note how we left space at the beginning store one message per disk, which is not
of the program for our subroutines (not a very efficient use of disks). CHR$ (4) is
that it will make any difference in speed control-D, which, you may remember, is

ueerz or P'hOBo

Prepare yourself for an adventure/ fantasy the
likes of which you've never seen! Set in deep
*EXCEPTI ONAL HI-HES
c;HAPHICS
span' aboard a dc>relict starliner this HI-RES
advc>nture pits you against four computer
genc>rated opponents. Are you skilled en ough to
outwit them in a race to recover the famed
Mask of Kuh-Thu-Lu from the bowels of the
*AN IMATION
ship'/ Continuing cha ll enges face you as you
near your goal. BE CARE FUL! Your greatest * HANllOMLY PLAD:ll
challenge still li es ahead . . to evad e the
WEAPONS
looters a nd get out . . . alive.
Written in machin e la nguage.
95
A class 3 adventure. :J.:3 DOS
\'ISA and :\l aste rl'ard a<'<'<'Plt•rl
APPLE II OR II +, 48K
Available at leading computer stores, or from Phoenix
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the special character you have to print in
order to get your disk drive's attention
whenever you want it to respond to some
thing printed in an Applesoft program.
The rest of that line is just a bsave com
mand, with everything except for the
variable A$ in quotes. You can throw
away the semicolons if you like. They're
just window dressing.
Let's write that subroutine now. It
doesn't need to say much:

We tab down to the bottom of the screen
so that we won't disturb whatever mes
sage we have written. Then we ask for a
file name and store it in the string var
iable, A$. Finally, we erase the prompt
line and our answer using the call -958
command that means, "Erase to the end
of the page."
We should add a control character
that also permits us to load our mes
sages back onto the screen from the disk.
Control-L seems like a logical choice:
210 IF A$= CHR$ (12) THEN GOSUB 20: PRINT
CHR$ (4)"BLOAD"A$: GOTO 100

And we had better add a line that puts
us back on track in case our nimble fin
gers type in some unintended control
character:

· ··,· ..

:·.·
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300 GOTO 150

The reason we went back to line lM is
so that anything we type gets printed (re
member, the computer will read back
space and return entries as control char
acters, and we might actually want to
backspace occasionally).
If word wraparound is to be avoided,
you may recall the fix:
130 IF POS(O) > 33 AND AS = ""THEN PRINT:
GOTO 100

returns a value between 0 and 39. What
you need is a vertical equivalent of this
command that will tell your program just
how many lines of the screen you have
used. Once again, Applesoft comes up a
little bit short. There is no equivalent
command. However, your Apple does
possess the information we need, if we
only know where to look. Address 37 al·
ways contains the current vertical posi
tion of the cursor. It will contain a num
ber between 0 (the top line) and 23 (the
bottom). If we add the following line to
the program, X% will always represent
the current cursor position:

Perhaps we would like an easy way to
clear the screen from within the pro
gram, in case we want to start over. Let's
110 Xo/o = PEEK (37)
use control-C (for clear) to do this (and if
you aren't trying to figure these out on
Now let's use this new reference value
your own before reading the suggested to clean up a couple of lines in our code:
code in this column, then you are depriv
ing yourself of one of the true delights of 25 VTAB 23: IF AS = "" THEN POKE 34,X% + 2:
programming). Here's one way to do it:
PRINT CHRS (4); "CATALOG": PRINT : PRINT :
240 IF AS

= CHRS(3)

THEN RUN

POKE 34,0: GOTO 20
1: CALL - 958: RETURN
30 VT AB Xo/o

+
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special name, like this:
22 IF AS= "HELP" THEN VTAB X%
- 958: GOTO 100

+

1: CALL

This will work. However, it violates
one of the cardinal rules of program
ming: Never leave dirty dishes on the
stack! (Translation: Don't leave subrou
tines except by the exit!) There are times
when the exit just doesn't exit to the right
place, however, and for these special
cases there is a special command. Re
call what happens when you use the
gosub command-your position in the
program is temporarily stored in an area
of the Apple's memory called the stack.
Then when you encounter a return, the
computer looks at the stack and picks off
the last address stored there, to which it
then wanders. If you frequently encoun
ter the gosub command and less fre
quently run across return, there will be a
build-up on the stack, which can ulti·
mately have unfortunate consequences.
Pop is a simple little command that
does just what it sounds like it might. It
pops the last address off the stack. There
fore, if we rewrite line twenty-two as fol
lows, all will be well in Dogpatch:

M long as we're fiddling with the sub
Another handy feature would be the
ability to catalog a disk before you try to routine, perhaps there's one other fea
load or save a file. Typically, you don't ture we ought to add. What if, heaven for
think of this until you've already typed bid, we thoughtlessly type control-L when
control-Lor control-S, so the best place to we don't mean to? We stand on the verge
add this feature might be inside the sub of having our entire memo erased if we
72 IF AS = "HELP" THEN VTAB Xo/o + 1: CALL
routine that allows you to input the file can't recover somehow and return to the
- 958 : POP : GOTO 100
name. Try writing a line of code that main loop. You might add another line to
gives you the disk catalog if the user asks the subroutine designed to send you back
Try it. M always, the proof is in the
JI
for a file with no name. Don't read an to the main program if you type some pudding.
other word until you've tried it on your
own. Here's one way:
25 VTAB 23: IF AS = "" THEN PRINT
CHRS(4);"CATALOG": PRINT: PRINT:
GOTO 20

There's just one problem with this
nice little feature. If you have written
yourself a memo, it occupies the top part
of the screen (presumably). If you then
type control-S to save it and press return
to check to make sure that you are about
to save it under an unused name, you will
be quite irritated to watch your little
memo scroll merrily off the screen. What
is needed is a technique to freeze the top
part of the screen while permitting us to
scroll the bottom part. ("Aha!" you cry.
"Now I understand why you started
this column off with all that academic
stuff about peeking and poking text
windows!")
The first thing to figure out is how
much of the screen to freeze and how
much to allow to scroll. Of course we
could just arbitrarily draw a horizontal
line across the middle of the screen and
declare that no memo can be more than
twelve lines long. But we won't. Because
it wouldn't be elegant. Because it
wouldn't be efficient. Because it wouldn't
allow us to use another brand-new com
mand.
M you remember, pos(O) is a com
mand that returns the current horizontal
position of the cursor. M such, it always

Sa... Yau
Think You're
lnuin1:ible ?
You 've programmed your
war robot. Tested it. De-bugged.
Re-programmed. Tested ... And
you're sure. You have the ulti
mate robot. Are you ready to
hurl your war-cry across the
nation? There are hundreds of
robot-lords awaiting your
challenge.
RobotWar-an action
logic game designed to sharpen
your programming skills. Comes
with five pre-programmed robot
opponents. And, when you've
developed a machine none of
the five can destrox, there's a
national network of people like
you -each with an indestruc
tible robot.
Ask for the game at your
nearest Muse dealer.
RobotWar from Muse. For
your ... amusement.
For Apple II '" or Apple II Plus··
with 48K. $39. 95 at your local
computer store. Write or call
Muse for information and the
dealer nearest you.
App le II 1.s a l rod em u rk a f App le Cornpu l <:'1
Corp ,
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To most people, baseball seem s like an ancient sport, with
it-s origins los t in the dirn mists of American history. General
Abn er Doubleday is said to have encouraged his troops to play
i.t dming the Civil War-and by this country's standards, that's
old

But tha t attitude is hardly fair to baseball or to the people
who comprise the game today. Baseball has always had its
statis ticians and innov ators working side by side with the to
bacco-chew ing traditionalists who fly by the seat of their pants.
Today, major league baseball usually leads the other profes
sional sports in new training and sports medicine techniques.
Still, it may surprise some fans to learn that Apples have in
v aded the training rooms of three major league baseball
teams: the Philadelphia Phillies and the Cincinnati Reds, both
of which use their Apples for rehabilitating injured players,
and the Texas Rang ers, w hich has broader-and more confi
dential-uses for its Apples. (See accompanying story.)
Travel now to Philadelphia and to Arlington, Texas, to meet
some of the men and women who are bringing the modern
reality of microcomputers to the Great American Game.
A R-Ose in Any other Game. Philadelphia : The name con
jures up images of antique row houses, cobbled streets, the
Liberty Bell, and one of the class organizations in the National
League, the Philadelphia Phillies. World Champions in 1980
and never far out of first place since, the Phillies have a repu
tation for quality and innovation.
As one member of the Phillies management puts it, "We're
very fortunate that the man whose family's owned this ball
club for the last thirty years is good about spending money on
things that have potential to pay off in the long run, because he
sees it's not only going to help his ball club but help baseball as
a whole."
So it makes sense that the Phillies were the first baseball
club to bring an Apple computer on board to help the staff.
What may come from left field to some observers, however, is
that the Apple is being used exclusively in the training room as
an adjunct to the team's sports medicine program-not as a
number cruncher for baseball statistics.
The story of the Phillles's Apple is the story of a symbiotic

Above: Pete Rose keeps Eddie Milner of the Reds honest
on the hose paths. Left: Dick Ruthven winds up and
pitches.

relationship between team trainer Jeff Cooper and Dr. Jim
Richards of the University of Delaware's physical education
department. The two men's paths crossed because of a shared
interest in a device called a ' 'Cybex isokinetic strength tester,''
and its applications to sports injuries and performance.
Cybex machines have been around in training rooms and
physical therapy clinics since the late sixties. The machine's
leverlike resistance arm is used to exercise a muscle in an
"isokinetic" contraction, that is, moving at a preset constant
speed, no matter how strong or weak the muscle contraction.
Getting the Green Light. A Cybex machine permits an in
jured muscle to exercise at its full potential without over
straining it. And because the Cybex also records the strength
of the muscle's contraction through its full range of motion, the
machine is invaluable in diagnosing injuries and charting
recovery.
As head trainer for the Phillies, Cooper was familiar with
the Cybcx fr om his undergraduate days at the University of
Delawa re a nd from graduate work at Indiana State, where he

earned the master's degree. A certified athletic trainer ("You
have to be certified in the big leagues, that's the rule," he
says), Cooper routinely used the machine to test all the Phil
lies's players-especially the pitchers' arms.
Which is why the team got its Apple. As Cooper tells it, "It
started in spring training of '80. I did two hundred sixty-six leg
tests on the Cybex and tested sixty-five pitchers with three arm
tests on each side of the body at two different speeds. I had tons
of raw data, but the front office wanted to know where each
player ranked against the others as far as torque and joint ac
tion, so they could use this data.
"Come July, after I analyzed it all longhand, I told them I
had the percentile ranks they wanted, but nobody really cared
by that time. The results were too far removed from the test
ing, and I could see that I needed a faster way to do the calcu
lations. In addition, I just wanted some simple manipulation of
the data done-standard deviations and all that stuff."
So Cooper journeyed back to the University of Delaware to
consult with some of his former teachers in the biomechanics
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section of the physical education department. There he was re
ferred to a new associate professor: Jim Richards. Richards,
Cooper was assured, "eats that kind of stuff up."
Digital Screwballs. Getting started for Cooper meant
showing Richards the mountain of data he'd collected. "It was
mostly torque readings of pitchers' arms," he says. "But the
bottom line in sports is power, not torque. It's not your
strength, but how quickly you can develop it."
Before, Cooper had taken all the torque curves for the
pitchers' shoulders and integrated them on a Hewlett-Pack
ard digitizer to find the amount of work that was done.
Knowing the time from the Cybex, he could then derive the
power. "I spent between eighty and one hundred hours sitting
down in the lab doing that," he says.
But Richards was an old hand at reading laboratory instru
ments into computers, and knew that the first step was cap
turing the analog (smoothly continuous) signal from the Cy
bex and translating it into digital terms for the Apple.
First Plck ln the Draft. How did the Apple get in on the act?
"Jim did all that research-he's the guy with the smarts,"
Cooper says. "He just thought it was the most versatile ma
chine around.''
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"I had looked at a number of machines, and the Apple
seemed to be best suited for our needs," Richards says.
''Furthermore, Apple, the company, is very helpful if you want
to get inside to modify your Apple to meet your needs. They
say, 'Ask us, we'll help.' Companies like Radio Shack or Pet
sometimes seem to go out of their way to hide the insides of
their machines.''
Before he undertook the project with the Phillies, Richards
did enough interfacing in his own lab to satisfy most hardware
hackers for life. "The Apple II in my lab is hitched up to a
Cybex; to a force platform where it monitors three transduc
ers at around 400 Hz per channel; and we're in the process of
hitching it up to three devices that comprise an oxygen
analysis system, those being an 0, analyzer, a CO, analyzer,
and a flow meter. Between those three pieces of equipment
and a stress test, we can perform really accurate assessments
of a person's ability to use oxygen."
The Apple isn't overloaded, Richards explains, because he
runs four channels off a vectored interrupt from an internal
clock, which begins a sequence of reads from the A to D board
which are then manipulated to produce all the data. The
system is close to its limit, however, because he needs reads
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off the force plate at 350 per channel for eight channels, and
"that's going to be close.
"I take a lot of ribbing in the lab because of my Apple,"
Richards says. "The people at the university all use our main
frame for their research, so they see me hunched over my
Apple and they think I'm playing with a toy. What they don't
realize is the amount of computing power micros make
available to one person.
"In the kind of a lab I'm in, it's imperative that the data be
collected at specific rates, and, up until about three, four years
ago, nothing on the market sh
f the PDP-1123 or 1140 could

Mike Fitzsimmons, director of physicol conditioning progroms for the Texos Rongers,
ond Apple.

The countryside in the half-suburban, half-rural Metroplex
community between Dallas and Fort Worth is surprisingly
lush and Texas-large . Steady prairie winds and morning tem
peratures in the middle 80s keep the area "cool and pleasant,"
at least according to local meteorologists, who don't know any
better. On the bridge over Interstate 80 midway between the
sister cities' skylines the panorama admits a view of Arling
ton Stadium, home of the Texas Rangers baseball team.
Locals are proud of the stadium. One of the newest in base
ball, it was built expressly to lure the Rangers's franchise away
from the District of Columbia. And although the young team is
struggling in the standings, the Rangers are proud, too-proud
of their elegant new clubhouse under the right-field stands and
proud of the newest addition to that clubhouse. The Rangers
have an Apple.
More specifically, Mike Fitzsimmons, the Rangers's direc
tor of physical conditioning programs, has an Apple II in the
team's ultramodern training room. "I do sense a little bit of
pride over it," Fitzsimmons says, "when I hear the players
talk to people they show around-family or visitors from out of
town. They like to show off our clubhouse, which is one year
old and the nicest in baseball, and they come back to the
room there and say, 'This is the Cybex and this is the comput
er and this is what we do with the computer.' There's a unique
ness to it, and I think it makes them feel special, although they
might not admit it."
Called Up from t he Minors . In a way, Fitzsimmons is an
unlikely person to be a professional computer user. He got a
B.S. in physical education at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, Cali-
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do that. And there weren't a lot of Jabs that could afford those."
Warming Up the Bullpen. Another aspect of Apple
ownership that makes it valuable in a laboratory is the avail
ability of peripherals-clocks, A to D boards, and all the other
plug-ins. "You don't get that with any of the other machines,"
Richards remarks. "There are so many companies making
peripheral equipment for the Apple that it's really easy to get
almost anything you could need."
If the Apple II is so good, why did the Phillies get an Apple
III? Cooper explains: "At that time, the Apple III had just
come out, and we didn't know that it had a lot of problems. For
fornia, and went on to the University of Houston for the mas
ter's degree after working with the YMCA for two years. Los
ing his interest in going further ("I didn't see myself as a col
lege professor anymore"), he came aboard with the Rangers
when the team created his position.
Although Fitzsimmons's boss told him about the plan for a
computer when he was hired, "I didn't expect that I'd be the
person responsible for buying it," Fitzsimmons says. "If I had,
I'd have probably told him it was a mistake, because I didn't
know a damned thing a.bout computers.
"To a certain extent I was just a layman being thrown out
there saying, 'People, I need some help, we gotta do some
thing in a hurry.' But when the Apple kept coming up, I said,
'Okay, get us one of those'-and in the end that probably was
the one absolutely bright thing we did.''
Drafting a Free Agent. A second factor in choosing an
Apple, Mike recounts, was discovering in Jan Kern, wife of
then-Ranger Jim Kern (since traded to Cincinnati), a pro
grammer who already had an Apple in her home .
"Jan has been the greatest help, beyond what any of us had
expected," Fitzsimmons says. "And it made sense to have the
same kind of machine. Now we can swap disks when we need
to, and we plan to send stuff over the telephone between our
Apples when she takes her family to Cincinnati for the rest of
the summer."
Kern was a lucky find indeed. At the time, she was working
on the master's degree in statistics and computer science at
the University of Texas, Arlington, to complement her bache
lor's from Case Western Reserve in Cleveland. "Jim was still
playing for the Rangers when they got their Apple," Kern
says. "He casually mentioned that if they needed any pro
gramming, I could help them out. So I got into writing some
programs for the Rangers, and then he got traded to the Reds,
and I'm still programming for Texas."
Kern's Apple was originally a present. "My husband gave it
to me," she says. "He talked to people in various computer
stores and finally was sold on the Apple. I ended up getting a
very nice package-the Apple with two disk drives, the
SmarTerm eighty-column card, and the language ca.rd with
Pascal. I'm just getting into Pascal, and I'm real impressed
with it. It's similar to PL/1, which is what we use at the univer
sity.
On the Warning Track. And what are the Rangers doing
with their Apple? Here's what Fitzsimmons says:
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From left to right: Phillies battle Reds at Veteran 's
Stadium; Ruthven and Schmidt await the outcome ;
the dashing Pete Rose.

example, Richards couldn't read its books-this guy's got a
Ph.D. in biomechanics and computer science, but he couldn't
read the books they sent with it. Since then, they've sent out a
new series of manuals."
Richards adds that the Apple Ill's builtin A to D board,
which the II doesn't have, led them to believe that it would be
easier to program the Cybex routine on it.
But Cooper hasn't found the Apple III particularly friendly.
"It's not an easy machine for me, knowing nothing about
computers," he says . "When I was an undergraduate, we did
some minor stuff with computers, and I was told then you can't
"We're going to be collecting fitness and conditioning data.
We want to test each player five times-when they report,
March 1, June 1, August l, and at the end of the season, which
would be October 1. That would give us some idea of the toll
that the season takes, it would help us establish specific re
quirements for each individual's conditioning, and it would tell
us if they'd been following their conditioning program or not
you can't fool machines.
Conference on the Mound. The Rangers have more specif
ic-and more confidential-uses for their conditioning data,
Fitzsimmons says. "Management might want to find out how
healthy or unhealthy a player is, or how he compares with
someone on another team. There might be a prospective trade
involved, or a decision on whether to keep a player at this point
in his career versus developing a younger player. A database
of these physical measures will instantaneously tell us what we
want to know.
"We're using the Apple to do baseball statistics, but tradi
tionally baseball owners and the managers don't reveal their
particular methods of keeping statistics on other players and
clubs. I really can't talk about it."
Kern does confess that the Rangers are using DB Master to
set up files on the players and keep track of physical fitness
data, and there are plans to hook the Apple up to the Cybex as
Philadelphia ha.s. But she remains silent on what the Rangers
are doing with the Human Systems Dynamics's A nova statis
tics package and on the contents of their disks labeled " Balti
more," " Cleveland," "California," and the like.
Although both Fitzsimmons and Kern are circumspect on
particulars, Fitzsimmons is willing to share some predictions.
He doesn't think Apples will appear in dugouts for a while, for
example. "Not everybody in baseball is in tune with using sta
tistics for decision making during a game," he points out. "In
any sport, there aren't that many people who rely on statistics
on a move-to-move or inning-to-inning basis.
"There are statistics coming out of our ears that could be
used in those situations, but, unless people grow up with that
kind of thinking, they just don't trust the process-they'd
rather do it by the seat of their pants.
"Also, in baseball there are a lot of people who intuitively
know what's happened in every game and situation and what
that information would yield statistically. But there are plenty
of other people who would find themselves benefiting from an
Apple on the bench , if they could trust the process."

break it. But there's so much to learn about , so much to do ,
that I find that I'm pla ying on the machine when I should be
getting other work done.
"I've written four or five little programs on my own, slowly
increasing their difficulty, and I want to put all my training
room inventories , and all my injury data, and all our fat testing
on it, but right now it's all hand-done ."
But Cooper doesn't regret getting the Apple III-now. "I
think the Apple III is more of a machine than we'll need to use
in the next four or five years, but we wanted to buy that poten
tial because we knew that, once we got it , we 'd think of more
and more things to do with it."
Double Play Depth. To cope with the problems, they
worked their initial program out on the Apple II in Applesoft.
"I don't know if you're familiar with the Apple Ill's history, but
when it first came out, it really wasn 't documented , and it
didn't have everything that they claimed it had in it," Rich
ards says. "So we had to work around some of its little quirks."
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Above: Cybex readouts of leg extension inflection (R .O .M. stands for range of
motion) . Left: Phillies trainer Jeff Cooper gets o taste of his own medicine.

They ended up with a program that has machine language
subroutines linked by an Applesoft command structure. "It's
all modular," Richards says. "If I want to change something, I
just throw it out, which is why I prefer programming in Pas
cal-it forces you to do that .
"The machine language areas of the program are at the
very beginning to sample data through the A to D board. What
it basically does is sample the A to D converters to make sure
that the conversion is complete, put the data into the stack in
the upper memory, and go back and resample.
"It also tests for zero load to make sure that it's doing some
thing with the Cybex. If there's no load on the Cybex and the
voltage is back to baseline, it kicks out and goes back to Basic
routine . The Basic routine updates and checks out how many
repetitions you're supposed to do , and finds out if there're any
more waveforms you're supposed to collect. If there are, it
sends you back to the machine language routines .
"So basically the machine language routines are involved

in all the data collection steps. It's the only way you can do it
fast enough . Then Basic can handle all the data manipulation.
It does the math .
" The program creates three files. The first is a housekeep
ing file, with the date, the number of trials, and incidental in
formation like that; the second keeps data such as peak
torques and speeds; and the third stores the waveforms."
Richards says that there are still some things that need mod
ifying to make the program optimal for a clinical situation.
He's developing menus to make it operable from one com
mand level, so that it will be responsible in a clinical setting,
where operators don't always have time or enough computer
expertise to change program routines. He also says the error
catching routines need to be extended and enhanced. "When
we get it where we want it, we'll compile it, which should im
prove its speed, too."
Rain Delay. Although no Cybex tests on any of the Phillies
were available, Richards had some output from tests of sev
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eral Olympic-ca liber ice skaters with him.
"We found interesting things in one of the skaters," Rich
ards says. "In this girl, the ratio of extension to flexion
strengths is 1to1 at the higher speeds, and very close to it at
the lower speeds, which is what it should be. But another girl
we tested had a problem getting off the ice-she'd jump, and
just go nowhere.
"In skating, you don't have a solid base to jump off of, so
you have to take it as you can. A lot of the upward momentum
comes from stopping the body parts on the way up, so you
swing the free leg hard and then freeze it, and that gives you a
tremendous amount of lift.
"We found out that the girl who couldn't jump had an ex
tensor-to-flexor ratio of about 2:1-she had absolutely no flex
ors at all. She could swing her legs sharply up, but she couldn't
stop them; they would s-1-o-w down, and she 'd just sit there on
the ice." Proper training with sprints to strengthen her flexors
will improve the skater's jumps, Richards says.
One thing is certain-with or without hardware, the Cybex
Apple interface program would be a lifesaver for athletic
trainers and physical therapists. Dedicated strength-testing
machines are being marketed today that do only part of what
the Phillies's Apple program does, yet these dedicated
machines cost upwards of eight thousand dollars. "There are
some stupid ideas out there that aren't going to last long,"
Richards says. "That's one of them. There's just no way
they're going to sell that thing when we're on the market."
That may not be a wild boast. Because almost every pro
fessional or college team and every hospital and sports medi
cine clinic has a Cybex already, the Phillies's software and an
Apple II are a real bargain.
But Richards's satisfaction is more than commercial. "It's
exciting to me because of the research implications," he says.
"Now people are going to be able to get data that they should
have been collecting years ago. We've been looking too long at
torque outputs, simply because it's been the only thing that's
been easy to collect. But we've all known that there 's other in
formation in that waveform that would tell us much more.

Street Electronics Corporation
3152 East La Palma Avenue, Suite D
Anaheim , California 92806
(714) 632-9950
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"In most cases we 're finding that power, which you only get
by integrating the waveform, is more important than peak
torque . And to get that, you need an Apple to help you sample.
Without it, you'd go insane, because it takes you about twenty
minutes to integrate a waveform the old way. So if you're run
ing about forty patients through your clinic a day, with two
waveforms per limb and a half hour per wave , not to mention
all the other paperwork, you can't do it."
Setting Up the Hit and Run Play. So, though this may seem
like the birth of yet another struggling software company
(M icroCyb ?-PhillieSoft ?) , in another sense it represents a
breakthrough in clinical data collection outside a laboratory
setting. "Right now, physical therapists don't even bother to
find the areas under the waveforms," Richards says. "They
concentrate on finding peak value and take their little cali
bration cards and hold them up to the wave . That's nice, but it
doesn't necessarily give you the information that you need.
" This program is going to get people in physical therapy
and clinical settings to start thinking about the Cybex in terms
of their patients' actual needs.
"I get a little bit excited about that-that's the sort of thing
that makes you feel a little bit useful. When you write a scien
tific paper, it's published and maybe four or five people who
are already doing the same thing might read it. It's nice to do
something that can be used."
Success with the Apple has added a sense of new horizons
for Cooper, too . "We're one of the most modern clubs in the
game when it comes to training, and this Apple is part of that,"
he says.
"I've even been encouraging management to consider us
ing our Apple on the field, for guys' batting averages and
things like that, " Cooper adds . "You know, this guy's been
pitching fastball-fastball-slider and getting men out, or is it
fastball-curveball-slider? That kind of program is something
we could really use. Baseball is full of percentages, like how
often you get a certain guy out on a given pitch and data like
that-it's got that kind of potential, and I think it should be ex
plored."
JI
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Welcome to the first installment of a multipart discussion of
DDT.COM. This discussion of DDT is itself the final install
ment of a series on the assembly language utilities supplied
with SoftCard.
To recap for a moment, these last two months have been a
sectioned exercise in the alteration of the Digital Research file
dump utility, DUMP.COM, which is supplied on the SoftCard
master disk in both source and object form. As you remem
ber, in May we covered the CP /M text editor ED.COM and
used it to alter the source file for DUMP. These alterations
were designed to produce three changes in the function of
DUMP. First, we wished the program to respond to its en
vironment by internally configuring its output for either a
forty-column or an eighty-column screen; second, we inserted
code to force it to separate individual 128-byte records during
output by the insertion of a blank line between them; and final
ly, we wanted the relative address printed before each line to
be separated from the data by a colon. These changes were de
fined and then installed using ED.
In June, after some discussion of assembly language and
assemblers in general, we took this altered source file for
DUMP and demonstrated the use of the CP /M 8080 assembler
ASM.COM that's included on the SoftCard master disk. The as
sembly process was fairly straightforward, and if you fol
lowed this exercise, you should have a working copy of DUMP
that includes the three changes we installed.
Gets the Bu_gs Out. If after doing the exercl.se just described
you do not have a working program, this new series on DDT is
for you. DDT.COM ls the Digital Research 8080 debugger. The
letters DDT actually stand for Dynamic Debugging Tool and,
as the name implies, DDT is a utility that aids in the detection
and removal of program bugs, the computer buzzword for pro
gramming errors.
The concept behind DDT has probably been implemented
as many times as there are systems available. In the early his
tory of microcomputing, most machines came equipped with
something called afront panel, which was nothing more than a
series of switches (and possibly a display device, LEDs, and so
on) that allowed the operator direct hardware control over the
processor status and the bit values on the address and data
buses. Using the front panel, the operator could display and
alter memory, execute a single instruction, execute a series of
instructions, cause the processor to halt, and so on.
Having such a tool enabled the operator to have very primi
tive interaction with the system. Manipulating certain pro
gram addresses and the switches gave the operator almost to
tal external control over the execution of programs. For ex
ample, a program that produced an error, but produced it in
such a way that it was not easily related to a specific program
section, could be executed step-by-step, and the status of the
system could be monitored at the completion of each instruc
tion . When this step-by-step process was followed, the error
usually became obvious rather quickly. While the front panel
was extremely useful to people working at this level on the sys
tem, operators whose interest was only in interacting with the
computer through a high-level systems interface (accounting
programs, word processing) found it to be of limited value.
The evolution of the microcomputer in the last few years
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has had the effect of reshaping lt primarily as a tool for the end
user rather than for the hobbyist or systems programmer. To
ward this end, such things as the front panel, with its empha
sis on a high degree of technical knowledge, have been left by
the wayside. The primitive controls provided by this hard
ware, however, were and still are very much needed, though
by a smaller fraction of the user population. In many ma
chines, these functions have already been assumed by pro
grams-called monitors, housekeepers, and so on-that to one
degree or another replaced or enhanced the front panel func
tions by simulating them in software. These software tools
gave computer manufacturers the choice of providing a hard
ware solution, a software solution, or both.
Primitive Surroundings. Such monitor programs, typically
provided In ROM, are usually geared, as were their hardware
predecessors, to an extremely primitive, nondisk environ
ment; witness the functions of the Apple Monitor ROM, espe
cially the older one provided on the earlier Integer Basic Ap·
ples. In addition to the currently available functions-display
ing memory, altering memory, executing a program, moving
blocks of memory, and so on-the monitor programs provided
the ability to step through a program a single instruction at a
time, thereby simulating execution at an incredibly slower
rate than normal; the ability to trace program execution with
processor status and register contents displayed after each in
struction (only somewhat slower than normal); and the abili·
ty to do absolute, in-memory entry of 6002 mnemonics via a
built-in mini assembler.
In the sense that all these functions may be used to de
bug programs, these monitors are debuggers in the same way
DDT is. DDT, however, provides a more sophisticated range of
functions by virtue of the fact that it is RAM-based and can op
erate from any location in RAM memory, and because it is de
signed to work in conjunction with the CP /M operating sys
tem. This increase in sophistication ls due primarily to the fact
that DDT allows control over the basic I/0 operations of the
system as well. Using DDT, it is possible, for example, to load
disk files into memory, either overlaying or concatenating
them to existing modules previously loaded.
DDT is also educated as to the necessity of performing cer
tain kinds of activity, I/0 in particular, at normal speed, called
real time. Single-stepping or tracing through disk access code,
for example, is performed at the operator's chosen pace until
the actual timing-sensitive code or system calls are encoun
tered. At that time DDT will switch to real time, returning to
the previous mode only when the code that must be performed
in real time has been executed. These features expand enor
mously the utility of DDT over nonintegrated monitors (that is,
monitors that do not work with the disk operating system).
Stick with It. More sophisticated debuggers than DDT are
available; Digital Research's SID and ZSID are two such pr o
grams. Relatively few people continue to use ASM and ED af
ter their initial exposure, but most do continue using DDT. This
indicates that DDT ls a program worth learning to use. These
columns will not make you an expert in the uses of DDT, but
we hope they will give you the rudiments necessary to enable
you to put this utility to effective use.
DDT ls capable of twelve functions:
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Comma nd

Action
1.
A
Asse mble the following op-codes.
2.
D
Display memory contents.
3.
F
Fill m e mory with constant value.
4.
G
Go; execute program command.
5.
I
Input ; build file control block.
6.
L
List; disassemble memory range .
7.
M
Move contents of memory.
8.
R
Read file Into memory.
9.
S
Setmemorytoavalue .
10.
T
Trace program execution.
11.
U
Untrace; separate form of trace.
12.
X
Examine contents of registers and status.
Through proper use of these functions and the standard CP /M
system calls, you can make the computer perform almost any
normal function that It is otherwise capable of, yet do so In a
controlled environment. DDT commands can be broken Into
two categories: those that Involve simple memory display and
alteration and those that Involve Interaction with the system.
The memory-handling commands are relatively straight
forward and are performed with DDT acting like any other ap
plications program. The program-handling functions, how
ever, involve much more sophistication, with DDT acting as a
buffer between the program or routine and the operating sys
tem so that the program under examination will act as If It Is
running In memory by Itself.
Change of Address. DDT does this by first of all relocating
itself to high memory directly under the BDOS module . When
DDT is run, It begins at location 0100 hex, and by using the
value of the beginning of BDOS stored at locations 6 and 7, It
determines where It will have to relocate Itself. The relocation
address depends on how much memory Is available. This relo
cation clears the transient program area, allowing programs
that normally reside there to load and execute without Inter
fering with DDT. DDT then places Its own first address at lo
cations 6 and 7 so programs that look here to find the top of free
memory will not overwrite It.
Finally, because the Instruction at location :I, which uses 6
and 7 to jump to BDOS, now points to DDT, the normal ad
dress of BDOS is placed In DDT In a jump Instruction that Is
activated whenever control is passed to that first DDT Instruc
tion. In this way DDT is hidden from the system and is es
sentially transparent to programs running In memory . DDT
also stores and updates within Itself the contents of the various
registers and the status of the processor after allowing an in
struction being examined to execute. This Is done so DDT can
display these contents when requested. It will appear to the
user that he is In fact seeing the current processor condition.
The final thing DDT uses to control execution Is the restart
function. This Is a separate processor Instruction that causes
DDT to halt further execution of the program Immediately, go
to a specific area of memory, and use the address It finds there
as a vector to a service routine of some kind. Using this tactic,
DDT can have the processor execute a single Instruction and,
by putting its own address In the vector and the restart in
struction immediately following the Instruction to be exe
cuted, can have the processor return to DDT when It finishes.
By retaining the original content of the location where it placed
the restart, DDT can replace the content when finished, es
sentially leaving everything as it was before.
Depending on where the restart Is placed, one to many hun
dreds of instructions can be executed before stopping the proc
ess. This is called breakpointing and is a valuable tool In de
bugging operations because It allows you to execute portions
of code in chunks that are as small or as large as appropriate
to the situation, while constantly monitoring the program's
progress. This method ena bles DDT to maintain an environ
ment that looks to the progra m as though It is running normally
within the system , when It Is In fact running within DDT.
Mem ory Serves You Well. We will now examine the memo
ry handling functions of DDT and demonstrate each of them In
det ail. We will save program manipulation and an exercise
using our modified DUMP program for next time. By the time
we finish with this multlpart discussion, you should find your
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self reasonably comfortable with DDT and with, at least, the
rudimentary uses to which It can be put. It will be most helpful
if you can continue to follow along using your computer as you
did when we studied ED and ASM, especially when we get to
the point of executing our new DUMP program.
Before starting this session, Invoke DDT to bring It up and
run it. With a copy of your CP/ M master disk, or any disk con
taining DDT, In the drive, simply type Its name, DDT, fol
lowed by a carriage return. You should see the DDT sign-on
message and a minus sign or hyphen. This Is the DDT prompt,
which is displayed anytime DDT Is awaiting a command. One
note of caution: during the use of commands that read or write
areas of memory, do not attempt to access the memory loca
tions from EOOO to ElOO. To be absolutely safe, no addresses
from EOOO to EFFF should be accessed without specific pur
pose. The addresses from EOOO to ElOO are the hardware con
trol addresses for the Apple I/0 slots and Indiscriminate ac
cess to them can do nasty things like turn on your disk drives in
write mode, and so on. Although the larger range Is safer,
since ElOO to EFFF Is the area reserved for program ROM
space for each of the peripheral cards, in the case of cards
(like the SoftCard, for example) that have no ROMs, access
ing some of these addresses will have unpredictable effects.
For the SoftCard, accessing ExOO (where xis the slot number)
will turn off the Z80. Usually the system can recover from this
occurrence, but why take chances?
The first job of any debugger is to enable the user to
examine and alter individual memory locations. This is one of
the keys to front panel simulation; DDT accomplishes this task
through the use of the S (for set) command. Type S now, fol
lowed by a return. What happened? You got a question mark
and a repeat of the DDT prompt. You see, some DDT com
mands require parameters following the command and others
do not. The S command Is one that requires an address pa
rameter to function .
Now type SlOO (return). You should see the address you en
tered, 0100, displayed. (Note: All addresses and data shown by
DDT are displayed In hexadecimal format, and therefore all
numbers shown In the column should be assumed to be In hex.)
Following this address is a two-digit number, In this case, 01,
and the cursor has jumped to the right of the 01 and stayed
there. DDT is telling you that the memory location 0100 cur·
rently contains 01, and that it Is now waiting for your input as to
what to do with that location and value .
Keep It Legal. At this point, any legal single-byte hex num
ber you type followed by a return will be Inserted In that mem
ory location, while a return by Itself will leave the current con
tents as is. In both cases, however, the next sequential memo
ry location will be displayed with the same resultant wait for
input. A period followed by a return at any point of Input will
cause the S command to be terminated and return you to the
prompt. Illegal values entered as numbers will also cause a re
turn to the prompt, but with the DDT question mark Indicating
an error. The S command is one of the most useful of the DDT
commands and is often the means by which patches to pro
grams are distributed. A series of hex bytes is listed and, using
the S command, the series is Installed In the program after
loading it into memory. Such lists are called hex dumps. Short
programs can even be exchanged In this fashion using the S
command to input them and the CP/ M SA VE command to
save the result to disk.
The next command is D (for di.splay memory). This com
mand's primary function is to give you a quick view of the con
tents of memory, 192 bytes at a time. Values In hex are dis
played in twelve rows of sixteen bytes each, preceded by the
address of that sixteen-byte section and followed by a series of
periods and other characters that correspond to the values.
(Note: If you 're using a forty-column screen, DDT will display
in a different format to keep the display within a forty-column
line width. In either case, if a value corresponds to a printable
ASCII character, the character Is displayed; otherwise, a
period is displayed In Its place. This allows you to view the con
tents of memory in both Its numeric and Its ASCII forms.)
Type a D (return) now. You should start seeing a memory dis
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Time is money. You own a computer
system because you knowthat it
can save you money by simplifying
office procedures and reducing the
time involved In payrolls, accounting,
ward processing and those other
wonderful things we all must do.
Time is an important resource which
should not be wasted. Even though
your system seems efficient, you
could be wasting valuable time if
you ever wait for your printer to
finish printing before more infor
mation can be entered into your
computer.

NO WAITING. Now with Microfazer
by Quad ram there will be no more
waiting.
The Microfazer is an inexpensive
universal printer/buffer that can be
used with all popular micro-com
puters and parallel printers . Micro
fazer receives information from the

computer at up to 4000 characters
per second (your computer thinks
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Controlled by a custom LSI, Micro
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into the input port of the Epson and
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seconds. How's that for not wasting
time! Most other centronics com
patible printers can be attached by
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faster printer later, just unplug and
add ta your new printer. Changing
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puter dependent. Want ta add more
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user-expandable up to 64K. No
other buffers came close in flexibility.
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LOW.PRICE. Only $159 far 8K buffer,
$199 (16K), $225 (32K) and $299
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year warranty, you get Quadrom
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currently wasting time waiting on
your printer, see your local personal
computer dealer. If your dealer is
not currently stocking Quad ram
products, have them calf us at
(404) 923-6666.
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play that begins a t 0100 and shows the DDT copyright mes
sage in the ASCII portion of the screen. This is the beginning of
the DDT program itself.
Knows Its Place. Type a few more Ds to see what happens.
Did you notice that with each new execution the D command
continued from where it left off? DDT maintains counters for
the defaults of certain commands that, unlike the S command,
do not require parameters. If you execute other commands in
between the D commands, you'll find that when you return to
D it will still continue where it left off.
The D command may also be used with one address or two
address parameters, for instance, 06500 or 061500,6900. With
one address, the 192 bytes beginning with address 61500 are dis
played; with two addresses, the contents of memory from 6500
to 6900 are displayed without breaks. Hitting any key during
the display of memory will abort the display and return to the
minus sign prompt. You'll also notice that a D command with
an address parameter that does not begin an even sixteen-byte
section-D~C. for example-will print on the first line only the
number of bytes remaining to fill out that sixteen-byte section
so that the rows that follow begin and end on even sixteen-byte
boundaries. The D command is most useful as a means of
quickly scanning memory contents.
The next command we'll discuss is the L (for list) com
mand. This function of DDT takes memory and displays it as a
disassembled listing of the op-codes and operands contained in
the segment of memory being listed. Enough memory is dis
assembled in this fashion to make up twelve lines of screen dis
play. Just as with the D command, a separate counter is main
tained with an initial default address of 0100 so that subsequent L
commands begin where the previous one left off. The command
forms for the L command are the same as those for D; either L
(return), L followed by a start address and a return, or L followed
by both start and end addresses and a return. Once again, hitting
any key during the listing will abort the command and return to
the DDT prompt.
Blind to Valid Values. If you do an L now, you should see
that it starts at address 0100 and displays two instructions, LXI
B,1010 and JMP 013D, followed by a series of register MOVs
and MVls. Further disassembly would eventually produce a
? ? = xx, where xx is a two-digit number. In this case, what's
happened is that only the first two instructions of that se
quence are valid. The remainder of the twelve lines really
constitute the ASCII DDT copyright message, but DDT has no
way of knowing this, since the values that make up the mes
sage are valid op-code values as well.
In our discussion last month of ASM, we touched on the fact
that each op-code by its original definition will be followed by
no operand, a one-byte operand, a two-byte operand, or, in
some cases (though not in the 8080 instruction set), a three
byte operand. DDT's built-in disassembler recognizes which
instructions require what number of bytes for an operand (as
indeed any disassembler must), and consequently breaks
down the listing according to what it recognizes, regardless of
whether the values were meant to be op-codes or not. When
ASCII data is erroneously broken down in such a fashion, the
mistake is fairly easy to detect, since most of the op-codes with
values similar to those of the ASCII set are MOV and MVI in
structions. Since there's little use in having so many such in
structions in series, there 's a high probability that this is ASCII
data. Using the D command usually confirms such suspicion.
It would be nice if all such disassembly were so obvious, but
it's not. Remember we said that you will occasionally see the
double question mark and some two-digit number? Well, when
yo u see this, it indicates that DDT got to this point in its listing
and found a value that had no analogous op-code where an op
code should have been. What's most likely happened (assum
ing of course that we're not dealing with a Z80 or 6502 specific
op-code that DDT will also not recognize) is that somewhere
DDT began disassembling in the wrong place , starting on one
of the bytes of an operand , for example. This is probably be
cause you specified the wrong address to start at, or because,
due to the inclusion of data in the program similar to the DDT
copyright message, DDT got off track by the time it arrived at
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the next program segment. Disassembly of large programs is
by no means a straightforward task. It often requires that you
follow the logic of program execution to separate data and
operands from actual instructions; sort of an "If I were an
8080, what would I do here?" kind of approach.
Check for Effect. The next command we'll discuss is the F
(for fill memory) command. This one is pretty straightfor
ward since it has only one form and one purpose. The form is
an F followed by a start address, an end address, and a data
byte. The purpose is to initialize an area of memory to some
specific value, usually to determine what effect your program
is having on the area in question. If your program is supposed
to be storing OOs in an area, initializing it to FFs and running
your program will show you whether the program is function
ing properly. The only thing you need bear in mind with Fis
that the two addresses are inclusive, that is, both of them and
all addresses in between will be filled with the value. Try an F
command now of the form FlOOO,lFFF,BB, and then examine
the area with the D command. Did it do what you expected?
The next command is M (for move a block of memory). No
less strafghtforward than F, Mis used to move some segment
of memory, of a size you determine, from one place to an
other. The form of the command is M followed by a start ad
dress of the source segment, an end address of the source seg
ment, and the start address of the destination for this block of
values. Once again, the start and end addresses are inclusive.
This command is most often used to relocate programs and
data to some other area of memory during debugging, where it
is perhaps easier to observe them. It is also used to copy ROM
code down into RAM so that it can be altered and tested. Try
the command now by typing MlOOO,lFFF,3000, and again check
the result with D. Fast, wasn't it?
Temporary Solution. The A (for assemble) command is
used when you wish to alter machine instructions in memory
to correct some problem but do not wish to make them per
manently part of the source file, at least not until you have had
time to test them. As we discussed briefly in last month's
column, this is a very primitive assembler. It can translate
8080 mnemonics and register names into the corresponding
machine code values in conjunction with addresses you type
in, but you are not allowed to use labels or symbols. Any tar
get locations of jumps, loads, or stores must be entered by en
tering their actual addresses. Also, since the assembler is in
capable of relocating existing instructions (of moving every
thing up or down in memory and resolving the address refer
ences), you must assemble into an area of memory that has
sufficient space to hold your new code. This is done in either of
two ways. The first way is to overwrite code no longer needed.
The second is to place a jump instruction---0verwriting three
bytes of existing code-in the area you wish your insertion to
be. This causes the program to jump to a patch area in which
you revive the overwritten instruction, insert your new code,
and add a jump instruction back to the original program to
continue execution.
The format of the command is A xxxx, where xxxx is the
address to begin assembly. There is no default address. DDT
will respond with the address and a waiting cursor to accept
your new instructions. With each instruction assembled, the
next available address for assembly will be displayed, and
DDT will await input. Erroneous input will cause the address
to be repeated without action taken. Like the S command, a
period by itself will terminate the assembly action. If you wish
to try this command, do some disassemblies using the L com
mand and then use A to copy these at some new address.
This concludes our first session on DD'.l.'. So far we have dis
cussed the functions that relate to memory usage, alteration,
and display. Next month, we'll begin looking at how programs
are manipulated with DDT-how they are loaded, executed,
and de bugged.
The Errors of Our Ways: On page 211 of May's SoftCard,
the eleventh line of the first listing in the left hand column
PRSPC: MVI A, ;PUT SPACE VALUE IN ACCUMULATOR

should be
PRSPC : MVI A,' ' ;PUT SPACE VALUE IN ACCUMULATOR
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Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to run on
either Apple II, with 48K, ROM Applesoft, and one disk drive.
The requirement for ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Ap
plesoft in a language card. Many Apple II programs will run on
the Apple III in the emulator mode.
D The sixth edition of Software Vendor Directory can be or
dered from Micro-Software Services (Box 482, Nyack, NY
10960; 914-358-1340). Cross-referenced, with more than 1,800
software vendors providing 12,300 products in 300 categories,
plus 123 hardware vendors and twenty-two operating systems.
With two updates per year, $100. Without updates, $57.95. Disk
(CP/ M), $260.
D Watson-The Inspector's Assistant is a utilities disk
designed to work with The Inspector, the disk and memory
utility program from Omega Mlcroware (222 South Riverside
Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606; 312-648-4844) that reads and alters
disk files, repairs blown disks, and directly examines memory
contents. Watson adds a disk-file follower, a disassembler with
ASCII display, a scrolling-screen dump, and a disk comparer.
Requires Integer card. $49.95.
D A plethora of graphics programs is available from West
Coast Consultants (1775 Lincoln Boulevard, Tracy, CA 95376;
209-835-1780) for use with Watanabe plotters. The Watanabe
Digit-Plot WX4671 is an intelligent plotter that produces graphs
and drawings in solid or broken lines and generates charac
ters that can be enlarged and rotated. Drafting, mathematics,
and design applications. $1,400. D CurveCopy is a hi-res
screen-to-plotter dump program which scan-maps pictures in
three selectable sizes. Vertical orientation and negative plot
ting features available. $75. D Curve-Fit is a hardcopy
graphics program which can be used to fit data quickly in
straight lines, polynomial equations, exponential curves, and
power curves. A special mode can generate all four fits se
quentially. $99.50. D Curve's 3-D plots surface functions, X, Y,
and Z data arrays, space curves, and scaled axes . Rotates 360
degrees. $199. D Curve II is an improved version of the Curve
program, a keyboard interactive general purpose 2-D graphics
package . New version performs automatic centering of axis
titles, formatting of scale numbers, plots pie charts, linear and
logarithmic error bars. Supports the Watanabe series multi
pen plotter. Requires Z-80 card. $275. As update, $50. D Curve
USA plots the boundary of the United States and/or each in
dividual state in full color; shades, labels, and constructs
legends. Manual or automatic multipen changer option. $75.
D International Resource Development (30 High Street, Nor
walk, CT 06851; 800-243-5008) has completed Microcomputers
in Large Organizations, a 120-page report analyzing the micro
computer's impact on business . It forecasts its impact on
future sales, the role of corporate data processing depart
ments in future system procurements, the leverage of large
quantity discount programs, and presents user survey results.
Strategies and strengths of leading suppliers reviewed in de
tail. $1,285. D Microcomputer Software Packages is a detailed
review of the growth of software packages for home and busi
ness, with analysis of the market by application, ten-year pro
jection of sales, and sev enty vendor profiles . $985. D Electron
ic Filing is a review of market and product trends leading to
electronic filing systems in the office. Analyzes status and im
pact of optical disk technology, local networks, database man
agement systems , and digital work stations. Ten-year market
forecasts . $1,285.
D Birdbreed is a genetics program by Judith Kinnear that
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simulates color inheritance in the parakeet. Designed to com
plement laboratory experiments in genetics, it provides six
teen groups of birds of defined phenotypes for breeding simula
tion. From EduTech (634 Commonwealth Avenue, Newton
Centre, MA 02159; 617-965-4813) . $95. D EduTech Sampler con
tains programs and manuals from four different EduTech
series, geared to workshops and teacher groups studying the
uses of computer simulation in science education. One disk and
four manuals, $50.
D A line of cases made of lightweight Cordura are designed to
transport the Apple and disk drives, fit under airline seats, and
come with an adaptor that connects your computer to any
hotel/motel television. Order from Abcom Corporation (16005
Sherman Way, Suite 105, Van Nuys, CA 91409; 213-891-3669).
$92.
D Relocating DOS on your.RAM card-and increasing usable
program memory by over 30 percent-can be effected with
Amper Memory Program from Micro-Spare (Box 325,
Lincoln, MA 01773; 617-259-9710). Makes more than lOK bytes
directly accessible to most software. $29.95.
D The Stamp Collector and The Coin Collector Catalog, two
database programs for philatelists and numismatists from
Andent (1000 North Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60085; 312-244
0292), feature foreign and domestic lists, file transfer, meeting
and source lists, and an additional database. $49 each.
D Two pocket size, accordian-style system reference cards for
the Apple II and II Plus are being marketed by Nanos Sys
tems (Box 24344, Speedway, IN 46224; 317-244-4078). One card
is Basic only, one is for Basic and 6502; both contain complete
summaries of the Apple Reference Manual, Integer Basic and
Applesoft Basic programming manuals, and the 6502 pro
gramming language. Basic, $3.95. Basic and 6502, $4.95.
D Magnum Isolator from Electronic Specialists (171 South
Main Street, Box 389, Natick, MA; 617-655-1532) controls elec
trical pollution and eliminates equipment interactions. Heavy
duty spike/surge suppression; for individually quad-Pi filtered
AC sockets . Will control pollution for a 1,875-watt load; each
socket can handle a 1,000-watt load. Model IS0-17, $181.95.
D Two new disk drive systems from Interface (20932 Cantara
Street, Canoga Park, CA 91304; 213-341-7914) feature forty
track double-sided, double-density drives with half-tracking.
The 5%-inch single disk drive system has 250K of unformatted
storage, drive, cable, and color-coordinated cabinet. No addi
tional wiring required. $375. D A dual drive system features
500K of unformatted storage, with an Apple disk controller, ca
bles, and cabinets. No additional wiring. $850.
(
D High-speed communications software that allows an Apple
II to emulate seven popular CRT terminals used to access ap
plications on large host computers and timesharing systems
has been released by Softronlcs (6626 Prince Edward Place,
Memphis, TN 38119; 901-755-5006). So/term features a 9,600
baud transmission rate and allows local, direct connection or
standard modem linkage to the host computer; editing and
nonediting capabilities, forty /forty or eighty-column display,
file-transfer capability in a choice of modes, more. $150.
D Subscribers to The Source (1616 Anderson Road, McLean,
VA 22102; 703-734-7500) can now send mailgrams direct from
their machines to anywhere in the continental U.S., Alaska,
and Hawaii. Messages are electronically routed to the nearest
Western Union and then processed; charge of $5.15 for the first
100 words is billed with monthly Source charges.
D Atlantic Cabinet (Box 100, Williamsport, MD 21795; 301-223
8900) has extended their line of computer work stations. All
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units are made from one-inch thick solid-core particle board
coated with melamine veneer; available in oak or walnut
finishes. The 50-inch uni-level designs are 26¥2 inches high and
feature a full-length paper infeed slot at the rear of a 24-inch
deep flat work space. $145; bi-level, $185; split-level, $195. 30
inch uni-level, $100; bi-level, $130. D A 29 x 18-lnch printer
stand can be used as an additional work and storage space. $80.
Designed to fit underneath the work stations, an 18-inch wide
storage stand can house disk drives, software, or general sta
tionery. $45.
D Graphics and sound effects have been added to tick-tack-toe
in Tetrad. Sixteen squares on four levels allow seventy-six win
ning combinations; three levels of play between you and the
computer. From Hayden Book Company (50 Essex Street, Ro
chelle Park, NJ 07662; 800-631-0856). $19.95.
D Data Reporter Report is a new quarterly newsletter for
users of the database management package from Synergistic
Software (5221120th Avenue S.E., Bellevue, WA 98006; 206-226
3216). The first issue includes a tutorial on program opera
tions, program modifications submitted by users, more. Sub
scription free with purchase.
D MCR Corporation (101 West 31st Street, Suite 2112, New
York, NY 10001; 212-947-7775) offers maintenance, repair,
board exchange, installation, and training services to corpo
rate, small business, and individual Apple users. All service Is
performed within twenty-four hours and is guaranteed for ten
days for parts and labor.
D The RL-1 Relational Database Management System from
ABW (Box M1047, Ann Arbor, MI 48106; 313-971-9364) includes
selection, projection, and joint operators. Query language, re
lational editor, and program Interface featured. Application
packages available. Requires Z-80 card. $495.
D Twenty thousand people are expected at the second annual
Computer Expo '83 (Box 1185, Longwood, FL 32750; 305-339
1731), planned for February 25 through 27, 1983. To be held at
the Tupperware Convention Center In Orlando, Florida, the ex
position is aimed at small business, professional, real estate,
home, educational, and entertainment software end users.
Learning seminars will be conducted.
D Gusher, an accounting package for oil and gas well operat
ors, automates joint interest billing, calculates revenue dis
tribution, joint interest statements, and A.F.E. reports. From
High Technology Software (Box 14665, 2201 N.E. 63rd Street,
Oklahoma City, OK 73113; 405-478-2105). Also generates oil well
payout reports, tracks invoices from and payments to ven
dors, more. $995.
D More than 500 software engineering support tolls in eight
classes (design, implementation, quality assurance, project
management, more) are indexed and cross-referenced in Soft
ware Engineering Automated Tools Index from Software Re
search Associates (Box 2432, San Francisco, CA 94126; 415-957
1441). Tools are outlined by type and classification, number of
installations and price, special features, and environmental
needs; fifty categories in all. Three-ring binder with quarterly
updates. $185.
D Edu-Ware (Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301; 213-706-0661) an
nounces two software tutorials for college-bound students
as preparation for the antonyms portion of the Scholastic
Achievement Test. PSAT Word Attack Skills and SAT Word
Attack Skills contain twelve vocabulary lessons each, with re
view through definition, sample sentences, component analy
sis, and a time test. Each two-disk package, $49.
D A revised version of the Capital Need Analysis program has
been released by Vernon Tech Corporation (Box 215, Spring
town, PA 18081; 215-346-7757). New skills included are greater
probing of savings objectives, addition of an emergency fund
and provision for a rent fund, and the addition of an extensive
supplemental information page directed at the more "feeling
finding" type of questioning. Can be converted to single or dual
drive; new charts and information can be printed. $179. Up
date, $25. Catalog, $5.
D Electric Typing Fingers, a new peripheral from Personal
Micro Computers (475 Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94043;
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Data Link..,
communicates.
We recently came across this message on the
Source network. Seems that quite a few people are
discovering what we already know -nothing
communicates like Datalink.
Just one keystroke sets the environment, dials
you in and logs you on-or automatically redials if
you need to try again. Datalink works with most any
card or modem available for your Apple. You can
send any size file you want at 4800 baud computer
to computer, or up to 1200 baud over phone lines.
Send us the coupon below for details, or see your
computer dealer.
Words getting around-nothing communicates
like Datalink.
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Please rush me more information. A pp le II_ Apple Ill_ IBM _
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Datalink for A pple II al $99. 95
e a c h. C A res idents add 6% lax Shipping in U.SA $3.00 fo r fir st
co py. 50 ' ea c h addi lio nai co py. ~ a re1gn . add an addit 1a na· $i0
shipp ing and handling c harge p e r o rder.
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SYSTems .
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415-962-0220) , t urns your electric t ypewriter into a printer.
P laced on top of ty pewriter keyboard, plugs into parallel print
er port. Plastic-tipped solenoids pr ess the keys. No modifica
tion of typewriter or a dditional software needed. $595.
0 ETC: Edu cational Technology and Communication is a
news letter for s chool district decision makers aimed at moving
schools more effectively into new technology. Contents inelude a nalysis of issues facing educators as they bring tech-·
nology into the classroom , case studies of schools successfully
using m icrocom puters , how-to advice, resources, news and in
form a tion on upcoming conferences, more. Published by Far
West Laboratory (181S5 Folsom Street, San Francisco, CA
94103 ; 415-565-3000) . Monthly . $35 per year; $60 for two years.
o Two new sources of business information are now available
on the CompuSe rve Information Service (5000 Arlington Cen
tre Boulevard, Columbus, OH 43220; 614-457-8600). Money Mar
k et Sert' ices uses weekly Federal Reserve data to forecast in
terest rate trends and their effect on the stocks, bonds, and
commodities markets. Small Business Reports provides cur
rent information on capital investment and savings plans, tax
laws , insurance tips, and services available to aid operators of
small businesses. $5 per hour.
o The Burtronix Photocard III is a new interface for the Ap·
pie III that links a parallel chip (6522) to the hardware bus and
allows the user to put custom circuits on the board and con
nect them to the 6522. From Elcom Systems Peripherals (439
Harrison Street, Suite A, Corona, CA 91720; 714-734-8220), the
card comes with a twenty-six-pin ribbon connector and twen
ty-five-pin D-type connector; software driver on disk for link to
Business Basic, Pascal, or SOS. No knowledge of bus or ma
chine language needed. $195.
0 The Quikcalc Real E s tate Inv estor is a real estate analy
sis package for the evaluation of both individual residence and
income property sales and purchases from Simple Soft (480
Eagle Drive, Suite 101 , Elk Grove, IL 60007; 312-364-0752). The
two programs on the disk-the individual residence and in
come model-analyze purchase price, financing structure , tax

Get $400 worth of Programmer's
I Fl RST AlD I
for $99.00*

+

+

Programmer's Fi rst Aid is a li fe saver for Apple owners . W h et h e r
yo u ' re on ex p e r ienced prog ramme r o r a nov ice , ou r 10 u t ilit y
prog rams and 6 sub ro utin es w ill m a ke y o ur Ap p le II
harder-wo rki ng a nd eas ie r to wor k w i t h .
Sa v e you r wo rk from tot al destruct ion . DISK- DEBU G a n d
FILE - DEBU G le t yo u disp lay, prin t a nd p a tch d isks by sector o r
f i le , in b o th ASC II a nd h exa d ec i m al . O u r 3 CO PY p rog ra m s let
yo u co py any DOS 3 .3 diskette, wi th f u ll trac k a nd sector
diagnos is and 1/ 0 erro r h a nd li ng . RECO VER recovers occ iden tl y
dele ted fi les.
Save t i me wi th programmin g shortcuts and mergeable
subroutines, SUPER SC RE EN i s a mus t for a ny bu si n ess u se o f th e
App l e it forma ts th e scree n f or "fo rm - filli ng " d es igns w ith
data ve ri fi ca ti o n . Fully doc umented ond w r itt e n i n Appl e so f t.
The 6 basic support rou ti n es ore m e rg e oble w ith yo ur p rog ra m
and th e re's no odditionof charge for no n- co mmercial u se. I n clu ded
o re a scree n input ro utin e, a sc reen printe r, a d o te ve rifi e r a n d
do l la rs and-cen t s, te le p hone a nd zi p code for m a tte rs.
Sav e m o n ey w ith one $99 d i skette . If yo u t ri ed to buy th ese
programs separate ly , we f ig u re yo u 'd spen d ove r $400, a nd yo u
still wou ldn 't ho ve th e un i q ue ca pabi l i t ies o f Prog ra mm e r's First
Aid . N ow y o u con ge t eve r y thi ng we've descri bed p lus some
add iti o na l goodies for o ne low pr ice : $ 9 9 . ·

For more info r ma ti on , o r to o rd e r, call toll -free:

1-800-8 35 -2 246 Ext: 216
(In Kan sa s: 1- 800-362-24 2 1 Ext, 216)
o r send $99 to :

EVASCO .-,; COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. 845 THIRD AVE .
NEW YORK, NY 1002 2
Does not in cl ude C.0.D. chargl?

Ma jor cre dit cords a ccepted .

New York res iden ts p lease a dd so les tax
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implications, cash flow, more. Requires 64K using either VisiGale or Sup erGalc. $129.95.
0 Play against a world-famous poker player withMike Caro's
Video Pok er from Artsoft (6709 Greenleaf Avenue, Suite 212,
Whittier, CA 90604; 213-944-2024). Program has two games:
J ackpot Vid eo Poker, simulating video poker games in Las Ve
gas, and Pok er Flurry, a competition poker game that allows
you to play against another player-or Mike Caro. Written in
Pascal, requires Applesoft in ROM. $39.95.
0 Information Unlimited Software (281 Arlington Avenue,
Berkeley, CA 94707; 415-525-9452) Is shipping a revised version
of Datadex , their database manager designed for Apple Ils
with the Corvus hard disk. $300. 0 A new phone support serv
ice for users having problems with IUS's Easy Writer pro
vides a trained service technician on-line between 9 a.m. and 4
p.m. Pacific time. Single users, $100 per year; corporate, $175.
0 Data Perfect from LJK Enterprises (Box 10827, St. Louis,
MO 63129; 314-846-6124) allows the user to design a screen
mask in either forty or eighty column; incorporates a utilities
section, report generator, and mailing label generator. Com
plete formula operations and mathematical operations on and
between fields. 32K. $99.95. Fully interactive with Letter Per
f ee t, LJK's word processor. One or two disk drives and any
printer. $99.95.
0 Openings may still be available for the July 25 and August 8
Connecticut sessions of Computer Camps International (310
Hartford Turnpike, Suite D, Vernon, CT 06066; 203-871-9227).
Campers can meet other nine to seventeen-year-old computer
enthusiasts from the Netherlands, Japan, Kuwait, Mexico,
Belgium, and Switzerland; swim, hike, play games, and re
ceive hands-on computer education. Two-week session, $795.
0 Connect your micro to a color television set with the AppleVerter from ATV Research (13th and Broadway, Dakota City,
NE 68731; 402-987-3771), a custom modulator that plugs Into the
existing power/ video connector Inside the Apple. Operates in
the high VHF band, tunable over approximately four chan
nels; sufficient RF output (typical 18dbmv) to drive home
MATV system , more. Ten-foot cable included; no assembly re
quired. Available on one-week trial basis. $29.95. Optional
switch box and cable. $4.50.
0 Bond Yielder turns the Apple into a bond analysis tool that
computes municipal and corporate bonds, agencies, treasur
ies , warrants, notes, CDs, and discounts for brokerage, insur
ance company, and financial institution users. Checks results
with variables, such as from YTM to basic price and back;
from yield after tax to YTM and basic price; from bond equiva
lent yield to discount and price. From CE Software (801 73rd
Street, Des Moines, IA 50312; 515-224-1995). $149.95.
0 SA TN, a journal for VisiGalc users, is published bimonthly
by Software Arts (Box 494, Cambridge, MA 02139; 617-491·
2100). Upcoming issues will include overviews of hardware
and software designed to complement the VisiGalc program,
and a reference guide to articles on applications and tech
niques that have appeared elsewhere. One year, $30.
0 The next Robotwar Tournament will be held in the banquet
room of Los Arcos restaurant (home of the giant margarita) at
3113 West Olive, Burbank, California, August 29, with subse
quent tournaments to be held about every two months. After
all attendees have registered their first robot, they may take
turns entering additional robots until limits are reached; five
robots per person , twenty-five maximum. Tournament infor
mation available from Frank Krogh (Box 5337, North Holly
wood, CA 91616). Entry fee, $10.
0 A new line of precision joysticks and paddles featuring
linear potentiometers, selectable stick operating character
istics, and styled enclosures has been introduced by Kraft Sys
tems (450 West California Avenue, Box 1268, Vista, CA 92083;
714-724-7146). Joysticks utilize gimbal mechanisms, selectable
spring return centering, or free-floating operation, with elec
trical centering adjustments and adaptors for dual-stick oper
ation. $64.95.
0 The Wood Works (11th and Haskell, Route 2, Box 407,
Lawrence, KS 66044; 913-842-7797) has introduced a line of per
sonal computer worktables, shelves, and printer tables, avail

DON'T BLOW YOUR BUCKS ON

Locked-Up Software!
Beagle Bros Apple Utilities are Listable, Backup-able
Customizable and Compatible with Normal Apple DOS.

'

DOS BOSS

DISK COMMAND EDITOR

by Bert Kersey & Jack Cassidy
A c lass ic Apple utility you will ENJOY! Rename
DOS commands (CATALOG can be "Cat", e tc.).
PROTECT PROGRA.\IS; any unauthorized s ave
aUempt produces a "Not Copyable" mess~c . Also
LIST-PREVENTION & I -key program-mn from
catalog. Cu stom catalogs: Change Disk Volume
message to your title; Omit/ alter fil e codes. Re 
...vritc error mcss~es: Syntax Error cc:m be
"Oo ps! !" o r anything! Fascinating do c umentation
included; Hours o f good Apple reading!

Apple

Mechanic

Shape Writer/Byte-Zap Utility
by Bert Kersey

Another ho t multiple-utility disk-Nine usefu l,
listable, copyable & customizable prog:rams
SHAPE EDITOR: Put professional hi-res ani 
mation in your programs. Keyboard-draw any
shape & le tyourApplewriteashapetable &store
it o n disk. Design large/ small custom typefaces
too. with special character s . Many fonts on disk..
LIST-able demos show h ow to use s hape s to ani
mate games. displays. and CHARTS & GRAPHS. A
valuable time-saving utility/ learning tool.
BYTE ZAP: A MUST utility. Rewrit e any byte
on a di s k b y loading a sector onto the screen for
inspection. liEX/DECIMAL/ ASCil display option
al. Examine bytes via cursor control; e nter h ex.
dee or ascii to c hang:e. Create illegal fil enam es.
restore delet e d files. c han ge greeting: program

Dos Boss's change features may he appended t o
your programs. Anyone using your disks (booted
o r not) formats U1eir UOS as YOU designed it.
ONLY

s2400

GOTO your
Apple Dealer.
Most Apple Dealers carry
our soitwa.re. If your dealer
doosn't, he can have our disks in his store for you within 2-3 days
by calling Beagle Bros or Softsel. Or you can order clirootly from
us. cau our Toll Free Number (below) or drop us a note with a
chook or your VLSa/ MasterCard
number & expira.t10n date.
""'<l;~;;:;a....

D Dos Boss on Disk (32K / 48K min.I
'.:; Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book "2

NOW WILL YOU MARRY ME .
VICKY? NOW THAT IVE
GOT MY OWN BEAGLE BROS

O Pee ks, Pokes & Pointers Chart

PEEKS & POKES CHART?

Bonuses With
Every Disk!

name. repair/ protect disks. change DOS. exantine
program files. Clear illus trate d instnictions show
how disk data is stored and how to access iL
MORE: A disk PACKED with useful music. text
& hi-res tricks FOR USE IN YOUR PROGRAMS.
Demo-writer, hi -res utilities and excellent. edu ca
tional, e ntertaining documentation.
ONLY

$2950

by Bert Kersey

TipDisk#l
by Bert Kersey
100 programs from Beagle Bros' Tip Books I, 2, 3
& 4- Dozens of tricks to make your Apple do
things it's never done! All 100 programs are lista
ble, copyable and c hangeable: each teaches ano
the r fasci nating Apple programming technique.
ONLY

$2Q00

Utility City
21 Useful Utilities on One Disk

D Apple Mechanic disk (48K min.)
D Beagle Bros Tip Book •5 (60 pgs.)
0 Peeks, Pokes & Pointers Chart

D Tip Disk• 1 on disk 132K o r 48K)
D Peeks, Pokes & Pointers Chart

LIST FORMATTER makes properly-spaced and
inde nted listings with page breaks; eac h state
me nt on n ew line, if-then s & loops called o ut: a
great de-bugger! MULTI-COLUMN CATALOG in
any p~e - width to printer o r screen . Auto-post
Run -Number & last -used Date in programs. Put
1NV1S£BLE working commands in listings. Access
program lines in memory for repair & illegal alter
ation. Alphabetize & s t o re info o n disk. Run any
program while another sta.ys intact. Renumber to
65535. Save inverse, trick and INVISIBL E FILE
NAMES. Convert dee to hex & binary, o r INTt oFP.
Append programs. Dump text screen to printer
21 LISTABLE PROGRAMS TOTAL!
11 PBOOBAllS C:: Utility City on disk (48K min.)

$2950 D Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book • 3

(Note: No tip book with this disk)

D Peeks, Pokes & Pointers C hart

24 Hour

TOLI, F

Mastercard, Visa or

NationWicte
Al

JlE.E Order Desk

800-85 COD Orders, call.

C~ornia: ao0-sati~003 ext.82 7

' o:er~~~YawpiaiJ. 800-884-2006"2ext.827
1
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Hi-Res Graphics/Text Utility

RUSH! The disk

Here are a few o f Alpha Plot's useful features.
Compare with others on the market-

D Apple Mechanic

&

~I
~I

charts with text, on both pages; all APPENDABLE
TO YOUR PROGRAMS. Optional Xdraw c ursor
(see lines before drawing). Mix colors & Reverse
(background opposite). Circles. Boxes. Ellipses;
filled or outlined COMPRESS Iii-RES TO 1/ 3
DISK SPACE. Relocate any portion of an image
anywhere on either page. Superimpose too & con
vert hi-res to lo -res for colorful abstracts!
HI-RES TEXT: Beautiful upper / lowe r case
with descenders {no hardware required). Colo r &
reverse characters positionable anyv.rhere (no tab
limits) . Professional-looking PROPORTIONAL
SPACING; adjust.able character height & letter
spacing. Multi-directional typing for graphs!
ONLY

D Alpha Plot on Disk (48K min.I

D Peeks. Pokes & Pointers Chart

pa.cka<5es checked below

Plus the Tip Book & PEEKS/ POKES CHART
D Alpha Plot D Dos Boss D Tip Disk

by Bert Kersey & Jack Cassidy

S39so o Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book •4

ext 827

c.on. ;_jj"jd s:~

Alpha Plot
HI-RES DRAWING: C reatehi· respictures
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4318 Sierra Vista, Ban Diego, Ca 92103
714-296-6400
''APPLE" is a registered t rade TI11ll'k o f Apple Co mputer Inc .
" BEAGLE BROS" b elongs to us.

I
I
I

& lllxplration Date

U

Mail U.S. check, money order or Visa/ MC nos.
to: BmAGLJI BROS, Dept.8
4318 Sierra Vista
San Diego, Ca 92103

All Orders Shipped Immediately
Please add $4 for s hlpprn,i; outside US/ Canada
COD o rders add $3. California res idents, add 6%.
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the moreyou should tc.
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Microcom products are menu
driven for easy use and quick
implementation.
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Establish an economical point
to point electronic mail network
among major micros.

Send and receive complex
software programs.

If you've installed Apple™ or IBM®
personal computers.
personal computers in your office, you
You can send an urgent memo across
can turn them into the most effective
the country in seconds. Receive lengthy
communications tools in your company.
documents economically and error-free.
All it takes is inexpensive, easy to use
Or transfer charts, graphs-even entire
software from Microcom:M
VisiCalc™ reports-between the major
With Microcom software, you can com personal computers. Without the delay of
municate instantly with other micros,
the mails or the expense of hand delivery.
minis and mainframes anywhere- not
And Micro-Courier transmits and
just within your company's network. In
receives messages automatically, unat
addition to your own data bases, you can tended. So you can communicate effi
access commercial services like THE
ciently and take advantage of 60%
SOURCE,;Mand Dow J ones:M
savings from off-hour phone rates.
No wonder some of the world's largest Micro-Terminal links you with your
companies are already using Microcom
corporate network. Commercial
software. To transfer critical laboratory
information services, too.
data error-free. To coordinate huge retail
Micro-Terminal™ ties you directly to
inventories. To track stocks and bonds.
virtually any in-house or remote data
And, in general, to communicate econom base. So instead of going through the
ically and effectively. Across town or
long process of getting printouts from
across the country.
your DP department, you can get the
Micro-Courier provides instant,
information yourself. Directly, easily
error-free communications with
and instantly.
other personal computers.
In addition, Micro-Terminal can con
Micro-Courier;M Apple's standard elec nect you with more than 1,000 commer
tronic mail software, allows personal
cial services, including THE SOURCE,
computers to instantly, accurately and
Dow Jones and many others. So any time
you like, you can have up-to-the-minute
economically send information to other
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uters talk to you,
lk to icrocom.
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Combine major personal com
puters into a VisiCalc network.

Transfer graphics and data
reliably and error free.

information on nearly any topic you
can name. From UPI news, to stock
and commodity listings, to airline
schedules.
Micro-Telegram. Western Union
services from your Apple n:M
Micro-Telegram™ connects you to any
Western Union™ terminal in the world
via TWX;M Telex;M Mailgram™ or interna
tional cable. It also brings you news,
stock and gold quotes, foreign exchange
rates, even sports and ski reports.
Micro-Telegram is much better than a
mechanical Teletype:M It operates unat
tended. It automatically formats, files
and displays messages. And, since you
create and edit messages off-line at
your CRT, it saves you the time and
aggravation of punching and repunching
paper tapes.
Support you can rely on.
When you buy Microcom's communica
tion packages, you're buying a lot more
than just software. You're buying easy

to-use, reliable products with profes
sional documentation and knowledge
able customer support. And you're
buying the convenience of a nation
wide dealer network.
So if you're talking communications,
you should be talkil)g to Microcom.
Now, for more information, contact
your local Apple or IBM computer
dealer.

MICROCOM

We make Iittle computers talk big.

1400A Providence Highway, Norwood, MA 02062, 617-762-9310
Microcom, Micro-Courier, Micro-Telegram and Micr o-Termin al are trademarb ufM icrucom, Inc. Apple and Apple lI are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.
VisiCalc is a trademark ofVisiCorp Inc. Western Union, Mailgram, TWX, Telex and Teletype are trademarks of Western Union. Inc. Dow J one:; is a trademark uf Dow
Jones, Inc. THE SOU RCE is a servicemark uf Source Telecomputing Corporation. IBM is a regh;tered trademark of International Busine,.;s MachinP>' Cor poration.
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''The Professional'' Series from
Time Share Users
NEW Apple II terminal software

• Z-Term "The Professional"™ by Bill Blue, for
Apple CP/M*
• P-Term "The Professional"™ by Joel Kunin and
Bill Blue, for Apple Pascal**
• ASCII Express " The Professional"™ by Mark
Robbins and Bill Blue, for Apple DOS**

Businessmen
Q.

Do you have difficulty operating your printer when
connected to a time-sharing computer? Are files
you ' re trying to download too large for your system
buffer? Does your host computer lose data when you
send files to it?

A. "The Professionals" incorporate printer ring buffers
which allow slower printers to accept data at their
own rates. Very large files are easily received by
periodically saving the buffer to disk . Unlike some
software which can lose data during disk saves,
"The Professionals" not only direct the host to stop,
but actually wait for it to respond before performing
the save. After a successful save, the host is
automatically directed to continue. This process
may be repeated indefinitely. Lost data during send
is virtually eliminated by the widest variety of send
options available in any communications software.
"The Professionals" ensure fast, reliable data trans
fer of any valuable business information.

Authors

a.

Does your line of work involve sending written
material to others? Are you a program author who
would like to send work in progress to a partner or
client and know that it arrived intact? What would
the ability to instantly send material or programs to
anyone at any time be worth to you?

A. "The Professionals" provide the ideal way to send
your articles, manuscripts, reports , programs and
technical documents to another computer with
phone line access. Now you can work WHEREVER
you want, and be assured that your data is sent to its
destination quickly and error-free. In fact, compared
to the fastest mail services, "The Professionals" ot
ter immediate delivery and will save you the pur
chase price in just a few uses.

Students
Q.

Are you bothered by limited access to your school's
existing terminals? Would you like to be able to do
your school assignments at home at your own con
venience?

A. "The Professionals" allow you to access virtually
any dial-up school or college computer system over
standard telephone lines. This means no more
waiting in line tor an available terminal or hassles
with malfunctioning school equipment. You can
even prepare term papers or reports while off-line
and send the completed work to the school com
puter for final printing. Best of all, you can work from
home at the times most convenient for you.

•cP/M is a trad e mark of Dig ital Researc h
•• Apple 1s a tra demark of App le Computers , In c.

Q.

Are you tired of wasting time and money sending or
receiving files with inadequate, poorly designed
software? Do you find yourself manually performing
the same lengthy log-in procedures over and over
again? Would you like to automate these procedures
for yourself and others?

A. "The Professionals " allow you to send files which
have been prepared in advance. They may then be
transferred at any time, as quickly as possible 
even to several different systems. No time is
wasted reviewing information while on line; data may
be captured by your computer or printer (or both) to
be evaluated later at your convenience. These fea
tures assure minimum on-line time and therefore
minimum on-line cost.
"The Professionals" introduce macros that are more
sophisticated than anything previously seen in com
munications software. These "hand-shaking " mac
ros allow you to perform complete multi-stage log-on
sequences automatically; all you do is specify the
system to be called. This eliminates sign-on errors
and greatly simplifies operation of the entire system,
not only for you, but for other less skilled operators .

Bulletin Boards
Q. Would you like to be able to take advantage of the in

formation featured on local bulletin boards and infor
mation services such as The Source, CompuServe,
Dow Jones, and others?
A. " The Professionals " open the world of modem com
munication networks to you. There are already
thousands of these systems and networks in use na
tionwide. "The Professionals " provide an ideal way
of accessing these systems. All 80 column boards,
external terminals (even the 40 column screen), and
currently available communications devices are fully
supported, including the Hayes Micromodem II and
Novation Apple CAT. All standard baud rates - 110,
300 , 1200 and others - are fully supported ; BAU DOT
too, if your computer is equipped with the Apple CAT
modem.

Clubs
0. Are there other Apple owners with whom you would
like to exchange programs or files, but have been
unable to do so because of limitations imposed by
the software you now use?
A. Any two Apples equipped with " The Professionals"
can transfer ANY type or size file with complete error
checking and correction . All of "The Professional"
packages are fully conversant with each other and
operate almost identically. For the first time ever,
you can transfer compatible files to an operating
system different from yours - error free!
"'The Professional" Series - Excellence in Apple
Corn111 un1 ca t1 ons Software

D
P.O. Bo x 582-S

southwesteRn
data sYstems'M
Santee , CA 92071

714-562-3670
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able in oak or birch hardwoods and wood veneers, with nat
ural or medium walnut-stained finish. Forty-six-inch work
table, $175; with top sider, $195. Thirty-six-inch worktable,
$170. Printer table, $165. Top sider shelf unit, $30.
D Health Science Products (Box 5545, Birmingham, AL 35207;
205-251-0500) manufactures DataLeggett, an ergonomically de
signed split-level CRT workstation, providing proper viewing
position and distance from CRT, featuring frontal placement
of the copy holder. Height-adjustable video display platform
slants for glare control. Two widths: 26~", $395; 30o/~", $450.
D AG/ PAC, a package of over eighty agricultural programs
by 0. Arthur Stiennon, selected from 250 of those he uses to run
his Cold Comfort Farms in Dane County, Wisconsin, is now
available from Wisconsin Microware (One South Park Street,
Suite 220, Madison, WI 53715; 608-255-9020). Includes least-crop
ration for beef and dairy cattle, cash crop profit matrix, crop
marketing decision, commodities market, livestock raising de
cision, real estate investment analysis, and financing com
parisons. Requires two drives and a language card. For Apple
II Plus, $1,500; Apple III, $1,500.
D Video Loom II, a new version of the original weaver's pro
gram that simulates a hand-loom design and presents a hi-res
color picture of the resultant textile, is available from Laurel
Software (Suite 1234, 1310 College Avenue, Boulder, CO 80302;
303-442-6363). Machine language program sets up warp and
weaving sequence; simulates thirty-two-harness loom with
sixty-four treadles, varies warp and weft colors, thicknesses,
and spacing between threads. Saves any design elements to
disk, hard copy printouts available. Requires Applesoft in
ROM. $59.95.
D Elementary Basic and Elementary Pascal, by Henry Led
gard and Andrew Singer, are programming tutorials that pre
sume to present certain cases of Sherlock Holmes in which the
master of deduction fed his data into an ancestor of modern
computers, giving detailed descriptions to Dr. Watson that
clarify the formats of Basic and Pascal, and the fundamentals

STOP

of programming. From Vintage Books (201 East 50th Street,
New York, NY 10022; 212-572-2188) . Cloth, $20; paper, $12.95.
D The SSD Solid State Disk Emulator from Synetlx (15050 NE
95th Street, Redmond, WA 98052; 206-885-4215) provides plug-in
emulation of a single or dual disk drive. Increases speed up to
1,000 percent, operates in any I/0 slot. Single disk 147K, $550;
dual disk 294K, $950.
D MicroStand (Box 96, Tolovana Park, OR 97145; 503-436-1429)
has added Disk Caddy DC-1 to its line of computer acces
sories; a steel disk-storage cti,se with 100-disk capacity. $49.95.
D Accessory Bridge AB-1 shelves an Epson MX-70/80/100 or
Bytewriter printer with paper tucked underneath. $39.95.
D Two 96-TPI flexible disk drives have been introduced by
Olivetti OPE (505 White Plains Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591;
914-631-3000): the single-sided FD 591 and the double-sided FD
592, offering unformatted capacity of 500K and lMb, respec
tively. Brushless DC motor, split-band head positioning mech
anism, and fewer parts. Average access time of eighty micro
seconds; track-to-track access time of three microseconds. FD
5.91, $435; FD 592, $545.
D Rainbow Graphics is a graphics package designed to be
used with joystick only. Full shape table functions, color fill,
move area, clone area, six-font label function, and edit detail
feature. From Rainbow Computing (19517 Business Center
Drive, Northridge, CA 91324; 213-349-0300) . Applesott in ROM.
$29.95.
D The Genius, a full-page display CRT, is now available with
an Apple III interface card from Micro Display Systems (514
Vermillion Street, Hastings, MN 55033; 612-437-2233). Displays
fifty-seven or seventy-three lines of text eighty characters
across, instantly reformats during editing; SK of high-speed
buffer memory to refresh the screen. Quantity discounts.
$1,795 .
D Practical Pascal Programs, by Greg Davidson, converts
the programs of the book Practical Basic Programs into UCSD
Pascal. Forty programs covering finance, management de-

PLAYING GAMES WITH
YOUR RESOURCES!

Are you really managing your finan ces or just using an
expensive.calculator to help balance your checkbook(s)?
It takes a double entry system to do the job right. Why?

Less than half the financial transactions n ecessary to
adequately manage your r e sources and plan your tax
strategy can be accomodated with single entry syst(•ms.

You can't, if you use software that simply automates
the way peopl e do things by hand, .. . but , with
The ACCOUNTANT, by D ecision Support Sortware,
the power of your computer is harn essed to offer yo u the
advantages of an automated double e ntry system even if
you don't know a debit from a credit !

'BEST PACKAGE EVALUATED'
"For the home user (and perhaps in some
less complex small business), the best package
we evaluated was the Accountant by Decision
Support Software."
- Mind Your Business Dept., Sortalk, Jan. 82
Our users are equally impressed:
"The ACCOUNTANT is not only very sophisticated
and full of surprising features. such as automatic
transactions and linkages to VisiCalc"", but is very
easy to use".

The ACCOUNTANT
Finance Data Base System
The A('('OU:-ITANT is a decision support tool that
provides an individual or business with timely, acc urat e
data to plan, monitor and control their financ t•s. The
detailed records contained in The A('('OlJNTANT"s data
base will ena blt> you to itemize each and t_•very legitimat e
tax deduction. DRCALC', a VisiCalc"' interface , rt-'trieves
data from The A<'COUNTANT's data base and creat<"s
a VisiCalc 'Mfile of ac tual and projected fin a nl'ial data
whic h can be u sed for financial simulations a nd hLx
compu tat ions.

Was financial management one of your justifications
for purchasing an APPLE'" computer?

How can you use a doubl e e ntry system without a
refr esher course in accounting?
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The ACCOUNTANT includes
these user oriented features:

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Menu driven
operations
Co mpre h e nsive
prompting
User defined

account name s
User defined
code names
Reference to
accounts and codes
by name or number
Ability to cancel
operations or queries
when desired
Ad hoc queries

The ACCOUNTANT requires an APPLE II
with .t8K. APPLESOFT and single or dual dri ves. The
system includes a mast e r disk and a newly relPased utility
di s k (both in s tandard DOS 3.3 format), hardware key.
and a comprehensive, t•asy to follow uspr's guide- in an
attractive binder ... . ... ... ... . ........... .. ........ S 129
DBCALC (with IO·IO model includPd)
requires VisiCale"' ... .... .. . ..... . ... ..... .. ........

$~0

Find out why APPLE'" owners are
switching to The ACCOUNTANT. Order
from your APPLE'" dealer or call DSS
at (800) 368-2022 (in VA (703) 241-8316).

Decision Support Software
1438 Ironwood Drive
McLean, VA 22101
APPLE '" is a lrad ema rk of APPLE Computer Inc ., Cupe rtino. CA.
Vis1 Cafc'" is a trademark of Personal Software Inc .. Sunnyvale. CA .
Use your Visa or Mastercard . Includ e S3 00 shipping and handhng VA residents add 4%
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SOFfALK
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
ASSET MGMT. & SUMMARY

AUTO REPEAT BOARD

Complete depreciable asset record management
system. Easy entry of old depr. records. Up to
I0 user named base files. Does all methods of
depr, in vest credit and spc 1st yr depr. Figures
recap inv er, capital G / L, and remain book
value of junked,. sold or traded assets. Prints or
displays individual Depr schedules with details
of any disposition made. Optional 132 CLM
print capability of yearly asset listings and sum
providing data for income tax and fin stmt prep.
USER ADJUSTED PARAMETERS HAN
DLES THE NEW 1981 'ACCELERATED
COST RECOVERY LAWS. ADJUSTS FOR
FUTURE CHANGES IN TAX LAWS.
Much more. Req: 48K APPLE II, II PLUS, 2
DISK DOS 3.3, 80 CLM. PRINTER. PRICE
$140 prepaid. Info or order CONTACT your
APPLE DEALER or SALBA SOFTWARE,
206 E. CYPRESS, ELMWOOD, IL 61529
(309) 742-8123.

A practical product for your Apple II that helps
you with text processing, scrolling, editing and
other programming needs. Completely hard
ware controlled. Repeats any key held down. It
has 2 speeds, on and off switch, infinite index
ing and easy installation. Send money order or
check for $39.95 to Future Integrations, PO Box
43259, Cleveland, OH 44143 .

INVESTORS: NO-LOAD
FUND TRADING SOFTWARE
NO-LOAD TRADER includes a unique op
timization system that provides you with opti
mized signals for trading no-load mutual funds
in your IRA and KEOGH plans. The tele
phone switch privilege offered by many fund
groups enables you to maximize investment re
turn. For further details, contact: Flanagan &
Assoc., 235 Montgomery St., #115, San Fran
cisco, CA. (415) 421-4151.

PROTECT-0-TRACK
SOFTWARE PROTECTION
TM

You can now protect all your DOS 3.3 BASIC
and Pascal programs for a one time fee of$ l 500.
The system allows users to back-up and modify
protected disks while preventing illegal copying.
Used by !OSI, Micro Lab, Sierra, Saturn, Em
pire and Brokersoft. DSR Inc., 5848 Crampton
0., Rockford, IL 61111(815)877-1343.

FREE??? No, but the cheapest ever' MicroSoft
Premium System (Z80 SoftCard, CP/ M, Videx
80 column, 16K RAM card): MicroModem II;
NEC 8023: WordStar: Lobo drive (100% Apple
compatible), with interface. Call for the lowest
prices on these and other items. Shipping $5/ or
der. Turris Ebora Computer, (301) 454-610 I,
ask for Jeff.

FOR THE APPLE III
Character set editor. Joystick or keyboard.
Edit, mix and create system character
sets for the Apple Ill. Requires Pascal.
Source code included.
$40-PowerTools, 1206 Karen Ave.,
Austin, TX 78757.

STOCK MARKET SOFTWARE
Increase your profits with OPTIONX, the ul
timate option analysis program for the Apple
computer. Price $95.00 including 65 page
manual. In CA add 6% tax. Send for free bro
chure describing OPTIONX and other sophisti
cated investment software.
CRAWFORD DATA SYSTEMS
350 N. Lantana, Suite 561 C
Camarillo, CA 93010
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL TEAMS of
the PAST. New data disks for Strategic Simula
tions Computer Baseball Game are available,
both American and National Leagues: 1927,
1963. More to come. Send $15 per year/disk
ette to: Marcus' 805 Temple Terrace #303, Los
Angeles, CA 90042. Inquiries welcomed.

ROBOTWAR Special! With every purchase of
RobotWar at our regular low price of $33.95,
you get an official MUSE ROBOTWAR T
shirt for only $ l.00! Additional shirts (or sold
separately - $5.95. Specify size S-M-L-XL.
Send check or money order to THE SOFT
SPOT, INC. Dept. S3, PO Box 212, Corbett,
Oregon 97019 (503) 695-5770. Please include $2
shipping/ handling. RobotWar is a registered
trademark of Muse Software.

CONVERT INTEGER
PROGRAMS
to run on Apple II+ without language or
memory cards. Run programs in both BAS!Cs
from the same disk, using existing menus. Fool
proof one-time conversion. $20 postpaid, THE
INTEGER FIX, Barrington Educational Com
puter Co-op, PO Box 863, Barrington, IL 60010.

FREE SOLAR
POCKET CALCULATOR•
w/ $500 order. Complete line of Micro and
CP/ M software. Atari 800 / $670. 16K RAM,
Wizard board for Apple/ $115. Call: Anadek
Epson-Qume-Xerox 630, Amdek-NEC-Sanyo,
Xerox 820. Call for prices on software. Data
ware Inc., PO Box 1122, 1615 N. Wilcox Ave.,
Hollywood, CA 90028 (213) 465-0751 *While
supply lasts.

GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICES on
major brands of micro-software-hardware. 90
day and product return guarantee. Software Ga
lore is a membership buying service. Gigantic in
ventory of old & new releases. Next day ship
ping. No per-item handling fee.
SOFTWARE GALORE
PO Box 10005
Marina Del Rey, CA 90291
(213) 827-1851; 800-423-6326 (Nat'!)
*Member of Better Business Bureau
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WIZARDRY PLAYERS

CATALOG FOR THE APPLE

Modify your characters with this utility pro
gram. Resurrect the dead or lost. Alter charac
teristics, experience & gold points. CHEAT!
Make yourself a 13th level super hero for
Knight of Diamonds. Disk 48K, includes maps
of dungeon. $20.00, California residents include
6% sales tax. ARS Publications, 3710 Pacific
Ave. #16, Venice, CA 90291.

A Rainbow of Applications has 114-pages con
taining informative descriptions of products
evaluated and recommended by Rainbow Com
puting. It's FREE with just $2 for shipping
(Check, Visa or MasterCard). Send to: RC I
Marketing. 19517 Business Center Dr., North
ridge, CA 91324 (213) 349-0300. For our News
letter, send $1.

PEACHY WRITER
New! A complete text editor that anyone can
learn in less than an hour.
$24.95

HAPPY FACE
4 hi-res games for children: Riddles. Famous
Sayings, Nursery Rhymes. Spelling. 48K $15.00
GENERAL PHYSICS (11 disks, 75 programs)
$200; AQUARIUM $25: DINOSAURS $15;
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION $15. Visa M / C.
Free Catalog. Write Cross Educational Soft
ware, Box 1536, Ruston , LA 71270 (318) 255
8921.

VISICALC ®BUSINESS
TEMPLATES

STATISTICS package for research and evalu
ation. Data file mgmt., high resolution scatter
plots, statistical procedures, non-parametric
tests . 40 page manual with examples from sam
ple data set. $85. MicroStat Software, PO Box
681, Fairfield, IA 52556.

$$ WE ARE THE LOWEST $$
We have the biggest software selection available
anywhere. No minimum orders. No per item
shipping charges. Call or Write for a free 24
page catalog:
Mr. Software
Suite 148 - Dept 872
114-41 Queens Blvd.
Forest Hills, NY 11375
(212) 268-274 7

VisiCalc ' Business Application Templates
V210 Business Temp One'"
Break Even ... . . .. . .... . . . ... . .. $29.95
V220 Bookkeeping Tempxx '"
Rcpts. / Disb .... ... . .... . ... , . . .. $29.95
V230 Business Temp Two'"
Prof/ Loss . .. . .... ....... ... .... $29.95
V240 Business Forms Temp'"
Bus Forms ..................... $29.95
V250 Appointment Temp'"
Time Analysis ................... $29.95
V260 Business ReporTemp '"
Anal-Rept ...................... $29.95
BGS Series - all 6: $119.95. Visa/ MC add
$2.50 Hdl. EXEC CORP, PO 192, Clinton, MD
20735 (301) 856-1180

Here's a day-by-day diary for exercisers de
signed by a runner. Tracks progress over a wide
variety of exercise activities. 48K, DOS 3.3 and
ROM Applesoft basic required. Warranteed
upon registration .
SASE for more information.
Introductory price $22.95. Incl. shipping.
FREE LANCE INK
1806 Wickham
Royal Oak, Michigan 48073

VC-Manager will add, subtract & divide Visi
Calc spread sheets. Generate Variance reports,
Company totals from Divisions, etc. Preserves
equm ions!

When you use your business computer you want
powerful quality software. Too much depends
on it to settle for less. Dynamic Software has se
lected the best business software available for
forecasting, accounting, word processing, and
more. Guaranteed free fast delivery. Write to:
Dynamic Software, PO Box 3576, Federal Way ,
WA 98003.

VC-Loader converts any text file to DIF. Use
with a communication program such as Visi
Term to get data from ORI, The Source, any
time-sharing system , directly into VisiCalc or
VisiPlot.
From your Dealer or Micro Decision Systems,
PO Box 1392 , Pittsburgh, PA 15219. Tele: (412)
276-2387. Price $65 each + 6% PA tax.

NEW! THE AEROBICS MASTER

SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS

SOFTWARE RENTALS
GAMES FOR THE APPLE 11
RAINBOW SOFTWARE
9528 Miramar Road, Suite 26
San Diego, CA 92126
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SOFTWARE SPECIALS
Wizardry #2
Arcade Machine
Warp Destroyer

VisiTrend/ VisiP/ot
Sub-Logic Pinball
Hom e Accountant

These are just a few of our fantastic specials.

BYTES & PIECES
Box 525 Dept. 7S
East Setauket, NY 11733
(516) 751-2535
Ask about our free price list #607

$1.89 PREMIUM DISKS!!
OPVS brand 5 114" disks. FULLY GUARAN
TEED individually tested- I00% certified error
free performance. With reinforced hub rings,
non-tear envelopes a nd exclusive SUEDE
jackets for long life. I0 disks per case. 1-5 cases
$21.99, 6-9 $20.99, 10-19 $19.99, 20 up $18.99.
Add $1 per case for 8" disks. Shipping $2 for 1-9
cases, $4 IO up. Dealer inquiries invited. Send
check to: Callahan Co mputers, Box 10188, San
Jose, CA 95157.

Sofia/k's classified advertising section offers a
considerably less expensive way than display ad
vertising to reach tens of thousands of Apple
owners.
Classified advertising space is available at
the rate of$IO per line for the first ten lines, with
a five line minimum. Each line over ten lines is
$25 per line. Ad copy should be received no later
than the 10th of the second month prior to the
cover date of the issue you want the ad to ap
pear. Payment must accompany ad copy.
The publisher reserve5 the right to reject any
advertising that he feels is not in keeping with
the publication's standards.
Heads will be set in IO point bold face, all
capitals only. Italics are available for body text
only: please underline the portions you would
like it alicized .
The body text of the ad will hold roughly 45
characters per line. Spaces between words are
counted as one character. Heads will hold
roughly 24 characters per line, with spaces be
tween words counted as one character. Please
indicate if you would like the head centered or
run into the text.
Please write or call for additional informa
tion.
Softalk Classi fied Advertising
11021 Magnolia Boulevard
North Hollywood, California 91601
Attention: Elaine Cohen
213-980-5074

t)
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cision, statistics, science, and math. From OsbomejMcGraw
HJll (630 Bancroft Way , Berkeley, CA 94710; 415-548-2805).
$15 .99.
D Soft-Link (161 South San Antonio Road, Los Altos, CA 94022;
41 5-941-7553 ) is offering the opportunity to teat software prior to
purchase. A small fee allows the user to take a program home
and sample it for a few hours to six months . This trial-use ar·
rangement is possible because of SoftLok, an encryption
process which locks up the program at a certain point. After
full payment the user receives Keycode, the encryption un
scrambler. Soft-Link products range from accounting to
genealogical programs and require a Z-80 card. Preview
(locked) programs, $49.95.
D PlannerCalc, the first microcomputer business software to
be written in English, has been announced by Comshare (3001
South State Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48106; 404-634-9535). Uses
spreadsheet method; procedural steps entered in English with
conventional mathematical logic. Initial product in projected
line of Targ et Business Planning Systems. $50.
D Op en Apple Gazette, a newsletter devoted to the Apple III
from Original Apple Hiers (Box 813, San FranciBco, CA 94101),
assists in locating others for interest groups, gives access to a
Pascal library and to material written for and about the III,
and will reprint the Third Basic series from Softalk. Annual
membership, $25 .
D Starcom (Box 592, Westminster, CA 92683; 714-898-6541),
now available on Compuserve and The Source, offers pro
gramming in Basic , an electronic consumer's buying guide, a
bulletin board subsystem, electronic travel reservations, in
ter-user mail, nationwide local access phone numbers, inter
active chat between users, user directory, games, news, more.
Twenty-four hour service. $3.60 per hour.
D VislCorp (2895 Zanker Road , San Jose, CA 95134; 408-946
9000) has released a more powerful version of its VisiSchedule
software for the Apple III, taking advantage of available
eighty-character upper case and lower case display, ex
panded keyboard, greater internal memory, and hard-disk

AUTHORS WANTED
APPLE PASCAL/BASIC! A SSEMBLER
Can you write the next Wizardry? We are looking
for top notch programmers to design and imple
ment state-of-the-art entertainment and business
software. Here is what we can offer you!
• BEST RO YAL TIES in the business.
• Professional support designing, implement
ing, debugging and refining your software.
• Hardware and software development tools
at cost or free.
• All production, packaging, distribution and
advertising are done for you leaving time
to start new projects.
• State-of-the-art copy protection is provided .
Interested? To find out more, call or write:
Robert Sirotek

(r=s=i=r=-t=e=c=h::;:) SOFTWARE, INC.
6 Main Street I Ogdensburg, New York 13669
(315) 393-6633
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storage. Updates information on-screen when a change is initi
ated and incorporates all pertinent data including costs, avail
able staffing, resource leveling, and scheduling constraints;
displays and prints out calendar representation of start and
stop dates, slack time, holidays, and deadlines for up to 300 dif
ferent tasks. $300.
D MECC '82 (2520 Broadway Drive, St. Paul, MN 55113; 612
376-1131), an educational computer conference, will be held
December 1-2, 1982, in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Will feature
practical sessions and discussions, and pre and post confer
ence training sessions on implementing computing, program
ming micros, developing courseware, and in-service planning.
D The Access Times, a marketing publication for customers
of Shugart Associates (475 Oakmead. Parkway, Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408·733-0100), has resumed publication after an eight
een month hiatus. New graphic format, more coverage of
user application stories, and new column features on current
developments in disk drive technology and marketing.
D Free Enterprise, a business simulation game for the Apple
from SRA (155 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60606; 312-984
7053), features three levels of difficulty for one player against
the computer or six or more players against each other. Run
up to six companies, each selling in home territory, other com
pany's home areas, and in a common market area; decide on
advertising budgets, production costs, plant improvements, re
search and development, loans, and stockholder dividends.
Based on IBM's Management Decision-Making Laboratory
program. $60.
D Advanced Operating Systems (450 St. John Road, Michigan
City, IN 46360; 219-879-4693) has released Hello Central!,
putting the Apple in direct communication with mainframe,
mini, and microcomputer systems, and accessing all data
base services. Upload and download messages or files using a
text buffer, use as auto-dialer, display text in forty-column and
route to printer in eighty-column form. Works with modem as
answering machine. Editor and text handling operations let
the user retrieve, edit, manipulate, and print text files. $99.
D Architecture Technology Corporation (Box 24344, Minne
apolis, MN 55424; 612-935-2035) has published the 1982 LOCAL
Netter Designer's Handbook, a 224-page guide to network
specification and design. For professionals involved in local
network specification, selection, and design; provides up-to
date overview of local network field and specific information
on equipment and issues. $65 U.S.; $90 foreign.
D The summer game onslaught continues! From Gebelli (1771
Tribute Rd., Sacramento, CA 95815) comes Lazersilk, in which
you, the spider , must capture various wandering insects and
repair the damage done to your web. $29.95. D Neptune fea
tures a speeding submarine negotiating the terrain of the
ocean floor and torpedoing hostiles. Joystick or paddles. $29.95.
D Level-IO (Box21187,Denver,C080221) has Space Rescue, a
home-arcade game in which you must descend to the surface
of an alien planet from your mothership to rescue six survivors
of the starship Patton, then fight your way out through the plan
et's orbiting defenses. $29.95.
D Adventure International (Box 3435, Longwood, FL 32750)
has released Rear Guard, featuring a horde of cyborgs you
must maneuver around and then destroy before they pass off.
screen and get to your mothership. $29.95.
D In Death Race '82 from Avant-Garde (Box 30160, Eugene,
OR 97403; 503-345-3043) you avoid obstacles and duel with ene
my vehicles through ten road mazes. Paddles, either DOS.
$29.95 . D In Federation you must battle a fleet of Dron Drones
with laser cannons and neutrostatic tracking bombs, as well as
their allies planetside. Keyboard. $29.95.
D The Software Fitness Program is a comprehensive, inter
active, multiuser accounting system for CP/M and MP/M
users available from Open Systems (430 Oak Grove, Minnea
polis, MN 55403; 612-870-3515). Features include self-instruc
tional, on-line computer lessons and self-running demos. Pre
viously supplied to major computer manufacturers and small
business users, Open Systems now makes this accounting sys
tem available directly to dealers and distributors. Requires Z
80 card. Dealers, $525; or $275 each for 200 or more.
JI
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48K Apple 11/11 + OS 3.3 -0QIY
5 on disk from your local computer
· ctly fr~m . . .
,

Ranch Road • Coarsegold , CA 9 3
ISA, MASTERCHARGE , C, 0 .0 . or CHECK

'l:re1J!17Yml1r".6'
The best value word processor

ST WE GOT RID OF
THE LOWER CASE ADAPTER
and put lower case on the screen

WITHOCJT HARDWARE.

and put seventy columns of text on the screen

WITHOCJT HARDWARE.

D

)

THEN WE GOT RID OF
WASTED EDITING TIME
by developing printer spooling

AGAIN WITHOCJT HARDWARE!

AND WE'RE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR
NEW WAYS TO SAVE VOCI TIME AND MONEY. ~~~•n1r

SCREEN WRITER II is, frankly, the kind of word processor you would have
developed for yourself ifyou were a programmer: strictly professional in its features~
yet simple enough for even a beginner. And that's where we started.
Sure, SCREEN WRITER gives you boldface, underline, global search/replace and form letter'capabiliti~. Of course, it
lets you eliminate the boredom of retyping redundant text. Certainly, it lets you generate up to four indices, has complete
formatting capability as well as full editing of any DOS 3.3 text or binary (including APPLESOFT programs) ••• and many .
other wanted features.
·
That's enough to make SCREEN WRITER a very good value in word processors. But, ~e wanted to make it the best
value. And we did ... by eliminating the need for you to spend hundreds of dollars extra for supportive hardware! SCREEN
WRITER is the only word processor to offer true software based lower case, a 70 column screen and printer spooling* which
allows you to edit while printing, for more efficiency. ·
With these extra, money-saving features at no extra charge, we think you'll agree, SCREEN WRITER Is the best value in
word processors today. And it's yours at$129.95. WAIT! It becomes an even better value if you buy our SCREEN WRITER
PROFESSIONAL package. Then you get the SCREEN WRITER and our$ 99.95 DIC-TIO-NARY (described on the opposite
page) for just $199.95!
*Printer spooling feature only available for the following printer interface cards: APPLE parallel, SSM AIO parallel or serial, EJ>SON APL, Centronics parallel
and the Grappler. SCREEN WRITER II runs on any 48K APPLE 11/11 Plus with DOS 3.3, and is available now at your local computer store, or directly from •••

O

Visa. Master Charge, C.O.D., or Checks accepted.
Add $ J..00 for direct orders.

N•llN£ syslems
36575 Mudge Ranch Road

Coamegold, CA 93614

209-683-6858

THE DIC-TIO-NARY
ON-LINE SYSTEMS

choices, choices
No matter how good your
Apple 's word processor, the
user is human . So, the odds are
that spelling mistakes will
occur in almost every letter,
document, or proposal. Many
errors will be caused by those
who never won a spelling-bee
and are addicted to 'creative'
spelling .. .while others will be
due to keystroke 'typos'. Either
way, spelling errors can be em
barrassing to you - to your
image - to your business.
DIC-TIO-NARY
solves the spelling
problem for you ,
and does it at com
puter speed, easily
and almost effort
lessly. How easily,
how effortlessly?
Well, with DIC
TIO-NARY
you
have the option to
correct a word
immediately . . .
right at the time you're doing the spelling check. No
wa;i.ting necessary. And if, by chance, you don't know
the correct spelling of the word, you can go into the
wordbook right then and there and have it displayed for
you! (Ask for these features on competitive programs,
no matter their price, and see how fast they change the
subject.) We think you 'll find that for helpfulness our
DIC-TIO-NARY is on par with having your favorite
English teacher or even Mr. Webster at your elbow!

The.DIC-TIO-NARY will dis
play for you any word not listed _
in its wordbook and any mis
spelled word . It then offers you
a choice of word-editing op
tions . For example : You may
decide to ignore the word . You
may have it marked in your text
and/or on the printout, for later
identification, correction or
replacement. You may have the
word automatically added to
your wordbook. Or, you may
immediately correct the spell
ing (using the
wordbook for ver
ification, if de
sired) ... and all
occurrences of
that word will
automatically be
corrected through
out your text, keep
ing the original
capitalizations or
lower case letters!

Saves you from creative speling

words, wor d s, wor ds
The DIC-TIO-NARY starts you off with more words
than you 'll probably ever need: 25,000 of the words used
most often. Plu s it lets you add 3000 words of your own
choosing, so you can customize it to your specific
needs . (By making back-up "wordbooks" you could
have many additional lists of 3000 words!)

how it works

In simplest form , the DIC-TIO-NARY races through
your document at a 2+ page-per-minute speed. It looks
at every word in your text. At the same time it compares
each word with those in its 28,000 wordbook ... checking
for any misspelling. When it catches a goof, you get to
see the word as it was used in your text, on the screen.
The DIC-TIO-NARY then asks how you want that par
ticular word handled.

extras, extr as
For ease of u s e , for efficiency and true proofreading
effectiveness the DIC-TIO-NARY provides you with
many other useful goodies. You may add or delete in
dividual words from the wordbook ... or do the same
with an entire list of words . You may have any portion
of the wordbook listed, and may search it even while
processing documents . When you add it up , you 'll find
you can't get our total combination of features in any
other spelling program at any price.
All in a ll our DIC-TIO-NARY may well be the most
valuable a nd useful program since the little red school
house di s appeared . Yet, you can enjoy all its benefits
for only $99.95. If you buy our special Screen Writer
Professional , you get the $129.95 SCREEN WRITER II
word processor described on the left, plus The DIC-TIO 
NARY, a t the package price of $199.95. Be creative! Save
$29.95!
D1C -TIO-NARY works with ScreenWriter II , Super
scri be II , Apple Pie and Apple Writer. Requires 48K
Apple II or II+ with DOS 3.3 . Available at your local
computer store or directly from . ..
Vis a, Mas ter Charge, C.0 .D ., or Checks accepted.
Add $1.00 for direct orders.

36575 Mudge Ranch Road
Coarsegold, CA 93614
209-683-6858
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Cold War. In the small but profitable
supercomputer market, Cray Research
and Control Data are far and away the
leaders. The two companies are based in
Minneapolis, ten miles apart.
The similarities do not end here. Un
til 1976, Seymour Cray, founder and
president of Cray Research, worked as a
computer designer for Control Data. He
left to start his own company, feeling that
Control Data wasn't developing super
computers fast enough.
Technically, a supercomputer func
tions at a speed of twenty million float
ing-point operations per second and is ca
pable of handling a range of problems
that have a database of more than a tril
lion words. Only forty-four supercom
puters have been installed worldwide;
thirty-nine are Cray Is and five are Con
trol Data Cyber 205s.
Soon after Cray Research's incep
tion, a rivalry developed between the two
companies that continues to this day.
Several times in the past five years, Con
trol Data has accused Cray Research of
practicing "one-upmanship."
Some of the bad feeling between the
two companies originates from an inci
dent that took place a few years ago in
Manchester, England. After a meeting of
Control Data's European customers,
Cray grabbed the potential buyers as
they were leaving and bused them to a
different location for a look at Cray's
supercomputer.
The Wall Street Journal (May 25,
1982) reported another Cray maneuver
that brought howls of displeasure from
Control Data. Control Data was set to un
veil its new line of general-purpose com
puters when Cray took the limelight by
announcing a faster version of its own su
percomputer just one day before.
Although Cray did circulate a brief
notice at Control Data's customers'
meeting in Saint Paul, a spokesperson for
the firm claims their announcement was
planned for months and wasn't timed to
embarrass the competition. The brief no
tice in question invited the Control Data
customers over to Cray Research while
they were in town.
Cray's unveiling was a big deal for the
company, apart from any consternation
it caused at Control Data. Customers and
the press were taken to Chippewa Falls,
Wisconsin, for a press conference in a fac
tory. This was a first for Cray, and the
media, including television, showed up in
force.
"We think of ourselves as innovative
and in the forefront of a new technolo
gy," says a Cray spokesperson. "We've
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been portrayed as concentrating on the
competition, which is not really accurate
and has caused a lot of grief."
The grief certainly hasn't affected
Cray's share of the supercomputer mar
ket. With more than 80 percent of the su
percomputer market, Cray is clearly
ahead of Control Data, which earns most
of its money from minis and main
frames. Control Data's total sales last
year were in the billions of dollars; Cray
racked up sales of about $100 million.
Cray is not the only guilty party in this
corporate rivalry. According to the Wall
Street Journal, Control Data started a
short-lived rumor that Seymour Cray
was leaving his company before the Cray
II supercomputer's projected 1985 com
pletion and shipping dates.
But Cray is not leaving, and the Cray
II should reach a working prototype
stage sometime in 1983. Until then, the
Hatfields and the McCoys will probably
find something else to bicker over, but
the business of making computers goes
on.
Knock on Any Door. A national sur
vey recently conducted by Dunhill Per
sonnel System sheds light on the data
processing job market. The study,
broken down into the eight top data proc
essing fields by area, indicates that com
puter processing has weathered the re
cession better than any other job mar
ket, but the grass isn't as green as it used
to be.
There was a time once when pro
grammers, programmer analysts, sys
tems programmers, and systems ana
lysts were treated practically like movie
stars. Salaries were sky-high, and if you
didn't like a job there were dozens of
others to choose from.
The Dunhill survey says that compa
nies hiring data processing personnel
have grown up. Hiring officials are wiser
now because they know more about what
they're looking for.
Results of the survey for specific mar
kets show that oil and gas companies of
fer the biggest salaries. A systems pro
grammer in these industries averages a
little more than $35,000 a year. By con
trast, a systems programmer in the
banking industry makes a little less than
$25,000. A systems analyst working in the
oil and gas industries makes, on aver
age, $30,000 a year, while a systems ana
lyst in the insurance business makes a lit
tle more than $25,000.
The low spot on the totem pole is re
served for the programmer. On the aver
age, programmers make $28,000 a year
in oil and gas; both insurance and bank
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ing programmers make slightly less than
$20,000.
When the facts are broken down by
state, California comes out the overall
winner. Its lifestyle may be a little crazy,
but the West Coast offers computer pro
fessionals the best money. On the aver
age, California programmers earn close
to $25,000 a year, compared to those in
Massachusetts who're lucky if they get
$18,000 annually.
Monetarily speaking, New York, Illi
nois, and Washington, D.C., are the best
areas after California, although salaries
vary from job to job. A systems pro
grammer in the nation's capital makes a
fair bundle, but the lowly program
mer/ analyst could do as well in Texas or
Michigan.
Unreal People. They're called "repli
cants" in Blade Runner, but don't be
fooled. The baddies out for Harrison
Ford's tail in the movie are plainly and
simply robots.
Ridley Scott's film is based on the late
Philip K. Dick's classic science fiction
novel, Do Androids Dream of Electric
Sheep ? Both the film and the book are
speculation on what biological humanity
may have created by the year 2024. In the
here and now, nothing resembling Dick's
superhuman replicant is anywhere near
the design stage. For the moment, hu
manoid robots are even more of a pipe
dream than fusion power.
"The humanoid robot is to robotics
what the butterfly is to flying. It's an in
spirational model," explains Carl Helm
ers, editor of Robotics Age. "Needless to
say , when trying for a butterfly, you may
end up with a Boeing 747."
The May/ June 1982 issue of the New
Hampshire-based journal for intelligent
machine applications and development
features an informative editorial by
Helmers on the relationship of com
puters and robots.
He writes: "A robotic engineering de
sign which does not take into account
modern computer design and applica
tion is bound for failure. Everything in
robotics is intimately bound up with the
use of computers-both as tools of de
sign and as structural elements of de
signs."
Later in the editorial, Helmers puts it
differently: ''The new field of robotics
stands on the shoulders of previous ad
vances in the computer field."
Robotics also stands on the shoulders
of previous advances in mechanical and
electrical engineering. But computer
technology is what makes it all happen ,
supplying the intelligence to guide me
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ch11nical arms 11 nd sensors .
Computers are also integral to the de
sign of intelligent machines. A "pyramid
of abstractions" illustrates how com
puters are used in the development of ro
botic systems .
At the top of the pyramid are soft
ware programs where abstract designs
are born. The abstract design is then
linked with generalized hardware for
testing a nd development in pro
grammed simulations. It's still easy to
change the abstraction at this level be
cause the simulation is mostly in the
computer.
Once specialized hardware is imple
mented, the process becomes less flexi
ble, and changing the design could make
expensive equipment obsolete.
At the base of the pyramid, the ab
stract design finally enters the real world
of motion systems. "The fact that we will
ultimately convert some parts of the ab
straction pyramid to real hardware is
what keeps us honest as designers-the
ultimate test of our simulation is whether
or not it works in real life," Helmers
writes .
Helmers compares operating sys
tems, typical software environments, as
tools of robotic development projects.
The best system, he says, appears to be
LISP on special hardware at a cost of ap
proximately $50,000, with fifty mega
bytes of hard disk storage and 250K of
main memory. UNIX on a minicam-

Buy STATMOD before August 31st and
receive these Statistical Analysis Programs
FREE!
• Cluster Analysis • Factor Analysis
• Descriminant Function • Analysis
• Time Series Analysis • Polynomial
Distributed Lags• Two-Stage Least
Squares
STATPRO is so powerful it compares to
SPSS, BMDP & MINITAB, previously
available only on mainframe.
STATMOD is a complete database system
for data analysis and plotting real numbers.
It includes both descriptive and comparative
statistics with a full range of data transfer·
mations available. Cross tabulations & con·
tingency analysis , 3-way & nested ANOVA,
Non-linear regression, matrix & non-par·
ametric statistics are just a few.
Send for: Demonstration Diskettes
(STAT/PLOl) $17.00
Manual: $17.00
Includes shipping
& handling
(Brochures Free)

BLUE LAKES SOFTWARE
3240 University Ave. Madison, WI 53705
(608) 233-6502

puter runs around $75,000 including ten
megabytes of mass storage and 250K of
ma.in memory. The UCSD pSystem rates
just behind CP/ M; both are relatively
cheap and require no software engineer
ing.
Helmers believes that soon large ar
rays of bubbles and semiconductors will
replace disks. This will benefit robotics
and computer science, but like with other
technological advances, there will be cas
ualties. Helmers cites a local New
Hampshire center for producing preci
sion ball bearings that faces the prospect
of losing a. large market. The company
makes bearings for the spindles found in
many floppy and hard disk drives. Disk
manufacturers will obviously be in for
rough times too.
The experimental robotics version of
the old Altair computer kits will appear
sometime in the next nine months, Helm
ers predicts. This should help people
learn about robotics on their own, just as
the build- 'em-yourself computers opened
up the world of amateur computing six
yea.rs ago.
Robots linked with personal com
puters are valuable training tools. An Ap
ple or an IBM pc equipped with a rela
tively inexpensive robot arm is much
more accessible to inexperienced opera
tors than the big computer systems ac
tually used to run most modern robots.
So where are the androids? Ask your
local science fiction nut; that's the only
place you'll find them today-in science
fiction.
The majority of real-life robots are
still in factories, welding and spray paint
ing, not quite drinking beer yet or root
ing for the surprising Detroit Tigers.
Some robots are swimming underwater
like fish, drilling platforms; and some
are flying at incredible speeds toward the
edge of the solar system.
But no robots have stood up on their
own two feet and ta.ken the first step on
the long road to becoming humanoid.
Surviving the Revolution. If you've
ever been up late at night and had your
computer hit a. bump in the road and lose
your la.st hour's worth of writing, you've
known technological frustration. Com
puters are just not that foolproof yet.
Even persona.I computers a.re really im
personal; they ha.ve total disregard for
the human being.
A computer doesn't know who you are
and doesn't give a hoot about what you're
up to. It'll accidentally erase data in mem
ory whether you're the chief executive of
the country or a. stringer for the Haw
thorne Herald. Humans are at fault, we
know that. After all, we built the darned
ma.chines.
The problem is that most people in the
early stages of the computer revolution
are unfamiliar with and just a little bit
scared of computers. With the revolution
just now hitting stride, the psychological
effects of computers are becoming the
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subject of increased investigation.
Thomas McDonald is a psychologist
with Transition Associates in San Diego,
California. He's very interested in the
stresses and strains created by comput
ers in the workplace and in the home. But
he's quick to point out that most people
seeking psychiatric help suffer from any
of a million problems.
"Very rarely, if ever, will someone
come in and say, 'I'm stressed because of
my computer.' But in the last three yea.rs
we've seen ten or twelve people in trou
ble, marital or work related, where com
puters were a complication.
"Computers can generate a unique
set of stresses and strains. If these re
main unaddressed, they can create prob
lems."
According to McDonald, few people
suffering from computer-related stress
get anywhere near therapy or a. psy
chologist's office; it's "the tail of an ele
phant." McDonald has talked to opera
tions managers in local companies,
which is where you can see all the levels
of computer-related stress and strain.
McDonald believes that some of the
blame rests with vendors who need to of
fer more help with the process of intro
ducing computers into the work environ
ment. By some estimates, more than half
of the country's businesses will use com
puters by 1990. Walking into a situation
with no computer experience can be very
scary.
"You don't have to worry about kids
so much, because they'll be exposed to
computers like mother's milk. But the
great swath of middle America is going
to find them a whole new thing," McDon
ald says. "The workplace has to be com
puterized and humanized."
Computers are machines, and hu
mans are not made of the same stuff. We
don't think logically all the time and
we're capable of burning out if a situa
tion becomes too stressful. The comput
er won't burn out (most of the time).
Stress in humans leads to burnout, which
leads to turnover, and that is very costly
to business.
McDonald defines a revolution as
something that happens in a very short
time, can't be predicted, and has a wide
affect. Any kind of revolution-social, po
litical, or technological-causes transi
tional stress. Great technical advances
create pressures of adaptation and cul
tural shock.
Computers will be as pronounced an
influence in our lives as television and
cars, which have stress-causing affects
themselves, but they're much easier to
use. Many improvements will be needed
to make computers more friendly and
foolproof.
McDonald plans to help keep investi
gating the problems of computer stress
and formulating ways to combat it. We
should all be thankful that someone is
bothering to look after our heads.
JI

Special
Introductory
Price:
$335.00

® Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, In c
tSiemens is a trademark of Siemens Corporation.
· Apple-Mate is a trademark of Quentin Research, Inc .,
which does not manufacture Apple computers .
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Everyone's Guide to Assembly
Language, Part 22
Last month's column concluded with a demonstration pro
gram that showed the relative appearances of a line drawn
with the normal hplot command as well as with special 140 and
560 point mode plotting routines.
The entire plotting process was based on a model of point
display in which each point on the screen corresponds to the
status of a particular bit within a memory byte. For general
plotting, the chart in figure 1 illustrates the corresponding col
or points. (For further details, consult recent installments of
this column.)
The 140-point mode was created to ensure that for any
hplot-type action, a consistent color dot would always be plot
ted. This consistency is not ordinarily available in the Apple's
usual 280-point mode.
For instances in which color is not a concern, an alternate
scheme was devised that would be indifferent to the color of
the dot illuminated (as the viewer would when using a black
and white monitor). An added feature of this scheme allows
resolution of points at 560 dots per line. This was done by using
the high-order bit of each byte to shift a given dot one-half of a
position.
When the final demonstration program was run, the last
line drawn was done in the 560-point mode. You may have no
ticed, though, that certain points on the line were rather faint.
This brings us to the discussion of one of the last (?) bugs in the
hi-res graphics routines.
Change last month's test program to appear as follows:
10 D$ = CHR$(4)
40 HOME : INPUT "BLACK l OR BLACK2? (l OR 2)";1
100 REM NORMAL TEST
110 HGR : HCOLOR= l * 4 - 4: HPLOT 0,0: CALL 62454:
HCOLOR= 11 - l * 4
120 FOR I = 0 TO l 00
130 HPLOT 1,1
140 NEXT I
200 REM PLOT.140 TEST
205 PRINT 0$;"BLOAD PLOT. 140,A$300''
210 FOR I = 0 TO l 00
220 CALL 76B,1,I
230 NEXT I
300 REM PLOT.560 TEST
305 PRINT D$;"BLOAD PLOT.560,A$300"
310 FOR I = 0 TO 100
320 CALL 76B,l,I
330 NEXT I

address:
bit:

* 2 l 3B:
*2139:
* 2139:
* 213B:
*2139:

$2000

0

When you run this program, enter either a 1 or a 2 to speci
fy which "flavor" of black you want for the background. Un
der normal circumstances, an hgr statement clears the back
ground to blackl, (high bit off on each byte) and plots are done
using whitel. This program changes that by using the alter
nate white for the background selected; that is to say, if you se
lect blackl for the background, white2 will be used to plot. If
you select black2, whitel will be used.
Examining the listing, then, you'll notice that line 110 sets
hcolor to blackl or black2, does the required plot, and then
clears the background to that color. A call 62454 will always
clear the current hi-res screen to the last color plotted (see
page 134 of your Applesoft Reference Manual for a description
of this).
Following the screen clear, white is set in the alternate
mode described earlier.
Lines 100-140 draw a diagonal line point by point as was
done last column, but now the line should appear to have a few
faint spots in it. If you choose black2 as the background, the line
will have places where the dots appear slightly larger than
you'd have expected.
Similar effects can be observed in the 140 and 560 mode
lines.
Interactions between Adjacent Bytes. The entire premise of
the 560-point mode was that the high-order bit of each byte af
fected the final display position of each bit within it. We have
seen how changing the status of bit 7 (the high-order bit) may
shift a given dot one-half of a position, depending on whether or
not the bit is set.
Now for the new wrinkle. It turns out that for dots asso
ciated with bit 6 of a byte, the high-order bit of the next byte in
memory also affects the display of the first byte.
As an example, first clear the hi-res screen with an hgr and
then enter the Monitor via the usual call-151.
Now enter the following values into memory. You should
see an effect similar to the description at the right of each
statement.
40 (plots dot. Width = l unit)
BO (dot extends. New width = l.5 units)
00 (bock to normol. Width = l unit)
CO (faint. Width = 0.5 units)
BO (normol. Width = l unit)
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$2000

address:
bit:

0

1

v
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The references to a width are an approach to explaining
what happens. If you have a black and white monitor, the rela·
tive visual strengths of the dots can be related to an apparent
width of the dots when illuminated on the monitor screen. On a
color television or monitor, the widths aren't discernible, but
differences in color and brightness can be seen.
Before any further explanations, let's re-examine the 560·
point model used in earlier columns.
You'll recall that although the violet and blue dots officially
occupy the same screen position horizontally, in actuality a
ha.If position shift may happen, depending on whether the high
bit is set or clear. When $2138 was set to $40, we were , as such ,
plotting position 12 on the display. When $2138 was set to $CO,
position 13 was illuminated. The flaw can be explained by
imagining that the high-order bit of $2139 (the next byte after
$2138) can also produce a. slight shift on a dot produced by bit 6
of $2138. The genera.I rule is that for any dot produced by bit 6,
the succeeding byte of memory must have a high-order bit (bit
7) set to the same value as bit 7 of the byte being plotted.
If this rule is not observed, one of two things will happen:
1. If bit 7 of the displayed byte is clear and the next byte is
set, the dot will be extended or enlarged-slightly.
2. If bit 7 of the displayed byte is set and the next byte is
clear, the dot will be reduced slightly, resulting in a faint
er image.
An interesting result is the conclusion that even the "nor·
ma!" method of plotting (that is, w hite) will give ragged dis
plays when adjacent bytes have contrary high-bit settings!
Some "New and Improved" Routines. Well then, that has
been a. lot to digest. In fact, at this point you might just want to
take a. break to let everything sink in, maybe fix yourself a nice
cup of tea. and meditate on it for a while.
Glad to see you a.gain! One of the difficulties in presenting
the material in the la.st few issues has resulted from the dis·
covery that hi-res graphics is not a.II that logical. Much of hi-res
graphics seems to be very empirical in nature . That is, it 's
more a. matter of accepting that things are a certain way as de·
rived from experimentation, than trying to account for the in
nermost workings of a seemingly random event. (In this case ,
the innermost workings a.re related to the purely electronic
world of wires, video protocols, and so forth, which is mostly
incidental to the programmer! )
The worst is probably over, though. At this point you should
have at lea.st a. general feel of how the dots are mapped on the
screen. Let's now create some final routines that encompass
the various quirks of the hi-res system as it presently exists:
PLOT.HO+. The first one to fix is the 140-point mode rou·
tine. For a.II routines the approach will be very direct:
1. Determine whether the dot being plotted involves bit 6 of

the byte of memory in question. If not, don't worry.
2. If bit 6 is used, check the status of the high-order bit (bit
7) of the byte.
3. Fix the high-order bit of the next byte in memory, if
needed , to match the first byte.
Here's the new routine to do just that:

0300:
0303:
0306:

20 BE DE
20 67 DD
20 52 E7

0309: 06 50
030B: 26 51
030D :
030F:
0311:
0313:
0315:
0317:

A9
24
FO
E6
DO
E6

OB
E4
06
50
02
51

0319:
031B:
0310:
031F :

A5
B5
A5
B5

50 .
EO
51
El

0321:
0324:
0325 :
0327:
0329:

20
BA
A6
A4
20

4C E7
EO
El
57 F4

032(: A5 30
032E: C9 CO
0330: DO 11
0332:
0334:
0335:
0337:
0339:
033B:
033D:
033F:
0341:
0343:

A4
CB
Bl
24
30
29
10
09
91
60

E5
26
E4
04
7F
02
BO
26

2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
lB
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
3B
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
4B
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
5B
59
60
61
62

• HI-RES PLOT. 140+ •
•
•
************* *********** *
•
•

•
CHKCOM
FRMNUM
GETADR
LINNUM
COMBYTE
•
x
•
HPLOT
COLBYTE
HMASK
HNDX
GBAS
•
ENTRY

•
CALC

OBJ $300
ORG $300
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

$DEBE
$DD67
$E752
$50
$E74C

EQU $EO
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

$F457
$E4
$30
$E5
$26

JSR
JSR
JSR

CH KC OM
FRMNUM
GETADR

ASL LINNUM
ROL LINNUM+l

; X* 2

•

•
Cl

•
GETY
PLOT

•
CHK

•
FIX

HICLR
HISET
STORE
DONE

LDA
BIT
BEQ
INC
BNE
INC

#$OB
COL BYTE
Cl
LINNUM
Cl
LINNUM+l

LDA
STA
LDA
STA

LINNUM
x
LINNUM+l
X+l

JSR
TXA
LDX
LDY
JSR

COM BYTE

; NO MATCH (COLOR=EVEN )

; PUT Y-COORD IN ACC
x
x+1
HP LOT

LDA HMASK
CMP #$CO
BNE DONE
LDY
INY
LDA
BIT
BMI
AND
BPL
ORA
STA
RTS

; BIT 3 (%00001000)

; %11000000

HNDX
(GBAS),Y
COL BYTE
HISET
#$7F
STORE
#$BO
(GBAS),Y

; %01111111
; ALWAYS
; % 10000000

The listing through line 47 should appear identical to last
month's routine. Lines 48 through 62 add a check to see wheth
er the next byte in memory needs to be adjusted according to
the three-step procedure just described.
The first step is to examine location $30 (HM ASK) . You 'll
remember from la.st month that this is a mask used to indicate
which bit position is to be set to plot the point. If bit 6 were set,
this location will hold the value $CO (binary : %11000000). Lines
49 through 51 check for this.
If a. match is found, we know bit 6 was set by the plot. We
must now access the next byte in memory and either set or
clear bit 7 of that to match our original b yte . Sin ce HNDX
($E5) holds the offset of the current byte (usually used by com ·
bining with GBAS ($26) in the form LDA (GBAS,Y), we can
load the Y register with HNDX and then increment using the
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INY on line 54 to shift our attention to the next byte. The data
for that byte is then loaded into the accumulator on line 55.
Now for the sleight of hand. We want to check the status of
the first byte, but if we loa d the accumulator we'll lose the data
currently held there. To solve the problem, consider this: The
color mask byte COLBYTE ($E4) holds the mask used only
moments before to do the plot. We can check the high-order bit
of this va lue to determine the status of bit 6 in the byte ac
cessed by the plot. Since it's bit 7 we're interested in, we can
a lso use the BIT command to do the check.
Line 56 does a BIT COLBYTE. This will move bit 7 of COL
BYTE into the status register, after which a BMI (branch on
minus) or a BPL (branch on plus) can be used to check how
the bit was set.
In this case, the BMI is used to detect bit 7 being set. If this
branch is taken, the program will skip to line 60. If not, the
HICLR (for high-bit clear) section will be entered. In this sec
tion, the AND operator is used to force the clearing of the high
bit in the accumulator. The BPL following this operation is al
ways taken as the sign bit of the status register and will be
cleared by this action as well.
If HISET (for high-bit set) is entered, the ORA #$80 will
force the setting of bit 7 of the accumulator. (If you need more
information on the logical operators, you may wish to consult
back issues of this column or chapter eleven of Assembly
Lines: The Book.) Line 61 (STORE) puts the contents of the ac
cumulator back into memory, immediately followed by the
RTS which ends the routine .
PLOT.560+. This routine is also a variation on a program
presented last month and again uses a check system identical
to that used in PLOT.140.
1
2

************************ *

3
4

*
*
**** ******************** *

5

*

HI-RES PLOT.560+

*

SOFTWARE
• BUSINESS • GAMES
•EDUCATION
APPLE, PET, ATARI, TRS 80, CP/M

We represent manufac
turers of quality software
such as On~Line, California
Pacific, Microsoft, Per
sonal, Eduware and many
others. Call or write for our
free price list. You'II be
amazed at how far your
software dollars will go!
Software Supply Corp.
P.O. Box 24322 • Tampa, FL 33623
PHONE: (813) 254-3779
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6
7
B
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0300:
0303:
0306:

17
lB
19
20
21
22
23
20 BE DE 24
~O 67 DD 2~
20 52 E7 26

0309:
030B:
0300:
030F:
0311:
0313:
0315:

46
66
A9
B5
90
A9
B5

51
50
7F
E4
04
FF
E4

*
OBJ $300
ORG $300

*
CHKCOM
FRMNUM
GETADR
LINNUM
COMBYTE

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

$DEBE
$0067
$E752
$50
$E74C

*

x

EQU $EO

*
HPLOT
COLBYTE
HNDX
HBIT
GBAS

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

$F457
$E4
$E5
$30
$26

*
ENTRY

27 *
2B CALC
29
30
31
32
33
34

co

JSR CHKCOM
JSR ' FRMNUM
JSR GETADR
LSR
ROR
LOA
STA
BCC
LOA
STA

LINNUM+l
LINNUM
#$7F
COLBYTE
Cl
#$FF
COL BYTE

LOA
STA
LOA
STA

LINNUM
X
LINNUM+l
X+l

JSR
TXA
LOX
LOY
JSR

COM BYTE

; X/ 2
; %01111111
;X=EVEN FROM LAST 'ROR'
;%11111111

*

35
36 Cl
37
3B
39
40 *
031F: 20 4C E7 41 GETY
0322: BA
42
0323: A6 EO
43 PLOT
0325: A4 El
44
0327: 20 57 F4 45
0317:
0319:
031B:
0310:

A5
B5
A5
B5

50
EO
51
El

032A:
032C:
032E:
0330:
0332:
0333:
0335 :
0337:
0339 :
033B:
0330:
033F:

A5 30
C9 CO

0341:

60

DO
A4
CB
Bl
24
30
29
10
09
91

11 ·•
E5
26
E4
04
7F
02
BO
26

46
47
4B
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
5B
59
60

; PUT Y-COORD IN ACC
X
X+l
HPLOT

*
CHK

HISET
STORE

LOA
CMP
BNE
LOY
INY
LOA
BIT
BMI
AND
BPL
ORA
STA

DONE

RTS

FIX

HICLR

HBIT
# $CO
DONE
HNDX
(GBAS),Y
COL BYTE
HISET
# $7F
STORE
#$BO
(GBAS),Y

; %11000000

; CLR BIT 7
; SET BIT 7

Ordinarily, this would be a fine place to end this month's
column , but there's one more routine worth presenting. So far
what you've got is a choice between plotting a single color
(PLOT.140) or taking whatever color you get in exchange for
the capability for greater horizontal resolution.
Well, with just a little more effort, we can create a routine
that will offer the same degree of horizontal accuracy, and
guarantee that any dot plotted will be white. ·
PLOT.560-White. Normally when you specify white when
using Apple graphics, you're really saying, "I don't care what
color," because any attempt to plot a single point will illu
minate only a colored dot, not a true white dot. This is because
white is really formed by plotting two adjacent dots.
This is consistent with the examination of the COLBYTE bit
pattern for acceptable bits to set combined with the given
HMASK bit pattern for a specified horizontal position within
the byte. This process of plotting was described in greater de
tail last month, but as a quick refresher, remember that this
combination would successfully do the equivalent of: ·
Statement: HCOLOR=3:HPLOT 3,0
Mask Patterns: COLBYTE: %0111
HMASK:
% 1000
RESULT:
%0000

1111 (HCOLOR BIT MASK)
1000 (BIT 3 SET) (ignore Hi bit)
1000 (Position 3 gets set green)
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You might imagine that if the HMASK could have been set
up to have two adjacent bits set, the result might have been a
true white dot:
Stotement: HCOLOR=3:HPLOT 3,0
Mosk Potterns: COLBYTE: %0111
HMASK:
% l 00 l
RESULT:
%0001

1111 (HCOLOR BIT MASK)
l 000 (BITS 3 & 4 SET)
1000 (Positions 3 & 4 set white)

0348 :
034A:
034C:
034E:
0350:
0352 :
0354:

24
DO
A9
B5
DO
A9
B5

30
06
Bl
30
04
BO
30

109
68 * HMASK:
69 *
70
71
72 PLT
73
74
75 NOPLOT
76

77

As it happens, this can be done, and here's the new routine
to do it!

2

************************ *
* HI-RES PLOT.560W
*

3

*

4
5

************************ *

6
7

*

*

*

OBJ $300
ORG $300

8
9

*

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

CHKCOM
FRMNUM
GETADR
LINNUM
COMBYTE

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

*
x

EQU $EO

$DEBE
$DD67
$E752
$50
$E74C

*
HPOSN
HPLOT
COLBYTE
HCOLORl
HMASK

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

$F41 l
$F457
$E4
$1C
$30

JSR
JSR
JSR

CH KC OM
FRMNUM
GETADR

27
2B
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
0317: A5 50
36
0319: B5 EO
37
031B: A5 51
3B
031D: B5 El
39
40
031F: 20 4C E7 41
0322 : BA
42
0323: A6 EO
43
0325: A4 El
44
0327: 20 11 F4 45
032A: A5 30
46
032C: OA
47
032D: 05 30
4B
49
032F: 85 30
0331: 20 5A F4 50
51
0334: 24 30
52
0336: 50 22
53
54
55
0309:
030B:
030D :
030F :
0311:
0313 :
0315:

033B:
033A:
033C:
033E:
0340:
0342:
0344:
0346:

46
66
A9
B5
90
A9
B5

24
10
A9
B5
DO
A9
B5

51
50
7F
E4
04
FF
E4

LSR
ROR
LDA
STA
BCC
LDA
STA

LINNUM+l
LINNUM
# $7F
COL BYTE
Cl
#$FF
COL BYTE

lC
06
FF
lC
04
7F
lC

A9 20

56
57
5B
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

BIT
BNE
LDA
STA
BNE
LDA
STA

HBIT
NO PLOT
#$Bl
HBIT
FIX
#$BO
HBIT

INY
JSR

HPLOT+3

; BIT 5 SET
; % 10000001
; ALWAYS
; %10000000

*

0356:
0357:

7B FIX
CB
20 5A F4 79
BO *
035A: 60
Bl DONE

RTS

This routine starts out much like the other PLOT.560 r ou
tine. Lines 24 through 44 are identic a l and perform the s a me
function of calculating what X value to hand to the normal
Applesoft routine. The first difference appears at line 50,
where a JSR HPOSN is performed instead of a JSR HPLOT.
This is done to allow Applesoft to go through its usual prep·
aration for a plot. This sets up the color m a sk and position
mask bytes and also the base address c a lculation .
At this point, we step into the usual process to tamper
with the HMASK ($30) va lue . As in the earlier example , this
would ordinarily have just a single bit po s ition "marked"
for the upcoming PLOT. However , by using the ASL, ORA
HMASK combination on lines 47 and 48, we c an shift the
original pattern and then superimpose the ne w patte rn on
the old.
Exomple: For X = 3
Originol HMASK:
ASL:
ORA HMASK:

*

23
0300 : 20 BE DE 24 ENTRY
0303: 20 67 DD 25
0306: 20 52 E7 26

% 11000000 IF POSN = 12, 13

% 1000
%0001
% 1001

1000
0000
1000

The address usually given for the HPLOT routine, $F457,
includes a JSR to HPOSN. Because we've already done this,
a JSR HPLOT+3 accomplishes the first stage of our opera-

*
CALC

;X / 2
;%01111111 (WHITEl)
;X=EVEN
;%11111111 (WHITE2)

*
Cl

*
GETY
PLOT

WITH

PLEXA-LOK
PROTECT YOUR $2000 INVESTMENT FOR UNDER $20!
OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME PLEXA-LOK COMES WITH A
30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT SATISFIED!
PLEXA-LOK slips up and over the Apple keyboard 
then gently snaps into position.

LDA LINNUM
STA x
LDA LINNUM+l
STA X+l
JSR
TXA
LDX
LDY
JSR
LDA
ASL
ORA
STA
JSR

PROTECT YOUR APPLE II* KEYBOARD

• Your valuable computer is protected from ob1ects and spills directly on top of keyboard
which could cost hundreds of dollars to repair!

COMBYTE
; PUT Y-COORD IN ACC

x

• PLEXA-LOK allows your secretary to go on break without having to worry about visitors

accidentally destroying their hours (and your $) of work.

X+l
HPOSN
HMASK

HOMES - SCHOOLS - BUSINESS

HMASK
HMASK
HPLOT+3

· PROTECTS keyboard from
dust

,..
~

• JO·DA Y GUA RANTEE

*
CHK

BIT HMASK
BVC DONE
; BIT 6: CLR
* BIT 6 CLR: POSN = 0-9
*BIT 6 SET: POSN = 10-13

/'

HISET

HICLR

BIT
BPL
LDA
STA
BNE
LDA
STA

HCOLORl
HICLR
#$FF
HCOLOR
CHK3
#$7F
HCOLORl

• HIGH QUALITY
Plexaglas

*
* HMASK:

• TM APPLE COMPUTER Inc.

MON.-FAI 9:00·5:00

LDA #$20

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
$ 19.95 Prepaid UPS
Continental USA
CA Residents Add 6% Tax

*
CHK3

• SCHOOLS - A MUST!

; BIT 7 TEST
; WHITE2
;ALWAYS
;WHITEl

• ALLOWS computer to
remain on while unattended
• KEYBOARD protected
from kids

*
CHK2

PLEXA-LOK
• ENHANCES looks of your
system

; %00100000

Ii]

=tJ

MasterCard and Visa Accepted

% 11100000 IF POSN = 10, 11

LAST ELECTRON ICS
PO BOX 1300
SAN ANDREAS, CA 95249
(209) 754-1800

Allow 4·6 Weeks
Delivery
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
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tion; name ly, t he plot ting of a pure white dot.
Now t he re m a ining problem is to take care of end-of-the·
byte flaws. This ca n occur for four possible plots. For each
byte , there are fourteen possible positions which can be
plotted, numbe red 0 through 13 (see figure 2). For positions
10 and 11, bits 5 and 6 will be set. Because bit 6 can be af
fecte d by bit 7 of the next byte in memory, a check for bit
agree m e nt must be made.
Stranger still, if positions 12 and 13 are plotted, only bit 6
is available, which would normally put us back to having
plotted only a colored dot. To fix this, we have to go again to
the next byte in memory and do another plot to illuminate
just the very first dot of that byte.
In general then , the process will be:
1. Fix HMASK to turn on two adjacent bits where

possible.
HPLOT with altered HMASK.
Check for bit 6 usage. If none, exit routine.
Set bit 7 of next byte to agree with bit 7 of current byte.
Check whether bit 5 is being used. If not, go directly to
HPLOT+3.
6. If bit 5 is set, set HMASK to plot only the first dot of the
next byte .
7. Make a second pass to HPLOT to plot X+l screen coor
dinate, single dot only. If HMASK set to $81, only the
high-order bit will be set , with no actual plot done.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If you now examine line 52 of the listing, you'll see the
BIT command is again used, this time to check bit 6 of
HMASK. The BIT command forces bit 6 of the status reg
ister (the overflow flag) to the same value as bit 6 of
HMASK. Thus BVS (branch overflow set) and BVC (branch
overflow clear) can be used to check for bit 6 set or clear,
respectively. In our case, BVC will branch to the exit point,
DONE, if bit 6 is clear.
If bit 6 is set, lines 57-63 set the high bit of the other color
mask byte, HCOLOR ($1C), to agree with the previous plot.
This color mask byte is used later by HPLOT. Because we'll
be skipping the usual entry point ($F457), we have to set this
byte specifically .
Once the color byte is set, another check is done to see if
bit 5 is set. This is done by again using the BIT command.
Since only bits 6 and 7 can be checked via the status regis
ter, we must load the accumulator with a numeric image of
the bit we wish to test for . In this case, the value used is #$20
(%00100000) . After the BIT command, a BNE (branch not
equal) will be taken if bit 5 is set. Yes, it sounds backward,
but then BIT is a rather strange command.
Given the appropriate result of the BIT test, HMASK is
loaded with either #$81 or #$80, depending on whether we want
an actual plot to take place.
At line 78 (FIX) , we take advantage of the fact that the Y
register is still set to the right value to access the current
memory byte. By doing the INY, we advance the pointer to
the next byte so that the JSR HPLOT+3 will make the ap·
propriat e corrections to the next byte in memory .
A Final Demo Program. To finish things off, let's try one
last Applesoft program to make use of the new routines.
This is an extension of the first listing presented at the be
ginning of this article, and will give you an opportunity to
compare the r elative screen appearances of different rou
tin es.
10 0 $ = CHR $ (4)
40 HOME : INPUT "BLACKl OR BLACK2? (1 OR 2)";1:1 =I - 1
100 REM NORMAL TEST
11 0 HGR : HCOLOR= I * 4: HPLOT 0,0: CALL 62454: HCOLOR=
7 - 4 * I
120 S = 1: REM SCALE FACTOR
130 K = 20: REM OFFSET VALUE
140 GOSUB 900
200 REM PLOT. 140 TEST
205 PRINT D$;''BLOAD PLOT. 140+,A$300"

210
220
230
300
305
310
320
400
405
410
420
500

505
510
520
600
900
930
940
950
960
965
970
980
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S = .5:K = 40
F = 1: REM FUNCTION FLAG
GOSUB 900
REM PLOT.560 TEST
PRINT D$;"BLOAD PLOT.560,A$300"
S = 2:K = 60
GOSUB 900
REM PLOT.560+ TEST
PRINT D$;''BLOAD PLOT.560+,A$300"
K = 80
GOSUB 900
REM PLOT.560W TEST
PRINT D$;"BLOAD PLOT.560W,A$300"
K = 100
GOSUB 900
END
REM PLOTTER
FOR I = 1 TO 100
X = (I + K) * S:Y = I
x= x/ 2
IF F = 0 THEN HPLOT X,Y
IF F THEN CALL 768,X,Y
NEXT I
RETURN

You ' ll also notice that this has the scaling factors built
into it to make each line slant at the same angle. The offset
factor K is used to move each plot to the right a little for ap
pearance's sake.
By adding line 955 like so:
955 X = X/ 2

You can slant the lines even further to show off the maxi
mum slant possible for the 560-point modes. You might also
want to try this program with the 140 and 560 point routines
from last issue to see how they perform in place of the new
ones.
Parting Remarks. These routines are best used in
mathematical charts, rather than in pure graphics such as
pictures. The main argument against the 560-polnt mode is
that you can't be assured that plotting one point will not af
fect nearby points. As we've demonstrated here, there is ap
parently no approach that can guarantee this will not hap·
pen. It would seem, then, a matter of your own preference
which to use. Our hope is that these routines will widen your
options for your own programming goals and that they've
taught you a little along the way.
The usual approach in this column has been to simplify
any idea when first presenting it. In the area of graphics,
though, simplicity has not been easy. For the most part, hi
res graphics gives the impression of being only marginally
logical. In any event, though, now you're probably starting
to get a feel for how the contents of memory affect what is
displayed on the screen. In the final analysis, the real chal
lenge of hi-res graphics ls manipulating the contents of
memory to produce the visual effects you want .
Well, enough of the computer-side chat. Have fun with
the routines and see you here next issue!
Correction to the March 1982 Assembly Lines: You may
have had difficulty with the HI-RES DEMO - #1. The problem
lies in line #84 of the listing. The listing should read:
6077: 20 05 F6 84

JSR DRAW+4

The DRAW routine ($F601) is normally called with the X
and Y registers set to the address of the individual shape to
be drawn. This can be automated, however, by first calling
SHNUM ($F730). When SHNUM is called though, a later en
try point to ORAW is used. Specifically, this should be
DRAW+4 ($F605). Entering at $F601 by mistake can pro··
duce rather unpredictable results.
Thanks to Don Munyan of Santa Fe Springs, California,
for writing about this error in the listing.
JI

1. The 64K and 128K RAM boards from Legend Industries are the original
large memory boards for the Apple. They are the most widely used and best
tested. The 64KC and 128KDE are far more versatile than any of the lesser
capacity boards that you can buy for the Apple ii. For example - Up to 145 K
VISICALC models can be created using the VC PLUS program. Disk Emulation,
Memory Master. and many application programs use these RAM boards.
2. Legend Industries is dedicated to providing more programs that use the
64KC AND 128KDE RAM boards. When you write a program that is used as a
part of the product or 1s offered as a commercial product from Legend Indus
tries they will refund 1n full the purchase price of the board. This pol icy also
applies to providing patches to commercia l software so that they can use the
expanded capacity of the 64K and 128K RAM boards from Legend
3. The warranty on the 64KC and 128KDE has been extended to 1 year. It
has been a year since the 64K RAM board was introduced by Legend Industries.
This experience has proven our confidence in the product and the technology
that we introduced.
AFTER CONSIDERING THESE POINTS CHECK THE PRICE
64KC - 64K DYNAMIC MEMORY BOARD FOR THE APPLE II
DISK EMULATION SYSTEM - 2 64KC RAM CARDS WITH DISK
EMULATION SOFTWARE, MEMORY MASTER. AND VC PLUS
128KDE SOFT DISK - 128K DYNAMIC MEMORY BOARD WITH D: SK
EMULATION SOFTWARE. MEMORY MASTER. AND VC PLUS
VC PLUS- CREATES UP TO 145K WORKSPACE IN VISICALC
DISK EMULATOR 2.1 - SIMULATES FAST DISK DRIVES ON THE
APPLE II (REQUIRES 1-6 64KC)
PASCAL SOFT DISK EMULATOR - SIMULATED FAST ACCESS
DRIVES FOR APPLE PASCAL l l (REQUIRES 64K OR 128KDE)
MEMORY MASTER - MEMORY MANAGEMENT FOR THE APPLE II

$349.
$600.
$650.

s 34.95
s 49.95
s 49.95
s 34.95
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D Apple Computer (Cupertino, CA),
with the aid of the San Jose Police De
partment, has concluded a "sting" op·
eration resulting in the recovery of
$1,068,500 worth of stolen Apple Ills and
the arrest and dismissal of four em
ployees. Officials became suspicious sev
eral months ago when inventory started
showing losses of one and two units at a
time over a period of months. An under
cover agent was placed in the company,
and police conducted a raid the week of
May 11 on the warehouse where the Ills
were being stored.
D Muse Software (Baltimore, MD) la out
of the hardware business. The decision to
leave retailing and return to software re
search and development, laying off ten
employees, was made by president Ed
Zaron, who said the Charles Street store
was breaking even but required more
energy than it was worth.
''It was a matter of deciding where to
focus our energies. We decided to con
tinue to do what we do best, and that is
write programs."
D Spinnaker Software (Cambridge, MA)
has been founded by Bill Bowman and
David Seuss "to fill the need for quality
software in home education." Funded by
TA Associates, the new company is look
ing for educational software program
mers who want a marketing outlet for
their efforts. They will release their first
series of ten educational games and in
teractive fiction programs in late August.
D The new mail-order software division
of dilithium Press (Beaverton, OR) will
not be called Blackbird Software, as re
'ported in Marketalk News in May. In the
interests of easy user identification, the
di vision will now be known as dilithium
Software.
D Mary Locke is the new customer rep
resentative for Penguin Software (Ge
neva, IL). According to president Mark
Pelczarski, she will be handling all cus
tomer service as well as deciding wheth
er it would help, when caught in a falling
elevator, to jump just before it hits the
ground.
D J on Freeman and Anne Westfall have
formed F r ee Fall Associates, a micro
computer game design and development
firm located in Palo Alto, California.
Freeman is the cofounder of Automated
Simulations and designer of the Dunjon
quest system, among others. Westfall
was senior software engineer with Auto·
mated , previously having worked to es
t a blish the microcomputer products and
developm ent division at Morton Tech
nologies.
D Software Marketing Incorporated

(Cambridge, MA) is a new company
formed to provide marketing expertise to
software producers contemplating the in
troduction of a new product.
Stated president Mort Rosenthal, "We
feel that, despite the plethora of software
available, there is a distinct lack of well
marketed software products."
SMI will assist small software com
panies in obtaining financing, and con
sult with them on market planning and
research, promotion coordination, de·
sign and packaging, establishment of a
distribution system, and assessment of fi·
nancial resources. Services will vary de
pending on requirements and resources
of the client.

Valerie Soares, sales manager far Davang Systems.

D Richard Newsome, president of Dav
ong Systems (Mountain View, CA), has
announced that Valerie Soares has joined
the company as sales manager. She will
qualify new Davong dealers and OEMa,
service accounts, and promote the com
pany's product line of Apple expansion
products. Soares comes to Davong from
UCI, where she was a computer field
sales representative. She was previously
western region account representative
for IMSAI.
D Pear Software (Ashland, OR) has an
nounced sole distributorship of its initial
product line-The Manipulator, The Lib
erator, The Count, and Zargs-through
lnsoft (Portland, OR). Temporal Acuity
Products-Micro Music Inc. (Bellevue,
WA) will serve as sole distributor of The
Uniform Master, an automatic assigning
system for inventory items.
D Microcom (Norwood, MA) has final
ized venture capital arrangements with
Menlo Ventures of Menlo Park, Califor·
nia; Welsh, Carson, Anderson, & Stowe of
New York; Chatham Venture and East
Tech Associates of Boston; and Coastal
Nominees of England. The five compa
nies will be providing the microcomput
er communications firm with several
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million dollars in second-round financing
to support the introduction of new prod·
ucts in the second half of 1982 and allow
for expansion of the company's market
ing organization.
Dr. Charles G. Moore of WCA&S, and
Dr. Yung Wong of Menlo Ventures, have
been elected to Microcom's board of di
rectors, bringing the number of direc
tors to six.
D Dr. Leah Hutton has been appointed
director of the adult camps of Computer
Camps International (Vernon, CT). Dr.
Hutton Is presently director of analytical
studies at Tufts University and has
worked in the computer field for the past
fourteen years.
D Microcon SoftwareCenters (Water
town, MA) has announced the sale of its
first retail franchise. It will be located in
the Woburn Mall of Woburn, Massachu
setts, classified as a type II or Family
SoftwareCenter, offering off-the-shelf en
tertainment and educational software,
computer books, magazines, and
accessories.
''This Is the first of many fran
chises," said Microcon president Barry
J. Passen. "We plan six more In the next
two months. At the rate we're going,
sixty stores by 1984 seems a very con
servative figure."
Passen also announced plans for a
major corporate expansion in staffing
and office space in order to support fran
chisees better. Individuals wishing lnfor·
mation on Microcon franchises should
contact Business Concepts, Box 219, Hat
field Road, Hopkinton, NH 03301; (603)
746-4626.
D Computerland (Hayward, CA) will
open the first of Its new satellite stores
this summer In King of Prussia, Pennsyl
vania. The stores will specialize in soft
ware and supplies and will be operated as
satellites of existing Computerland fran
chises, and be located in the same geo
graphical area. Twenty-five are planned
for 1982. Ten overseas stores are sched
uled for opening In Trinidad, Halifax,
England, Hong Kong, Norway, Ger
many, Spain, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, and
France.
D Two mldwestern computer product
distributors have signed $1 million con
tracts with Olivetti OPE (Tarrytown,
NY) for distribution of Olivetti printers in
the West, Midwest, and South. AID/
Microrep (Minneapolis, MN) will handle
the company's line of daisy-wheel and
dot-matrix printers, and Kaltronics Dis·
tributing (Chicago, IL) will distribute the
DY 211 daisy-wheel printer.
D Ben Dyer, president of Peachtree Soft·
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ware (Atlanta, GA), has announced that
Peachtree has reached an agreement in
principle with Automation Consultants to
license its CP/M Job Cost System soft·
ware package.
"Job costing is a package in great de
mand by our customers," said Dyer.
"This system will enable microcomput
er users to quickly pinpoint their most
profitable jobs while at the same time
immediately highlighting unprofitable
areas.
"This ... also represents an impor
Joseph 0 . Bentley, Jr.,
senior vice president
tant milestone for Peachtree's new West
with CCS Incorporated.
Coast office, which is located in the San
Francisco Bay Area. Increased software
acquisitions are one of the major func vices company. Bentley, a certified pub
tions of our West Coast operation."
lic accountant, was previously a man
The company's overseas arm has ac ager with the Birmingham, Alabama, of
quired marketing rights to COMPACCT, fice of Arthur Young and Company.
a series of CP/M·based Cobol account
CCS is the sponsor of the Sofsearch soft
ing packages by CSA Micro Systems Ltd. ware locator service, providing custom re
of London.
ports on software available for specific
D Management Science America (At· users needs on micro, mini, and main
lanta, GA), parent company of Peach frame computers.
tree Software, has filed a registration D Soft-Link (Los Altos, CA) has been
statement with the Securities and Ex· founded by Reid Rutherford, Gary Al
change Commission in connection with a mond, and Joe D. Giulle to develop, pro
proposed public offering of 710,000 shares duce, and market business software. It
of common stock: 2150,000 shares to be has introduced thirteen CP/M·based pro
sold by the company, and 460 ,000 shares grams, encrypted with a process called
sold by certain shareholders. Proceeds to Soft-Lok, available to the user on a trial
the company will be used to furnish work basis. If satisfied with the program, the
ing capital and provide capital for possi user arranges to pay the balance of the
ble acquisitions of companies, products, purchase price and receive the key code
and equipment.
The company has reported first quar
ter earnings of $16.2 million, up 47 per
cent from the first quarter of 1981.
D Contending that computer retailing re
lies on "horse and buggy methods for
selling space-age technology," Philip
Rozensky, president of Simple Soft (Elk
Grove, IL), has devised a five-minute
"infomercial" for a new real estate
analysis package his firm recently re
leased. The purpose of the new market
ing approach, consisting of a videotape
information/sales presentation, is to aid
retail sales, train new salespeople, and
serve as a method of teaching computer
technology.
D Micro Co-op (St. Charles, IL) has
hired David Albert as full-time editor of
the Co-op Newsletter. Publishers not on
the Co-op's list for review copies should
contact him about their products. New
address: Box 714, St. Charles, IL 60174;
(312) 232-1992.
D Lewis R. Shomer, vice president of
marketing at Novation (Tarzana, CA),
has announced the appointment of Daryl
Mayfield to the marketing organization.
He will be responsible for sales of the
company's Bell-equivalent 103, 202, and
212 modems. Mayfield was previously
with Racal Milgo of Huntington Beach,
California, for two years as assistant
regional sales manager.
D Joseph O. Bentley, Jr., has taken the
position of senior vice president and sec
retary-treasurer with CCS Incorporated,
the San Antonio-based information ser-
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which unlocks the program encryption.
The programs are being distributed by
lco-Rally.
"Soft-Link expects to be a strong par
ticipant in the software business within
six months," said Rutherford. "The busi
ness market will easily reach $3 billion by
1985. The industry's only limitation is its
ability to sell the best software available
in a cost-effective manner. Soft-Link's
trial-use software is a major step in that
direction."
D Visi-Group (Scarsdale, NY), the larg
est independent user group specializing
in the uses of VisiCalc-type programs
and publishers of Spreadsheet, a bi·
monthly newsletter, have changed their
name to Inter-Cale, reasoning that the
value of the group to members in cover
age of formulae and applications covers
a wider range now than it did when con
centrating solely on the original VisiCalc.
D MicroStand has moved its corporate
headquarters to 2000 South Holladay,
Seaside, OR 97138. Their new toll-free
telephone number is (800) 547-2107; in
Oregon, (503) 738-9601.
D Daniel R. Crooks has been named ex
ecutive vice president of Waybern Cor
poration (Garden Grove, CA). He comes
to the software distributor from Anthony
Industries, where he oversaw the start
up of twenty-three retail outlets and six
warehouses as general manager of the
retail and service division.
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VENTURES WITH VISICALC
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Once you've used VisiCalc, you realize you have a perftct
method of analyzing and generating lots of numeric informa
tion. But, after you've spent a few minutes looking at long
columns of numbers, you also realize the near impossibility of
understanding what those numbers mean.
Look at a tax table. Do the tax percentages increase or de
crease in proportion to gross income? It may look as though
they always increase, but are there minor trends? You could
use VisiCalc to analyze the information, but there's an easier
way: graphics. It's much simpler to understand data trends in
graphic format than in numeric format.
A number of business graphics products designed to con
vert and display data from VisiCalc files are available to
Apple users. This month, we'll examine Apple II Business
Graphics, Apple III Business Graphics, VisiTrend/VisiPlot,
and Apple Plot. All of them can help you analyze numerical in
formation. First, we'll give you a synopsis of each program's
intent. Then we'll offer an evaluation of how well the pro
grams work.
Recently introduced by Apple Computer, Business Graph
ics for the Apple II and Business Graphics for the III combine
the ability to develop many different plots with statistical and
analytical capabilities. They also allow numerical manipula
tion and additional analysis of numeric data.
Both programs were developed for Apple Computer by
Business and Professional Software (Cambridge, MA). The II
version, which requires 48K, language card, and two disk
drives, and the III program, which calls for 128K and external
disk drive, are very similar. Both are command-language
driven. With a command language, you enter a simple two or
three word English language command and the program exe
cutes it. This is a far cry from programs that require under
standing menu structures and entering menu options to ac
complish your goal.
Pies for Sale. Both programs are capable of plotting scat·
tergrams; solid-line, dashed-line, area-filled, bar (vertical or
horizontal, filled or outline), multibar, and pie (filled or out
line) charts; and multiple overlays.
Here then are some of the features in both Apple business
graphics products:
The format for the commands is verb noun modifier. You
aren't required to use a modifier in every command. Some ex
amples of commands are draw pie and set device silentype.
Once you become familiar with the commands, you'll be able
to abbreviate them to the first two or three letters, depending
upon the command. For example, draw pie can be abbrevi·
ated to dr pi.
Both programs can compute and plot line, logarithmic, con
stant, sine, and parabola curves. You can also use them for
doing statistical analysis; they compute minimum, mean,
maximum, standard deviation, sum, and variance. You can
perform. mathematical manipulation of data sets, including
adding sets, shifting, difference, subtracting, dividing, sum
ming, and multiplying.
Both programs are compatible with Silentype and Qume
Sprint 5 printers, Hewlett-Packard 722:1a/b (with 17603A, RS
232 personality mode), and Houston Instruments DMP-3 and
DMP-4 pen plotters.
Data interchange involves converting files from other ap
plications so that they can be plotted. Apple III Business
Graphics converts VisiCalc III print files and DIF format, Ap·
pie III Business Basic, and Apple III Pascal text files. Apple II
Business Graphics works on VisiCalc (thirteen and sixteen sec

tor) print files and Apple Plot (thirteen and sixteen sector),
DIF format, Basic (thirteen and sixteen sector), and Apple
Pascal text files.
Both programs display six colors on color television sets or
monitors and plot color graphs on pen plotters.
Virtually Leapfrogging. Business Graphics can use data
files larger than the available computer memory. Default file
size is ninety to one hundred points, but you can set a virtual
file on a disk, allowing a file to contain thousands of points.
A series of Business Graphics commands, as well as s pecial
take file commands, can be stored in a special file executed by
a single command. This is useful if you want to make graphic
comparisons of large amounts of information. You can dis
play any number of slides (graphs) sequentially with either
automatic timing or manual control.
Business Graphics permits a user to learn enough about the
program to become productive and develop plots in a short
time. Command language is the most obvious difference be
tween Business Graphics and other graphics programs.
Depending upon the user, the command language may be
experienced as a boon or a potential problem. While the com
mand language is simple to use, it requires that the user un
derstand it and know the commands to accomplish more com·
plicated tasks. The sequence of commands necessary for some
complicated plots can be very complex. Help screens are
available, though, so you don't always have to refer to a man-
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ual for a nswers to your questions. The take files are also use
ful because they animate the process.
Device-independent programs such as these are powerful
enough t o use the capabilities of extremely hi-res printers and
plotters. This m eans Business Graphics can expand to meet
your needs. Af?, you need higher resolution plots, you have only
t o purcha se a better printer or plotter and a driver.
Power Trio. Three features make the Business Graphics
pa ckages powerful tools for analyzing and presenting numeric
inform a tion. The virtual file capability allows you to enter
la rge amounts of data into a single file. You can then select any
segment of the information and display it. For example, you
might have three years of daily sales information in a single
file . Select any segment, one month's sales for example, and
then display it.
The statistical functions permit fitting one of five curves into
a data set and projecting it into the future. This can be used for
sales and other types of projections. Projection and analysis
are much easier in Business Graphics than in VisiCalc, be
cause you don't have to enter your own formulas.
Take files are another useful feature. They constitute a
miniprogramming language that uses all of the Business
Graphics commands , along with a few others. Take files make
it possible for you to automate plots on a plotter, do slide pre
sentations, automate updating of files, and so on.
VisiPlot and VisiTrend/VisiPlot, from VisiCorp (the VisiCal e people), are among the best selling business products
around. VisiTrend/ VisiPlot is a combination business graphics
and statistical product. VisiTrend is a subset of VisiTrend/
VisiPlot for those who don't require statistical capability.
These products are designed to run on a sixteen-sector Ap
ple II or II Plus with 48K (with or without language card) and
one disk drive. Both packages are capable of plotting line,
area, bar, pie, and high/ low charts and scattergrams.
The products are menu driven, using an unusual type of
menu that displays the options in two horizontal rows and uses
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an inverse box (similar to the cell cursor on VisiCale). A VisiCale user will find the menus simple to use.
Multiple series can be plotted. Windowing (similar to VisiCale) allows simultaneous plotting of two different graphs. Up
to sixteen different data series, with a total of 645 points, can be
in memory at one time, and a single chart can contain up to llW
points.
VisiTrend can determine simple statistics such as mean,
average, minimum, and maximum. It can also do moving
averages, linear multiple regression, trend-line forecasting,
cumulative, total, lead, lag, percent change, and smoothing. It
permits, too, complex arithmetic operations on two or more
time series.
These Visi products are compatible with the following
printers: Apple Silentype, Trendcom 200, Centronics 739, NEC
Spinwriter 5510, 5520, and 51530; Qume Sprint 5/45, Epson MX
80 (must include Graftrax option) and MX-100; and IDS Paper
Tiger 440 , 445, 460/460G (both must include dotplot option), and
560/560G (dotplot option).
Thumbnail Review. Like the rest of the Vis! series, these
are quality products. They offer some features that none of the
other products reviewed here have, namely, they allow you
more than two data sets in memory and give you the ability to
display two separate graphs at the same time. For some users,
these features alone could justify their purchase.
A big pl.us is that the DIF format permits data to be ea.ally
transferred between many of the Visi products. If you need Visi
Cale, VisiFile, or VisiDex, this may be important. The Visi
graphics products, unlike Apple products, don't need a con
version file to convert data; it stays in DIF file format.
In addition, you probably won't have to return to your
dealer to have the program reconfigured for different printers.
It already supports more than thirteen printers.
The Visi products can plot almost everything the Apple pro
ducts can, as well as offering a high/low graph capability.
High/ low is especially useful to stock market analysts and per
sons who need to compare two values on a single point.
The unusual menu format can take a little adjusting to, but
it soon becomes easy. You can plot without pressing any keys
other than the arrow and return.
Apple Plot, a two-year-old program, was originally de
signed for business people and professionals but also proved
popular in schools and homes. The first of Apple's business
graphics products, Apple Plot was designed to run on an Ap·
ple II with 48K and one disk drive.
Apple Plot plots the most common graphs: scatter, line,
bar, and multibar charts (two bars per points).
It allows two data sets to be in memory with up to one hun
dred points. Multiple overlays are possible, allowing many dif
ferent plots to be displayed . Apple Plot is compatible with the
Silentype and Qume Sprint 5 printers.
A VisiCalc file converter program on the Apple Plot disk
permits conversion of VisiCalc DIF files. Slide Show, another
program on the Apple Plot disk, lets you display a number of
plots in a slide show format.
Apple Plot displays all of the Apple II colors but can only
plot black and white copies on a printer.
The Simple Life. Apple Plot has aged well but is now over
shadowed by more sophisticated products. It's easy to use; in
fact, it can be used almost without referring to the manual.
Menu selection is also straightforward, but there are some
times too many submenus.
Apple Plot has one glaring weakness: it only prints on
Apple's Silentype and the Qume (or any Qume-compatible
printer) . The Qume, however, is not an ideal printer for plot
ting graphs. Anyone with another type of printer or plotter is
probably out of luck.
Like any business graphics program, Apple Plot also has a
VisiCalc conversion program. The actual conversion program
is not particularly direct. You have to read the manual for this
one, but it can provide an inexpensive method of plotting Visi
Calc data.
Another minor weakness is that this is a thirteen-sector
DOS program. Apple Computer no longer sells thirteen-sector
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PRINT " AS CII CHARACTER TABLES "
REPEAT
INPUT "fROM,TO "; N, M
UNTIL N• O AND M=O
DO TABLE
END

PROC TAEILE
PRI NT " CODE "," CHAR"
FOR IsN TOM
UNTIL I ) ll?
PR INT I,
Ir I < 3 2
CASE I
•

• HEADING

' DOUBLE ZEROES TO QUIT
1 PRODUCE A TABLE

' or ASCII CHARACTERS roR CODES N THROUGH "
' PRINT HEADINGS
I

+

13

1

UPPER LIM IT
t CODE
CON TRO L CODE

CARRIAGE RETURN

PRINT "< RTN >"
•

2?

PRINT "CESC)"
ELSE
PR INT "<C TR L> ", CHR5<6~+1
ELSE
PRINT CHRICI>

' ESCAPE
r ALL OTHERS
>
1

PRINTAEILE CHARACTERS

A basic' p rogra m 1s w ritten v ia ed1to(. a full
funcuon text file edito r orc1 m1zed for pr og ram 
ming. an d is then p rocessed. or rram la tcd into
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disk drives, but continues to sell thirteen-sector products. Of
course, since the disk can easily be converted to DOS 3.3 using
Muffin on the DOS 3.3 master disk, this is not an insurmount
able problem.
How Do They Compare? Apple Plot operates from a stand
ard menu. VisiTrend/ VisiPlot operates from a different type of
menu, and both Bu siness Graphics programs are command·
language driven .
In normal operation, each program has advantages and
disadvantages. VisiTrend/ VisiPlot is slow changing from
T rend to Plo t, and the menu options aren't always apparent.
Bu siness Graphics has constant program disk access and the
command language has the potential to be confusing. Apple
Plot requires a simple but sometimes confusing data entry
section. Each product can seem extremely simple-or ex
tremely frustrating. But you can learn any of them rapidly.
The Apple business graphics packages, the Visi packages,
and Apple Plot all have good manuals, and both Business
Graphics and VisiTrend/ VisiPlot offer reference cards. The
Visi reference card is the best.
Apple Plot requires that you scale the axis and set up the
parameters of a plot; the others do it automatically. All allow
changing the scale.
All the products outlined here allow floating titles (titles you
can put wherever you want). Apple Plot allows only two such
titles, but VisiPlot and Business Graphics allow as many as
you want.
Each plots the standard graph types : scatter, line, and bar.
VisiPlot and Apple Plot permit only two bars side by side.
Business Graphics permits up to five side-by-side bars.
VisiPlot handles sixteen different series in memory simul
taneously, Apple Plot allows two, while Business Graphics al·
lows only one. Both Business Graphics and Apple Plot allow
you to overlay other data sets for multiple plots.
From an available file size standpoint, Business Graphics
has virtual file, VisiPlot 150 points, and Apple Plot 100 points.
All of these products can display VisiCalc data. Business
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Graphics can plot data from other applications, and Visi
Trend/ VisiPlot (using DIF) can swap files with other Visi

series products.
VisiPlot has the best initial printer selection. Depending on
printer or plotter driver availability, Business Graphics is
compatible with a large number of printers. Apple Plot is com
patible with only two.
Apple Plot has no statistical capabilities. The other prod
ucts all have roughly similar statistical capabilities.
Business Graphics has take files, and Apple Plot presents a
slide show.
Which Should You Buy? For two of these products, there's a
simple answer to this question. If you have an-Apple III and
want a graphics product that takes advantage of the Apple
Ill's features, Apple Ill Business Graphics is your answer. You
could use the Visi series products or Apple Plot in emulation
mode on the III, but they might not provide you with all of the
capabilities you'd have on an Apple II-and they would use
none of the Apple III features.
If you are looking for an inexpensive, easy-to-use business
graphics product for use with either the Qume or the Silentype
printers, Apple Plot is clearly the solution.
When it comes to VisiPlot, VisiTrend/VisiPlot, and Apple II
Business Graphics, the choice is not so simple. Here is a recap
of factors likely to influence your choice:
VisiPlot has no statistical capabilities. VisiPlot/VisiTrend
and Apple II Business Graphics are almost evenly matched.
Some major price differences make the Apple product appear
a bargain, provided you already have the two disk drives that
Apple Business Graphics requires. Beyond that, the choice
boils down to some specific differences . If you need a plotter,
Apple II Business Graphics is your answer. If you need simple
interchange with VisiCalc and the other Visi products or the
ability to display two or more plots and to do high/low plots,
the answer is VisiTrend/ VisiPlot.
Your best bet is to go to your dealer and try them all. You'll
like them.
JI
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The Apple III Workshop-Not for the Novice
9Y

JO~N J~PP~ON

"SOS checks the vent queue only when exiting to the user
environment, so if you 're hung out waiting for a response from
a peripheral device, events will be queued up but not processed
until the read request is satisfied. "
This seemingly British double talk ls actually Bob Martin
teaching the Apple III Technical Workshop-a three-day, Ap
ple-sponsored whirlwind tour through the remarkable ma·
chine that lies beneath Apple Ill's languages and application
programs.
If you want to know how it all works, this ls where you find
out. They tell all ... well, perhaps not all, but a great deal.
They don't actually tell you the central code sequence of the op·
erating system itself, SOS.Kernel-that's proprietary infor
mation, a trade secret-but you won't feel cheated.
They do tell you the "logical" structure of SOS, however,
and how to perform SOS calls to utilize its many routines. They
tell you how to write drivers, so you can create your own inter·
facing for peripheral devices . They tell you how to write in
terpreters, so (in principle) you can write your own language.
They tell you how to provide for interrupts and events and
bank switching and alternate stacks and extended addressing
and environments and file structures and about direct memo
ry access (DMA) and pseudo-DMA and, when they don't tell
you the source code for SOS.Kernel-well, you couldn't have
swallowed another byte anyway.
Say "Sauce." The Sophisticated Operating System ls the
soul of Apple III. For this ls a true computer system; the first,
perhaps, that Apple has produced. Apple III ls far more than a
6502 CPU chip and some assembly language routines. To quote
the manual: "The combination of hardware and operating sys
tem software creates an abstract machine that ls neither the
hardware nor the operating system, but a synthesis of both.
This is the machine you program." It ls a machine "defined by
its concepts," concepts that in turn are supported by SOS
and the hardware and will continue to be supported as the
present system is changed and improved. Indeed, such
changes and improvements have already begun and will con

tinue. This means that programs you write today will run prop·
erly on upgraded machines tomorrow, provided you follow the
rules of the operating system. The "rules" constitute the struc
ture of the abstract machine. They may be extended, but they
will continue to be supported in future versions of Apple III.
Of course there's no one to stop you from cheating. In fact,
the workshop tells you how. You can, for example, bypass SOS
and write a program in which one piece of code directly and ll·
legally accesses some other section in violation of the rules.
But future changes in the system will leave you broken and
bleeding. The point ls philosophical but very important. Apple
is against this sort of rule breaking, but it ls not a moral issue.
Nor ls Apple worried about its trade secrets; you're welcome
to write a disassembler and trace out the code paths in
SOS.Kernel (it should only take you about a hundred years).
The point is, when you cheat you've only got a 6002 and some
assembly language routines. Playing within the rules, using
the magnificent tools provided, means that your work will be
part of a growing, maturing system for many years to come.
The workshop ls conducted about once a month, some·
where. Generally it ls held in a major metropolitan area of the
United States, but within the past few months it has also been
held in several cities in Europe. This fall Apple expects to con·
duct a workshop in Australia. Sessions on the West Coast, like
the one held Aprll 28-30, are generally held in or near the main
Apple complex in Cupertino, California. Other West Coast
locations for workshops are being contemplated. The times
and locations are not rigidly predetermined.
Four Week Rush. Preparations for the course are organ·
ized by the regional Apple Computer offices, which maintain
a file of individuals in their area who have expressed interest
in attending a workshop. The optimum class size ls about
thirty, and Apple says they need at least fifteen to break even.
When enough prospective students are available in a given
area, the regional offices negotiate with Bob Martin's group to
arrange a mutually possible time and site. Unfortunately, this
process usually means the potential student has only about
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four weeks ' actual notice of when and where the course will
take place . It would be considerably easier to plan one's sched
ule if the advance notice were three months.
At present, the course has only one instructor, Bob Martin.
Martin is amazing. A professional engineer, he is dynamic,
amusing, highly articulate, totally in command of his materi
al, and just all-around brilliant. Teaching the workshop is only
part of his duties. He also heads Apple's Product Marketing
Technical Support Group, a ten-person team dedicated to as
sisting other companies and professionals who are developing
applications and peripherals for use on Apple III. He says
there just aren't enough hours in the day, and he is actively
looking for another instructor to share the teaching load. This
would mean the workshop could be given more often and in
more places. He also hopes to be able to offer specialty courses
in drivers or interpreters or advanced programming tech
niques . At the moment, there just aren't enough of him to go
around.
The format of the workshop has changed several times
since its inception in 1980. In its present configuration, the
course lasts three full days. About two hours of the first day are
devoted to a lab session that provides hands-on experience
using SOS calls. The rest is lecture . Ample opportunity is pro
vided for discussion and for further development of areas in
which .class members express particular interest, such as in
vokable modules for Apple Ill's Business Basic. As it happens,
the class held in April wound up at noon on the third day. We
were ready.
Crammed with Goodies. The text for the workshop is an
enormous six-and-a-half-pound looseleaf notebook . About a
quarter of it is the " beta draft " of the forthcoming Apple III
SOS Reference Manual, which is expected to reach its final
form and be published in about ninety days. There are also ex
tensive class notes and actual source code examples of drivers
and interpreters. And there a r e two disks . The first contains
source codes of the various examples and other good stuff.
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The other contains E x erSOS, a program that provides prac
tical experience using SOS calls and can also be used as a test
ing program for debugging new drivers. Of particular impor·
tance are skeleton drivers, which are a bit like form letters
where you can fill in the blanks to create your own driver for a
new device . These are present both as printed text and on disk.
They are tremendously helpful when you're ready to start de
veloping your own drivers . Finally, there is a twenty-three
page section describing the special procedures involved in
writing invokable modules for Business Basic.
The workshop is about as intense an experience as you're
likely to encounter, and it's not for everybody. In their ad
vance notice Apple says the class is "designed for experienced
professional programmers. These programmers should be fa
miliar with assembly language for the 6502 microprocessor
and should feel comfortable discussing the internal logical
structure of computers." They mean every word of it.
It also helps immensely to have read, understood, and prac
ticed the material on enhanced indirect addressing in the pro
gram preparation tools section of the Pascal III manuals. In
particular, this is not a course in assembly language program
ming. Learn assembly first; then go to the workshop.
Even if you have the prerequisite knowledge, you must con
sider the cost: $500 payable in advance, plus whatever you end
up spending on transportation, lodging, meals, and so on. (The
only kindly statement to make about dining out in Cupertino is
that we were probably just unlucky. For a while, we thought
we might starve.) The cost is well worth it if you are in the
computer business, but if you are merely curious, well , that's a
lot of curiosity. On the other hand, it really is a great course.
For more information either write to Apple Computer at
the main offices in Cupertino: Apple Computer Inc., 10260
Bandley Drive, Cupertino, California 95014; Attention: Prod
uct Marketing Technical Support, Mail Stop 5E; or contact the
Apple regional offices serving your area. Your local Apple
dealership will have the address and phone number.
JI
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Anyone who has ever slid safe into second base or sacked lenging and fun, worth the investment of time, money, and ef
the quarterback or sliced a backhand into the far corner or fort. But, in this game and many others, the skills required are
made a thirty yard putt or taken the ball down the court for an those of the arcade rather than those inherent in the athletic
unassisted layup knows that successfully forcing your bones 'a ctivity portrayed on the screen.
For example, in Olympic Decathlon's 110-yard high hur
and muscles to work together in a coordinated effort is re
dles, you run by alternately pressing the two paddle buttons. If
warding both physically and mentally.
Competition is the heart and soul of sports. To be the very you fail to push a button in sequence, the runner stops. Not
best in the world at any given sport means devoting a large many runners in real life forget to put the other foot down.
Base on Balls. Other computer sports games forego at
portion of your life to the task. A talented few can make a liv
ing as professional athletes; the majority of the population has tempting to provide the thrill of physically accomplishing the
to seek the thrill of athletic competition on less exalted fields. sport. In Strategic Simulations's Computer Baseball, you don't
The Agony and the Ecstasy. Few people would argue that swing the bat or run the bases or throw the ball. Rather than
being active and healthy is good for the soul. Nonetheless, most making you learn to twist the paddle a new way, Computer
serious athletic activity involves pain. It doesn't matter if it's Baseball forces you to think and win through strategy.
Sports games playable on the Apple have been more or less
Little League, the high school swim team, or the corporate
limited to these two approaches or juxtapositions of the two.
softball team; don't sign up unless you're willing to hurt.
Unearthing the ungodly past of computer sports games for
Sports can cause a lot of mental pain, too. There's nothing
more discouraging than being a second stringer on a Little the Apple provides a chance to see where they have come from
League team. You get stuck in right field for the eighth and and where they might be going. These observations are not set
ninth innings hoping someone will hit the ball your way. Then permanently in granite. Each sports game that claims the
there's the day of the big race when you wake up with a cold name must be judged on its own merits. They're all different.
Scoring on the Power Play, Once there was a company
and the weather is lousy; or the playoff game when the coach
makes a bad choice and pulls you from the line-up. All your called Programma International, based in Los Angeles and
hard work can be for naught when chance or human error has run by Dave Gordon, now head of DataMost. Programma will
always be remembered as a software publisher that couldn't
its way.
But when everything goes right-the slapshot ties up the say no. If it ran, Programma published it.
Thankfully, it's tough to find any of Programma's old
goalie, you bowl eight straight strikes, or you clear all the hur
dles perfectly-sports are a mental high. Like writing, acting, games these days. They were pretty bad. Programma's Foot
performing music, and other kinds of personal achievement, ball and Basketball were based on Mattel's handheld calcula
tor games. In Football, you're a lone dot trying to outmaneu
sports allow you to take pride in accomplishment.
For those unwilling to suffer scraped knees, sore muscles, ver a sluggish defense. It's possible to score a touchdown on ev
and athlete's foot, there're sports on television and sports on ery play.
the Apple. The difference between the two is that you control
Programma's Hi-Res Boxing is a one-punch affair. Two be
the action on the Apple. Sure, it's not real, but neither is the Su trunked opponents face off and bash each other until one falls
perbowl when you're watching it two thousand miles away. down. The fallen boxer gets up and the fight continues until one
You're a participant in the computer game, and that's impos· of the two is knocked out. Your choice of punches is a grand to
sible with television.
tal of one, and every time you land it your opponent is knocked
Pushing fingers, twisting wrists, and squeezing thumbs are down. A funny thing occurs if you punch too often and don't
the only real physical skills involved with playing a computer make contact: you fall down from exhaustion without needing
sports game. Though it's possible to feel a rush of adrenalin, to be hit.
you can't exactly get in shape. But, in some games, the mental
Quarterhorse Race from Programma takes you to the race
gymnastics of sports have made the translation to computers track for a day of races and betting. Its graphics are very
rather well.
crude (in contrast, the firm's Canter Downs had hi-res ani
And They're Off! The first so-called sports programs for mated graphics approaching today's standards) and the bet
the Apple appeared five years ago, and of those simple lo-res ting strategy is the simplest possible. Programma's Apple Al
action games few remain. But they found an audience in their ley is a crude bowling game that's actually pretty tough but
day, and we've been blessed (and cursed) with sports pro still isn't a good simulation of the real game.
grams ever since.
Programma's Hi-Res Baseball provides the thrill of fielding
It's difficult to decide which is more misleading: a comput the ball and trying to throw a player out at home plate, but the
er game that claims to be about a sport but has only the most animation and graphics are primitive hi-res. Pitching, bat
tenuous relation to the real thing, like Programma's Basket ting, and running the bases are fun; it's possible to curve the
ball, or a computer game that purports to be a realistic simu ball and fool the batter. This game can be found under a new
lation but is frustratingly incomplete, like On-Line's Hi-Res name, World Series Baseball, from DataMost. It doesn't ap
Football.
pear to have changed any.
It's impossible to cram all the variables involved in a sport
Shifting the Backfield. Although no company has flour
into 48K, let alone 32K, 16K, or BK, so game creators have to ished publishing only sports games, many have tried the
pick and choose among them. It's up to the software shoppers genre. Softape, between card games in 1979, tried baseball,
to know what they're looking for and not to buy a program and golf.
without playing it first or seeing it demonstrated at a store.
Softape's Baseball Fever by Peter Meng is actually a fun
Considering the technical limitations of hardware and soft· little program, though not very sophisticated. The 1979 Boston
ware in mind, it's essential that computer sports games com Red Sox and New York Yankees are the opposing teams. You
pensate for the loss of realism and sophistication.
make line-up changes and can incorporate very limited strate
Microsoft's Olympic Decathlon accomplishes this with ten gy. Like Programma's Hi-Res Baseball, the most fun comes
different track and field events, all demanding practice hand with pitching and batting. You can actually pick the place
eye coordination, excellent timing, and even finesse. It's cha! ment of pitches and try to fool batters. In the one-player verA heolthy sompling of the old ond the new. From left to right: Top row, Hi-Res Soccer (On-Line), Computer Boseboll
(Strotegic), Fore! (Automoted Simulotions), ond Tuesdoy Morning Quorlerbock (Automoted Simulotions); second
row, 3-D Skiing (Continentol), Hi-Res Footboll (On-Line), Olympic Decothlon (Microsoft), ond lnternotionol Gron Prix
(Riverbonk); third row, Hi-Res Boxing (Progrommo), ond Computer Quorterbock (Strotegic); fourth row, Boseboll
(Muse) and Apple Bawl (Apple); fifth row, Quarterhorse Roce (Progrommo), Bosketboll (Progrommo), Micro Golf
(Creotive Computing), ond Hi-Res Computer Golf (Avont-Gorde); sixth row, Derby Downs (Roff-Croft), Hi-Res Bose
boll (Progrommo), Boseboll Fever (Softope), ond Pro Golf (Softope).
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sion , the computer pitches a lot of balls, and it takes a good eye
on the part of the human player to see them coming.
Jim Wells's Pm Golf from Softape was the first in a line of
steadily improving golf games for the Apple . The selection of
clubs is small, and the physical hazards on the course are not
what you find in Avant-Garde's Hi-Res Computer Golf or Au
toma ted Simulations's Fore! Still, it must have qeen wel
comed by pro golf fans in 1979 as something to do during the
long winter months.
One of the best sport games to appear early on was pro
duced by Apple Computer itself. Charlie Kellner and Eric.Lar
son 's Apple Bowl, released in 1979, is still the best bowling
game available. Using the paddles to control speed and direc
tion, you can successfully complete splits (seemingly impossi
ble in Programma's Apple Alley). You also have to wait for
bowlers in the lanes next to you, definitely a feature of the real
sport. The animation and hi-res graphics are superior, and the
game uses accurate engineering to give a reasonable simula
tion of the real thing.
After the first wave of sports games, the scene could only
improve. The years 1980and1981 saw a slew of games emerge,
though not all were great improvements on what had been pub
lished before.
On-Linc Systems released Jay Sullivan's Hi-Res Football, a
woefully inadequate representation of the game that nonethe
less enjoyed some market success. Offering the ability to con
trol the game in real time, Sullivan's program suffers from a
dearth of offensive and defensive plays, and the teams are
made up of only seven players instead of the regulation eleven.
Playing against the computer, you never lose. If the computer
gets the ball, it gives it right back and you start another set of
offensive downs.
Hi-Res Football is a good example of the double nature of
some sports games. As a simulation of football, the game is
frustratingly awful. Not as bad as Programma's Mattel-like
Football, but not at all good.
On the other hand, if you forget that it's supposed to be foot
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ball, Hi-Res Whatever is a challenging two-player game offer
ing its own excitement. Sullivan's Hi-Res Soccer, also re
leased through On-Line Systems, is in the same boat. As a real
istic simulation, it stinks; as an arcade-type game, it has its
moments. (It's interesting to note that Sullivan, once he di
gressed from sports, went on to produce Crossfire, possibly the 1
best home-arcade game extant.)
Downhill Thrills. Another game that is fun but not really a
good simulation is Continental's 3-D Skiing by Jeffrey Stanton.
The slalom portion of the program is mostly arcade-style with
some realistic aspects. Ski jumping calls for practiced timing,
but it's too simplified and a tad unrealistic. On very long jumps
you land on flat ground and survive.
But both parts of 3-D Skiing are rip-snorting good fun if
you're in the right mood. The ski jump animation is hilarious.
Crashing a jumper rivals putting the shot backward in Olym
pic Decathlon.
A good sports program not only gives you a reasonably
realistic simulation of the game but also teaches you some
thing about how the game is played in real life. The early Pro
gramma games, with the exception of Hi-Res Baseball, fail on ·
both accounts. Hi-Res Baseball at least teaches you the value
of throwing a curve.
Creative Computing's Micro Golf is not very educational. ·
You don't have a choice of clubs. The ball ricochets off the
sides of the course like miniature golf. It's a fun game, but not
for the serious golfer- and it certainly won't help the novice
understand the real game.
Swinging through Woods and Wedges. Much better are
Avant-Garde's Hi-Res Computer Golf by Stuart Aronoff, and
Automated Simulations's Fore! by Jeffrey A. Johnson.
In Aronoff's fine program, you actually swing the club. Al
though it is essentially an arcade-game feature, swinging the
club gives you some idea of good golfing form. Showing what
happens when a ball is sliced or topped, Hi-Res Computer Golf
helps you learn from mistakes. This is a tough game to mas
ter, frustrating as all get out, but well worth the effort.

PP.O FOOTDALL FANSI

TRS-80 I & Ill
IBM

INTRODUCING

THE GOLD EDITION
THE MOST SOPHISTICATED SYSTEM EVER DESIGNED
FOR THE PREDICTION OF PRO FOOTBALL POINTSPREADS

After four years of research , development, and testing , SDL is proud to present "The Gold Edition" - A system that predicts pro football point
spreads with a degree of accuracy that has never been obtainable until now. From weeks 6-16 during the 1980 and '81 seasons The Gold Edition
has been a proven winner in all categories over the Las Vegas line:
SEASON

FAVORITES
HOME

UPSETS

AWAY

HOME

TOTAL
AWAY

HOME

TOTAL GAMES

AWAY

1981 SEASON:
1980 SEASON:

57%
53 %

80%
67 %

63%
70%

70%
66%

59%
61%

71%
66%

154
154

TWO YEAR AVG:

55·3

73%

66%

68%

60%

68%

308

THE GOLD EDITION ALSO FEATURES . . ..
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completely Menu Driven Scree ns
Easy to Use Commands
Accesses One or Two Disk Drives
Requires Only 10-15 Minutes to Update
Includes Two Seasons of Data
Can be Use d Year After Year
Predicts Real or Hypothetical Games
Predicts Accurate Pointspreads
Predicts Accurate Over / Under Scores

.•
•

Can Generate 20-35 Pages of Analysis Weekly
Hardcopy Reports Include .. .
• Full Season Schedule
• Tearn Performance Detail Analysis
• Team Performance Summary Analysis
• YTD Divisional Standings
• Computer Prediction Analysis
• Pointspread Differential Graphing
• Over / Under Differential Graphing

The Gold Edition provides the highest quality of information necessary to beat the Las Vegas Line - Prove it to yourself - Order Now
Retail price includes The Gold Edition System Diskette , Data Diskette with two years of data , and over 50 pages of comprehensive documentation
with pad ded leath er bind ing .... . .... .. .. .... .. .................... . ................... . ........ ... . .. ..... . ... $199.50
See All Systems Design Lab Software at your local dealer or order from

9

!55et'~·L..:.:.::J.• L

2612 ARTESIA BLVD., SUITE B
REDONDO BEACH, CA 90278
(213) 374-4471
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When you get to the putting green, it's sloped like a real
course. Just aiming the club at the hole doesn't mean it'll go in.
Wind a lso pla ys a big part in the proceedings, as it does in the
r ea l ga m e . Hi-R es Compu ter Golf brings new challenges at ev
er y turn a nd ranks as one of the best sports games available.
F ore! is similar to Hi-R es Computer Golf without the fun of
swinging a nd the education of missed shots. With the largest
selection of clubs, Automated Simulations's game feahrres
severa l tough courses with some killer holes.
Take Me Out to the Apple. Strategic's baseball game is rich
in variables . You are given a real team to play with. The
choices include recent teams and classic World Series match
ups, like the 1906 Chicago Cubs against the 1906 Chicago White
Sox. You pick the starting line-up, fielding positions, and bat
ting order from a twenty-five man roster. To make up your
mind, you're given batting averages and pitching records.
In Computer Baseball, gone is the chance to KO Carl Yast
rzemski on a called third strike like you could in Softape's
Ba,seball F ev er. Except for real time input, the only things
missing are hot dogs and peanuts; so stock up.
Before each play you control how the players will react with
a number of offensive and defensive options. But, like the
game itself, chance plays a big part in the proceedings.
The visual representation of action in Computer Baseball is
simplified to the bare minimum, showing the movement of
only the ball. But it's not really important to show the pitcher's
windup or the batter's swing. The important thing is the out
come of these actions in relation to strategies employed and
the game as a whole.
Strategic Simulation's Computer Quarterback is another
game that is short on visual representation but long on sophis
tication and game detail. The program allows you to choose be
tween semipro or pro ball. The professional version has thirty
six offensive plays and twenty-four defensive plays.
Like Computer Baseball, the action of the game is con
tained on a rectangular field , occupying about one-third of the
screen. You see the movement of the ball, but not much else.
Fourth Down and Long Yardage. Automated Simulations's

PRICE $30.00

Apple II 48K

MAIL TO:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS: _ _ _ _~-----::------;;c,--ci1y

Ci rcle Format
3.2

or

3.3

State

Zip

Amount enclosed: _ _ _ __
"Appk b • """91trrd Tndtmart. ol Appk Lomputu, In<' .
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Tuesday Morning Quarterback takes a different approach.
The strategic aspects of this amusing game are similar to
Computer Quarterback's, with fewer available plays. The dif
ference lies in a.rca.delike portions of the action. When it's time
to kick a field goal or to punt, you have to pick the right mo
ment. It's like Apple Bowl, where you line up a moving arrow
with the place on the lane where you want to release the ball.
Tu esday Morning Quarterback also gives you the option of
changing the line-up around. You're given a full complement
of NFL teams to choose from and you can doctor rosters.
The strategic aspects of Tuesday Morning Quarterback
may not beat the competition, but other features of this game
make it unique, if not a bit weird. The action of the game is re
layed in an exciting sportscaster style: "Tarkington drops
back, he stumbles, he's getting pressure, he lobs it ... incom
plete"-something like that. When half time comes you're
treated to the "marching dots" show, a cute, colorful, lo-res
graphics routine that might go on forever if not interrupted for
the second half.
One of the most dangerous sports is Grand Prix racing and
Riverbank Software's simulation of the high-speed action is
terrific. The graphics are nothing to write home to mother
about, but they get the job done. Using a simple 3-D effect, In
ternational Gran Pm gives you some idea of what it's like to
drive at 205 miles an hour.
The game is detailed and challenging, with five complete
courses to choose from, including real ones like Monaco and
the Karlskoga Circuit in Sweden. You steer by turning the pad
dle knob and change gears and accelerate with the paddle but
ton. It takes a little practice. Thankfully, in this game, no harm
is done when in fifth gear you scream toward Creek Corner on
Australia's Warwick Farm Circuit with no chance in heaven of
making the turn.
The Sport of Kings. In our investigations, we could find no
games that actually sat you down on the horse, but a couple
good horse racing programs are out. Usually, you're just a
spectator at the racetrack with a wad of money in these
games. Yet they're interesting and educational, even though
they're essentially gambling games like cards or roulette.
Raff Craft's D erby Downs, A Day at the Races Is a nifty lit
tle program that offers the kind of superior challenge found in
good strategy games. Before placing bets for one of six races,
you're given all kinds of useful information on the horses' and
jockeys' previous races. For those unfamiliar with the race
track, this program can be very informative.
Derby Downs teaches you to read the racing form. The
Form Sheet option shows you a horse's most recent races (up
to twenty) and the jockey that rode each race. Detailed infor
mation is given about each race , including lead lengths from
the frontrunner at the quarter, half, three-quarters, and finish.
Another program option displays each jockey's complete rac
ing record, displaying wins, places, and shows.
Another horse racing and betting game is Derby from Bi
Ta.ction, in DOS 3.2. A number of players are given $200 cash to
bet on ten races a day; each race has eight horses. The vari·
ables are not as diverse as in Raff-Craft's Derby Downs, but
the jockey's performance, the weight the horse is carrying,
and track conditions all figure in the outcome. Odds are given
for each horse in a race, with a full range of betting options
everything from the daily double to the perfecta and trifecta.
Sportsware, a small company in Gretna, Louisiana, has re
leased A Y ear a t the Races. In this program you handicap top
horses through an entire season, updating statistics as you go
along. The results are fairly realistic, and Sportsware has
more sports statistics programs in the works.
Fleecing the Profit Prophets. Ken Perry of Systems De
sign Lab has fattened a few wallets with his three-point spread
and handicapping prediction programs. These aren't games
but qualify as sports programs for our money. They're educa
tional and provide the thrill of winning or losing cash-certain
ly an important aspect of sports in some people's minds.
SDL's Win at the Races, Colleg e Football, and Pro Foot
ball are famous for outpredicting the odds makers. These
are complicated programs that are not complicated to use.

CONTINENTAL'S
'HOME ACCOUNTANT IS NUMBERONE
AND CLIMBING.
For the past several months, Softalk magazine has
rated Continental Software's Home Accountant™
No. 1 in its "Home 10" best-seller list.
A lot of programs would have "peaked" by
now. But with over 10,000 copies in use, Home
Accountant just keeps getting stronger.
There's a reason for this spectacular suc
cess-and it's not just the low suggested price
of $74.95.
The fact is, Home Accountant is one of those
rare programs that virtually everybody can profit
from using. It's powerful enough to handle even
the most complicated family budget-yet it's so

easy to use that one quick trip through the manual
may be all you 'll ever need.
With Home Accountant you can track up to
100 budget categories, 5 different checking ac
counts, and all the credit cards you can carry. Just
press a few keys and watch the program print your
checks, net worth and other financial statements.
And when you see the full-color graphs of actual vs.
budgeted expenses, trend line analyses, etc., you 'll
know you bought the best.
See your Apple dealer soon for a demonstra
tion. And start watching your fortunes climb with
Home Accountant*

Continental
Software
Fo r your nearest deale r, contact us at oConti ne nta l Soft ware, 11223 S. Hindry, LA, CA 90045 213-417· 8031. App le is a registered t rademark of Apple Compute rs Inc . "Requ ires 48k and 1 d isk d rive. Prin ter optional.
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You hiwe to be pa tient, and don't look for any real results in foot
ball betting until the sixth or seventh g a me of the season. By
the n , t he footba ll programs should have enough information to
m a ke ver y a ecurate predietions. Perry's latest pro football
progra m, Th e Gold E d i t i.on, is brand-new.
Proba bly the a ll-time bestselling sports game is Miero
soft 's Oly mpic D ecathlon, and it's easy to see why. The game
incorporates arcade game ehallenges but its many parts and
va r iety a r e enough to get people involved. The ten events re
quire praet iee but the ability to move among them keeps you
from getting frustrated; if you're having trouble with the dis
eus t hrow, there's always the pole vault.
In ter ms of animation and graphies, Olympic Decathlon is
tough to bea t. Alone, they're worth half the admission priee.
Pole vaulting, long jumping, high jumping, and running the
110-meter hurdles are all a blast once you get the hang of
t hem, and the graphies for ea.eh are worth a good ehuckle.
But if Oly m pic D ecathlon falls short on realism, it more
t han makes up for this in total effect. You really feel like
you've a ecomplished something after struggling through all
te n e vents. Strategic Simulations's games have the same ef
fect. You feel like you're partieipating in something larger
than life-a response that, given the miniaturization of the
sports, eould only be accomplished on a eomputer.
Where 's the Good Doctor and Magic? Limited input from
the player will always make eomputer games a poor substi
tute for the real thing. Paddles, keyboard, joystick-it doesn 't
matter. You just can't lob a football with a computer. But with
inereased memory it should be possible to inelude many of the
variables that go into a fast-action game like hoekey or bas
ketba ll.
In a hypothetieal basketball game, you eould have two
human players on ea.eh team for a total of four participants.
Each human eould eontrol two or three players of his team,
making it possible to work plays, ineorporate strategy, and
keep the speed and exeitement found in the real sport.
A Sporting Chance on the Future . At their best, eomputer
sports games offer the ehance to learn about and appreciate
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the skills involved in athletie eompetition. The day will come
when a viable alternative to watehing a boring out-of-state col
lege football game on television will be playing an exeiting one
on the Apple.
And with a little luek, you'll have fun while playing. Now,
that wasn't too painful, was it?
Apple Bow l. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Avenue, Cupertino, CA
95014. $25, 13-scctor disk.
B atter Up! Hayden Book Company, 50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park,
NJ 07662 . $15.95.
Computer Baseball. Strategic Simulations, 465 Fairchild Drive, Moun
tain View, CA 94043. $39.95. Separate data disks of real teams avall
able for $15 each.
Computer Quarterback. Strategic Simulations. $39.95.
Computer Status Pro Baseball. Microcomputer Games (Avalon Hlll
Game Company), 4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD 21214. $30.
D erby Downs, A Day at the Races. Raff-Craft, Box 1754, Stillwater, OK
74076. $30.
Fore.' Automated Simulatlons/ EPYX, Box 4247, Mountain View, CA
94040. $29.95.
The Gold Edition. Systems Design Lab, 2612 Artesia Boulevard, Suite
B, Redondo Beach, CA 90278. $199 .95.
Hi-Res Football. On-Line Systems, 36575 Mudge Ranch Road, Coarse
gold, CA 93614. $39.95.
Hi-Res Soccer. On-Linc Systems. $29.95.
Hi-Res Computer Golf Avant-Garde Creations, Box 30160, Eugene, OR
97403 . $29.95.
International Gran Prix. Riverbank Software, Smith's Landing
Road, Box 128, Denton, MD 21629. $30.
Micro Golf Creative Computing Software, 39 East Hanover Avenue,
Morris Plains, NJ 07950 . $19 .95.
Olympic Deca thlon. Microsoft , 10700 Northup Way, Bellevue, WA
98004. $29.95.
Pro Golfer and Golf Architect. Software Emporium (formerly from
Shafer Software), 4500 El Camino Real, Los Altos, CA 94022. $50.
3-D Skiing. Continental Software, 11223 South Hindry Avenue, Los An
geles, CA 90045. $29.95.
Tuesday Morning Quarterback. Automated Simulatlons/EPYX. $29.95.
World Series Baseball. DataMost, 9748 Cozycroft Avenue, Chats
worth, CA 91311 . $29.95.
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POOL 1 .5 features
• Realistic, life-like motion
• HIRES Color Graphics

•

• Choice of 4 popular pool Games
• You've Got to see it to believe it!
• Only $34.95

• Apple II/ Plus is
a Trademark
of Apple Computer Inc.
Pool 1.5 is a trademark
of IDSI

POOL 1.5 l
Innovative Design Software, Inc.
P.O. BOX 1658
Las Cruces N.M. 88004
(505) 522-7373

We accept
Visa, MasterCard,
Check or Money Order.

NEW ... For Apple* II & /II
from PERSONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.

APPLI-CARD™

THE

ONE CARD SOLUTION TO EXECUTE CP/M* APPLICATION PROGRAMS
• Development Languages Available
• Applications Available
• Compare Our Features And Get The
Best Value And Performance For Your Money.

Z·CARD*

SoftCard*

APPLI -CARD

6 mhz Z-80 available

No

No

Yes

64K on-card memory

No

No

Yes

CP/M available

Yes

Yes

Yes

SB-80* with card

No

No

Yes

40 col. to 255 col. horizontal scroll

No

No

Yes

Choice of application

No

No

Yes

2K PROM on the card

FEATURES

No

No

Yes

Real time clock available on the card

No

No

Yes

Expansion interface on the card

No

No

Yes
Yes

70 col. upper & lower case

No

No

A self-contained Z-80A or Z-808 with
memory

No

No

Yes

One-card Wordstar * execution

No

No

Yes

63K available for program development
or execution

No

No

Yes

Menu driven set up

No

No

Yes

Call today for pricing and product
information. Dealer inquiries invited.

PERSONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.
16776 Bernardo Center Drive,
San Diego, California 92128
(714) 485-8411 or call your local dealer

•Registered Trade Marks: Apple II & Ill Apple computer, Inc, (APPLl-CARD for Apple Ill will be available fall 1982), CP/M~ Digital Research, Inc.,
' Z.CARD .Advanced Logic Systems, SoftCard Microsoft Consumer Products, SB.SO Lifeboat Associates, Wordstar MlcroPro, Inc,

ARTSCI explains why some word
processing systems are better than others.
BASIC WORD PROCESSING
The primary feature of a professional
word processing system is the ability to
enter and edit data 1n a fast and
" friendly" manner.
A word processing system 1s simply an
easier, faster and less expensive way to
type. With a modern word processor.
documents are entered on a video screen
instead of on paper.
Just enter your first draft quickly,
without concern for errors, then go back
and correct the spelling, delete words,
even move paragraphs with a few
keystrokes. You only print 1t when it's
perfect. so no document ever has to be
retyped.

MAGIC WINDOW™
Apple II-the most versatile,
inexpensive microcomputer available
today-can perform almost any task.
And with Artsc1's MAGIC WINDOW word
processing program. the Apple II has the
full power of a professional word
processing system.

There are no complexities. no add1t1onal
hardware expenses.
The rule 1s What you see (on the
screen) 1s what you get (in
pnnt.) Using
proportional spacing.
the result will look
even better than
what's on the screen.
MAGIC WINDOW's
typewriter simulation,
simple-to-use menus
for function selection, and
electronic ed1t1ng, provide the finest basic
word processing system available for the
Apple II .
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MAGIC WORDSTM
The second feature of an advanced
word processor is the ability to find and
correct the most common mistakes in
documents-misspelled words and
typos.
ARTSCl's MAGIC WORDS program will
take any document you create and find
typing or spelling errors. Over 14,000
commonly misspelled words are known
to MAGIC WORD's dictionary. You can
also add new words at any time, so the
vocabulary suits your special needs.

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

AlTENTION EDUCATORS
Demand is growing nationwide for
MAGIC SERIES as a teaching tool 1n word
processing courses. For more information
and educational discounts fill out this
coupon and mail tO'

MAGIC MAILER™
'

MAGIC WINDOW operateSJUSt like a
standard typewriter. The electronic
" pape(' moves to the left across the
video screen as you type. Lines
representing the edges of the "pape('
can be seen on the screen. You can set
these to any size. so you always know
where your copy 1s in relation to the size
of the paper you'll be using
Of course, the Apple II has a video
display of 40 characters across, and letter
size paper usually has 80 characters
across. So, how can you see everything
you've typed?
W1thjust a keystroke, you can move
the "paper" across the screen. enabling
you to see the full SO-character line

The third feature of a professional
' word processing system 1s the ab1l1ty to
personalize a document by inserting
names and other related data from
mailing lists.
Form letters. invoices. and almost any
document can be ind1v1dual1zed by
replacing names, addresses or other
personal data anywhere 1n the
document.
By using MAGIC MAILER you can take
any ma1l1ng list. select those names on
the list that fit any recorded criteria you
choose (e.g .. age. city. ZIP code) and
print personalized letters with a few
simple keystrokes.

A COMPLETE SYSTEM
These three programs-MAGIC
WINDOW. MAGIC WORDS and MAGIC
MAILER-together form the MAGIC
SERIES. the most complete and
professional word processing system
available for the standard Apple II
computer system.

-artsci==
VOTED #1 WORD PROCESSOR
IN 1981
fAPRIL 82, SOFTALKI
Artsc1, Inc
I0432 Burbank Blvd.
North Hollywood.
Cal1forn1a 91601-9990
(213) 985-2922

lnst1tut1on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address

City------------

State - - - - - - - - Z i p _ _ __

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Hi-res graphics are not an inherent part of the Basic lan
guage. When the folks at Apple introduced hi-res graphics to
the language, they added new commands that deal with vec
tor shapes. A vector shape is one composed of lines; the lines,
or vectors, define the shape saved. Before vector shapes,
shapes were saved only by the lengthy point-on, point-off defi
nitions.
An example of a vector shape definition is something like
"plot a line up one unit, plot a line left one unit, plot a line down
one unit, plot a line right one unit"-that would give you a
square.
A group of vector shapes saved for use in a program is a
shape table.
All these commands are built into Applesoft.
The advantages of defining shapes by the vectors are the
abilities to scale and rotate the shapes easily. To scale, you just
have to multiply the lengths by a number. To rotate a shape,
you change the directions by some offset. The disadvantages of
this type of shape are that it is too slow for smooth, fast anima
tion, and that the shapes are limited in color and detail. (Be
fore anyone jumps all over that one, yes, it is possible to create
a very detailed and multicolored vector shape, but doing so
eliminates the advantages of vector shapes: rotation and scal
ing. Rotating and scaling destroy any intricacies of color and
detail. There are better solutions.)
There's one other advantage, though. Because there are
commands built into Applesoft for dealing with these shapes,
vector shapes make a very good learning tool for beginning
animation.
Creating a Shape. The first step in working with a shape ta
ble is to design a shape. If you look at pages 92-96 in your Ap
plesoft Basic Programming Reference Manual, you might be
able to bumble through and define a shape. Most people, how
ever, see that section, find binary numbers and arrows mixed
with hexadecimal digits, and their eyes glaze over. After a few
more of these columns, yours may too. But for now let's pre
tend we're all beginners.
The program in figure 1 is a sweet little Basic program that
lets you draw a shape and store it in a single-shape table .
(Shape tables can store multitudes of shape definitions, all ac
cessible by number, but to keep things simple we'll go with our
table of one.) The programming details will be left to those
who like to read the incomprehensible; the program basically
accomplishes what the Applesoft manual tries to explain. (The
routine itself is actually half-lifted partially out of context from
a set of programs called The Complete Graphics System by
Chris Jochumson and Mark Pelczarski-with permission from
the authors.)
Type in the program, save to disk (call it Shape Maker or
something like that), then run it. The hi-res screen clears, and
several controls are available to you. Your joystick or paddles
control the scale and rotation of the shape you draw. (If you
don't have either paddles or joystick, change line 30 so that S =
1 and R = 0, instead of the formulas given.) The I,J,K, and M
keys are your direction keys. I is up, Mis down, J is left, and K
is right, just as on the keyboard. Try using them; you should

10
20
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L = 24576: POKE L, l: POKE L + 1,0: POKE L + 2,4: POKE L + 3,0:L = L + 4:
POKE 232,0: POKE 233,96
P = 4: POKE L,O: POKE L + 1,0: SW= l : HGR: HOME: VTAB 21: PRINT "I J K

M Z X F"
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
l 00
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
300
310
320
330
340

S = INT ( PDL (0) / 256 * 25) + l : SCALE= S:R =INT ( PDL (1) / 4): ROT= R:
VTAB 22: HTAB l : PRINT "ROT:";R;" SCALE:"; S;''
"
XDRAW l AT 140,80
IF PEEK ( - 16384) > 127 THEN 100
IF R <
> INT ( PDL {l) / 4) THEN 90
IF S < > INT ( PDL (0) / 256 * 25) + l THEN 90
GOTO 50
XDRAW l AT 140,80: GOTO 30
GET A$: IF A$ = "F" THEN 300
XDRAW l AT 140,80
IF A$ = "Z" THEN P = 4: GOTO 30
IF A$ = "X" THEN P = 0: GOTO 30
IF A$ = " I" THEN M = 0: GOTO 200
IF A$ = "M" THEN M = 2: GOTO 200
IF A$ = "J" THEN M = 3: GOTO 200
IF A$ = "K" THEN M = l: GOTO 200
GOTO 30
V=M+P
IF SW = l THEN SW = 2:Vl = V : POKE L,V: POKE L + 1,0: GOTO 30
IF V + Vl = 0 THEN POKE L,88 :L = L + l : POKE L,O:Vl = 0 : GOTO 30
IF V = 0 THEN POKE L,Vl + l 92:L = L + l: POKE L,O:Vl = l : GOTO 30
V = V * 8 + Vl: POKE L,V:L = L + l
SW = l: POKE L,O
GOTO 30
IF SW = 2 THEN POKE L,Vl :L = L + l
POKE L,O
HOME: VTAB 21: INPUT "SHAPE NAME: ";A$: ONERR GOTO 320
PRINT CHR$ (4);"8SAVE";A$;",A24576,L";L - 24575
TEXT : PRINT "DONE"
Figure l.

see your shape being drawn. If you keep the rotation set to
zero, and the scale to one, you'll see the shape as it will be
stored. Scaling and rotations can be used again later. other
controls are the Zand X keys, to turn the plotting on and off.
Type F when you finish, name your shape, and it will be saved
to disk. It's crude but effective; besides, it's definitely easier
than hexadecimal and cheaper than buying a package just for
drawing simple shapes.
Using Your Shape in a Program. There's a group of com
mands designed strictly for drawing shapes from a shape ta
ble from a Basic program. The first is the command that loads
the table into memory so the program can use it :
10 PRINT CHR${4);''8LOAD name,A24576"

This is a binary load of your shape table, with whatever name
you used, from disk to memory (RAM), starting at RAM ad
dress 24576. After that, you have to poke in two pointers that
will tell your program at which address you loaded the table .
For location 24576, used above, the pokes are:
20 POKE 232,0 : POKE 233,96

If you want to know where those numbers came from, read the
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next two paragraphs. If you'd rather come back to it later in
stead of hitting confusing issues now, skip ahead.
The numbers correspond to the way addresses are wiually
stored ln the computer. You may remember that ln any single
byte of memory you can store the numbers 0 to 255. To flt a
larger address, you need two bytes. One byte holds the num
ber of ones, the other holds the number of 256s. A simple ex
ample would be ln base 10. Imagine you've got two slots that
can only hold two digits each. The number 1087 could be bro
ken up as 15 and 87, with 15 being the number ot hundreds and
87 being the number of ones. You get the number for the first
slot by dividing by 100 (lopping off the first two digits of a four
digit number) and the number for the second slot by taking the
remainder. As long as you remember which ls which-so you
don't get the number 8715-you're okay.
With the Apple, Instead of dealing with hundreds, you di
vide the number by 256s. The address we used to load our
shape table at, 24576, divided by 256 ls 96, with a remainder of
zero. Therefore, 96 should be put ln the high-order byte, and
zero ln the low-order byte. The only other Item that may be
confusing ls that most of the time the addresses are stored ln
low/high format. Notice that with the two pokes above, we put
zero (the low byte of the address or the remainder after divid
ing by 256) into location 232, and 96 Into location 233. The first
location gets the low byte, and the second location gets the high
byte. Weird, maybe, but it's pretty consistent.
Two Paragraphs Later. The commands that affect the plot
ting of shapes are hcolor, rot (rotation), scale, draw, and
xdraw. Draw draws a shape at the coordinates you specify.
Once a shape table is loaded and the address ls poked Into the
necessary locations (232 and 233), you can use draw for any
shape in the table. To wit:
20 DRAW l AT 100,150

draws shape one In the table at the coordinates 100, 150.
Hcolor sets the color for all subsequent hplots and draws,
meaning that you can set the color ln which your shape Is
drawn to any of the six standard hi-res colors.
Rot controls the rotation that subsequent draws will use.
Rot = O Is normal, rot = 16 is 90 degrees rotation, rot = 32 Is 180
degrees, rot = 48 is 270 degrees, and rot = 64 Is a full 360-de
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gree rotation. Intermediate values give varying angles be
tween those listed , depending on the scale used. The higher the
scale, the more points of rotation you have available.
Scale sets the scale of the subsequent draw commands.
Scale = 1 is normal, scale= 2 is double size, scale = 3 ls triple
size, and so on.
Xdraw looks like a draw command but lt doesn't use a col
or. It just reverses everything on the screen where the object ls
being drawn. If the background was white, the shape Is drawn
in black, and vice versa. Xdraw ls sometimes nice because a
second xdraw at the same location erases the shape and re
stores the background to Its original state .
Simple Animation. Moving one object at a time around the
screen works all right with shape tables. The lack of speed
really starts to show when you try to move more than one ob
ject. One object, though, gives us enough to start some simple
animation.
Create a shape with the Shape Maker program, then type ln
the program In figure 2. That program goes through the basics
of animation. First you need to initialize all your Information.
From then on, It's a simple cycle: draw the shape on the
9 REM Initialize
10 INPUT "SHAPE NAME : ";A$: ONERR GOTO 10
20 PRINT CHR$ (4);"8LOAD";A$;",A24576"
30 HGR : POKE - 16302,0: POKE 232,0: POKE 233,96
40 ROT= 0: SCALE= l
50 X = lOO:Y = SO:XC = 2:YC = 2
59 REM Drow Shope
60 XDRAW l AT X,Y
69 REM Compute new coordinates
70 XL = X:YL = Y
80 X = X + XC:Y = Y + YC
90 IF X > 279 THEN X = 279:XC = - 2
100 IF X < 0 THEN X = O:XC = 2
110 IF Y > 191 THEN Y = 19l:YC = - 2
120 IF Y < 0 THEN Y
O:YC
2
129 REM Erase Shope
130 XDRAW l AT XL,YL
139 REM Repeat
140 GOTO 60

=

=

Figure 2.

You con leorn o lot obout programming by keying in the BosiColc
program on pages 58-63. But keying in thot much doto is susceptible
to typing errors that will keep you storing ot your screen for hours,
trying to find the typos.

To keep your frustrotion level low, Softolk is providing o disk with
BosiCalc as you see it in the mogozine os well os o compiled version
that will run several times foster. The Bosic version of the BosiColc
program is fully listoble ond modifioble ond both versions ore
copiable.

For only $8.00 you'll get o verified copy of BosiCalc ond o compiled
BasiCalc. We'll even poy the postoge.
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9 REM Initialize
10 INPUT "SHAPE NAME : ";AS: ONERR GOTO 10
20 PRINT CHRS (4);"BLOAD";A$;",A24576"
30 HGR : POKE - 16302,0: POKE 232,0: POKE 233,96
40 ROT= 0: SCALE= 1
50 X = 1OO:Y = 80:R = 0
59 REM Draw Shape
60 XDRAW 1 AT X,Y
69 REM Compute new coordinates
70 XL = X:YL = Y
BO X = X +INT ((POL (0) - 12B) / 26):Y = Y +INT ((POL (1) 90 IF X > 279 THEN X = 279
100 IFX<OTHENX=O
110 IF Y > 191 THEN Y = 191
120 IF Y < 0 THEN Y = 0
129 REM Erase Shape
130 XDRAW 1 AT XL,YL
132 R = R + 8: ROT= R: IF R > 64 THEN R = 0
134 SCALE= 6 - ( ABS (X - 140) + ABS (Y - 96)) / 50
139 REM Repeat
140 GOTO 60
Figure 3.

Signf1e
128) / 26)

screen, update the coordinates, erase the shape at the old co
ordinates, and repeat. Draw, update , erase, draw, update,
erase-ad infinitum.
Notice that lines 10·:50 initialize everything. Line 10 lets you
input your shape's name, and line 20 bloads it into the location
we want. Line 30 sets the hi-res graphics screen, and pokes the
necessary pointer locations with the address of the table. Line
40 sets the rotation and scale to normal, and line :50 sets the
starting x and y coordinates for our animation, and sets XC
and YC (x change and y change) to two each. Each time we go
through the loop in this example, we'll use XC and YC to up
date the coordinates.
Line 60 begins the animation cycle by drawing the shape at
location x,y. Lines 70-120 save the old coordinates in XL, YL
and update them. Line 130 erases the shape by xdrawing again
at the old coordinates, XL, YL. Line 140 causes the sequence to
be repeated.
Why draw-update-erase and save the old coordinates, in
stead of draw-erase-update? Because the update part of the cy
cle is the one that takes the most time, and during that time
you want your shape on the screen. By erasing before the up
date, you'd have more time with your shape off the screen and
a lot more flickering would be apparent.
Looking at the update cycle, notice that we use XC and YC
to change the x and y coordinates. That's just an arbitrary for
mula; try playing around with various ways of modifying x
and y. Notice, though, that in lines 90-120 we check the range of
the new x and y coordinates. If either is less than zero, or if xis
greater than 279 or y greater than 191, trying any draw, xdraw,
or hplot command will result in an error. Use lines like 90-120
anytime you're not positive that the result of a computation
will be within those bounds.
The last example is a simple animation program similar to
that in figure 2, spiffed up just a little . Instead of using XC and
YC as the x and y offset, we'll use the joystick (or paddle)
values to determine which way to move. We'll also add a cou
ple of optional lines that play with the rotation and scale of the
shape. Note that figure 3 varies at lines :50 and 80 from figure 2,
and that lines 90-120 are shortened. Lines 132 and 134 are op·
tional and can be added or deleted at any time to demonstrate
their effect.
As always, try whatever variations you want. You won't
break the computer trying.
Note: In the first part of this series, there was an inset
about binary numbers. Somewhere between here (where I
type now) and there (the magazine you read) some exponents
disappeared. All those 10s and 2s on the top rows of the exam
ples should have had tiny exponents floating slightly above and
to their right. The rightmost 10 or 2 in each row should have an
exponent of zero, the second from the right should have an ex
ponent of 1, the third from the right should have an exponent of
2, and so on.
JI

Up!
It's too hot to go outside and mow the lawn. It's
too hot to ride a skateboard or walk the dog. It's
July and the only shady place is inside your home.
But it's hot in there, too. Sweat pours off you
as you update your checkbook and make a
vacation agenda on the Apple. Your hands are
starting to slip off the keyboard and t he computer
is venting steam.
What's an Apple owner to do? Read Softalk. You
betcha! There's nothing hot about Softalk. It's like
a cool breeze on a summer day.
As an Apple computer owner, you're eligible to
receive Softalk free of charge for a trial period. If
you're not receiving the magazine regularly,
please send us your name, address, and Apple
serial number on the enclosed postage paid card
and we'll start your free trial subscription.
If you've been receiving Softalk already, you've
gotten or will get soon a notice for paid
subscription. Consider wisely before making your
choice.
You can use the enclosed card to make payment
for subscriptions if you lost the original notice or
your dog thought it was a new variety of dry food.
Any friends you have that are Apple owners but
are not receiving Softalk can help you get a
special bonus. Send us the name, address, and
serial number of any Apple owners who've never
received Softalk. For each name you send, we'll
give you a free back issue or extend your
subscription one month. The free month stands
for trial as well as paid subscriptions.
The back issues available are: September 1980,
April through August 1981, December 1981, and
January through June 1982. All other issues are
sold out.
Don't surrender to the heat. Be cool and
subscribe to Softalk.
Softalk Circulation
11021 Magnolia Boulevard
North Hollywood, CA 91601
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Snmm ertime Apples: beeping happily through the long,
lazy day s . .. booting a tall, cool one ... burning EPROMs in
the ba ck yard . ... Once again the Apples of the free world
ha ve tim e on their k eys and are obligated to keep their owners
engrossed at greater length than at any other time of the year.
To do that, they know they 'll need new programs-lots of
th e m, in wide and varied array. Softalk obliges with its annual
expanded Marketalk Reviews section, this year extended into
Angns t, taking the guesswork out of summer program pur
chasing so your Apple can just lie back and enjoy.
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two familiar classroom drags-quizzes and homework (they
call it "practice problems")-but they're not so bad here. The
quizzes are made up of the same kinds of questions you have
been answering during the lesson. Any that you miss are a use
ful tip-off that you didn't get something as clear as you thought
you did (look it up in the lesson summary). And the practice
problems are simple but interesting, rather like hobby or
game programs scaled down to the student's level.
A good teaching program must do three things. It must
cover the necessary material; it must teach so the student re·
members and can use the material; it must make all of this in
teresting and preferably entertaining. This interactive course
scores close to one hundred on all three counts.
If you want to learn Basic or would like a little guidance and
encouragement added to what you already know, then the way
to go is Step By Step.

The New Step By Step. By John Victor. This is a "teaching pro
gram" that teaches you Basic-but that's an understatement.
This one is to most teaching programs what Wizardry is to Ad
venture; it makes learning Basic more interesting, and more
fun, than some of the games out there!
Calling it a "teaching program" is an understatement for Th e New Step By Step, by John Victor, Program Design (11 Idar
IR
another reason-you don't get just a program, you get a whole Court, Greenwich, CT 06830; 203-661-8799). $79.95.
"teaching environment." The package contains two program Chopllfter. By Dan Gorlin. As the fence marking the border of
disks, two audio cassettes (you'll need a cassette player), and the Bungeling Empire passes below you, you ease back on the
an excellent workbook containing fifty pages of lesson sum throttle of your trusty helicopter and ponder the mission before
maries and practice problems. The creators call this package you. Somewhere out in that desert are four buildings where
an "interactive course," and that describes it very well.
your fellow countrypersons are being held hostage by the
In essence, the program works like this: the Apple displays merciless Bungelers (Bungelings?). All you have to do is
examples and demonstrations while a taped voice explains swoop in and pick them up-providing that you can locate
them. Every few minutes this process stops and you are asked them. You've been warned about the patrolling tanks, and you
some simple questions about what you have just learned. If watch the sky for the occasional jet fighter. Below you the fea
you answer correctly, you are rewarded with a random pat tureless terrain slips by.
tern of musical bleeps and the program continues.
Suddenly you see a tiny figure waving at you from below.
This is an excellent teaching technique. You hear a point Some of the hostages must have escaped. You push down on
explained, simply and clearly; you see it demonstrated, often the throttle and drop gently to earth, your recently assembled
with well-designed animation, in one or two sample pro chopper bouncing slightly as you wait for the running figure to
grams; then you answer questions about it, and you must get clamber on board. More hostages are dashing toward you
them right before you can continue. The questions are not dif when you hear the rumbling of a tank and are rocked by a
ficult. Their purpose is not to challenge you, but simply to nearby explosion. Can you tough it out any longer?
make you do something with what you have just learned. If you
The decision is yours, but no matter what you decide, there
can use the learning to answer a question, then you have truly are more tanks awaiting you at every touchdown. And should
learned the item or concept and can go on to something else. you destroy a hapless tank or two, there are plenty of lethal air
If not, you get to keep trying until you find the right craft and the dreaded drone-homing mines to keep you on your
toes.
answer-and that, too, will teach you something!
Ohoplifter is a delightful mixture of arcade excitement and
But that won't happen often. Usually you will know the
answer as soon as you see the question or will at least see how graphics whimsy, executed with a realism seldom found in en
to figure it out. The program is well designed in that respect: tertainment software. From the helicopter with its twirling
you always have enough information to answer the questions; main blade and spinning tail rotor to the frantic yet polite
hostages who wave goodbye after you drop them off, Ohop
you just have to put the information together.
And what controls all this activity? What synchronizes the lifter is a kick.
Your base of operations is a post office, complete with Old
lectures, demonstrations, questions, and so on? Why, you do, in
reponse to various signals. A high-pitched beep from the tape Glory fluttering in the breeze, beyond the border of the Bun·
tells you to press a key on the Apple which calls the next dis geling Empire. It's something of a sanctuary, for neither the
play, and a lower-pitched, bell-like tone tells you to stop the tanks nor the jets will follow you there. The same does not hold
tape and answer a question on the computer. When you get the true, however, for your friends the drone mines.
If Ohoplifter has a failing, it's that it's over too soon. There
right answer, the Apple's speaker chirps a reward, and the
are only sixty-four hostages, and you can carry sixteen per
screen tells you to start the tape again.
You soon get into the habit of controlling the system with· journey. You are given three helicopters to complete the task.
out having to think about it. And that control gives you one With some practice, you will learn to survive the mission, but
great advantage: you can choose your own learning speed. If the real <'hallenge is getting as many hostages as possible
you start feeling rushed you can just stop. Answer a question back alive. Therein lies the true heart of the game. You are not
and then don't restart the tape when it tells you to. That will trying to rack up a high score in this one ; to do so would be dis
give you a chance to think about what you've learned before tracting. You don't get points for destroying the enemy, nor is
you have to deal with the next thing. You can't do that in a getting the hostages back to safety rewarded in any symbolic
fashion. You simply must try to get as many back alive as you
classroom!
Speaking of classrooms, this interactive course includes can-the only score is the tally of hostages dead and rescued.
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That almost pushes Choplijter into the realm of simulation.
You may inadvertently land on one of the fleeing hostages
during the excitement of dodging tank and/ or aircraft fire. Do·
ing so kills the hostage as surely as any enemy action. And it
hurts: you failed in your mission. And the hostages are 110,
well, personable. Not only do they wave, but if you land next to
a building containing several, none will venture out until they
see someone else clamber aboard. Then there's a mad rush to
get picked up. And they're so grateful when you drop them off.
All in all, it appears a good deal of thought went into the de·
tails of Choplifter. Playable with joystick only, it's a step
beyond the mindless (although diverting) shoot·'em-ups that
populate the arcade field. The thoughtfulness is welcome; the
game itself is fun. What's the next step?
Choplifter, by Dan Gorlin, Broderbund (1938 Fourth Street, San
Rafael, CA 94901; 41:1-456·6424). $34.95.
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Shella. By Brian Fitzgerald. In one corner are the home-ar·
cade game enthusiasts: proponents of blazing battle action,
high-scoring coordination, and tricky mazes. In the other cor·
ner are the adventurers: weavers of arcane spells and practi·
tioners of mind-twisting logic on the slow, interactive trek to
glory. In struts a seductive new game called Sheila, splitting
the warring factions down the middle. Wolf whistles come
from both sides; a new breed has entered the arena. Built with
some of the best features of both sides, she's got crossover ap·
peal.
Right off, it's apparent that Sheila favors the arcade as·
pects of computer gaming-chomping monsters, hand
weapons, bombs, and intricate mazes. Adventure game as·
pects-finding tools and weapons, earning spells, rescuing
Sheila-have been added to this, expanding on the action with
imagination and success.
Sheila makes you fight your way through creatures on four
levels while you hunt for transport pills, spears, bombs, and a
shrinking device, all stashed in rooms and dead ends of each
maze. When you get over 1500 points, you can start earning
spells like plague, get weapons, and defuse that make your
quest a touch of a key easier. Your final goal in the game is to
find the four parts of a key hidden in alcoves on level four. You
must deposit these , in order, in the four corners of the tower
room to release Sheila from her penthouse prison.
If you fail to get to the top with at least one of your first
ninety-nine lives, Sheila may capriciously grant you a resur·
rection, but don't count on it. What you can count on is hearing
The Godfather theme and "Greensleeves" if you lose a round.
You can acquire more than two hundred spears per game
as you work your way to the tower. Teleport pills are what
you're really after, however; they're what actually get you
from level to level. Finding them seems simple enough at
first, until they change locations. Then, well ... good luck.
The same chicanery applies to spears and bombs.
When the game tells you you have rescued Sheila (and, no,
she is not the duck), don't expect to stop for champagne and
promises. You still have to fight your way back through the
four levels and out the front door of the castle before you are
out of trouble.
Sheila is totally keyboard controlled. Four keys give you
movement, four keys give you firing direction, and each spell
has its own casting key. Consecutively higher skill levels are
provided; unfortunately, you can't save a game to disk. May·
be next time.
New quests , spells, tools, and buildings are promised in up·
dated versions of the game. The graphics in this first install·
ment are a bit rough, but this in no way detracts from the en·
joyment of playing.
Here 's to Sheila, the bigamous bride of adventure-arcade
games, and the mother of many enjoyable mutant offspring
sure to come.
Sheila, by Brian Fitzgerald, H.A.L. Labs (4074 Midland Road, Suite 23,
Riverside, CA 92505; 714·359·8480) . $23.
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MicroFinesse. Quick! What's the name of the oldest spread·
sheet program for microcomputers? Trick question? You bet.
But when you unpack the manual for MicroFinesse, a Pascal·
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based spreadsheet program from England, and r ead the first
sentence, all thoughts of seeing another VisiCalc clone flee the
mind: "Finesse is a financial modeling program that was de·
veloped in the early 1970s for the P · E Consulting Group in Eng·
land." This is the grandfather-apparent. So you dive back Into
the package, come out with four disks and a very serious look·
looking protection device for the paddle socket and press on.
The program offers all the usual financial forecasting rou·
tines, plus built-in hi-res color graphics abilities which Include pie
charts, histograms, and graphs. And if that's not enough, you can
create a set of sixteen color slides and put on a self-timed slide
show for your presentations. In addition, you can have resident up
to fifteen user-defined report formats, and also consolidate models
or expand them, all without reprogramming. This is the stuff of
mainframe heaven. all available right there in your Apple.
The program can handle a model of up to 15,000 cells. Your
model could have dimensions of l50 x 100 or 1215 x 40 cells.
To give you an idea of the program's capabilities, consider
this. A major feature of spreadsheet programs is known as the
"what if" function. What if costs go up 12 percent, or what if
taxes are lowered 20 percent (ha ha) . In the other programs
we've seen, you input the new value into your model and run
it. Then if you want to see another "what if," you do it again.
MicroFinesse has automated this process so you can say,
"Show the results for a cost increase of 1 to 20 percent by steps
of 1 percent." You then sit back and watch it do all the work
which is why you bought the computer, right?
Suppose you want to know what your maximum labor cost
can be, at the present sales level, to allow you to earn 9 per·
cent, after taxes, on sales. Once again you push a few keys and
watch the computer figure it out for you. And remember, it can
do all this without changing your basic model. Nothing is al·
tered in any cell unless you direct it to be done .
The performance of the program is at least as good as the
manual and sales literature promises, and in some cases, you
will be surprised by the sophistication of features for which the
documentation doesn't prepare you.

PROM PROGRAMMER

for your APPLE~

$99.95

CREATE YOUR OWN FIRMWARE!. ..
Programs 2K, 2716 5V EPROMs from keyboard, disk, Prom,
or Rom . The easiest to use Prom Reader and Writer ever
available for your Apple
•The lowest cost, ready to run, prom programmer available today
• Easy to use-NO programming knowledge required
• Disk software includes complete 1nstruct1ons as well as many
"How To" projects
• Back up your Key Proms and Roms
•You can use Decimal or Hex formats.

See your dealer, or contact us.
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® p 0 BOX 736 EL TORO , CA 92630

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED

Appl e 1s a Trademark of
App le Computer Inc
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There is a brief tutorial but the program has so many pos·
sibilities that a thousand pages could not do it justice . The best
way to approac h MicroFinesse Is to let your imagination fly
a nd search the index to find the way.
While the program is not cheap, it contains most every·
thing that the Visi programs offer as extra cost additions and
some they don't have at all. This makes it quite a bargain.
It is quite easy to use . You can move just a part of your
model to another disk or consolidate it with or into another
model by simply following screen prompts. The slides are easy
to construct and need no keyboard input if you are using infor·
mation from your model. The graphics disk can be used alone
to make up hi-res slides of anything you can type at the key
board. This includes text slides with a choice of seven back·
ground colors and either black or white lettering.
While this program uses the Pascal language, it is trans·
parent to the user. You would not need to enter the Pascal sys·
tern except to transfer an occasional file from disk to disk.
Problems encountered were of a minor nature and in each
case were caused by changes in the program that the manual
did not yet reflect. One may be occasionally halted by the Brit·
ish terminology, but, after a spot of tea or some such, one
should be able to press on. A little research in the index should
answer all your questions.
If you have the Pascal system and are considering pur·
chase of a spreadsheet program, you would be well-advised to
look into this one before making a decision.
MicroFinesse , by P-E Consulting Group Limited, Osborne/McGraw
Hill (630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710; 800-227-0900).

$49~.
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C.Ondor 20. By Robert Cohen. Condor 20 ls a relatio:r..al data·
base management scheme (DBMS). It has none of the limi
tations of a personal filing system, and it has extra properties of
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its own. Record length and file size are virtually unrestricted,
you can design your own forms or model them after existing
ones. You can add or delete variables after a database has been
created, and you can join several databases into one.
Most of Condor's work, sorting and accessing flies, ls done
behind the scenes. Frequently, the ultimate end user-a man·
ager, a secretary, a policeman, or a shipping clerk-ls com·
pletely unaware that a Condor database manager is in use.
Condor will appeal to all present and potential consultants.
With the aid of just a few of Condor's simple but powerful Eng·
lish-like commands, it is possible to create a variety of data
management systems. The starter system alone, Condor 20-1,
comes with three preprogrammed applications: malling la
bels, client tracking, and project control.
Typical uses for Condor-created databases include main·
taining personnel, property, sales, and vehicle maintenance
records and tracking loan applications and sales perform·
ance . One of the most extensive applications is a Condor-based
system used by the National Broadcasting Company for track·
ing syndicated television series. The NBC data management
system uses eight separate databases.
These data management systems, apart from the three
preprogrammed applications noted above, do not come out of
the box ready to go . In each instance more experienced users
have been responsible for developing the DBMS into a DMS.
However, these include an ex-film producer and an ex-police
chief, suggesting that with Condor at least, the transition ls not
that difficult.
A database management scheme has three principal parts:
a forms generator, a database manager, and a report writer.
Condor wins top marks for the first two. A falling grade for the
built-in report writer becomes a top mark with the purchase of

CA LS OFT
MEANS ENTERTAINMENT

SOFTWARE

• Fast Service & Low Prices •
• Large Selection of Software
• Call or Write for Free Catalog

• Fast Convenient Service
• We ship same or next day

We have All the latest software • Aslc Us!
In California (213) 991 ·9641

Call Toll Free (800) 423· 5290

We have all the software from the following companies:
DATAMOST

BRODERBUND

Baseball
Casino
County Fair
Football
Soccer
Snack Attack
Swashbuckler
Thief

Arcade Machine
David's Midnight Magic
Dueling Digits
Labyrinth
Red Alert
Star Blazer
Track Attack

CAVALIER

GE BELLI

Asteroid Fi eld
Bug Attack
Microwave
Star Thief

Firebird
Horizon V
Russki Duck

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
ARTSCI
AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
AVALON HILL
AVANT·GARDE
BEAGLE
BUDGECO
CAL PACIFIC
CO NTINENTA L

DAKIN 5
EDU·WARE
HAYDEN
INNOVATIVE
MICRO LAB
MICRO PRO

~~~:rcharge c ALs 0 FT

ON·LINE SYSTEMS
Cannonball Blitz
Cross Fire
Frogger
Laff Pak
Marauder
Mouskattack
Threshold
Ultima II

INFOCOM
Deadline
Zork I
Zork II

MICROSOFT
MUSE
PICCADILLY
QUALITY
SENSIBLE
SENTIENT

346 N. Kanan Rd., #103
Agoura, CA 91301

SIRIUS
Bandits
Cyclod
Fly Wars
Jellyfish
Kabul Spy
Lemmings
Minotaur

STRATEGIC
Napoleon's Campaigns
Pursuit of the Graf Spee
Road to Gettysburg
Southern Command

SIERRA
SIR·TECH
SOFTAPE
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
SUB LOGIC
SYNERGISTIC
TG PRODUCTS
VIDEX
VISICORP

Thou should know ' st that life was doubly sweet
in Stratford. Pea~efully the Avon flow' d nearby,
reflecting brightly the morning sun and the
evening stars. England flourish'd in fine
splendor, its citizens members of a far-flung
empire. Royalty would oft come to view mine
meagre scribblings come to life upon the stage.
Amongst all this bounty, alas, there eixst'd the
bane of Basic. Wherefore art the man who
could'st master the mysteries of GOTOs,
GOSUBs , and all sorts of other ill-manner'd
constructions? How oft I labor'd with Basic,
knowing full well the price to be paid in
debugging.
Yearn'd I then for the software tool to ease mine
burden. A tool that would afford the ease of use
of more base languages such as English. But

then . time is a slave to no man , mine poverty was
not eased. Forsooth, ' twas not until the
introduction of the Program Writer/ Reporter for
thine Apple II that this burden could be lifted.
This Program Writer/Reporter can's! do all
manner of writing, though it 's not yet been
known to put pen to a play or sonnet. Know'st
thou that this program can's! even create
interactive files so data can flow from one to the
other even as the Avon flows gently past mine
place of leisure to another destiny.
With this software ' tis possible even for Falstaff,
that man of no serious purpose, to write code as
good as a Budge. Shylock, he of the mean spirit,
would' st give his money purse for such a tool as
would 'st make him as powerful as a Stone.

Layman! Look your last at despair' Let Program
Writer/ Reporter write your code. Let not pride
of authorship stand in thy way. Code by any
other source will run as swee t.
W Shakespeare
Author
There are separate Program Writer/ Reporter
programs for your Apple JI or Apple Ill. The
Program Writer/ Reporter generates programs
using interactive data files for efficiency, speed,
and data compaction. For more information,
contact your local dealer or write:

Vital Information Inc.
7899 Mastin Drive

Overland Park, KS 662 0 4
(800) 255-5119

<I
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Condor £0-R , a highly flexible report writer which provides for
fixed a s well as variable-length records.
Co ndor Jets the user adapt existing forms like an invoice or
an order entry blank for use in a computerized business or lab
oratory system . The adaptation of existing forms makes it
easier to create and to implement a computerized system
there is less for employees to learn and unlearn.
Each form and each field on a form can be validated be
fore it is entered into the database. Data entry clerks can't en
ter a letter when a number is required. They can't skip over
fields that must be filled in. A field may be required to lie be
tween specified limits such as $1 to $IS. The average time to
compose a screen, even with cross checks and verifications on
each field, is Jess than fifteen minutes.
Condor will please the systems developer because of short
development time, flexible command structure, compact data
storage, and satisfied end users. It permits crashless data
entry by relatively unskilled personnel, compact data storage
with fewer disks to change, quick access to needed infor
mation, and flexible report formats.
Sets of commands include those for database creation and
maintenance, information input and update, information
processing and report writing, operation aids, interfaces, and
utilities.
Condor files are compact partly as a result of its relational
nature. The use of two databases keeps files conveniently man
aged, yet they can be combined with a single command.
Condor 20 is a big system that uses all the Apple's poten
tial. You'll need a CP ,IM SoftCard, a 16K RAM card, an eighty
column generator, and at least two disk drives. A hard disk is
recommended to get the most from Condor 20-2.
Condor 20, by Robert Cohen, Condor Computer Corporation (2051 State
Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104; 313-769-3988). 20-1, $295; 20-2, $595; 20-R,
$295.
p'

Bandits. By Tony and Benny Ngo. Pow.1 Pow! Pow! "Here
comes another wave!" Pow! Pow! "Oh no! They're dropping
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napalm!" Pow! Pow! Pow! "Quick ... shields up!" Pow!
Pow! ''Come back with that orange! Aargh ... shields out!
No! No! Aaarrgh!!"
So ends another game of Bandits.
Bandits is a variation of the age-old invaders-type game,
but with enough new twists and innovations of its own to make
it one of the better of this genre-possibly the best.
In Bandits, you are left to guard the supplies on our closest
satellite, the moon. These supplies are grapes, oranges,
wrenches, and a whole variety of other items. Every criminal
in space is out to steal your goodies and disintegrate you in the
process. At your disposal are five mobile laser guns per game,
with an unlimited supply of ammunition and a limited amount
of shield energy. Bonus guns are awarded every !S,000 points.
Your shields should be used sparingly at first; the game gets
quite hectic as play progresses. A gauge at the bottom of the
screen keeps you informed of your shield's remaining energy
at all times. Shield energy is completely replenished with each
new gun, and is slowly replenished during the life of each gun
in sustained play.
The game starts out simply enough. Phalanxes firing
streams of bullets make several passes at you, either singly or
in groups. Any of them you miss will steal your supplies that
are stacked on the right of the screen, and return with them to
their mothership at the upper left. If you succeed in blasting
away the entire batch of marauders before they make off with
your cherries, bonus points are awarded for the supplies
saved. Then a whole new flight of baddies try their own unique
ly devious ways to put you under and continue their plunder.
Some of these are centipede-like Torrents with napalm bombs,
Carriers that drop bouncing balloons on you, and the deadly
Menace with its highly accurate heat-seeking bullets.
Bandits has twenty-eight levels of play, each with a differ
ent group of items to protect and a unique combination of ban
dits that go after your goods. This ls where the game really gets
frantic. With several different types of bandits attacking si
multaneously, wise shield use, strategy, and a keen eye with a
laser cannon separate the pro from the novice.
Bandits, by Tony and Benny Ngo, Sirius Software (10364 Rockingham
Drive, Sacramento, CA 95827; 916-366-1195). $34.95.
~p

•Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Solar System Astronomy. By Mark Cross. This program is
hard to define. It's more than an "introduction," but less than a
complete course; more than a textbook-on-disk, but less than a
fully interactive teaching program. It's rather like a series of
illustrated lectures-except that you read the "lecture" off the
screen, rather than hearing it.
As a rule, you get a picture of the planet and its two satel
lites, in hi-res color, filling the upper half of the screen. Below
this is a block of text describing the planet-typically twenty or
thirty words. When you have read that, press any key and the
text will be replaced by a new paragraph, while the picture re·
mains. The total amount of text is about 200 words.
The information is nicely organized for teaching purposes,
and it's presented one idea at a'time. Also, some of the sec
tions use several pictures and/ or simple animation to get their
points across. All of this makes it easier to understand the ma·
terial, and thus helps in learning it.
The text presentation includes a couple of surprises. For
one thing, it appears slowly-one character at a time, at about
normal reading speed-accompanied by a series of ticks from
the speaker to simulate the sound of typing. This is not as dis
tracting as you might expect, and in fact seems to add a kind of
warmth to the program-a subliminal suggestion that, even
though you are studying alone, the teacher is there with you.
Also, the text is in mixed upper and lower case, just like a
textbook-an unusual sight on the Apple screen. The program
includes a special graphics driver, which also permits inter
mixing text and graphics; thus labels and explanations can be
included in the pictures. This flexibility makes for pictures
which are easier to understand and teach more effectively
than the usual Apple graphics.
The program includes a section on each of the planets (the
latest information available as of 1981), the History of the So
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Ja r System (ne bular hypothesis ) , Life in the Solar System,
Comets, and the Greenhouse Effect. The coverage of each
topic is lim ited-only a couple of hundred words-but it's very
good within t hat limit . No words are wasted.
In short , this program will not replace a school course in as
t ronomy, but it will give you a good idea of what such a course
is a bout. And if you are already taking such a course, or plan
ning to t a ke one (late high school or early college level), the
program could be an excellent study resource for outside
work.
lR
Sola r Sys te m A stronomy , by Dr. Mark Cross, Cross Educational Soft

wa r e (Box 1536, Ruston, LA 71270; 318-255-8921 ) . $30.

Ca nnonball Blitz. By Olaf Lubeck. The cover of the package of
Cann on ba ll Bli tz features a soldier firmly ensconced on the tail
of his cannon, joystick in hand, a Budweiser at his side.
Despite what you might think, however, Cannonball isn't a
shooting game. It's a combination of capture the flag, dodge
ball, and ladder climbing. The resulting amalgam is highly
entertaining.
The object of the game is to capture enemy flags by scaling
various heights. The first level is a set of sloping floors, com
plete with trap doors and springboards. You have a trio of
characters trying to liberate the flag. You can control the little
person with either joystick or keyboard (you can define the
keys) .
The joystick button or space bar sends the character aloft.
Why? Well, there are the bombs that roll down the slope after
the giant soldier at the top kicks them. You must leap over the
bombs or lose a character. The graphic representation of this
bereavement is an unlucky acrobat sitting there with stars
whirling about his head.
Springboards are placed at various strategic points on the
slopes. If you can position your character at the springboard
before a bomb falls through a trap door, the resultant New
tonian principle of motion sends you up to the next level.
After various adventures and mishaps, you'll finally reach

DOUBLETIME PP.INTER (D P ) is on extremely thorough
and extensive pocl~oge , which con easily pay for itself
in o matter of weel~s in computer time savings.
Until now, whenever the Apple was outputting infor·
motion to o printer, it was "out of commission " until the
printing was done. 13ecouse most printers ore rather
slow, this con mean o loss of use of the computer ranging
5 to 10 minutes to on hour or more.
D.P. now liberates your Apple from being "printer
bound" by allowing the computer to essentially do two
things ot once . With D.P. installed you' ll be able to
continue using many programs in the "foreground" while
the printer faithfully prints out the desired files in the
" background ".
D.P. is more than just o simple interrupt driven utility
though . Over o year of development hos gone into
producing o complete and integrated pocl~oge with o
w ide variety of functions and features. A few of these ore:
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the top level. Right above that is the flag. Your only chance to
get it, however, is to catch a ride on a balloon that comes and
goes. If you're on the top sloping level without a balloon, you
must lea p all the bombs the giant kicks your way until the bal
loon floats back up.
When you capture the flag, you begin the next screen of
play. This is a series of six level floors patrolled by malevolent
cannons that can go up and down the ladders connecting the
floors. The five upper floors each have two trap doors that are
opened when your character runs over them . Two of these
floors have little hammers that can only be used on those floors
and will destroy the cannons. You must spring all five traps in
a vertical row so that the giant soldier patrolling the top floor
will fall through.
If you avoid the cannons and the cannonballs, don't step
through an open trap, and don't get stepped on, you'll capture
the flag. The third level is much like the second, except that
there are elevators to assist your ascent .
Points are earned by jumping cannonballs on the first
screen; hitting a cannon with a hammer or opening a trap door
on the second screen; and hammering a cannon, jumping from
platform to platform, and jumping from platform to elevator
on the third screen. You'll earn bonus points for capturing the
flag, and garner an extra character after completing the sec
ond screen.
There isn't any way to restart the game if you should lose
your first galloper early on. It also takes a few moments to re
load each time. High score isn't saved.
The fife music and sound effects can be turned off, and
there's a pause feature. The graphics are simple but good.
Your timing has to be impeccable, however; there's very
little margin for error .
Cannonball Blitz , by Olaf Lubeck, On-Line Systems (36575 Mudge
Ranc h Road , Coarsegold, CA 93614). DOS 3.3. $34.95.
DA

VC-Loader. This is a utility program that allows you to trans
fer data from almost any source to VisiCalc, VisiTrend, or

• Prints 131NAIW, TEXT or APPLESOFT files with no con
versions necessary. All files ore printed directly from the
disl~ette so very little internal computer memory is
used , and there ore no restrictions on number or
size of the documents printed, other than your system 's
disl~ capacity.
• Files con be FORMATIED when desired to include
margins, paging and even variable number of copies.
• Files con be prioritized so that other users con odd
their files to o disl~ette while printing is in progress.
Urgent files con supercede earlier files placed on
the disl~.
• DOUBLETIME PRINTER is supplied with o special F8
ROM (under special license from Apple Computer,
Inc.) and on interrupt driver interface cord. !30th ore
simple to install by either end-user or dealer.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 48K Apple 11 / 11+ with DOS 3.3
Apple. Apple II . Apple II + ore rrademarks of Apple Campurer. Inc.

soutnwesteAn cJata systems ·
P.O. BOX 582-S •SANTEE. CALIFORNIA 92071 • 714/562-3670
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VisiPlot without having to retype the information manually.
The program does this by converting suitably formatted
text files into DIF files which can then be loaded into a model
in the Visi program of your choice . The major constraint is
that VO-Loader must have a text file as input, and these input
files must be uniformly formatted or the troubles that arise
will consume much more time than might be saved by using
the program. The files to be converted can be from a time
sharing system such as the Source or Dow Jones , reports from
software packages that do not produce DIF files but that
will save reports to_,disk as text files, or reports from other per
sonal computers in direct communication. Text files can be
captured from time-sharing systems or other computers using
communications programs such as VisiTerm or Data Cap
ture.
The appearance of the program on the screen when booted
is much like VisiCalc. The commands are also similar to Visi
Calc, using the / as the signal to the program that the next
character is a command. The method of operation is to place a
VisiCalc-type long cursor over the information that you wish to
place into a single cell. You then hit return and the program
accepts the digits marked by the cursor as a cell of infor
mation for insertion into your model. You then move to the
next column of information and repeat this procedure until you
have marked all the columns. You then issue a command to
save the file and the program scans each line of your file and
assigns the information in it to the relative model cell.
There is also an automatic mode that attempts to define the
positions across the model by using each encountered space as
the cell marker. You may choose the occurrence of 1, 2, or 3
contiguous spaces as a key.
In downloading a group of Dow Jones stock prices and at
tempting to place them into a VisiCalc model, VO-Loader is
able to take the fractions that Dow Jones uses in stock prices
and convert them to decimals so that VisiCalc will treat them
as values, not as labels. Were this not done, it would not be pos

sible to do any calculations with the information.
The program's error handling is quite good....:..nothing, ap
parently, can crash the program. At worst, you could make a
mess of the file in memory and have to reload and start over.
The documentation is quite sparse (1511.l pages), so if the
user isn't proficient with VisiCalc the potential for trouble
abounds. Additionally, the user registration card is printed on
the back of a page that has information on it that most users
would want to retain.
As far as customer support goes, the program comes on a
protected disk without a backup; a backup is available by mail
for $15. This is a policy that is subject to question.
In terms of cost, time, and effort, VO-Loader is probably
suitable only for the user who deals with large volumes of well
formatted information.
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a chance-the walls will disappear in five seconds and you are
in the dark, with only a memory of the maze to guide you.
Each sector opens with menacing munchers circling a sim
ple maze, waiting to close in for the kill . From the moment you
get off your first shot, the grungy mob (two alien threshers , a
robot, two insectoids, and a yo-yo) begins crunching, slurping,
wiggling, and oozing their way into your heart. Cute as they
are, they are even more dangerous-the threshers can ooze
right through the walls. If one of the deadly denizens gets so
much as one dot too close, you're kaput; flat on your back,
kicking your legs, dying one of the hammiest deaths in game·
dom. You have two resurrections per game; each one puts you
right back into the center of menace.
There is one odd piece of logic to Guardian: If you happen
to kill all the aliens on any level as well as make it to the tele
portation square, you are returned to that same level against
a full deck of attackers with only the remainder of your orig
inal match time left. So remember to leave a monster or two
behind you before you split. One would think there would be a
point bonus for such a feat of total demolition as well as es
cape, but that's not the case in the dungeons.
Guardian defaults to joystick but can be played on key
board as well. Nine keys are needed to maneuver and nine
more are needed to fire; nimble fingers are advised. Normal
or expert play modes are offered. Expert play will require sev
eral hours to master. Normal play is fast enough fun for the
average gunslinger. Be ready to bite the bullet when you boot
this one, partner.
Guardian, by Tom and Jerry, Continental Software (11223 South
Hindry Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 9004:1; 213-417-8031). $29.90.

VG-Loader, Micro Decision Systems (Box 1392, Pittsburgh, PA Hi219;
RIR
412-276-2387). $65.

Guardian. By Tom and Jerry. Wanted: heroes and high
nooners to play suspenseful home-arcade space oater. Blaz
ing ray gun combat against creeping aliens that close in on
you, move when you move, and strike with uncanny accuracy.
In a startling departure from its previous game form, Con
tinental Software has leapt into the rabid competition for
home-arcade bestsellerdom. Their hi-res , fast-moving,
smoothly animated entry is Guardian.
This episode of the Guardian saga is a blast-and-escape
race against time down six progressively lethal levels. Guard
ianship of the Emerald of Syrinx has been entrusted to you. Af..
ter an optional briefing, it's your one man against the mon
sters, with only one minute per sector to gun a path through
them and get to the next level. A flashing striped square that
appears in alternating corners of the screen is your only ticket
out of each maze.
The first two levels of the game, five and six, are harmless
in themselves; but three and four get lethal, as the walls are as
deadly to the touch as the creatures that are corralling you
within them. In levels two and three you barely stand a ghost of
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Electric Duet. By Paul Lutus. Music on the Apple is nice, but
haven't you often wished you could produce two-part har
monies as well? Sure, you could set two Apples side by side and
play them simultaneously, but arranging simultaneous exe
cution would be a problem. Besides, that could get pretty ex
pensive. Or, you could purchase a music board, install it in slot

The Apple Joystick JC For Your Apple JC@
The Joystick ][ is designed for those exciting games
testing two dimensional control skills on your Apple
H. This high-quality input device gives you real X-Y
coordinate command of the cursor, and has two
precision firing switches. It is truly a flexible and
powerful control system. The patented Joystick ][
contains high quality components and switches with
over 1,000,000 life cycles tested. The Cursor Ill is an
equally high-quality, self-centering joystick available
for your Apple///.
For additional information on the Joystick ][ and
other Apple accessories, contact your local
,_ authorized Apple dealer or

·~ppk! computar
'

10260 Bandley Dri ve
Cupertino, California 95014
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SVA
KING APPLES
GROW
RIGHTPRICE-RIGHTDELIVERY
SVA hos delivered 2000 cords and systems on time
with the applications and assistance to support them!
Reliable:> You bet!
Every product is operated for a full 7 day burn in
period and retested before leaving our door. Top
quality components like Shugart floppy drives - the
standard of reliability - ore used exclusively.
Support:> Count on itl
Our application development group helps you install
standard DOS, CP/M or Pascal applications. Coll the
SVA Hotline for a list of application software that runs
on the MEGABYTER systems.
Look to SVA for a growing line of A~ple Memory
System products . . SVA means business.

SVA originated 8" floppy disk controllers for the Apple
in 1979 based on 8 years of microcomputer consulting
e xperience.
Since then we hove added four new memory systems
and enhanced our system and application software to
bring you the utmost in performance and convenience .
SVA products adhere strictly to industry computer
standards.
SVA makes your data readable on other computers
and insures maximum reliability and transportability
by recording all data using standard IBM formats.
Standard Apple DOS, CP/M and Pascal ore used to
bring you maximum flexibility, compatibility, and
continued support.

DISK 2+2
8" Floppy Disk Controller
Single density - Single/ double sided
Twice the Oyre

ZVX4 MEGABYTER
8" Floppy disl' controller
Dual density - Single/ double sided
Four Times the Oyre

APP-L-CACHE
2561' RAM Memory Cord
Memory with disl' emulator ROM .
Mini disk cost - Hord disl< performance

AMS 8000 MEGABYTER SYSTEM
Dual 8 " Floppy Disl< Memory System
1 / 2 to 4 Mego-byres doro standard storage
Removable Online Memory

AMS 50 00 MEGABYTER SYSTEM
5" Winchester hard disk system
5 to 20 Mego bytes of online memory
Hord disk storage - SVA support

MEGABYTER SO FTWARE
Dedic a t ed to sta nd a rds o nd support
Ap pl ica ti on Hot line ossisronce :
( 71 4 ) 4 5 2-0101
Da to Transpo rter: Move data
between com puters with; DOS ta
IClM, CP/ M ta IClM, CP/ M ta DE C
Disk Copier Co py any 8" IClM
J 740 or System J4 form at disk .

General Clusiness: Support far; The
Apple Con troller *. Account ing II
Plus *. Peachtree *. ClPI * and others.
Word process ing: Magic Wand *
Apple w riter' , Wa rd Star *. Pasc al
Ed itor .
System Software: Pea rl
appl1 cotian deve lopment.
un m o dified Apple DOS. Pascal
and CP/ M small est drivers in town

Intelligent disk controller doubles the disk
storage capacity of the Apple . Compatible
with existing CP/ M, DOS or Pascal software .
Operates concurrently with mini disks . Load
and run other CP/ M and Pascal disks or
transport/ copy data disks of any computer
using the IClM J74D format.
All the featuresafDisl< 2 +2 plus IClM System
J4 double density recording. Automatic
density switching . Control up ta four
mega-bytes of anline data .Make business
software mare viable . Increase data security
and reliability. File your tax return an 8 "
floppy disl< . Excellent far hard d isk backup .
Operate as a standard 161< memory card
and stare/ retrieve data at J-50 times mini
disk speed. Disk emulator ROM software
eliminates the need far an extra mini disk.
Uses standard DOS, CP/ M and Pascal disk
commands . Access large data bases without
mini disk delays.
Complete single or double density memory
system far applications requ iring large
memory: Data base, Accounting.Ward process
ing, Key ta disl<, and DOS, CP/ M or Pascal
program development SVA has the support
software far these and other applications.
Enjoy the speed and storage capacity of
the latest in high speed - high density anline
memory systems. Load up your DOS. CP/ M.
or Pascal applications and w atch the brain
power of the Apple grow. Combine with an
SVA 8 " floppy system far data transportability
and backup.

Data Clase : Desktop/ Plan . DCl
Master. dClase II . CCA Data
manager .

' Tradema rk s: CP/ M - Di g ital Research:
DO Mosrer - Sto ne Wore: dOose II
Ashton-Tate

SORRENTO VALLEY ASSOCIATES
11722 Sorrento Volley Rood
Son Diego . CA 92121
(714) 452-0101
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3, and be on your way. But that still runs into some hefty
dollars. Hmm ... what to do?
At last, the solution is here. Electric Duet allows the user to
produce two-part harmony with no hardware. This concept is
surpassed only by the superb sound quality of the program.
The demo files included on the disk, which range from Bach's
"Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring" to Scott Joplin's "The Enter
tainer," demonstrate the possible musical variations one can
create with the program.
Input of musical notes is slow, but simple. You can either
type in the notes directly (4,3G# = quarter note, G-sharp in
the third octave), or there is a "play" mode which transforms
the Apple keyboard into a quasi-piano keyboard. In this latter
mode, when you press the piano key desired, the editor tells
you what the note is and enters it into your composition. Duet
does not allow you to use the repeat bar as you would in sheet
music, which means if you wish to repeat a phrase or a strain,
you must input it twice. Needless to say, file listings can get
pretty lengthy.
After the notes are entered, you need to adjust the length of
each note (quarter, eighth, sixteenth, et cetera). Once you do
this, you have yourself a nice piece in two-part harmony.
One of the most powerful features of the program is its
transposition ability. A single command will change your
musical file to another key, anywhere from a half-step (F to
F#, for example) to a whole octave or more. In addition to note
transposition, Duet will also adjust the tempo. One advantage
of the transposition command is that it allows you to compose
in a familiar key, like B-flat, and then move it to a more diffi
cult one. If you're the type who has trouble with more than four
flats or sharps, you'll find the transposition command a defi
nite plus!
Duet saves your pieces as binary files, which allows you to
insert one musical file into another or use them in your own
programs by bloading them to memory and then calling them
when desired.
In addition to two-part harmony, Duet allows you to use
several different voices in your compositions. Six voices are
possible ; however, four are normally used on the Apple. This is
especially useful to create an aural illusion of more than just
two parts. Some of the jukebox pieces that come with the pro
gram utilize this feature well. "Jesu," for example, changes
voices when moving from one phrase to another, giving the im
pression that it is adding two more parts, rather than just
changing tonal quality. While enjoying this demo file, you will
swear E. Power Biggs is playing Bach in the Thomaskirche
right from your very own Apple.
The program's price would be reasonable if its features
stopped here. They don't. Lutus also gives you a way (if you're
creative enough) to insert accelerandos and decelerandos for
variation of tempo within a piece. Duet can also differentiate
up to fourteen different pitches between half-steps in the low
est octave (fewer in the upper octaves), which makes glis
sandos and "sliding" possible. By using techniques described
in the manual, you can also produce fuller, richer tones, espe
cially in the bass, by combining two notes just a fraction apart
from each other.
There are a few minor shortcomings in Duet. Every note
must be entered in terms of the shortest note at that point. In
other words, if you have four eighth notes in the melodic line
accompanied by a half note in the lower line, the half note must
be written as four consecutive eighth notes as well. However,
Duet cannot figure out whether you want four eighth notes or
one half note, and therefore reads them as written. The result
is that instead of getting one continuous note, you get a "half
note" interrupted by three quick breaks in between. The same
is true when you do want several consecutive notes at the same
pitch; the notes are not separated and sound the same as a
long note.
A second deficiency is that although Duet allows you to edit
and insert notes within the file, finding the trouble spot is a
trouble in itself. Unless you can look at the file listing and know
where you are by identifying the notes (and remember long
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notes sometimes look like several short ones), this is difficult.
What the program allows you to do is play each note as you
scroll down the listing. This makes finding your place a little
easier, but you will be tempted to wish the listing scrolled by
while the piece played, so you could see where any errors oc
curred.
Another unwanted feature of Duet is the presence of a
piercing, high-pitched carrier frequency, like that of a televi
sion set, that emanates from the speaker during the playing
from the jukebox. It is negligible while music is present, but
during the rests it can be annoying.
The program comes with an easy-to-follow seventeen -page
manual that leads you through in a friendly manner. Though
the backup is made on the reverse side of the disk (who ever
heard of the sun melting one side of a disk?), replacements of
damaged disks are available for a nominal fee.
Paul Lutus has given us the pleasure of hearing two-part
music, sans hardware. Electric Duet is a utility no Apple
music hobbyist should pass up. If you can't afford a music
board, this is definitely the way to go.
Electric Duet, by Paul Lutus, Insoft (10175 Barbur Boulevard, Suite

MTY
Rendezvous. By Wesley Huntress, Ph.D. For those who
watched the Enterprise shuttle flights and thought, "Why
that's so easy, even I could do it!" now is your chance to prove
it. Edu-Ware has once again introduced an incredible educa
tional tool, titled Rendezvous. Although a lot of fun at times, it
is definitely not an arcade game. The program starts off at
launch and you have to achieve orbit around the earth. If it is
not stable, you burn up after one revolution. Once you have
mastered this relatively easy task, then you have the tedious
task of matching orbit with the space station. This is not easy,
as space is large, and both of you are small. Subtle changes in
angle of thrust and the amount of thrust over many orbits
bring wide variations in position. A lot of patience and a good

202B, Portland, OR 97219; 503-244-4181). $29 .95.
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grounding in bas ic astrophysics (trig will do) is very helpful.
When you have gotten the shuttle into the same part of
spa ce as t he station, t hen you enter phase three, the approach.
Utilizing either the keyboard or a joystick, you must maneu
\·er to within two kilometers of the station and reduce your
speed to twenty meters per second or less (almost drifting).
The fo urih a nd most difficult phase is the actual docking in the
station landing ba y. On "Battlestar Galactica," it looks so easy
when the fighters swoop full blast into the tiny bay opening. Just
try it! The approach corridor for the space station is a cylin
der 32 meters in diameter and 42 meters long. The shuttle must
be in exact sync with the station in all three axes, with no side
wise drift, and matching speed. Only when all these conditions
are met and the shuttle is in the corridor do the docking doors
open.
Now the real fun begins! You must bring the shuttle to "dis
tance=O" from the hangar; the heading, pitch, and bank must
not exceed two degrees; and the shuttle must be within two me
ters of the approach line. Otherwise you crash into the station.
If you can really do all this, the program will grade your per
formance and assign you a rank from Swab to Fleet Admiral.
If you have any lingering doubts as to the difficulty of this pro
gram, look in the manual at what they expect keyboard users
to do with each of their fingers.
As a serious professional educational program, Rendez
v ous is one of the best to date. The pupil gets a real feel for the
difficulty of space exploration and a healthy appreciation of
what those astronauts are going through .
R e nde::rous, by Wesley Huntress, Edu-Ware Services (Box 22222,
Agoura, CA 91301; 213-706-0661). $39.95.
RRA

Quest for the Holy Grail. By Thorne D. Harris III and Mark
Ben Hattier. This is a fantasy adventure game in the tradition
of Wizardry and Hellfire Warrior. It's much simpler than those
two and in many ways not as good, but it has some nice
features of its own. It also has one great advantage over near
ly all games of this kind-but we'll come to that later.
The scenario of the game is the classic quest story: You
create a character (random numbers determine his bravery,
fame, virtue, wisdom, and wealth) and send him to visit
seven different monasteries scattered over a map of Britain,
seeking the Holy Grail and having adventures. Before starting
on his quest, your hero can hire various companions (if he can
afford them): a friar, a barber (skilled in the healing arts), a
jester, and a minstrel.
Some of the monasteries to be visited hold clues to the lo
cation of the Grail, which will help your hero in his search.
However, the monasteries also contain hazards of various
kinds (including a foxy lady or two), which can reduce one or
more of the hero's characteristics. Also, your friar may
choose to join the monastery rather than- stay with your
group-which leaves your party one man short.
The monasteries are separated by dark and dangerous for
est paths teeming with killer rabbits, man-eating trees, and
other nasties-including an occasional fire-breathing dragon.
You can lose party members here, too. Or your hero himself
can be killed-the screen displays the ominous warning, "Your
powers are failing. . .." But if he has a magic potion, and a
companion to administer it , he may yet survive to reach the
next monastery.
On the other hand, if you manage to defeat a monster, some
of your characteristics may improve-particularly fame-and
you may also find a chest with a fe w gold pieces in it, improv
ing your wealth.
The scenario of the game is very good: it provides lots of
action and quite a few surprises, and it all fits together smooth
ly. There's not much in the way of graphics-most scenes are
described rather than pictured-but the descriptions are good
enough to make it work.
The "play" of the game-the mechanics of playing it in
ter ms of what actions you can take in any given situation-is
less satisfactory. You are always offered a choice of actions,
but your selection often doesn 't affect the result of the en
counter. Even if you make the same choice in a given situation
every tim e that situation comes up, the results may vary un·
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predictably: win one time and lose the next, with no apparent
pattern. It can be frustrating.
But you can fix that. And now we come to the great advan
tage mentioned earlier: this game is not copy-protected, bless
Mr. Harris and company. AB it says on the cover, this game is
"fully listable and modifiable."
So if you ever get tired of playing it from the outside, you
can open it up and play around with the insides! Custom-tailor
it to your own preferences, or use it as a starting point to build
your own game. Or just learn from it.
If you're really into fantasy games, you shouldn't miss this
one.
Quest for the Holy Grail, by Thorne D. Harris III and Mark Ben
Hattier, Superior Software (4312 Arizona Avenue, Kenner, LA 70062;
504-468-2273). $24.95.
JR .

Fly Wars. By Duane Later. Fly Wars releases the spider in all
of us in a home-arcade game that requires both reflexes and
foresight. At first the game seems like a throwaway, but given
half a chance it will grow on you. The basic idea is to trap fly.
fighters in your web. Each time you destroy one, a caterpillar
appears. Trap them to produce a cocoon. Finally, you must
push the cocoon to the top of the screen, where it explodes in a
cascade of points. As you rack up points, the action speeds up,
making it harder at each of the eight levels to trap either the
flies or the caterpillars.
To make life interesting, a can of Raygunite bug spray ap
pears with increasing frequency on the sides of the screen, dis
pensing bursts of noxious vapors lethal to your octopedal alter
ego. And then there's a web-munching beetle that can make
your life exceedingly difficult. Finally, in a touch of ultimate
silliness, caterpillars revert to their true terrorist nature by
hurling an occasional bomb at you.
As the spider, your only weapon is your web. You can string
it up or travel without it. Should one screen get too cluttered
with strands, you can clear it by running off the edge with your
spinneret turned off. The beetle and the bug spray are always
deadly, and all you can do is try to evade them-not always a
simple task. So you reside in the middle of a food chain;
stronger than some, prey to others. An unenviable position, but
far from hopeless. The key is planning ahead. Preparation in
the earlier, slower levels pays off when things get hectic-if
you survive that long. Although you have three spiders per
game, the death of one clears the screen of trapped victims.
After the disappointment of some of Sirius's last few
games, Fly Wars is encouraging. It may slip by unnoticed in
the plethora of new releases, but it deserves better than that.
Perhaps its 3-D cover will catch the buyer's eye and the news
that this one plays well-very well-will spread.
Fly Wars is addicting without being frustrating-and that's
nothing to swat at these days.
Fly Wars, by Duane Later, Sirius Software (10364 Rockingham Drive,

Sacramento, CA 95827; 916-366-1195). $29.95.
DA
Eliminator. By John Anderson. In the grand tradition of De
fend er, your space ship weaves and bobs through the sky
above your planet firing at a variety of alien enemies. Unlike
Def ender, however, in the Apple version of this game you are
not defending anyone. There is nothing on the planet that the
aliens are trying to pick up. All the action takes place in space,
and there is plenty of it for the action lovers. There are ten
levels of intensity, which are selectable at the beginning. You
can also change levels by surviving the previous level.
An interesting innovation is the introduction of a real time
clock that regulates how much time you have on each level.
There are fifteen waves of aliens per level, so your score is de
pendent on the number shot down in the allotted time. To add to
the fun , forward and background scrolling is possible. There
fore, the aliens can reverse direction off screen to make sneak
attacks.
Another novelty is the launching of missiles from the alien
ships. If sixteen of these missiles hit your ship, your screens are
destroyed. Not only do you have to a void the aliens' deadly fire,
at times the screen is so littered with missiles that it looks like a
blizzard.
Eliminator is a challenging entry-level arcade game that
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will be enjoyed by all age groups.
Eliminator, by John Anderson, Adventure International (Box 3435,
Longwood, FL 32750; 305-862-6917). $29.95.
RRA

Trailblazer. By Zeta Systems. Metagaming, one of the major
forces In the role-playing game world, has made Its debut In
the microcomputer field. Trailblazer is Metagaming's highly
successful Interstellar trading and mercantile empire-build·
ing game. It has been developed and marketed for the Apple
by ZSI and was Introduced at the May Applefest in Boston.
One can sharpen one's trading strategies in the solo mode,
but it was primarily designed as a multiplayer game. Each of
the four players Is given limited capital, a home office on
Earth, and a branch office on another planet. Each round of
the game is divided into three modules. The first module is the
auctioning of trade items, with designated products of each
planet going to the highest bidder. On different planets each
product is worth different values. These values shift with sup
ply, demand, and advertising. A master strategy can be de
stroyed because a competitor beat you to a planet and glutted
the market. Thus, the successful trader must devise a strategy
of buying low on one planet and Immediately, on the next turn,
selling high on another planet. Easier said than done! Over
head costs and taxes make this very difficult. The cost of
maintaining fleets of scout and transport ships and supporting
new offices can rapidly eat up moderate profits.
Once all the buying is done, the ships are allocated into
fleets and the cargo for each is loaded. Then the fleets are as
signed destinations. Lone scouts are ordered into the void to
discover new planets, which bring in hefty cash bonuses.
Fleets can sometimes get lost in hyperspace and disappear
forever.
Amidst all the text, there is one nice hi-res animated pic
ture that shows your ship arriving at a planet and a shuttle
going down to the surface. In the second module, the cargo is
unloaded and sold on the planet. Within the third module, fleets
are reorganized, offices are opened and closed and the ad
vertising budgets allocated. Finally, a profit-and-loss state
ment for the round Is shown. At the end of each round a bulle
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tin is issued from the Free Traders Association which pro
claims the top trader of the round. The game can be played for
a preset number of rounds or until one player has bankrupted
all his opponents.
Metagaming has a fantastic catalog-let's hope more of
their games will be adapted for the Apple. Rumors that ZSI
will bring out Fantasy Trip in hi-res graphics surfaced at Ap
plefest, much to game-players' delight.
Trailblazer , Zeta Systems (1725 Adelaide Boulevard, Akron, OH
44305; 216-784-7366). $29.95.
~RA

S.A.G.A. #1-12. By Scott Adams. Certainly one of the cleverest
marketing gambits of the year has been Adventure Interna
tional's revamping of the S.A.G.A. (Scott Adams Graphic Ad
ventures). One of the growing number of companies to utilize
the exceptionally diverse graphic programs of Penguin's Mark
Pelczarski, A.I. Is re-releasing all twelve of the famous Scott
Adams text adventures with hi-res graphics.
Obviously a tremendous amount of marketing research
was done In preparing S.A.G.A. for re-release. The final prod
uct line has many sought-after features. Each S.A.G.A. sup
ports the Votrax voice synthesizer, giving you an adventure that
talks. The program also supports lower case and allows for
the graphic mode to be turned off for speed In playing. The disk
is double-sided, which allows hi-res pictures utilizing a special
palette of over one hundred colors.
A.L's new commitment to hi-res graphic adventuring
sounds the death knell for pure text adventure games. The
mighty tide of the consumer market has so dictated, and A.I.
has been percept!ve enough to try to ride the crest of the wave .
S .A. G.A . #1-12, by Scott Adams, Adventure International (Box 34311,
Longwood, FL 32750; 305-862-6917). $29.95.
RRA

Knight of Diamonds. By Robert Woodhead and Andrew Green
berg. "It was in this very tavern-or one like it-I talked to ye
some years ago, warrior, " said old Sanforn, his slim, greedy
fingers wrapped around the flagon of ale. Near the small group
at the side table, scores of rough men and strong women
drank and la,ug hed.
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"I told ye th rn y c 'd no t come unscarredfrom the temple of
Apslwi. Ind eed . ., he chuckled, "y e've some fine new notches
Oil 1/1'1'

a 1' 111 01·.

"

:.Why do H:e waste tim e on this knave, Eleazar?" blurted
the priestess. ''Patience, Hathor, patience, " the grizzled lord
m 11r11111red. "Sanforn can tell us more of the knight of dia
monds than mos t. "
Th e drinker choked on his mighty gulp of ale. "Knight
of . . .. " He looked at the trio through one gimlet eye. "So, ye're
about that, are y e? The temple of Apshai wasn 't enough. Ye
had to test the wizardry of Werdna in the mad overlord's
dun geon. Now the knight of diamonds. Pshah, ye're mad."
Th e rasp of stone on steel stopped his mouth. "Yer tongue is
too sharp. ancient. P erhaps ye'd like to have some of it shaved
s moother?" the v oice of the dwarf Oden purred gently a.she
added another touch to the edge of his sword.
"Nay, I meant nothin' by it," sneered the oldster. "I used
to be a hero once m eself" He cackled with mirth and drained
his ale.
"Enough of this blather," said armored Eleazar from his
spot a,gainst the wall, right thumb endlessly polishing the gem
on the hilt of his unsheathed sword. "Tell us of the knight of
diamonds."
"Ah, well, my throat 's a bit dry for all that talking, " said
Sanforn. He searched his pockets without success, then
grinned at Eleazar, who gave a chill smile and ordered afresh
round. After a gulp from a fresh flagon, Sanforn began to talk.
"Ye 're all experienced, better than thirteenth level, from what
ye did in Wizardry. Ye must be, to enter the city of Llylgamyn.
"Years ago, the city was protected by the staff of Gnilda.
Nothing from outside-neither magic nor force of arms-could
disturb the city as long as it held that staff Men and women of
good will could come and go as they pleased.
"Ah, but its creator never thought of the enemy within. A
traitor of Llylgamyn sold himself to dark forces. He seized the
staff and slaughtered-he thought-the entire royal family . It
was a dark deed, darkly done. "
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Shaking his head, Sanforn drank yet another draught.
"What the traitor didn't know was that two youngsters of the
royal family escaped through passages known only to the fami
ly and a few trusted fighters. I was one.
"Ye scoff," Sanforn spat at the dwarf, "yet 'tis true. After
the slaughter, the traitor was cocksure he'd destroyed the
family. The young prince and princess, with my help and that of
a few others, recov ered the armor of the knight of diamonds, a
hero the traitor thought was but le_qend.
"With the armor, and the staff of Gnilda, the prince led us
against the traitor," Sanforn's youthful fingers danced in the
air as he continued.
"We others battled the forces of the dark lords while the
young prince and the traitor struggled. Well, the traitor fell at
last, but his dying curse destroyed the prince and the castle.
Those of us left alive searched for days but found nothing.
"Now again the city is threatened. Gnilda's staff is there in
one of the six broken corridors under what's left of the castle.
The armor of the knight of diamonds is there as well, and-it's
rumored-can defend itself better than any warrior."
"Indeed, " said Eleazar, "it needs that strength if it is to de
fend itself against the strange species of beasts and vermin
said to be there. Well, I grow bored of the usual haunts. I have
a band of fighters, priests, thieves, mages, and other magic
us e rs who 're lusting for more adventure. We go to
Llylgamyn. "
"I would go with ye, " said the one-eyed figure. "I know
those narrow halls. For example, only three fighters may go
abreast. Wise leaders post magic users behind this iron front
wall. "
" Ye 'd be naught but a nuisance," sneered the dwarf
"Let me buy the next round of ale, and I'll prove ye wrong."
Again Sanforn searched his robes, this time successfully. He
paid the serving man with a peculiar iron coin.
"Odd," said Odin, peering at the coin. "That's dwarfgelt. I
see little of that abov e our lands. Where'd ye come by it?"
Sanforn laughed. "From yer pouch. I stole it as I talked."
With his left hand, the dwarf reached up deep inside his iron
breastplate where he carried his pouch for safety.
" Why you old . . : . "
His sword roared through the air and smashed the chair
Sanforn had been sitting on. From behind him came the man's
voice, stronger and quieter.
"After the prince died, I became a thief He and I were like
brothers, and the city held naughtfor me with him dead. But!
see my death now dimly, and I would return. I will do so as yer
friend and compatriot, or alone-it matters little to me. I'll die
in the place I was born.
"I'll drink in the adventurer's inn again, have Boltar's son
Boltac sell me potions, maybe even leave a few coppers (mine
or not) at the temple ofCant. I will return to Llylgamyn with or
without ye."
Eleazar stood and placed his hand on the dwarf's shoulder
to calm him.
"You can come with us, and welcome. But first, return
Odin's pouch to him."
" That ?" laughed Sanforn. "It's back inside his iron draw
ers, as safe as it was before. It's only a wee bit lighter to pay
for our drink on leaving . ... "
Three-dimensional maze, mappable, in run-time Pascal. As
many as six level-thirteen or better characters developed in
the Proving Grounds of the Mad Ov erlord can band together to
find adventure and treasure. Note: disk drive speed is vital on
this or any other game in Pascal.
Knight of Diamonds, by Robert Woodhead and Andrew Greenberg,
Sir-tech (6 Main Street , Ogdensburg, NY 13669; 315-393-6633). Re
quires original Wizardry to run. $34.95.
Dfl

Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to run on
either Apple II, with 48K, ROM Applesoft, and one disk drive.
The requirement for ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Ap
plesoft in a language card. Many Apple II programs will run on
the Apple III in the emulator mode.
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One of the enjoyable things about traveling is the opportuni
ty it affords to browse in multifarious computer stores. Even
if you live in a big city and have a large selection of Apple
dealers, the grass always seems just a bit greener-especially
if you're visiting places like California or Massachusetts that
are centers of micro activity. If you find something that looks
useful and the price isn't too high, you probably buy it; after all,
you rationalize , the dealers back home might not have it.
That's not completely a rationalization. There's so much
software available that no one dealer can carry it all. And
some of the programs, such as the various Vi.siCalc peripher
als, are of interest only to owners of other programs, so a
dealer who doesn't stock the original won 't stock the peripher
als either. Then, too, some dealers tend to specialize in games
or business applications or even in hardware to the exclusion of
software . So it's a good idea to buy interesting programs to
have on hand in case you run into a problem where you might
need their help.
Flight of Fancy. Just imagine the goodies you might col
lect over two or three years as a traveling computer en
thusiast. There's one from a Los Angeles computer store that
lets you turn the command sav e into init so that anybody who
tries to copy one of your programs with a load and save will
zap t he disk . There's an out-of-print personal finance package
from Chicago that begins erasing disks only after you've en
tered eighteen months of transactions, including all your per
sonal and business checks, credit cards, and department store
charges. There's a musical pitch ear-training package, de
signed to run on an obscure synthesizer, found in a barrel in a
Cincinnati computer store with a sign saying, "Only $7.00 each.
Even if they won't run, you 've got another disk."
Then there's the one designed to scroll listings slowly page
by page, clear ly designed for people who haven't heard of con
t rol-S. The fact that it was only $14.90 at a store on Convoy
Street in San Diego makes it less annoying that it never leaves
the shelf. From a computer store on Lexington Avenue in New
York came a package that lets you draw a series of lines on the
screen a nd then play these as sound pulses through the speaker
to cr eate sound effects . Surely, it'll come in handy someday.
In brief, in just one small part of your software library, you
might find two graphics packages; three personal finance
packages (one that erases disks) ; four regression programs
(including one home made) , two, three , or four programs that
tell t he sta rting address and length of binary files, and who
knows how many phone number lists, none of which will sort
t he names alphabetically.
They're taking up space in the drawer, and they're tying up

disks that you could use for other things, but you won't get rid
of them. A good utility program is too valuable.
Back to Earth. Some of the more useful utility programs
don't cost a thing-once you have your system-because
they're included on your system master. By now you're
familiar with Copy and Copya, right? The first is listed in the
catalog as an Integer program, so it must be used for copying
other Integer programs, while the second, which is in Apple
soft, is for copying floating point files, correct? And, since an
object file is another name for machine language file, the third
copy program on the disk, Copy.obj (a binary file), must be for
copying machine language programs, mustn't it?
Nope. Either of the first two programs will copy any file
that is copiable by normal means, and the one written in the
Basic language that your machine knows is the one you have to
use. When you list one of these two, you realize that the third is
the machine language program that does most of the actual
copying and is called from the appropriate Basic program.
But, if you've spent some time trying to find the instructions
that would tell you how to use these programs for copying indi
vidual binary files without specifying their starting address and
length, you're not alone.
You've probably also run across FID . The instructions are
in your DOS Manual and are quite clear. In addition to dupli
cating only those files you select by name (unlike Copy and
Copya, which transfer the entire disk, bugs and all), FID
makes it a tiny bit easier to lock, unlock, or delete files than
does DOS by itself. Similarly, Muffin is well documented in the
manual. This is the one that takes thirteen-sector 3.2 disks and
upgrades them to sixteen-sector 3.3 disks. Not on the system
master but available at your dealer if you ever need it (very
unlikely) is Niffum, which downgrades files.
Dog Bites DOS. Unfortunately, not all the utility programs
on your system master are mentioned in the DOS Manual. For
example, if your dog's just chewed up the basics disk you use
to boot those old thirteen-sector disks, you first kick the dog,
second kick yourself for being too lazy to muffin them, and
third insert your system master and type brun Boot13 (note
no space between "Boot" and "13") . You can now boot 3.2
disks .
Suppose you're writing a program and discover that you
need to put a twenty-line insert between lines 300 and 310. You
could use a subroutine, but this is considered a very inelegant
solution-almost a solecism-for a routine that's called only
once per run. Instead, you remember that your system master
has two programs entitled Renumber and Renumber Instruc
tions. The first is very useful; the second is incomplete and

Two-VoiceMusicSynthesizer
The only two-voice music synthesizer
for the Apple computer that does not
require additional hardware.

by Paul Lutus

OniYS29.95
See and hear it at your Apple dealer.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer . Inc

Once you listen to the Electric Duet,
you won't buy a "hardware" music system.
Your Apple can now play two simultaneous notes.
You can select from our included music library or create your own.
The Electric Duet features a music editor with easy piano entry ...
transposes both pitch and durations ...
and plays through the Apple speaker or tape output.
Plus
Music and sound effects you create with the Electric Duet
can be saved into your own programs.
IN SOFT I 10175 S.W . Barbur Blvd. I Suite 202B I Portland, OR 97219 I (503) 244-4181

List off your favorite card games
and you'll agree not one has the
fun and enjoyment offered by Gin
Rummy ... provided you're up
against a tough opponent.
Good Gin players have always
been agonizingly hard to find,
great ones almost impossible . . .
especially at the times you're in
the mood. Until Now. Now you
have Computer Gin Rummy! 
the perfect opponent who's ready
to play whenever you are , for as
long as you want!
Computer Gin Rummy is no sim
ple "Go Fish" type of competitor ...
but a master tactician who plays
like a pro, who has all the strategy,
knows all the moves to give you a
terrific battle every time! He knocks
when you least expect it, holds out
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right cards (which are wrong for
you!) , and suddenly lays down his
hand , as if to say, "name of the
game;' and gins! This is real Gin
Rummy where you can change

your lay-offs, rearrange your cards
at will , even take back a bad dis
card before it's fully in play.

Makes all

Once you start playing Computer
Gin Rummy you'll find all other
card games seem dull and boring,
because none give you such a
smart competitor. Now for some
extra good news. Along with GIN
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confusing. The first allows you to renumber any or all lines in
your Basic program and will automatically renumber in in
crements of five, ten, thirty-seven, or whatever you want.
Unfortunately, if you run the instructionz:i you'll have to
scroll through sixteen screen pages. If you print them, you'll
have six 81/2-inch by 11-inch pages with "Press space for
more, esc to restart" messing up the printout three times on
each page. When you look through them, you find that the pro
gram also contains supplementary programs to merge two Ap
plesoft programs and to convert ROM and RAM Applesoft pro
grams from one version to the other. It then has seven pages of
error messages.
Nowhere do the instructions tell you in which order to load
your program and the utility that renumbers It.
Better Yet. If all you want to do Is renumber, forget the In
structions and go through the following very brief tutorial.
First type the program and save It on a disk .
3 HOME
19 PRINT "APPLES"
27 PRINT " AND"
32 PRINT "ORANGES"
39 PRINT "DRIVE"
1099 PRINT "ME"
55000 PRINT "BANANAS!"

Got it saved? Okay. Now Insert your system master and
type run Renumber. Ignore the summary instructions and hit
return two or three times. You should see the usual blinking
cursor. Now reinsert the disk you saved this little program on
and load the program by name (what did you name it?). Type
& (that's shift-6). Walt a second until the cursor returns. Type
list. You should find the lines renumbered by tens beginning
with 10. This is the default setting. If you want these line num
bers, resave the program on a disk . Saving is not automatic
with this utility.
Suppose you want to renumber only lines 32 through 1099.
Start tells the program which old line you want to start with
and end tells it which old line to end with. First tells It what the
first new number is to be. Inc sets the Increments between line
numbers . To renumber lines 32 through 1099 by hundreds be
ginning with number 1000, type :
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Dupes Your Digits. Two ot her useful utility pr ogra ms on
your system master are catalogued under the names Make
Text and R etrieve Text. As you probably know by now, text
files allow programs to control your machine using exactly the
same commands you would use from t he keyboard. If you
want to call for the catalog In a Basic progra m , you can only do
so in a roundabout way :
100 D$ = CHR$(4): PRINT D$; " CATALOG"

To call for it from a text file , you type simply ca talog with no
quotes or line number .
The drawback, however, Is tha t text files must be created
by Basic programs, which Is a bit complica ted because each
program must first open the file , then write in It , and later
close it. Make Text Is a utility that does this automatically. To
see how it works, insert your system m a ster and load Mak e
Tex t . Save it on a disk that 's not write protected. Do the sam e
with R etrieve Tex t. Then run Mak e Tex t. When asked for the
first line, type ca talog . That 's all. If you put a line num ber at
the beginning, It 'll think you 're writing a Basic program and
later on will balk. Hit return twice, and the prom pt will a sk for
a file name. Type show. catalog. The command to run a text
file is exec . Type exec show. catalog, and you should see t he
catalog if the disk is still In your drive.
R e trieve Text Is a utility program that allows you to see the
contents of a text file. It's the equivalent of list, and Its Internal
instructions are clear. Try It now with your text file named
Show.Catalog.
Dust Collectors. The last utilities on your system master
are Chain, which allows you to run a second Applesoft pro
gram without zeroing out the first one's variables , a nd Master
Create, which is now obsolete. This one reorganizes the files on
your disk so that, no matter what size m a chine they were
saved from, they will load and run on any other size from 16K
to 48K. Since the chances of running into a 16K m achine that
hasn't been upgraded are almost nil, you 'll probably never use

our DAISY puts out...
Wit h more data analysis power at a lower price ...

& FIRST 1000, START 32, END 1099, INC 100

These commands can be In any order and must be separated
by commas . For any that you omit, default values take over;
the default values start with your first program line, end with
the last , and renumber by tens beginning with ten. If this Is
what you want, and you probably will until you get to the sub
routines , just type the ampersand.
Swttcheroonie. Also note that Basic sorts the new line num
bers in the usual way, so that you can really garble a program
if you goof and accidentally give some old high-numbered lines
new numbers that are lower than some you didn't change. Sup
pose you intended to renumber a subroutine presently at 1100
from 1000 and up by tens and planned to type & Start 39, First
1000. You get as far as & START 39 when the phone rings, and
you hit return by mistake. Go ahead and do It. Can you im
agine trying to straighten out a thousand-line program after
something like that? So, save the original under Its own name
until you have checked the revised version.
The important thing to note, and this Is something that the
instructions omit, Is that you must first run R enumber and
then, after you hit return a couple of times, enter or load your
program, which R enumber prompts by showing the usual
blinking cursor. Then, when you type & and the optional param
eters, whatever program you just loaded will be renum
bered. If you load your program before Renumber, running
the utility will wipe it out of memory. If you run your program
after loading it, you'll wipe out R enumber. Remember, even
though it appears that you've regained control after you've run
Renumber, R enumber Is running the whole time and your pro
gram, until saved, is really only Input data; if you hit reset or
use maxfiles, you'll destroy this program.
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it. If you need to , the instructions are in the manual, as are
those for Cha in.
T hose a r e the utility programs that come with each system.
Computer stores from Lexington Avenue to Convoy Street
offer m a ny more, some of which may prove useful to you. Here
a re just a few that may make your life a bit easier.
X lis te r, on Utility City from Beagle Bros (4315 Sierra Vista,
San Diego, CA 92103; 714-296-6400), lists an Applesoft program
with each line as many columns long as your printer can print.
It prints each statement on a separate line, indents those lines
between each/or and its next , and marks those on the same line
following an if-then . Best of all, it lists hidden control char
acters . This one makes analyzing somebody else's programs
almost a joy.
Zoom Graphics, from Phoenix Software (64 Lake Zurich
Drive, Lake Zurich, IL 60047; 312-438-4850), allows you to take a
picture from either hi-res screen, enlarge it to almost any size,
rotate it ninety degrees if you want, change its vertical and hor
izontal proportions, and print it on a wide variety of printers;
and Graphtrix, published by Data Transforms (616 Washing
ton Street, Suite 106, Denver, CO; 303-832-1501), lets you mix hi
res graphics and text on the same printed page by converting
text entered from the keyboard to hi-res characters identical
with those of text mode.
Apple Writer, by Apple Computer (10260 Bandley Drive,
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010), is a good beginning text
editor. It's old, and it won't do directly a lot of things other
word processors will do, such as display lower case on the
screen, underline, print superscripts and subscripts, and send
control commands to the printer. But it has one overwhelming
advantage if you 're apt to use your word processor a lot: it's
copiable. Although you may never have a problem getting a
blown disk replaced, it's good to avoid the ten days or so you
might be without your word processor if it did crash. A simple
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Copya backup takes care of this eventuality.
And if Apple Writer is the route you take, here's the service
road to take with it. Brillig Systems (10270 Fern Pool Court,
Burke, VA 22015; 703-323-1339) publishes a software peri
pheral called Apple Writer Extended that overcomes the un
derlying limitation of Apple Writer and provides some very
useful file conversion programs. Among these, perhaps the
handiest are those programs that convert Applesoft files, Ap
ple Writer files, and text files to any one of the other types and
at the same time change all upper-case letters to lower case or
vice versa if desired. This allows you to write a demonstration
program in Applesoft, run it and debug it, and then, without
risking the introduction of new typing errors, convert it into the
Apple Writer format to be included in a manuscript.
Innumerable other utilities exist to make using Apples
easier, many specialized to particular interests. If you get into
programming, you'll discover a score of utilities intended to
smooth and speed the creation of new software.
Down the Garden Path. The best way to learn about the po
tential of your computer is to try to make it do something.
We'll get a good start on this next month when we enter an Ap
plesoft program that creates a special garden and, along the
way, introduces a few commands and concepts not covered in
the Applesoft tutorial.
See you then .
JI
Christopher U. Light has been a newspaper reporter, mag
azine editor, financial planning consultant, and professor of fi
nance. He has written for Softside, The Journal of Political
Economy, and National Geographic, as well as appearing fre
quently in Softalk.
Light 's darker side revealed itself when he coauthored,
with his son Chris, the diabolical Appletrivia contest for last
March's Softalk.
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You'll go hog-wild at the way Pig Pen's clever switches
make this the most intriguing game you ever got hooked on!
With Pig Pen you run the maze leaving dots wherever
you go! And the 4 beady eyed pigs are out to stop you .
Take a potent, pulsing pig pill and you can zap the pigs.
turning them into delicious ham hocks! Why be
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Amdek'snew Color-II monitor with DVM interface board
No v ideo monitor has ever combined Apple II compati
bility with exceptional performance like the new 13"
Color-II monitor from Amdek.

What is DVM? The DVM, or "Digital Video Multiplexor;'

Color-II features our optional new DVM peripheral board
for easy interfacing with your Apple II. And look at the
other top-of-the-line features Color-II offers:

Amdek's DVM is software programmoble to allow trans
parent operation, and is parallel with existing Apple
text and graphic modes. Three of its channels are used to
multiplex the existing Apple text, low resolution and high
resolution graphics. The 4th channel allows the use of an
80 character line video board.

• RGB, TTL input for high resolution graphics.
• 80 x 24 character display capability (with expansion
card by Vydec).
.
• 560 (H) x 260 (V) resolution.
• Molded-in carrying handle for easier portability.
• Front-mounted controls for faster fine-tuning.
So if you want to get the most from your Apple 11
system, get the "most" monitor. Ask your dealer about
Amdek's new Color-II monitor with the optional DVM
interface board.

is a low cost interface that allows the Apple 11 computer
to be used with an RGB monitor, such as our Color-II.

Our DVM is also color channel software programmable,
enabling you to turn the three color channels on or off
by software control. For example, the red and blue
channel can be turned off when the 80 character
channel is turned on, resulting in a green phosphor
video presentation.
For convenient operation, the DVM board may occupy
any slot in the Apple II. The DVM also features low-power
consumption and low-power schottky logic.

Amdek Corporation, 2420 E. Ookton Street, Suite "E" Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005 (312) 364-1180 TLX 25-4786

Word Processing:

Lessons Loud and Clear
Avuncular Ed Scouten, an English teacher for nearly half a
century, finds the story instructive: student and teacher are
going over a paper on the eminently practical topic of dressing
for the job interview. Both look down at the mistake-ridden
composition. The student, seeing for the first time errors that
escaped him time and again, says, "Wait, wait , wait, mis
take."
This scene will reoccur time and again as the two plow, line
by line, through the manuscript. And all the while the man in
the checkered jacket will be wondering, "What is it that makes
this student so sharp, so adept at finding mistakes that mo
ments before, in the sign-language sanctuary of his dormi
tory, he couldn't have seen with the Mount Palomar tele
scope?"
Ed Scouten proffers a well-educated guess. His suddenly
astute charge at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf
at the Rochester Institute of Technology in Rochester, New
York, has demonstrated once again that the hearing impaired
are a curious mix of understanding and misunderstanding.
Quiet Mistakes. "They make errors that are typically
deaf," says Scouten, a native of Omaha, Nebraska, who began
his career counseling two deaf brothers at a Boy Scout camp
during the Great Depression.
" They have been taught the use of the articles-a, and, and
the-countless times, " explains Scouten. "And they have been
taught tense. But, actually, they have been overtaught. It's like
hammering a nail. You get down to the surface and yet you
keep on banging. And this overteaching irritates them. They
hate English with a passion. English teachers are picky-picky.
They're always finding fault, and the students come to expect
red marks on their papers."
The foregoing state of affairs did not sit well with Scouten
and fellow NTID educators Nancy Smith and Don Beil, who
equat e literacy (English and computer) with survival in the
com petitive eighties. So last year, with the blessings and as
sistance of the folks who produce the Magic Window word
processing program, they designed a course that would bring
the two literacies together .
By the time hearing children are five years old, Scouten ex
plains, they've learned all the syntax they'll need for everyday

conversation. By contrast, a hearing-impaired child-particu
larly one who has been deaf since birth or since before the ac
quisition of speech-tends to render English in a fractured syn
tax devoid of the idioms of spoken English. A child who's never
heard conversation will have problems developing the nomin
ative"!." He's likely to talk "baby talk," as in "Charlie wants
candy," or "Nice pretty she." And he will have trouble grasp
ing what might seem the simplest parts of speech, the articles .
"Think of the multiplicity of exposures a hearing child has
to a, and, and the," marvels Scouten. "The deaf child doesn't
have them. They are abstractions. Show me an a. It's a num
ber concept."
Without sound, the deaf must rely on visual or tactile com
munications. They write, finger-spell, or, more commonly,
they sign, using American Sign Language, a language of more
than one thousand ideographic symbols suggestive of Chinese
characters. A child who learns one or more of these language
skills early enough can communicate effectively-but signing
is not standard English, Scouten emphasizes. "Theoretically,
with signed English we give the complete syntax but, as a rule,
in our rush, in the spirit of the thought, we leave out words," he
says, finger-spelling as he speaks . "There," he says, making
his point. "I said 'we' but I didn't sign it."
Top of Tiny Heap. It's estimated that less than one percent
of the United States population can be categorized as deaf. The
one thousand hearing-impaired students enrolled at NTID rep
resent the cream of that minority. They've graduated from a
four-year residential school for the deaf or a public high school
ihat offers special programs for the hearing impaired. Yet,
gifted as these students may be, they usually enter NTID read
ing at the sixth-grade to eighth-grade level.
As if this weren't enough, there are the mindsets of techni
cally oriented students and teachers. Students choose NTID
hoping to achieve vocational goals, and they prefer to concen
trate on their majors . By the same token, their teachers have
enough problems imparting technical concepts without worry
ing much about English.
"The technical faculty tends to use a limited vocabulary,
and there are arguments to be made as to whether that's in
students' best interests," observes Don Beil, an associate pro
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fessor and member of the data processing department . "Yes,
you are communicating, but you're not doing anything to en
hance students' English skills."
Perhaps the trick to teaching English, then, lies in linking it
to a technical major such as word processing. Motivation is the
key; students could be shown that improved English skills en
hance the marketability of their technical training.
"In the past," says program architect Beil, "an English
teacher would make red marks on a paper and give it back to
the student, who then discarded it. Word processing now al
lows an English teacher to make red marks and to require the
student to make the changes on the computer. There's some
motivation to get it right the first time."
Computing Bricks. Teaching the deaf is pretty much a mat
ter of reducing the abstract to its concrete form, according to
Scouten. A visually responsive word processor hooked to a
large television monitor might be just the ticket for teaching
English to a classful of deaf technical students. It might make
the complex so simple that it could, as Scouten puts it, be
"grasped with the eyeballs."
That, at any rate, was the original theory. But how to test
it? There was no question who would teach it; Scouten was the
logical candidate. There was no question who would take it-of
fice career majors from Beil's data processing department.
They were already being trained on a dedicated IBM word
processor and needed exposure to word processing systems for
microcomputers.
And, of course, there was no question about the make of the
microcomputer. It'd be an Apple, a machine with whicl') the stu
dents were already familiar. Rochester, home to Kodak and
birthplace of Xerox, is, after all, part of Johnny Appleseed
country. There are between thirty and forty Apples at NTID
alone, not counting the twenty that faculty members have at
home.
No, there was only one outstanding question for Beil and
company: Which word processing program to use?
There's a wealth of word processing programs now avail
able for the Apple. Capabilities vary, so do prices, but there
are always unique aspects to each user's choice. In NTID's
case, the major factors favoring Magic Window were its

eighty-column capability and easy line-by-line editorial func
tions. The NTID staff looked at early versions of Apple Writer
and Word Handler, but found these programs wanting; the for
mer came only in forty-column, and the latter , ·as hard to read
without hi-res text enhancement.
"Visual display was a biggie," Nancy Smith explains. "Some
of the other programs, like Word Handler, give you full dis
play so you can see what the page looks like, but without high
resolution video display, you can't see it very well. And a lot of
our students have some kind of visual handicap as well as
hearing impairment." Magic Window's answer to this need is
its horizontal scrolling feature. By hitting a tab fuhction key,
the user can enjoy the benefits of large, forty-column type in an
eighty-column format. If nothing else, adds Smith, that
reduces eye strain and fatigue.
Soft Shoulders. Horizontal scrolling has a drawback,
though: You can't see the full line or paragraph you're work
ing on at any one time on the monitor. That's an inconveni
ence, Smith concedes, but it's one for which the other features
easily compensate. "You get used to the tabs," she explains.
"One jump and you're over to the end. You can scroll across
the page and see exactly what the line will look like and exactly
where things will end in the right-hand column."
Two other factors played a part in the selection of Magic
Window. Smith and company were looking for a program that
was easy for students with poor language skills to use, yet suf
ficiently different from the IBM system they were already
trained on. Magic Window's menu-driven package filled that
bill, Smith says, because the options are limited, clear, and
reasonable . The program's line-by-line editorial features also
make "the cut and paste" of composing less onerous.
"You can go back and edit each line individually, and some
systems don't give you that capability," she explains. "It's
very easy to tell where you are and identify exactly where your
cursor is and where the change is going to be made."
When it comes to choosing a word processing program, ser
vice is often as important as product. Beil says Artsci has been
extremely supportive of NTID's project. Its staff made them
selves available to answer questions and provided extra copies
of the program at no extra cost; most important, they allowed
NTID to tailor the documentation to their student's needs.
"Our students don't read very well, and you know what
most user manuals are like," says Nancy Smith, launching in
to a general complaint. "There was nothing exceptionally bad
about Magic Window documentation, but manuals are diffi
cult for the average reader and more so for someone with lan
guage difficulties and without the background in technical ter
minology. I think that in the competitive software industry the
companies that survive will be the ones who document their
product well and make it easy for the user."
No Moving Lips. The Apple, its R2D2 beeps aside, speaks
the language of the deaf, the moving cursor printing silently on
the screen. The job world, even one dominated increasingly by
computer technology, speaks volumes in sound. Lips move
when people speak , but even a skilled Up-reader discerns only
60 percent of the spoken words. The remainder are elusive
sounds like "ga" and "ng" that defy detection and make sen
tence reconstruction so much educated guesswork. "Sweeney
and Sweetie are homophonous," Scouten points out. "They
look alike on the lips."
Speech handicaps and the limitations of lip reading isolate
the deaf worker. Scouten has witnessed the scene often-a
hearing impaired employee working in a little cubicle in a big
office and having no friends-excluded. "They don't have to do
anything over because the barrier is already there."
Not surprisingly, the deaf often choose the easier path.
They seek each other's company in larger cities and gravitate
toward vocations strong on psychomotor skills that don't re
quire extensive co-worker communication-printing, wood·
working, and baking. But while the deaf can retire to their
signing corner of the world, they cannot escape the rest. They
are dependent to some degree, on the vast hearing majority.
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"Perhaps we should have a weaning period away from our
ver y comfortable, pleasant, ultramodern, deaf microcosm,"
says Scouten, reflecting on the question of signing at NTID.
" It 's a cozy place . In terms of the technical world, it's ex
tremely real; in terms of the workaday world, it's unreal."
A short while later, Scouten picks up the idea during a rem
iniscence that includes an old Victor Borge routine on punctua
tion, replete with matching sound effects. "In the California
School for the Deaf at one time, the manual (finger-spelling)
teachers would use period, comma, exclamation point"
Scouten utters the appropriate squiggly, squishy sounds as his
hand flashes hand punctuation signs-"but that's all gone by
the boards now. Nobody does that anymore. That's too much
trouble. Today we lay back and sign. It's fun to sign, I love to
sign. It doesn't tax the brain. I can split infinitives, have dan
gling doodads, and just rattle on, and whether I'm grammati
cal or not makes no difference."
Blessed for Success. But by Scouten's and Bell's lights, the
ability to communicate precisely will matter in the technical
world that's dawning. The race will go to those literate in com
puters and English. But how do you prepare the hearing im
paired for their entry into the cruel, hard world, a world in
which they're already underemployed? "You set your course
up as a business, like a game," Scouten says. "I'm to be a
hearing boss, a person who has invested a lot of money in Ap·
pie computers, and we have exactly ten weeks in which to get
this company operating. I, as a hearing boss, am not interest
ed in sign language. I don't care beans about the deaf, I'm not
interested in anything but one thing, making lots of money."
In one sense, this make-believe world bears an ironic re
semblance to the real thing-all of the fifteen office-practice
r1ajors enrolled in the course are women. A curious footnote,
Smith notes, in light of NTID's predominantly male student
body and the greater incidence of congenital deafness among
males (the ratio is 3to1). "Sex stereotyping of jobs happens in
the deaf as well as the hearing world,'' Smith says. ''It's just an
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extension of who's the typist, who's the secretary. Well, you've
automated the office and guess who's in it?"
In Scouten's classroom, who's in it is our teacher-tycoon
and his merry band of business majors. Because this is a simu
lated hearing environment, communication is strictly by lip
reading, reading, finger-spelling and, where possible, by
speech. Signing is nix. If a student doesn't understand some
thing, Scouten and the student will tough it out in speech; fail
ing that-it was necessary only once during the past quar
ter-they'll resort to signing. "The deaf read lips more exten
sively than the average person realizes, and they can talk
from very intelligibly to poorly. But one can acquire an ear
even for poor speech."
On class days, a student volunteer heads for an Apple key
board, either typing an instructional passage chosen by
Scouten or trotting out one of her own. The latter invariably
produces the greater merriment, as students, eyes glued to the
large, centrally located monitor, spot those telltale syntax and
grammar errors, like, "Me it killed," or, "It killed me," for the
correct, "It's killing me." The short compositions written by
the students on topics like appropriate office behavior and job
skill requirements may seem elementary, Smith says, but they
aren't to the deaf. "These thoughts have to be reiterated with
students. Language deprivation makes it really important that
all those social graces everyone takes for granted come
through loud and clear."
Now See This. Abstractions pose a major obstacle. Con
sider the relatively simple concepts of short-run and long-run
for a money-making enterprise such as Scouten's theoretical
company. To get these ideas across, Scouten usually uses
"chalk talk." He'll draw a short line on a blackboard with dol
lar signs going out to represent plant and equipment invest
ments. Then he'll show the class a long line with dollar signs
profit-coming in.
"The fun aspect is when a thread of understanding comes
through," he explains. "It's quite different from a graduate

Pion meals
with ease with
the all new
updated
MENU][ from
C&H . More storage, more
information per recipe and
other new features in the new
version. Operates with 1 disk
drive in DOS 3. 3.
High resolution
graphics are now more
versatile and less
expensive than 35MM
slides! Create a slide-like
presentation on your
TV screen with
dozens of special
effects.

C 8c H VIDEO
Box 201 • Hummelstown PA 17036
Specify DOS 32 or 3.3 PA Res Add 6°0 sales tax

• 6 meal classifications
• 2 special counters
(calories, sodium, etc.)
• 24 ingredients per recipe
·write menus for 2 week periods
·produce printed shopping list
• add, change or delete any recipe
• 24 lines of comments
·feed up to 1,295 people per recipe
Req. 48K Apple,
Disk Drive & Printer
Applesoft Bosic/
Machine Language

$39 95
•
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• free running store displays
• cable or closed circuit TV nets
• presentations
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717-533-8480
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program where one introduces a theory, teaches the history of
the theory , the philosophy of the theor y , and various interpre
tations of the theory . You start off with the abstract and get
more so. In educating the dea f, it's just the opposite . You have
an a bstraction a nd you bring it down closer to earth."
There's a tendency to think of the hearing impaired as stone
deaf. ··we treat the m a ll as though they couldn 't say boo,"
Scouten com pla ins . To set the record straight: Very few NTID
students are without any residual hearing; hearing impair
ment varies widely, a nd so does command of speech. Most
deaf students use hearing aids, to hear conversation better, to
hear life-saving alarms, and to monitor their own speech.
No, t here 's nothing homogenous about the deaf. The same ,
it m ight be a dded, can be said about helping them. Two major
trends dominate current professional thinking on the subject,
accor ding to Scouten. On the one hand are those who prefer
to regard the deaf like an ethnic minority, linked actually or
potentially by signing. On the other is "mainstreaming," the
dea f world's moral equivalent of busing. "The idea here is to
take deaf children out of specia l schools and put them into spe
cia l classes in public high schools and integrate them, if possi
·
ble , with hearing children," Scouten says.
Reality Strikes Again. Scouten is philosophically predis
posed to this approach, but he readily concedes that there's a
hitch : local school districts must be willing to provide support
services for the deaf student, ranging from note takers to tu
tors . That 's a dim prospect in these less-than-balmy times ,
pa rticularly for an educational approach that is playing to
m ixed reviews.
Smith reports that a number of Rochester-area students
who tried mainstreaming are now back in the local school for
the deaf because of inadequate funding and inadequate student
preparation. " They go out and try it and find that it doesn't
work too well, and they come back and have to start over."
Not that there haven't been successes, she adds. The em·
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pirical evidence is inconclusive. "Some of our best students
have been mainstreamed, but you can't say mainstreaming
made them that way. I think the deaf definitely need training
in socializing and incorporating with the hearing world, but I
don 't think mainstreaming is inherently helpful. On some kids,
it's an added strain ."
As a federally funded institution, NTID steers a politically
neutral course through these philosophical waters. It harbors
oralists like Scouten, who favor voice communication and lip
reading; it entertains total communicators who advocate the
simultaneous use of American Sign Language with voice and
lip reading; and it shelters devotees of signing only. "Ed feels
strongly about oral supplemented with manual," Smith ob
serves diplomatically. "You'll find people here whose feelings
are equally strong about simultaneous communication and
signing. NTID accepts a range of students with a wide spec
trum of backgrounds in communication skills. Some are pure
ly oral and do not sign; others are pure signing. We have a
range of people on the faculty and among the students, and I
think that's positive."
One Man, One Rote. Avuncular Ed Scouten, teacher of the
deaf, listens politely to the official line but he knows what he
knows . Eclecticism in instruction is not his way of teaching. "If
we conducted a business in this manner , it would go to the
wall ," he says.
Smith smiles. So does Beil. They know when Scouten is on
the stump, and they can already hear the conclusion coming
'round the bend. "In order to teach English, everybody has to
contribute, not just English teachers . All the technical people,
the staff-everybody is violating every rule in the book. Why,
no wonder we can't teach them. It's impossible."
That bit of hyperbole hardly seems to square with nearly a
half century of teaching the deaf, but it suggests a feistiness
reminiscent of his students .
Says Scouten, "It's hard for me to do as I'm told."
JI
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Exec Sirius
from poge 38 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Bradley. "If you do an extra good job, you get a bonus. The in
centive for playing the game is a big score."
In an adventure game the incentive is to solve the puzzle
and complete the game successfully. Bradley is a big fan of
adventure games, which may explain why Sirius has recently
entered the genre with Kabul Spy.
At the End of a Long Day, It's Apple Time. Sirius added a
nice touch to the marketing of Mark Turmell's Beer Run by
using the Olympia beer logo in the packaging and in the game
itself. They tried the same thing with Fly Wars, trying to get
the cooperation of a household pesticide company, but there
were no takers.
Bradley wears many hats at different times, figuratively
speaking. Sitting at a table discussing contracts, for example,
Bradley puts himself in the place of the person he is talking to.
"Keeping things in a reasonable context, everybody has to win
when striking up deals like this.
"It all depends on the manufacturer's cooperation. The
Olympia deal was mostly done on the phone and with a letter of
understanding. It was done neatly and has been beneficial for
both parties."
Sirius has no intentions at present to go into areas like edu
cation and business. The reasons are obvious to Bradley and
Jewell.
"In education there is a good demand but no sales." Brad
ley says. "Schools want software but don't want to pay for it.
They want to buy one copy and make five hundred of their
own. Where's the payback to the manufacturer?"
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In business, the nature of the products is a major reason
why Sirius is not interested. "The amount of support needed for
VisiGalc must be frightening," says Jewell. Sirius has enough
trouble keeping up with callers trying to find their way through
Kabul Spy.
Bradley believes that the personal computer in the home is
a family affair and that games should appeal to everyone. He
abhors sex-oriented advertising, which usually offers more
than the product delivers.
"Sex has no place in this industry. Who needs it? The art
work for Minotaur with the female figure is about as much sex
as you'll ever find in a Sirius product."
It's Bradley's conviction that most of society has morals,
but that software buyers should still be careful. Parents have
to screen television movies, and the same is true of software
programs. Bradley admits to being picky sometimes, but he
feels strongly about producing a family product.
Where Fun In the Fourth Dimension Is the Secret Weapon.
Sirius has gone through some changes in its two years, but they
still deliver winners.
At Applefest in Boston, Sirius had an impressive five·foot
tall video screen hooked up to an arcade machine showing
Bandits. There was always a line of kids waiting to play the
game . Out there on the floor, larger than life, Bandits stood up
to the test. Another potential barn burner is Larry Miller's
latest tour de force, Minotaur.
"There's not a product that we've released that I'm
ashamed of. I don't lose a wink of sleep on that account,"
boasts Bradley. "If a product is obviously not right, Jerry and I
say, 'Let's fix it or forget it.' "
Two years is nothing in the life of a star, but things move
faster in the world of software publishing. Sirius is keeping
pace and growing at a healthy rate.
The future is always uncertain, but the end is nowhere in
~hl.
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.THE SECRET IS OUT!
NOW EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT IT
"A giant step for computerkind!"
Doug Carlston, Broderbund Software and Softalk columnist,
February 1982

"The starring attraction of Hi-Res Secrets is it's manual . . .
professionally produced and very well written . . . a
pleasure to read ... this product has no competition on the
market . .. "
Peelings II, March 1982
Rated number two of the top five utilities in Into-World,
March 8, 1982.
John C. Dvorak

The following packages have routines
from Hi-Res Secrets as a basis for their
graphics. and are available from Avant
Garde Creations:
ULTRA PLOT by Don Jones (Business
plotting package) $70
HI-RES COMPUTER GOLF by Stuart
Aronoff (computer sports) $29.95
NEW!! ZERO GRAVITY PINBALL by Don
Fudge (arcade action game) $29 .95
NEW!! DEATH RACE '82 by Don Fudge
(only James Bond-type drivers will stay
alive!) $29 .95
COMING!! HI-RES SECRETS Graphics
Applications System by Don Jones$75

• • •

"Hi-Res Secrets makes it possible tor a programmer to
write a sophisticated game that wi/I compete with anything
on the market. How can they sell this tor only $125? . . . "
Stanley Crane, author of DB MASTER••, February 1982

It's the most complete compilation of Apple graphics infor
mation on the market . .. well worth the price ... the color
filling routines are the fastest I've seen ... in a class by
itself . . . bound to increase the ranks of good Apple
graphics programmers by a substantial margin.
Cary W. Bradley, Softside Review, February 1982

HI-REI
IECRETI

No Permission or royalties required for
use of Hi-Res Secrets routines in your
own programs.
Ask your dealer or order direct.

..:::::::::::.1

AVANT·GARDE CREATIONS
P.O. Box 30160
Eugene, OR 97403
(503) 345·3043
All disks require Apple 11· with Applesoft' ROM,
48K, DOS 3 .2 or 3.3 . Please specify.
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•Apple. Apple II, and Applesoft are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer, Inc .
• •DB MASTER is a registered trademark of DB MASTER Assoc iates
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Exploring Business Basic,
PartlO
First things first. I must offer an•apol
ogy for being absent from these pages
last month. Here's hoping that this
month's material will keep you busy
enough to make up for the gap in our cy
cle of exploration.
On the subject of exploration, con
gratulations are due to John Jeppson for
his excellent articles on Basic and the Ap
ple III. The article in the April issue
which covered a character set editor was
a fine one . If you haven't seen it, try to
get a copy; it was really that excellent.
On With It. This month's article could
be entitled "Down and Dirty in the SOS
Mines," or perhaps more accurately,
"The Console Driver Is Your Friend."
Last time, as you will perhaps recall, we
looked at techniques that substituted a lit
tle thinking (about how to access records
by key values) for the brute force meth
od (having the computer scan hundreds
of records looking for the one we
wanted). The result was a method that
was both fast and flexible. In general,
there's no substitute for taking a little
time to think about the best way to im
plement a program before beginning to
write it.
Along with attempting to choose the
best method to implement a particular
task, a good programmer always looks at
the tools at hand. Since every computer
and every implementation of Basic is dif
ferent, it pays to check out the computer
on which the program will run and see
what features and capabilities it can lend
to the task. Sure , some folks will insist
that it is most important to write pro
grams that run on as many computers as
possible, but the truth is that some modi
fication is always required, so why not
make the best of the environment you
have (especially if that environment can
save you some work)?
Basic with Hot SOS. The inspiration
for this month's article came from a
friend who complained how hard it is to
write in assembly language on the Apple
III and then use that code in a Basic pro

r

p

gram. After letting him know about the
technical note on writing invokable
modules, the question of w hat he wanted
to do arose. As expected, he wanted to do
special handling of input for some menu
screens. He also wanted to handle the
listing to the screen of records longer
than eighty columns, and was perplexed
as to how to do this without having to re
write the screen each time. After seeing
how well VisiCalc did its vertical and
horizontal scrolling, he was even more
convinced that assembly language was
the only way to go.
Before this article is concluded, we'll
se~ how to do these things and more us
ing Basic and the power of SOS. In a pre
vious column, we did some work with the
Basic invokable module , Request.Inv,
found on the Business Basic product disk.
We covered the functions f ilread and fil
write, which correspond to the SOS
f_r ea d and f _writ e calls. This
month we 'll concentrate on the control
and status functions of the request.inv
module , which correspond to the SOS
d_ control and d_s tatus calls. Re
member that SOS views files as one of
two fundamental types, character and
block. The control and status functions
we'll use this time are generally appli
cable to character files, and are docu
mented in the respective manuals for the
devices.
Since it's already been announced
that this month's column will deal with
the console driver (that wonderful
driver you communicate with via key
board and screen), your next logical step
is to get out your Stan da rd D evice
Drivers Manual and prepare to follow
along with the fascinating discussions
that lie ahead. The discussion of the con
sole driver starts on page 27 of the
manual , and our first task is to become
familiar with the capabilities of the
console driver.
Some Further Consolation. The
console on the Apple III really consists of
two devices: the keyboard (normally a
read-only device ) and the screen (nor
mally a write-only device). To commu
nicate with these devices , and especially

h
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to change their oper ating chara cteris
tics , SOS allows you to give and r eceive
information from the driver, a software
routine that is responsible for managing
the physical screen and keyboa r d har d
ware. Information about the driver is ob
tained by using the stat us commands,
and changes are made through the con
trol commands. Let's start with status.
The following program uses the Re
quest.Inv invokable module to allow calls
to determine the status of t he console :
10 DIM stotuslen( 18)
15 DATA 8,41,2,l,l,l,6,-l,5,-1,1 , 1,1,1,l , l ,
2,1,-1
20 INVOKE"/ bosic / requ est.inv"
25 FOR i=O TO 18:READ stotuslen(i):NEXT
30 device$= ".console"

These first lines do some initialization.
Since the status call will always r eturn
the buffer string fully padded to 255 char 
acters in length, the s ta tuslen array is set
to the number of valid bytes r eturned by
each different call. Note that some calls,
indicated by a -1 in the data list, are re
served and therefore invalid . Those of
you who are comparing the data state
ment with the descriptions of the status
calls in the D evice Driv ers Manual will
notice some anomalies in the list but ,
have faith, all will be expla ine d later.
Note too that the inv oke statement ne eds
to be changed to r efer to the proper path
name for Request.Inv on your system.
Meanwhile, on with the code:
35
36
37
38

INPUT"Stotus code: ";slot$
IF stat$="" THEN 100
stot=CONV(stot$)
If stot<O OR stat > 18 THEN PRINT"Stotus
code out of rang e, try ogoin":GOTO 35
39 IF stotuslen(stot)<O THEN PRINT"lnvolid
status code, try again" :GOTO 35
40 buffer$=" "
42 PERFORM stolus(%sto t,(n buffe r$)device$

Lines 35 through 42 first check the status
request for validity, and then use the per
fo rm statement to m ake the SOS call. Re
m e mber, that st atus r eturns its result in
the string varia ble buffer$ and the @
symbol instructs Basic to pass the ad
dr ess (location) of the buffer$ variable,
so that status can r eturn the requeste d in
formation in the string . Now that buffer$
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OD 00

00

figure 1.

contains the mystery information, we
can print it out in meaningful form with
the following:
45 end li st= statuslen(stat)
47 line$=" "
50 FOR i= 1 TO endlist
55 hexvalue$ = HE X$( ASC(MID$(buffer$,
i, 1)))
57
5B
59
60
65
70
72

char=TEN (hexvalue$):1F char<32
THEN char= char+ 128
char$=CHR $(char)
line$ =char$ + " "
PRINT USING"2a,x";MID$(hex
value$,3,2);
IF i/ 26=1NT(i/ 26) THEN PRINT:
PRINT line$: 1ine$=""
NEXT i
PRINT:PRINT line$:PRINT

Note that endlist is the number of valid
bytes of status information, so the rou
tine from line 50 to 70 scans buffer$ and
prints out the hex value of each charac
ter. The line$ string accumulates the
ASCII character values (after changing
real control characters to printable con
trol characters in line 57) so they can be
printed out below the hex values. Line 65
handles the case where more character s
need to be printed than can fit on a single
line and line 72 cleans up after the last
line of hex values is printed.
All that remains is to return to re-

SOFTWARE PROTECTION
DSR Inc. now offers 2 new protec
tion systems with back-up capabil
ity.

Protect·O·Disk1m
Complete protection, boot and du
plication system . Makes copies in
20 seconds. Copies boot 48K pro
gram in 9 seconds. Advanced RAM
protection routines included.

Protect·O·Tracktm
Adds uncopyable tracks to stan
dard DOS or PASCAL disks. You
add a READER routine to you r pro
gram to verify the presence of
these tracks. User can still modify
and trans fer programs to other
d isks (even to a hard disk).
License eit her system for $1500

quest the next status code, and to pro
vide a place to go to terminate the pro
gram.
.. , BO GOTO 35
100 INVOKE
110 END

Let's look at some sample output for a
few typical status calls.
First, something simpie. According to
the manual, status 0 should do nothing.
The request module does a little better
than that, returning the name of the de
vice being accessed; to wit:
2E 63 6F 6E 73 6F 6C 65

More interesting and twice as myste
r ious is status 1, which returns the total
state of the console driver. For reasons of
compatibility with printers, only the
printable ASCII characters are listed be
low . All others can be deduced by their
hex equivalents above. As you fool
around with other status calls, the order
in which these status indications fall will
become apparent. In the meantime,
figure 1 shows you everything you
wanted to know about the console and
then some ! Note that the special charac
ter symbols will actually print out on
your screen.
Now for something simpler and more
useful. Status code 2 is advertised as in
dicating the status of the line termina
tion character. Of course, you know the
line termination character as the return
key , or perhaps you have noticed that re
tur n and control-Mare the same charac
ter. Notice the two bytes returned from a
status 2 call:

Again, only the printable ASCII charac
ters are listed. The rest of the characters
will show up on your screen when you run
the program. Notice that the first two
bytes are the priority and the event ID
and that the next three bytes compose the
address of the event handler for this
event.
For those of you who wonder how Ap
ple III addresses all that memory, part of
the answer is here. Three-byte address
es are used throughout most of the sys
tem code to allow addressing up to a theo
retical limit of 512K bytes. The impor
tant thing to remember is that you should
not change the event handler addresses,
since that's an easy way to cause the sys
tem to leap off into space, never to re
turn. The real key value in this call is the
last byte, the attention character itself.
As you can see, it is hex 03, which is also
ASCII character 3, usually known as con
trol-C. Yes, all those times you pressed
control-C to stop a program or break a
listing, you were setting an event within
the console driver, which flagged SOS to
call Basie's event handler to shut down
the current activity.
Later on we'll discuss how to change
the attention character to something be
sides control-C; it's guaranteed to baffle
your friends . For now, consider the any
k ey event, number 8 on your hit parade:
00 01 OB 67 F3
g s

Same format, except with a different
priority and different event handler ad
dress. In addition, there is no event char
acter, since this event is set by pressing
any key. As you might expect, this is
the mechanism Basic uses to implement
the on KBD statement.
Other status calls of interest include
the ones for cancel status (yes, Virginia,
you can avoid control-X printing the
backslash character and skipping to the
BO OD
next line ) and backspace status, which
The first byte indicates (as described in determines if the back arrow is destruc
the D evice Drivers Manual) that a spe tive (erases the character backed over)
cific line termination character is en or nondestructive (allows you to use the
abled. The second byte (OD) is hex nota forward arrow copy feature). All this and
tion for decimal 13, or the control-M (re more is yours to investigate with the
turn) character. Later on we'll see that status call.
Still Curious? You now have a pro
this can be changed to any other charac
ter fo r fun and profit.
gram that will do all the status calls list
Now come two calls that are interest ed in the Standard Device Drivers Man
ing but fraught with danger if you fool ual. Ah, yes, you say: "What about status
with them. Specifically they are status 6 call 18, preserve viewport?" Truth is,
and 8, the attention and any key events. there's a little problem with the way this
Events can be set in SOS that trigger in invokable is writ;,ten. Status call 18 (for
terrupts to an interpreter (like Basic) to those who are not following along in the
inform it that some specific action is re manual) saves the entire contents of the
quired or requested. Again , as described viewport into the buffer. Unfortunately,
in the drivers manual, status 6 gives the individual Basic strings are limited to 255
prior ity and event ID of the attention characters, and any attempt to use a
event, along with the address of the event string array in this invokable will illicit a
handler that services the event, and the polite error message. Worse yet, an at
character code that triggers the event. tempt to save a viewport of more than 255
The return from sta tus 6 should look characters using the status call will lock
up Basic as the invokable module happi
something like this :
ly writes data into the middle of Basic it
self. For that reason, the statuslen array
01 01 OE 67 F3 03
g s
doesn't allow the use of that call. Those of
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"talk you through" the practical
operations of an Apple II Plus
computer. In just 3 "hands on"
training sessions of one or two
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onstration. Or if that's not convenient,
we'll be happy to send you the com
plete mini-course on a 15-day "right
of return" basis . You'll receive all 3
Flip Track® cassettes in a handy vinyl
binder, along with an Operator's
Guide, which will serve as your per
manent reference to the procedures,
terms and concepts of the course.
Your only prerequisite is an Apple II
Plus computer with the System
Master 3 .3 diskette and a stan
dard audio cassette player. No
computer hookup is necessary
for the cassette player.
Try a lesson or two yourself, or
share them with others . If you
are not delighted at how quickly
and easily you master the opera
tion of your Apple, simply return the
program in its original condition for a
full refund. No questions asked.
To order ... See your local Apple
dealer. Return the coupon below. Or
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only:
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170
you who are more adventurous, or who
use viewports of less than 256 charac
ters , should consider the following :
41 IF stat = 18 THEN GOSUB 125
43 IF stat=lB THEN GOSUB 140
125 vtemp= VPOS :htemp= HPOS
130 PRINT CHR$(26);CHR$(0);CHR$(0);
CHR$(2);CHR$(26);CHR$(9);CHR$(24);
CHR$(3);CHR$( 12);
135 RETURN
140 TEXT:VPOS=vtemp :HPOS= htemp
145 RETURN
200 DATA 8,41,2, l,l,l,6,-1,5,-1,l,1,l,
1, 1, 1,2, 1,243

These changes to the program will make
a special case of the save viewport call.
Basically it works like this: Line 12~
saves the current cursor position, and
line 130 sets up a window consisting of the
first three lines of the screen. Similar ac
tion could be taken using the Basic win
dow command, but it doesn't hurt to see
how console commands are used to ac
complish the same purpose. In any case,
setting up the window (which contains
240 characters) gives the status function
something to read within the 255 charac
ter limit of the buffer$ variable. Line 140
restores the cursor to its original posi
tion, and since we changed line 200 to in
dicate 243 characters expected (240 + 3
bytes of coded information), the pro
gram will list out the screen data just as
it does the other types of status data.
To give you an idea of how this works,
imagine that the three lines in figure 2
are at the top of the display when you run

TYPE
TEXT
TEXT

BlKS
00003
00004

JULY 1982

NAME
STATUS.UST
TRY.UST

MODIFIED
05 / 23/ 82
05 / 23/ 82

TIME
19:31
20:16

CREATED
05 / 23/ 82
05/ 23/ 82

TIME
19:31
20:16

EOF
933
1189

Figure 2.
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the program with status function 18. The
resultant listing of the buffer (made by
lines 50 through 72) will look something
like figure 3. Just a bunch of gibberish,
right? Unfortunately, computers are
eminently logical, and our favorite, the

Apple III, is no exception. Because of the
way the video is organized for accesses
over its internal sixteen-bit bus (which
also provides transparent access to ex
tended address bytes), the characters
are mapped in an alternating pattern,
with visually adjacent bytes split by a
distance on half the viewport window.
All that leads to the following adjust
ment of our program, to reconstruct the
image from the scramble in the buffer:
75 IF stat=18 THEN GOSUB 160:GOSUB 140
160 INPUT"Press RETURN to reconstruct the
captured display: ";a$
165 buf 1$=Ml D $( buffer$,4, 240)
170 HOME:PRINT CHR$(21 );"5";
172 FOR j=l TO 3:VPOS=j:HPOS=l:FOR i=l TO
40:PRINT MID$(buf 1$,SO*(j-1)+i,1 );
MID$(buf 1$,80*(j-l)+i+40, l);:NEXT
i:NEXT j
175 TEXT:RETURN

The BREM-2390 releases your computer from slow 1/0 operations.
• O n boa rd mi croproc esso r
• Bidi rec ti o na l 2k byte FIFO buffer
• Cent ro ni cs co mpatible printer po rt
• Co mpatibl e wit h most
co mmu ni ca t io n s softwa re pac kages

• Concurrent mod e offload' se rial
input data direct ly t o printe r
port with NO ho st intervention
• Ser ial port data rates of 50,
110, 300, 600, 1200, 1800,
2400 , 4800 and 9600 baud

BREM Enterpri ses
15201 Santa Gertrude s Ave.
#Y-102
La Mirada , Ca. 90638
71 4/ 739-5020
Suggested li 5t prin• $2J C)

You can adjust the constants in line 72 to
accommodate other viewport sizes. Note
also that in line 170 the statement print
CHR$(21); "5 " ; is used to turn off sev
eral console options (like scrolling and
new line) to ensure that the data is writ
ten back correctly. The text statement in
line 175 sets everything back to normal.
Getting Control. Now that you have all
this information, the immediate reaction
is "how do I change things?" The follow
ing is a sample progra m that allows the
use of the control call to modify the state
of the console driver to your wishes. Re
member, modifying certain things (like
event handler addresses) can cause the
system to crash, so try to keep it simple.
With that warning, here's the magic in
cantation:
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l 0 DIM contrallen( 18)
15 DATA -l,40,2,l,l,0,6,-l,5,-l,l,1,1,
1,1,1,-1,73,-1
20 INVOKE"/basic / request.inv"
25 FOR i=O TO l8:READ cantrollen(i):
NEXT
30 device$=".cansale"
35 INPUT"Cantrol code: ";ctr1$
55 errorcode=O
60 IF ctr1$="" THEN 145
65 ctrl=CONV(ctrl$)
70 IF ctrl<O OR ctrl> 18 THEN PRINT"Contral code
out of ronge, try ogoin" :GOTO 35
75 IF cantrollen(ctrl)<O THEN PRINT"lnvalid
control code, try ogoin":GOTO 35
80 ON ctrl + 1 GOSUB 1000, l l 00, 1200,
1300, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1700, 1800,
1900,2000,2100, 2200,2300,2400,
2500,2600,2700,2800
85 IF errorcode THEN PRINT''Contral function not
performed.":GOTO 35
90 PERFORM control (o/octrl,@buffer$)
device$
95 end list= controllen( ctrl)
97 line$=""
100 FOR i= l TO endlist
105 hexvalue$=HEX$(ASC(MID$
(buffer$,i, 1)))
110 char=TEN(hexvolue$):1F chor<32
THEN chor=char+ 128
115 char$=CHR$(char)
117 line$=chor$+" "
120 PRINT USING"2a,x";MID$(hexvolue$,
3,2);
125 IF i/ 26=1NT(i / 26) THEN PRINT:
PRINT line$:1ine$=""
130 NEXT i
135 PRINT:PRINT line$:PRINT
140 GOTO 35
145 INVOKE
150 END

As you can see, the main part of the pro
gram is somewhat similar to our status
example. The big exception is the on go
sub statement in line 80, which allows for
each control request to be handled sepa
rately.
Following are the routines and com
mentary.
1000 buffer$=CHR$(0)
1010 RETURN

This is just the reset console function,
which has no formal parameters.
1100 REM set sub$(buffer$, 1, 1) equol to $28 and
set the rest of
1110 REM the buffer to status toble volues
1120 PRINT:PRINT"Nat implemented"
1125 errorcode = l
1130 RETURN

Normally, this would be the restore con
sole status function. Because it is both
dangerous and undocumented, it is "left
to the reader as an exercise." In gen
eral, you should only restore with a buff
er loaded during a previous preserve con
sole status call (status code 1).
1200 PRINT:INPUT"Da you wont ta terminate input
with a specific chorocter? "
;0$
1210 GOSUB 5000
1215 IF NOT yes THEN 1250
1220 INPUT"ASCll value of terminotion chorocter:
";0$

1225 char=O:chor=CONV(o$)

1230
1235
1240
1250
1255

171

IF chor<l OR chor>255 THEN 1200
buffer$=CHR$( l 28)+CHR$(chor)
RETURN
buffer$=CHR$(0)+CHR$(0)
RETURN

themselves. This is the way to set up your
application to use the numeric keypad for
special functions, to read the state of the
Apple keys, and so on. More information
is in the Device Drivers M anual. (If in
By contrast, control 2 is nice and safe terest in these techniques is sufficient ,
and also serves to introduce the input test maybe it would make a good subject for a
routine at line 5000, as follows :
future column.)
5000 yes= l
5010 ons$=MID$(o$ , l, l):IF ons$<>"Y" AND
ons$<>"y" THEN yes=O
5020 RETURN

One of the things you might enjoy do
ing with the termination character rou
tine involves remembering that the open
apple key adds 128 to the value of a given
key value. Therefore, to change the func
tion of the return key to require open ap
ple (return) is simply a matter of setting
the termination character to ASCII 141
(128+13). Amaze your friends! Note too
that Basic does not reset these values un
til you reboot, so if you set the value to
something you can't type (or happen to
forget), you're out of luck!
1300 INPUT"Do you want to do two byte reods
from the keyboord? ";0$
1305 GOSUB 5000
1310 IF yes THEN buffer $=CHR$(128):
RETURN
1320 buffer$=CHR$(0):RETURN

Two- byte reads are a whole world by

1400
1405
1410
1415

INPUT"Size of the type·oheod buffer: ";0 $
IF 0 $="" THEN errarcade= l:RETURN
size=CONV(o$)
IF size<O OR size> 128 THEN PRINT"lnvolid
input, try ogoin":GOTO 1400
1420 buffer$=CHR$(size)
1425 RETURN

Type-ahead buffer size is interesting only
in the ability to set it to zero (no type
ahead).
1500 buffer$=CHR$(0)
1510 RETURN

This just flushes the type-ahead buffer
(like control-6, which is handy if you want
to guarantee a certain input state or tim
ing.
1600
1605
1610
1615
1620
1625
1630
1635

PRINT"Worning, Don't ma ke a mistake!"
I NPUT"Attention event priority: ";a$
IF a$="" THEN errorcode=l:RETURN
pri=CONV(o$):1F pri<O OR pri>255 THEN
1605
buffer$=CHR$(pri)
INPUT"Attention Event ID: ";0$
IF a$="" THEN 1605
event=CONV(o$):1F event<O OR eve nt>255
THEN 1625

What
would you give
to have
unlimited UNITS
on your
Apple II*?

<I
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control-X. When destructive cancel is
1640 buffer$= buffer$ +CHRS(event)
2110 GOSUB 5000
turned on, the console driver instead is
1645 INPUT"Attentian eve nt handl er address (three
2115 IF yes THEN 2130
sues a destructive (erasing) backspace
bytes): ";a$
2 120 buffer$=CHR$(0)
1650 IF LEN(a$)<>3 THEN 1645
2125 RETURN
for every character in the input buffer.
1655 buflerS= bufferS+ aS
2130 INPUT"Do yau also wont central characters The net effect of this is that the cursor
1660 INPUT"ASCll cede af Attention character:
ta be echoed? " ;0$
snaps back to the exact place it was when
"; a$
2135 IF a$="" THEN 2100
you began to type that line, erasing ev
1665 cade=CONV(a S):IF cad e<l OR cade>255
2140 GOSUB 5000
erything
as it goes . This is not particu
THEN 1660
2145 IF yes THEN buffer$=CHR$(192):RETURN
larly handy when you are writing pro
2150 buffer$=CHR$(128)
1670 buffer$= buffer$ +CHR S(0$)
grams if you want to cancel a line and
1675 PRINT"Buffer is: " ;
2155 RETURN
then use the forward arrow to correct the
1680 FOR i= l TO 6:PRINT USING"2o,x";
This is a handy function for typing in mistake . However, it makes lots of sense
MID$(HEX$(ASC(MID$(butfer $,i,
passwords and other characters where in an application where you might be con
1))),3,2);: NEXT
1685 INPUT" Ok? ";aS:GOSUB 5000
selective display is desired. In addition, it fused by the backslash and the cursor sit
1690 IF yes THEN RETURN:ELSE:GOTO 1605
allows programmatic setting of the con ting on the line below, expectantly wait
trol-8 (display control characters) key ing for who knows what.
Here's where life gets dangerous. If you board function .
2500 INPUT"Da you wont Escape Made enabled?
use this routine, you must first call a tten
2200 INPUT"Da you want the Retype function
;0$
tion status to get the priority and event ID
enabled? ";a$
2505 IF a$= " " THEN errorcode= l:RETURN
and address, and reenter that informa
2205 IF a$="" THEN errorcode= l:RETURN
2510 GOSUB 5000
tion exactly. Only then can you feel free
2210 GOSUB 5000
2515 IF yes THEN buffer$=CHR$(128):
to change the attention character.
2215 IF yes THEN bufferS=CHRS(l 28):
RETURN
11

1700 errorcode = l :RETURN

RETURN
2220 bufferS=CHRS(O)
2225 RETURN

Control call number 7 is r eserved.

Retype allows the forward-arrow key to
1800
1805
1810
1815
1820
1825
1830
1835
1840
l 845
1850
l g55
1860
1865

1870
1875

PRINT"Worning, Dan't make o mistake!"
INPUT"Any-key event priority: ";a$
IF a$="" THEN errorcode= l :RETU RN
pri=CONV(o$):1F pri<O OR pri>255 THEN
1805
buffer$=CHR $(pri)
INPUT"Any-key Event ID: ";0$
IF a$="" THEN 1805
event=CONV(oS):IF event<O OR event>255
THEN 1825
buffer$=bufferS+OtRS(event)
INPUT" Any-key event handler address (three
bytes): ";a $
IF LEN(a$)<>3 THEN 1845
buffer$= bufferS+aS
PRINT"Buffer is: ";
FOR i=l TO 5:PRINT USING"2o,x";
MID$(HEX$(ASC(MID$(bufler$,i,
1))),3,2);: NEXT
INPUT" Ok? ";a$:GOSUB 5000
IF yes THEN RETURN:ELSE:GOTO 1805

copy characters into the buffer. This is
the normal mode for Basic , but can be
disallowed to provide pure cursor move
ment.
2300 INPUT"Do you wont the Backspace function
ta be enabled? ";a$
2305 IF a$="" THEN errorcade= l:RETURN
2310 GOSUB 5000
2315 IF yes THEN 2330
2320 buffer$=CHR$(0)
2325 RETURN
2330 INPUT"Da yau alsa wont backspace ta be
destructive? ";a$
2335 IF 0$=" " THEN 2300
2340 GOSUB 5000
2345 IF yes THEN buffer$=CHR$(192):
RETURN
2350 buffer$=CHR$(128)
2355 RETURN

This is really handy for applications pro
What applied to the attention event ear grams taking input from the keyboard
lier goes double for the r outine above .
using standard input statements. It, in
connection with disabling the retype
1900 errarcade= l:RETURN
function, allows the naive user to be sure
that what shows up on the screen is what
Cont rol call number 9 is r eserved.
is actually going to be input when return
is pressed.
2000
2005
20 l 0
2015
2020

INPUT"Do you want Na-Wa it input? " ;0$
IF 0$="" THEN errorcode= l :RETURN
GOSUB 5000
IF yes THEN buffer $=CHR $( l 28): RETURN
bufferS=CHRS(O):RETURN

2400 INPUT"Do yau want the Cancel function ta be
enabled? ";a$
2405 IF a$="" THEN errarcode= l:RETURN
2410 GOSUB 5000
2415 IF yes THEN 2430
2420 buffer$=CHR$(0)
2425 RETURN
2430 INPUT"Do yau also want Cancel to be
destructive? ";aS
2435 IF a$="" THEN 2400
2440 GOSUB 5000
2445 IF yes THEN buffer$=CHR$( 192):
RETURN
2450 buffer$=CHR $(128)
2455 RETURN

No-wait input is fun to play with be
ca use it bypasses buffering and wa iting
for r eturn, and gives the inputting pro
gra m whatever has a ccumulated since
the last input r equest . The pr ogram is re
sponsible for m a king sense of the en
tered characters . This m ight come in
handy in conjunction with the console
synchronizing function ( chr$ (22)) to wait
a certain tim e and see what had been
typed in that period.
Turning on destructive cancel is the most
powerful feature of this routine . By now
you have probably become accustomed
2100 INPUT" Da you wont any echaing of
characters to the scree n? ";a $
to getting a backslash and then a car
riage return and line feed when you press
2105 IF a $= "" TH EN errorcode = l:RETURN

2520 buffer$=CHR$(0):RETURN

Escape mode is another handy thing
when you are developing programs, but
you might want to turn it off during an
application program, especially if you
want to restrict the input to just the
prompted locations. If you use destruc
tive backspace and destructive cancel, it
makes sense to disable escape mode also.
2600 errarcade= l :RETURN

Downloading an entire character set
cannot be implemented with this invok
able because of the 255-character limit on
the buffer. Don't despair, however, since
there is the great download. inv to take
care of the problem. See your friendly
download.doc file on the Basic product
disk for more details.
2700 PRINT"Nat currently implemented"
2705 REM sub$(buffer$, 1, 1) contains the character
count
2710 REM the rest is individual character definitions
(mox 8)
2715 errorcode= l :RETURN

Even though it is not possible to down
load an entire character set using this in
vokable, control request 17 does provide
a mechanism for downloading eight
characters at a time. Although the proc
ess for developing the character defini
tions is beyond the scope of this article,
there is enough information in the De
vice Drivers Manual to get you started.
2800 err.a rcade= l :RETURN

The process of restoring a viewport is
also left to the reader. Because of the 21111
character buffer limit, it is not possible to
restore a whole viewport. Further, the
initial three-byte code at the front of the
buffer is undocumented, which makes it
a little tough to create your own view
port definitions. Don't be discouraged,
though. There's lots to do that can make
your application development smoother
and more friendly (and lots of time re
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quired to test everything out).
Homework! This has been quite a
treatise on the use of the Apple III con
sole. There are lots of other useful op
tions in the console driver that we'll
cover next time; meanwhile, here's a
present, a homework assignment that
should give you some chuckles while
proving that there is very little you can't
do with SOS and Basic. Without further
ado, try the following:
5 INPUT"File to fill with ossorted trosh : ";file$
10 IF file$="" THEN 230
15 OPEN # l,file$
20 INPUT"How mony lines of this trosh do you wont
to create:

11

;line$

25 line=O:line=CONV(line$)
30 IF line< l THEN GOTO 5
45 DATA "duke","prince" /'frog",
"sanitation engineer","dowoger duchess"
50 DATA "captivated", '1impressed'',
"repulsed","bored","completely
overwhelmed"
55 DATA "handsome",''pathetic" , ''eager",
"reluctant", ''willing"
60 DATA "wholesome",''reserved","wild",
"enthusiastic", "shy"
65 DATA "king", "queen","todpole",
''flagpole climber" ,"lady marine"
70 DATA "mother", "!other",
"g rondporents" ,"analyst" ,"best
friends"
80 FOR i= l TO 5:READ o$(i):NEXT
90 FOR i= l TO 5:READ b$(i):NEXT
100 FOR i= l TO 5:READ c$(i):NEXT
110 FOR i = l TO 5:READ d$(i):NEXT
120 FOR i = l TO 5:READ e$(i):NEXT
130 FOR i = l TO 5:READ f$(i):NEXT
140 FOR i= l TO line
145 PRINT# l; USING"3#,x" ;i;
150 PRINT# l;''Once o " ;o$(1NT(RND(l)*5+1));
160 PRINT# l;" WOS ";b$(1NT(RND(l)*5+1));
170 PRINT# l;'' by o ";c$(1NT(RND(l)*5+1));
180 PRINT# l;" but ";d$(1NT(RND(l)*5+1));
190 PRINT# l;'' young ";e$(1NT(RND(l)*5+1));
200 PRINT# l;" tho! neither of them tolked to their
";f$(1NT(RND(l)*5+1));" obout."
210 NEXT i
220 CLOSE
230 END

Running this little jewel should create the
following kind of file (be sure to run at
least fifty lines) :
1 Once a dowager duchess was im
pressed by a reluctant but enthusiastic
young flagpole climber that neither of
them talked to their mother about.
2 Once a duke was completely
overwhelmed by a pathetic but whole
some young tadpole that neither of them
talked to their analyst about.
3 Once a duke was bored by a willing
but wild young queen that neither of them
talked to their grandparents about.
4 Once a prince was repulsed by a pa
thetic but shy young tadpole that neither
of them talked to their analyst about.
Unfortunately, if you print this file out
on the screen (by replying. console to the
file name prompt, for example), you get
the sentences wrapped around because
the lines are more than eighty charac
ters long. How nice it would be if you
could see them printed out and scroll
horizontally to read them, just as the con
sole already scrolls down to allow more

information to be printed. Next month
we'll explore the following program in
detail, and other programming tricks
with the console, but for now, type and
enjoy:
l DIM 0$(500)
5 INPUT"File nome to scroll through: " ;0$
l 0 IF 0$='"' THEN 200
15 OPEN # l,0$
20 moxlength=O
25 ON EOF# l GOTO 35
30 FOR i=O TO 500:1NPUT# l;o$(i):IF LEN
(o$(i))>moxlength THEN moxlength=LEN
(o$(i)):NEXT:ELSE:NEXT
35 lostrecord= i
40 leftscroll$=CHR$(23)+CHR$(255)+CHR$
(26)+CHR$(79)+CHR$(0)+CHR$(2)+CHR$
(26) +CHR $(0) +CHR$( 24) +CHR$(3) +CHR$
(21)+"5" +CHR$( l 2)+CHR$(22)
45 rightscroll$=CHR$(23)+CHR$( l) +CHR$
(26)+CHR$(0)+CHR$(O)+CHR$(2)+CHR$
(26) +CHR$(0) +CHR$(24) +CHR$(3) +CHR$
(21 )+''5" +CHR$( l 2)+CHR$(22)
50 scrollup$=CHR$( 16)+CHR$(3)+CHR$
(26)+CHR$(0)+CHR$(23)+CHR$( l 0)
+CHR$(21) +"5" +CHR$(22)
55 scrolldown$=CHR$(16)+CHR$(3)+CHR$
(12)+CHR$(1 l)+CHR$(22)
60 HOME :PRINT CHR$(21);"5";
65 FOR i=O TO 23:1F LEN(o$(i))>80 THEN
PRINT MID$(o$(i), l ,80);:NEXT:ELSE
PRINT o$(i):NEXT
70 hi= l :vi=24:TEXT
75 bnk$="
":b$=bnk$:c$=bnk$
80 GET o$:cursor=ASC(o$)
85 move=( cursor= 8)+2*(cursor=2 l) +3*
(cursor= 10)+4*(cursor= 11)
90 ON move+l GOSUB 130, 100, 105, 110, 120
95 GOTO 80
100 IF hi>l THEN index=vi-25:hiindex=hi
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102
105

107
110
115
120
125
130
200
210
220

- l:FOR j=l TO 24:SU B$(c $, j, l)= M ID S
(o$(index +j),hiindex, l ):NEXT:PRINT
rightscroll$;c$;:hi=hi- l :c$= bnk $:TEXT
RETURN
IF hi+80<=moxlength THEN index = vi
-25 :hiindex=80+hi:FOR j= l TO 24:
SUB$(b$,j, l )=MID$(o $( index +i),hiindex ,
l):NEXT:PRINT leftscroll $;b$;:hi= hi
+l :b$=bnk$:TEXT
RETURN
IF vi<lostreco rd THEN PRINT scrollup $;
MID$(o$(vi),hi,80);: vi=vi + l ;TEXT
RETURN
IF vi>24 THEN PRINT scrolldown$;
MID$(o$(vi-25),hi,80);: vi= vi- l: TEXT
RETURN
IF cursor=27 THEN POP:GOTO 200:
ELSE:RETURN
TEXT:PRINT CHR$(26);CHR $(0);
CHR$(23);
CLOSE
END

Be sure you type it in exactly as written,
and be sure that bnk$ in line 715 contains
exactly twenty-four spaces between the
quotation marks. Then use the first pro
gram to create a file of junky messages.
If you want, you can change the data
statements to make up your own mes
sages. Then use that same file name for
the second program and use the arrow
keys to scroll up, down, left, and right
through the file . If you have trouble , just
wait until next month when some of the
murky water will clear.
Until then, there doesn't seem to be
anything else that can console you , so
have fun with your Apple III!
ll
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Tools Of The Craft, Part 13
An Exercise Completed: CopyText.
As a faithful follower of the Path, you
should have had no trouble completing
last month's exercise. You were asked to
create a program, CopyText, which
copies all the text from the file of your
choice into a file called CLONE.TEXT.
As you read these words, you are prob
ably flush with triumph at having dis
posed of the exercise so handily, and are
waiting to compare your solution to
mine. Who am I to disappoint you? Com
pare away!

PROGRAM
CopyText;
(* Copy the text in physicol file COPYTEXT.TEXT
to physical file CLONE .TEXT*)
CONST
SourceNome= 'COPYTEXT.TEXT';
DestNome=
'CLONE.TEXT';
VAR
Source,
Destinotion
:Text (* some os FILE OF Chor *);
Ch
:Chor;
BEGIN (* CopyText *)
Reset(Source, SourceNome);
ReWrite(Destinotion, DestNome);
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WHILE (NOT EOF(Source)) DO
BEGIN (* Get ond copy next line *)
WHILE (NOT EOLn(Source)) DO
BEGIN (* Get ond copy next chor *)
Reod(Source, Ch);
Write(Destinotion, Ch);
END (* WHILE NOT EOLN *);
(* Finish reoding current line *)
ReodLn(Source);
(* Reflect end of line in Destination *)
WriteLn(Destinotion);
END (* WHILE NOT EOF *);
(* The following Close is not reolly necessory, since
we were only reoding from Source. It's good
proctice to do it, though. *)
Close(Source);
(* The following Close is ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY,
if we expect to hove the physicol destinotion file
around for exominotion, ofter program execution
finishes. *)
Close(Destinotion, LOCK);
END (* CopyText *) .

Perhaps you had a sense of deja vu on
reading this version of CopyText. If so,
that's not surprising. This program is
only slightly different from last month's
Li8ter1. All we did was change the com
mentary a bit, change the names of the
physical files on which the program op
erated, and introduce a new text file,
Destination, as the place where the list
ing display is sent (instead of the stan
dard output).
Old programs never die, they're sim
ply reincarnated as new programs and
routines whenever needed. So it was with
Li8ter1; so it will be with CopyText. A
program that always copies the text of
the same specific file into another may
strike you as being of limited utility.
However, a generalized routine that
copies the contents of any text file into
any other text file will prove handy, in
deed. In a future installment , we'll resur
rect CopyText as just such a routine, so
hang onto it .
Input and Output with Non-Text Files.
In previous discussions, we learned that
Read, ReadLn, Write, and WriteLn will
work only for a FILE OF Char; this be
ing true, you must use some other means
of accessing files of other types. The file
variable has been described as a "win
dow" into the physical file. At any in
stant, your program can '.'look through"
the window at exactly one item in the file
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(or at a meaningless garbage value
which lies immediately after the last
valid datum in the sequence) . The file
variable assumes the value of the cur
rent datum . You can refer to this value in
a Pascal program by appending the
caret ( /\) to the file variable identifier.
Some terminals display a caret,
others an "up-arrow" for this character
code. Don't confuse it with the up-arrow
cursor-movement key found on many
video terminal keyboards. If a keyboard
contains only an up-arrow key, that key
will probably generate a caret. If both the
caret symbol and the up-arrow are found
on different keys of the same keyboard,
however, you'll want to press the caret
key, not the up-arrow key, when refer
ring to file variables in your Pascal
programs.
To illustrate the use of the caret with
file variable identifiers, if !File has been
declared as a FILE OF Integer, then
IFileA is an Integer variable that con
tains the value of the datum that is cur
rently in !File's window.
How To Get It. In general, when any
file is opened with Reset in a Pascal pro
gram, the file window is automatically
positioned over the first item in the file . If
we assume that the physical file INTE
GERS.DATA contains the three values,
1, 2, and 3, in that order, then !File A -= 1
immediately after the execution of Re
set (!File, 'INTEGERS.DATA') . To ad
vance through the data, your program
must issue successive calls to the built-in
procedure Get.
As shown in figure 1, Get accepts ex
actly one argument, an identifier that
corresponds to a file variable. If the file
window is not already looking past the
end of file, Get advances the window
by one datum position, and loads the
file variable with the value that is stored
in the new position. As mentioned ear
lier, upon opening INTEGERS.DATA as
!File, the initial value of !File" is 1. If
Get(IF'ile) is executed, then the window
advances by one position, and !File A as
sumes the value of 2. Another Get(IF'ile)
call advances the window yet again, re
sulting in an IFileA value of 3. One more
Get would advance the window past
the last datum in the file, causing
EOF(IF'ile) to become True, and the
value IFileA to become undefined gar
bage. In general, your programs should
never try to Get more data from a file F
once EOF (F) is True.
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For any physical data file (except
an Interactive one), Pascal keeps track
of the location of the last datum
that was written into it. When, during
Reading or Getting, the file window is ad
vanced beyond this last datum, Pascal
returns an EOF value of True for that
file. (Note that the method used to deter
mine EOF for Text or Interactive files is
rather complicated, owing to a compli
cated internal structure that the Pascal
system imposes upon them. The inner
secrets of Text and Interactive files will
be revealed further down the Path.)
You must have been disappointed to
learn that Read won't work with file
types other than Text and Interactive.
However, we can compensate for this
loss by using Get in conjunction with an
appropriate file variable to simulate a
Read for any particular file type. To be
specific, if Fil~Var is a FILE OF Data
Type, and Datum is a variable of Data
Type, then the following compound state
ment behaves exactly as we would ex
pect Read(FileVar, Datum) to behave:
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BEGIN Datum : = FileVarA; Get(FileVar) END

At first glance, you may wonder why
the assignment to Datum comes first,
and the Get second. It's natural to think
that the Get should come first. After all,
you have to "get" something before you
can do anything with it, right? Of course!
But don't forget the invisible, "initial
Get" that occurs when FileVar is opened.
After a call to Reset, FileVar" contains
the value of the first datum in the physi
cal file. No Get is necessary to acquire
this value; more precisely, Pascal has al
ready performed the first Get for you, as
part of Reset. In order to keep the file's
first value around, your program must
assign it to another variable, such as
Datum, before issuing any more Gets.
This is why the assignment comes first in
our Read simulation; to guarantee that
the first value in the file will not be
skipped. The subsequent Get advances
the window to the next value in the physi
cal file. This value will wait patiently in
the window until the Read simulation is
executed again.
You, Too, Can Put Out. Putting data
through the window and into the file is the
inverse of getting data from it. Opening a
file with Re Write moves the window over
the first datum position in the file. Of
course, Pascal assumes that position to
be empty. The only way your program
can fill the hole with some datum is to use
the built-in procedure Put. Like Get, Put
requires a file variable identifier as an
argument.
For a file variable F, Put(F) takes the
value that is currently in the window Fl\
and writes it into the physical file that
has been associated with F. Then, auto
matically, the file window advances by
one position. Notice that the window dur
ing writing behaves much like the cursor
on your video screen; it always sits at the
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point where the next item will be writ
ten. Thus, it is always looking into "vir·
gin'' territory, and never onto an actual
datum. Just as we simulated Read for an
arbitrary file, using Get, we can use Put
to simulate Write. The compound state·
ment
BEGIN FileVar" := Datum; Put(FileVar) END

is equivalent to Write(FileVar, Datum),
where FileVar is a FILE OF DataType,
and Datum is a variable of DataType.
Putting It Together. Here are two pro
grams-the first creates a FILE OF In
teger, while the second displays its con·
tents.
PROGRAM
Makelnt;
(* Construct an external file, INTFILE.DATA, that
contains N Integer values, in arder al descending
numeric value. *)
CONST
N=
100;
DestName= 'INTFILE.DATA';
VAR
DestFile
:FILE OF Integer;

:Integer;
BEGIN (* Makelnt *)
ReWrite(DestFile, DestName);
FOR I := N DOWNTO 1 DO
BEGIN (* Equivalent ta Write(DestFile, I) *)
DestFileA := I; (* Place I in the window *)
Put(DestFile); (* Put window value in DestFile *)
END (* FOR I *);
Clase(DestFile, LOCK);
END (* Makelnt *).
PROGRAM
Dump Int;
(* Display the contents al the external FILE OF Integer,
INTFILE.DATA, in the arder al storage. *)
CONST
SrcName=
'INTFILE.DATA';
NumAcrass= 5;
FieldWidth= 8;
VAR
SrcFile
,FILE OF Integer;
I,

Caunt
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:Integer;
BEGIN (* Dumplnt *)
Reset(Srcfile, SrcNome);
Count : = O;
WHILE (NOT EOf(Srcfile)) DO
BEGIN
(* Equivolent to Reod(Srcfile, I) *)
(*Copy window contents into I*)
I : = Srcfile11 ;
(* Move the window down one item *)
Get(Srcfile);
Write(l :fieldWidth); (* To CONSOLE: *)
Count : = Count
1;
If (Count MOD NumAcross = 0)
THEN
WriteLn;
END (* WHILE NOT EOf *);
If (Count MOD NumAcross <> 0)
THEN
WriteLn;
WriteLn('NUMBER Of ITEMS READ : ', Count: 1);
(* No close necessory for reoding *)
END (* Dumplnt *).

+

Interactive Files. The console device
represents two sequences of characters,
one incoming (from the keyboard) and
one outgoing (to the video screen). This
seems to agree with our definition of a
Text file and, of course, we already know
that Pascal treats the console as a file
actually, your Pascal program sees the
console as two separate files.
Given all this, you may be tempted to
think that the console corresponds to two
Text files. It does, in many Pascal sys·
terns. Unfortunately, there is a conflict
between Pascal's notion of a file and the
realities of interactive input. Stated sim
ply, it's not always convenient to do the
"initial Get" when opening a file that hlU!
been associated with an interactive de
vice. With the console keyboard, for ex
ample, the file variable cannot be loaded
until someone presses a key! The Reset
operation cannot conclude, and so pro
gram execution must remain suspend
ed, until the user presses the first key.
Here's a small program that illustrates
the problem:
PROGRAM
TextKbd;
(* Demonstrotes the "hong-up" thot occurs when
Reset-ond "initiol Get"-is opplied to interoctive
input device. *)
VAR
lnfile
:Text;
Ch
:Chor;
BEGIN (* TextKbd *)
Reset(lnfile, 'CONSOLE:');
Write('Press o key: ');
(* Simulote Reod(Ch)-1 could hove used Reod here,
since lnfile is of type Text, but this is just to show
tho! Get works for oll files . *)
Ch : = lnfile";
Get(lnfile);
WriteLn('You typed ', Ch);
END (* TextKbd *) .

When you run this program, notice
that the prompt to press a key cannot be
displayed on the screen until a key Is
pressed! Let's walk through TextKbd, so
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we can understand clearly the exact se
quence of events that occ urs when the
program is executed . The first state
ment in the program is Reset(lnFile,
'CONSOLE:'). Two consequences follow
from the call to Reset. Because 'CON
SOLE:' is the system's physical file
name for the console de vice, InFile is
linked with the keyboard. (If the file var
iable had been opened with ReWrite, but
had still been associated with 'CON
SOLE :', it would have been linked to the
video screen instead.)
Next , the system tries to get InFile's
first character. This sets off a chain of
procedure calls internal to the operating
system and P -machine simulator, cul
minating in a call to the "keyboard
driver" (discussed during our May 1982
stroll down the Path). The driver proce
dure must wait for the user to press a key
before it can send a character back up
through the chain of procedures to the
T extKbd program. Program execution is
thus suspended until the user presses a
key.
When a key finally is pressed, the
driver sends the corresponding charac
ter back to TextKbd, where it is loaded
into InFile "· Thep, and only then, can ex
ecution continue to the next statement,
which, ironically , issues a prompt that in
structs the user to press a key! Next, the
value in the file window, InFileA, is as
signed to the variable Ch. Another call to

Get is made, which means that the pro
gram must wait for the user to strike an
other key. Finally, the value of Ch is dis
played on the screen. Notice that this
value is that of the first character typed
by the user , not the second.
Although InFile is a Text file, we're
not using Read(lnFile, Ch) here, but
rather the compound statement simula
tion of that call (its "Get expansion").
This shows more clearly why TextKbd
displays not the value that was typed in
the midst of simulated Read, but rather
the one that was typed in order to satisfy
the "initial Get." If you want to prove
that the simulated Read performs like
the real thing, just substitute an actual
call to Read at the indicated point, then
recompile and execute.
Reset performs an "initial Get" be
cause the designer of Pascal, Niklaus
Wirth, did not take interactive input into
account when specifying Reset's be
havior. Instead, Reset and Read are de
signed to access files that are stored on
such media as floppy and hard disks,
magnetic tapes, punched cards, and
punched paper tapes. When adapting
Pascal to microcomputers, the design
ers of the Apple Pascal system provided
for interactive communication between
human being and computer and neatly
sidestepped the "initial Get" problem by
defining the Interactive file type. An In
teractive file is identical to a Text file in
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the sense that both represent sequences
of Char values. When an Interactive file
is Reset, however, no automatic "initial
Get" occurs. Also, the sequence of op
erations in Read is reversed for Interac
tive files: the Get occurs first, followed
by the assignment of the file window
value to a variable:
BEGIN (*Interactive Read(F, Ch) *)
Get(F); Ch : = F /\
END;

Note that the differences between
Text and Interactive files apply to input
only; output to either type works cor
rectly for both disk files and interactive
output devices .
Because Reset and Read give special
treatment to Interactive files, a pro
gram or procedure that processes inter
active input differs significantly in struc
ture from one that acquires input from
regular data files or Text files. To see the
differences clearly, consider the follow
ing version of CopyText, which has been
rewritten to accept its input interactive
ly from the console keyboard. Compare it
with the earlier Text file version.
PROGRAM
CapyText2;
(* Copy the text in physical file CONSOLE: ta physical
file CLONE.TEXT. Input file is assumed ta be
Interactive, not Text *)
CONST
SaurceName= 'CONSOLE:';
DestName= 'CLONE.TEXT';
VAR
Source
:Interactive;
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Destination
:Text (* could also be Interactive *);
Ch
:Char;
BEGIN (* CapyText2 *)
Reset(Saurce, SaurceName);
ReWrite(Destinatian, DestName);
REPEAT (* Get and copy next line *)
REPEAT (* Get and copy next char *)
Read(Saurce, Ch);
IF (NOT EOLn(Saurce))
THEN
Write(Destinatian, Ch);
UNTIL EOLn(Saurce);
(* Turn off EOLn *)
Readln(Saurce);
(* Reflect end af line in Destination *)
WriteLn(Destinatian);
UNTIL EOF(Saurce);
Clase(Saurce);
Clase(Destinatian, LOCK); (* Keep it around *)
END (* CapyText2 *).

As you can see, the two programs dif
fer primarily in the type of loops each
uses to copy one file to another. Copy
Text employs two WHILE-DO loops, one
nested within another, while CopyText2
uses nested REPEAT-UNTIL loops. The
purpose of either set of loops is to detect
EOLn and EOF in an accurate, timely
fashion, in order to permit the program
to recognize and deal with line bounda
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using Apple Pascal'" on your
Apple II, you're probably aware
of some noticeable limitations.
And you'd probably give a lot for
an upgra,de package, including
the UCSD p-System;· UCSD Pascal*
and TURTLEGRAPHICS, that would get
your Apple* to do what it's capable of.
Upgrade to the UCSD p-System
Version IV from SofTech Microsystems.
It's got all the features of Apple Pascal ,
and then some. For instance, Apple Pascal's
UNITS must be linked in at each compilation,
the p-System's do not. And instead of being Jimited to 32 UNITS, like Apple Pascal, the p-System
allows a virtually unlimited number.
How about peripheral support? The p-System
supports all the peripherals that
Apple Pascal does, plus a clock,
and a lower case adapter. And,
we get more out of the peripherals you've already gotshiftware modification on the
keyboard, alpha lock key,
typeahead and characters
not even on the Apple
keyboard.
And when it
comes to graphics, our
TURTLEGRAPHICS
has everything in Apple's
graphics, plus automatic
scaling and four graphic modes,
including both HIRES and LORES.
Then there's portability. The
p-System lets you develop gen
uinely portable, high-level applications for nearly
any microcomputer around. It allows you to work in
any combination of UCSD Pascal and BASIC
,
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And it provides support for
dynamic memory management and multitasking, with a full arsenal
of enh~ncements . And if
that isn't enough, your
existing Apple Pascal
, , programs are upward
· compatible with the
p-System, and simply
have to be recompiled
to execute. All your Apple
II needs is 64K of RAM
and two disk drives.
Last but not least, there's
the price. Normally, you'd have
to pay as much as $825 for such
a package.
But, for the next two months,
we're making this special upgrade
offer to Apple Pascal users for a
mere $295. That's a savings of
over 60%.
So just send in the coupon
below, with your proof of pur
chase and check, money order
or Visa or MasterCard number, and you'll be on your way
to getting more out of your
Ap2le II than you ever dreamed
of. But you'd better hurry.
Your two months have already
started.
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Okay, Soffech Microsystems, here's my $295. I want
my Apple II to have software it can really appreciate.
Please send coupon to: Apple Upgrade Uept.
My check is enclosed 0
P. O. Box 27179, San Diego, CA 92128
Please charge to my Acct. # _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Or call (714 ) 578- 6995
Visa D Master Charge D Expiration Date _ _ _ Name on card _ _ __ _ __ _ __ __
My proof of purchase is
I hereby certify that I am an Apple Pascal Owner.
Signature
0 invoice 0 receipt 0 disk label 0 other
Name _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___Title _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
Company
Telephone _ _ __ _ _ _ __ Ext._ _ _ __
Address
City
State
Zip _ _ __
OFFER VALID JULY 1 to AUGUST 31, 1982
(California residents please add 63 sales tax [California Transit District -6.53 ] Massachusetts residents please add 53 sales tax.)
*UCS O p -S yste m a nd UC S O Pasca l a re t rad ema rh of th•· ReRen ls (If th ~ Um versn y o f Cail fun na . A pple . App ll' IL a nd A pple Pa~rn l a r<' reg istered trad ema rks of Apple Com put e r. Inc.
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Collectioiz

TM

lets you preview software
I don't want to buy software I can't take a close
look at, and I know you don't either.
That's the reason I've organized the FIRST
LOOK COLLECTION for Apple* owners who
have a disc drive. As a member you can make a 15%
down payment on most software, and I'll let you
evaluate it for three weeks. If you decide not to
buy, just return the program; and your down
payment will be my only service charge.
I'll only send you programs you ask for. You
nevet have to buy anything. But if you do decide to
buy, I'll sell to members at low membership prices.
I don't intend to send preview discs out over and
over again until the oxide falls off. After a program
has been previewed a few times, I'm going to sell it.
My goal is to sell good software you've had a
chance to take a close look at and you're satisfied
with. I am stocking best-selling games, utilities, and
high quality educational software designed for home
use.
When you join, list three programs under $50
each you 're most interested in, and I'll let you pre
view two of them as part of your membership fee.
The charter fee is only $45, so it's hard to lose. This
membership fee will not only include a 15% down
payment on your first two selections, but it will get
you my illustrated FIRST LOOK COLLECTION
catalog.

If you've seen our ads before, you '11 notice our
name has changed. A fellow thought our name was
too much like his company's, so we changed ours.
I'd rather sell software than fight over a name.
-Yes, I want to join the FIRST LOOK COLLECTION!
Please send me a catalog and two of the three programs
I've listed for preview.
NAME (please p r i n t ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
STREET _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE--------- ZIP--------
Here are three programs I want to see. (Please print program
names and names of publishers.)

1)--------------------
2)--------------------
3)-------------------
-Enclosed is my check for $45. ---Charge my member
ship to my -VISA -MASTER CHARGE
ACCOUNT NUMBER - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
EXPIRATION D A T E - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
BANK N U M B E R - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
SIGNATURE---------------
*APPLE is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

The Halfway House
A refuge for SOFTWARE

addicts.

P.O.Box 22305, Lexington, Kentucky 40502
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ries in the Source, and to prevent it from
trying to acquire more data than the
Source file contains.
The WHILE-DO loops in the first pro
gram are appropriate because, in the
case of regular files, Pascal is always
looking ahead to the datum that lies just
beyond the one currently in use, and thus
"knows" about such conditions as end of
file and end of line well before the pro
gram uses EOF or EOLn to check them.
Therefore, it ls not only proper, but nec
essary for a program that works with
regular files to check for EOF and EOLn
before trying to do anything with the file
window (such as assign its value to a
variable).
With Interactive files, Pascal can't
determine whether or not EOF or EOLn
is true until your program explicitly Gets
or Reads a character. This is why the
REPEAT- UNTIL loop is appropriate:
it's designed to handle those situations
where the program can only decide
whether to quit looping after it performs
some definite action (such as Getting or
Reading a character, for instance). Of
course, not all of the REPEAT-UNTIL
loop body should be executed for all in
put characters. For example, the char
acter obtained by a Get or Read will be
blank if it corresponds to EOF or EOLn,
and should not itself be copied to the des
tination . Thus, there must be a guard
within the REPEAT-UNTIL loop body
which splits it into two or more concep
tual pieces. In CopyText2, the "IF (NOT
EOLn (Source))" statement within the in
ner REPEAT- UNTIL loop takes care of
this situation. It divides the loop into two
parts: one to be executed for all charac
ters (the Read), and the other to be exe
cuted only for "regular" characters (the
Write). It handles both EOF and EOLn
situations, even though only EOLn is test
ed, because, in Pascal, EOF implies
EOLn (as proven by our experiments
with the EchoASCII program a few
months ago).
In general, then, you'll find it most
convenient to use the "WHILE-DO" type
of program structure when accessing
regular files (including all non-text data
files), and the "REPEAT-UNTIL" struc
ture (with internal guards) when treat
ing files interactively. Note that no rule
requires you to associate a text file on
disk with a file variable of type Text. In
fact, you can link a disk file to an Inter
active file variable, if you wish, and ac
cess it using "REPEAT-UNTIL" meth
ods just as if it were an interactive I/0
device . In other words, you never really
have to use Text variables at all in Apple
Pascal. Interactive variables will serve
to access all textual material, whether it
comes from disks or other I/ 0 devices.
This fact allows us to write general rou
tines and programs that can switch back
and forth from disk to console input at a
moment's notice; the very same code
will apply in both situations. Be warned,
however, that programs which use In

teractive file variables do not conform to
"standard Pascal," which does not in
clude the Interactive file type.
Predeclared Interactive Files. Apple
Pascal predeclares three Interactive
files: Input, Output, and Keyboard. For
every program it processes, the Pascal
compiler "inserts" the following decla
rations in the main (global) declaration
area:

in the May 1982 Pascal P a th . However, if
your program acquires its data through
Keyboard (which ls associa ted with the
file / device 'SYSTERM: ' ), the use r's key
strokes are not echoed to the screen ; if
any echoing occurs, it must be instigated
by the program. To demonstrate, here's
a short program that echoes any capital
letters just as they are, but echoes a
blank for all other characters:
PROGRAM
Blenker;
(* Accept nonechoing input from keyboord; echo oil
upper-cose letters, but echo blonk for oil other
chorocters. Terminote when ot-sign key is pressed. *)

VAR
Input,
Keyboord,
Output
:Interactive;

It also injects the following " invisible"

procedure calls at the beginning of every
main program block (but not at the be
ginning of a procedure or function) :
Reset(lnput, 'CONSOLE:');
Reset(Keyboord, 'SYSTERM:');
ReWrite(Output, 'CONSOLE :');

The difference between the files In
put and Keyboard is a subtle but impor
tant one. Whether your program accepts
data from either Input or Keyboard, the
data comes from the same source: the
console keyboard. If acquired through In
put (which is associated with the physi
cal file/ device 'CONSOLE:'), the data is
also echoed to the screen automatically
by the operating system as we discussed

CONST
Blonk=
AtSign=
VAR
Ch
:Chor;
BEGIN ( * Blenker *)
REPEAT
Reod(Keyboord, Ch);
IF ((Ch >= 'A') AND (Ch <= 'Z'))
THEN
Write(Ch)
ELSE
IF EOLn(Keyboord)
THEN
WriteLn (*Just to keep things pretty *)
ELSE
Write(Blonk);
UNTIL (Ch = AtSign);
END (* Blenker *).

Attention
Software Houses
For Low Prices
on Diskettes

CALL COMARK!
Nashua

Try Nashua diskettes for premium
performance - 100% certified for
error-free dependability.
Quantity

Nashua Products
Nashua mini·d1sks
with hub rings.

10 - 90

100 +

$2.39

$1.89

Nashua Blank 'n' Bulk mini·
disks with hub rings (no
label . box or envelope) . Add
5¢ per d1skene for tyvek
envelope

~~~~:ee

(800) 323-6135
In Illinois, call collect (312) 834-5000

_ _Q_O!V!_ARf<. INC.
481 W. Fullerton Avenue, Elmhurst. Illinois 60126

$1.79

~ SO~TALK
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·DISCOUNT

LINE·
: 1-800-528-8960

GUARANTEED
LOW PRICES
APP LE CAR D S
16K RAM - CALL
Z80 CARD - CALL
Videx Card - CALL Smart Term - CALL
Graphic Card-CALL Clock CARD- CALL
ALTOS
8000-2 - CALL
8000-15 - CALL
AN AD E X
9500 - CALL
9501 - CALL
AT ARI
400-16K - CALL
800-16K - CALL
410 - CALL
810- CALL
825 - CALL
850 - CALL
C-IOTH
F-10P - CALL
F-10S - CALL
DAT A S OUTH
DS120 - CALL
DS180 - CALL
D I ABL O
630RO - CALL
630KSR - CALL
DISKETTE S/ BOXE S
Elephant - Scotch - Dysan - CALL
EPSON WIT H G R APH I C S
MX70 - CALL
MX80 - CALL
MX80FT - CALL
MX100 - CALL
GRAPHIC ROM - CALL RS232 - CALL
HAZELT I N E
1500 - CALL
ESPRIT - CALL
LO B O
Apple Drive/ Card - CALL
MODEMS
HAYS - MICROMODEM - CALL
HAYS - SMARTMODEM - CALL
Penril - 300/ 1200 (212A) - CALL
M ONI T ORS
Teco-BW - CALL Teco-Green - CALL
Sanyo-Green - CALL
Colo r - CALL
Amdek-Green - CALL
Color - CALL
NORTHS TAR
A dvantage - CALL
HR64QD - CALL
N EC
8023 - CALL
7710 - CALL
MPI
88G - CALL
99G - CALL
SOROC
120 - CA LL
135 - CALL
TELEVIDEO
912 - CALL
950 - CALL

Tl
810 -

CALL
820- CALL
SOFTWARE
All Major Brands - $CALL
MOUN TAIN HARDWARE
CPS Card - CALL Music System - CALL
OKI DATA
M80 - CALL
SL 125 - CALL
M82A - CALL
SL250 - CALL
M83A - CA LL
M84 - CALL
XE ROX
820- CALL
ZENIT H
Z 19 - CAL L
Z89 - CALL
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Be sure when using the Keyboard file
to use the proper form of EOF and EOLn
in checking for end of file and end of line.
Even though Input and Keyboard are
both tied to the console keyboard, EOF
that is, EOF(Input)-is not the same as
EOF(Keyboard) , nor is EOLn the same
as EOLn (Keyboard). Specifically, if your
program is accepting input from the Key
board, EOF and EOLn will never be
True, but, depending on the characters
that the user types, EOF(Keyboard) and
EOLn(Keyboard) will . As a matter of
style (and self-defense!), you should al
most never use the EOF or EOLn func
tions without naming a file variable as a
parameter. If a program gets Its Input
from the Input file, it should always
check EOF(Input) and EOLn(Input) . If
it uses the Keyboard file, then it should
check EOF(Keyboard) and EOLn(Key
board) . Following this practice will help
you avoid confusion and will eliminate
one possible reason for program misbe
havior.
Output to the P rinter. There is noth
ing sacred about the physical files 'CON
SOLE:' and 'SYSTERM : ', just because
they are normally linked to the prede
clared files Input, Output, and Key
board. You are free to link them to your
own file variables if you want to (even as
they are simultaneously linked to the pre
declared Interactive files) , and we will
have occasion to do so more than once as
we travel down the Pascal Path. An
other such physical file Is 'PRINTER :',
which corresponds to the output device
(if any) q1at Is hooked Into slot 1 of your
Apple's expansion backplane. To send out
put data to that device, simply use Re
Write to link a Text or Interactive file
variable to the physical file 'PRINT
ER :' , as in the short demonstration pro
gram below :

ror #9 ('No device') when you try to exe
cute PrnOut. Also, the Pascal system
may "freeze" In trying to send data to a
printer that is either turned off or is "off.
line." (Many printers have a switch that,
when pressed, causes them to ignore
data from the computer-this Is known
as the "off-line" switch.)
Note that you may reassociate the
standard files Input, Output, or Key
board to interactive devices (but not to
text files on disk, unless you want the sys
tem to overload and re boot), by using Re
set or ReWrite, whichever is appro
priate. Of course, you can't reopen any of
these files until you Close them first. Re
member that Pascal opens these special
files for you , automatically, at the start of
every program, and you can't Reset or
ReWrite a file that Is already open, Re
assigning the predeclared Interactive
files is a risky business, though, because
they were never designed for that. It's
preferable, Instead to declare separate
and distinct file variables, then link these
new variables to the physical devices or
files of your choice, as we did In PrnOut.
Something to Keep You Busy. By ac
cepting user input through the Keyboard
file, your programs are free to echo any
appropriate data to the screen, not just
the exact characters that are typed.
Write a program that responds to the fol
lowing single-character commands by
echoing not the "command character"
but the complete command name:

PROGRAM
PrnOut;
CONST
Messoge= 'On the screen, ond printer, tool';

For example, this is what you might see
on the screen after pressing the D key:

VAR
PrnDevice
:Interactive; (* Text is also OK *)
(* *** WARNING *** DON'T TRY THIS PROGRAM,
UNLESS YOU HAVE A PRINTER HOOKED INTO
SLOT 1 OF YOUR APPLE. THE PRINTER SHOULD BE
TURNED ON, AND READY TO ACCEPT DATA FROM
THE COMPUTER BEFORE YOU EXECUTE THIS
PROGRAM. *)
BEGIN (* PrnOut *)
ReWrite(PrnDevice, 'PRINTER:');
WriteLn(Messoge); (* To screen *)
WriteLn(PrnDevice, Message);
Close(PrnDevice); ( * Not really necessary, but good
form *)
END (* PrnOut *).

CHAR

ECHO

A or a
S or s
Mor m
Dor d
Q or q
<blank>
<other letters>
<all others>

Add
Subtract
Multiply
Divide
Quit
<blonk>
ILLEGAL COMMAND
<no echo>

Commond: Divide
Command : <program is prompting for onother
command>

Encapsulate, within a function named
NewCommand , the part of the program
that prompts for, accepts, and responds
to a command, NewCommand should re
turn a result of the enumerated type
ComType:
ComType= (Add, Subtract, Multiply, Divide, Quit)

P rogram execution should terminate
only after the user Issues the Q (quit)
command.
In completing this assignment, you'll
be turning the A, S, M, D, and Q keys into
Before executing PrnOut, take care "special function keys" for a calculator
t hat your system actually has a printer program that we will begin to develop
hooked into slot 1, and that the printer is and refine, soon. Good luck! Meet you
r eady to accept data. If there is no card back here in thirty days, and we'll com
JI
in slot l, Pascal will complain of I/0 er- pare notes.

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A SYSTEM
that has the most sophisticated and powerful free-form report generator on the market, with
standard features like:
date arithmetic (for aging reports . elapsed time calculations . etc.)
options for floating dollar signs . commas . leading or trailing signs. and negative amounts with
brackets or CR
12-digit accuracy
IF...THEN . .. ELSE statements to 16 levels. GOS UBS. and statement labels
fast key sort. with keys built from portions or all of any fields
interactive report processing , with rewrites to the file
record retrieval and selection using combinations of any data
Job definitions
...and much more

that is already working (and proven) on hundreds of CORVUS and PROFILE hard disk
installations, and both the Apple II and I I I
that supports concurrent access - with many users in a network environment updating the
same files at the same time
that allows you to redefine and restructure an existing database
that generates Pascal source code for fast file update programs with up to 16 database files
open and accessible simultaneously. 17 different input and display screens per program , and
extensive editing
that can combine any two databases to produce a third
that allows you to retrieve data and update files from remote locations
that interfaces to DOS 3.3 systems, including VISICALC
that has a first-class text file formatter to produce form letters or other finished, word
processing quality documents from your data
that offers extensive user support. including hotline , training , upgrades and even custom
development services

YOU'VE FOUND IT.
AND IT ALL WORKS NOW.
Ask your dealer about TOM - The Data Machine
or call us at (415) 321-0761.

PASCAL SYSTEMS, INC.
830 MENLO AVE .. SUITE 109
MENLO PARK , CA 9402 5

Apple and Profile are trademarks of Apple Computer . Inc .
Corvus is a trademark of Corvus Systems . Inc.

It's all in
the way you
present it.

((
)

INTRODUCING: Target Image Maker™
Now, no matter how you pla n to
present them, you can get the
graphics you need from your
Apple II computer.
Target Image Maker™ makes it
easy to produce charts and graphs
quickly and economically in your
choice of presentation mediums:
• color slides
• color overheads
• color paper copies
Simply create your chart or
graph with your Apple Plot or
Apple II Business Graphics* soft
ware, th en transmit your image,
via phone modem, to our produc

The Mraµhics 0 11 the sc n~t>11 are actually
color enhancl!d and th e reso lution improved
ilefore heing shipped from Comshare's produc·

lion center.

" The names A pple II , App le II Busin ess Grap hics. and Apple Plot. and th e Apple symbol are r egistered
tr ademark s of Apple Comp uter, Inc.

I

COMSHARE

Presentation-quality graphics-color slides, paper copies
and overheads from your Apple II computer.

© 1982 Comshare T ar get Soft ware
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Mind You•
Business
BY
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Happy July! Welcome back once again and thank you for
your cards and letters. They are very helpful in focusing the
column on topics that are of interest to you.
Stop, Look, and Listen. Many of you have been reading
along for several months now. In fact, at least based on my
mail, many of you have been quite successful in integrating the
Apple into your business. It's a good idea from time to time to
stop for a moment and make sure that all is going well. Here's
a brief self-evaluation to apply to your existing system.
1. What is your policy concerning backup?
Do you make backup copies of your important data files?
Do you make them frequently enough? Do you have backup
versions of your main processing programs? Do you have two
copies of each of your backup disks (one for on-site and one for
off-site)? Is the "off-site:' backup copy actually kept off-site?
Have you made arrangements with someone-perhaps a deal
er or business acquaintance-for operating your system on
their equipment in the event of a real problem?
2. How secure is your system?
Is the equipment secure from theft? Are the programs se
cure from tampering by employees? Are program checks built
in to detect unreasonableness?
3. Is the system controlled well?
Does anyone do a periodic audit of the system? Do the con
trols that were built in at the start really work? Have they been
verified?
One of the strengths of microcomputers is also one of their
drawbacks. That is, they are easy to use. A disgruntled em
ployee or one with bad luck at the track may have the capa
bility of "solving the problem" by creating one for you! It is es
sential that you not get complacent with your fantastic micro
computer system.
4. Is the equipment being cared for?
Do you have dust covers for your hardware when it is not in
use? (Dust is the real enemy of microcomputers.) Do you
regularly clean the heads of your disk drives? Do you keep
track of roughly how many hours of use your disks are get
ting? (Remember, they only last for about forty hours.)
Have you taken precautions against the hazards of static
electricity around your computer? Have you considered the
dangers of a surge of power from your electrical outlet into
your machine? Have you planned for a power interruption dur
ing processing? (Even a momentary one can cause significant
problems for you.) Is your machine heating up considerably
due to the addition of a lot of peripheral equipment but no fan?
Do you keep a log of all hardware problems (date, cause, ser
vice performed, and so on) ? Is the computer area kept clean?
Are disks lying all about or are they carefully cared for and
stored?
:5. Is the software being maintained?
Do you keep in contact with vendors and get the latest revi
sions, improvements, or enhancements to the software pack
ages you own? Have you written to or talked with the vendor
about any special problems you might have had with the
system?
6. Are the people being cared for?
Have they been properly trained? Should they be trained on
any new features of the system? Do they get appropriate
praise for their important role in the organization?
7. Do you regularly consider the future needs of your
system?
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Have you tracked your computer needs over the next year?
The next five years? Will you eventually need a hard disk? Will
the software you own right now be compatible with your fu
ture needs? Will you need a better or faster printer? Are there
other software applications packages you should be
considering?
You get the idea. Once a computer system is installed and
working, your job is not over. Any computer system must be
managed. It's easy to get comfortable with a system and as
sume that it will manage well by itself. All too often, we only
realize the importance of each of these considerations after it
is "too late." Read them again. If you see some places where
you are a bit lax, now's the time to remedy the situation.
Charting a Course. If you are an avid sailor or powerboat
owner, you know that the most important item on your boat is
not an Apple but a cruising chart. A Chart Kit is produced by
the Better Boating Association (Box 407, Needham, MA 02191)
containing all the appropriate charts for a particular region in
an easy-to-handle spiral bound chart book. These charts are
widely acclaimed as being extremely clear and accurate.
Orte of the most important items at BBA (besides charts) is
an Apple. BBA president Jim Owen has Apples at work and at
home . (The at-home Apple is used as a backup for the one in
the office as well as for work Owen brings home.) The system
that is used in the office includes an Apple II Plus with 48K, a
Sanyo monitor, two floppy disk drives, and an IDS printer.
Since Owen got started with his Apple some two-and-a-ha.If
years ago, he can certainly be counted as one with a good deal
of experience.
One of the major advantages Owen sees to using a micro
computer in the office is the fact that it allows him to be on top
of the business. Since he does all of the major work on the ma
chine (except for some data entry) himself, he is quite knowl
edgeable about what is taking place from day to day. He likes
the Apple in particular because it is user friendly, convenient
(you can run it when you want it), and easy to learn to use. He
is self-taught and has designed all of his management reports
himself.
Owen's favorite software packages will come as no sur
prise to you. He thinks VisiCalc is terrific and that DB Master
is just perfect for his database needs. Apple Writer is suffi
cient to handle the office word processing tasks and BPI ac
commodates those accounting jobs that are necessary for
BBA. In addition, Owen uses Trend Spotter, Appleplot, and
VisiSchedule.

One impressive aspect of Owen's use of the Apple is his de
sign and development of management reports. In addition to
using the standard reports furnished by the software pack
ages, Owen has designed a cash-flow report that has helped
him cut costs significantly over the last few years. He used
VisiCalc as the basis for making these cash flow and profit pro
jections. He also used VisiCalc to massage some data pro
duced by the BPI package in developing yearly summary
reports to be given to stockholders. The shareholders get to see
monthly differences (actual numerical and percent differ
ences) for a variety of income and expense categories.
The shareholder's report itself is done using Apple Writer.
Owen always incorporates a lot of visual detail into his reports
and has several bar charts for the shareholders to look at .
These include yearly sales data, net sales, quarterly profits,
regional sales, and so forth (all produced by his graphics pack
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ages). Needless to say, the shareholders are impressed.
Owen is now focusing on using the Apple for modeling
various aspects of the business. He wants to be able to pose
more "what if" type questions about when customers are like
ly to replace their charts as well as to perform a variety of
other market analyses.
In some organizations, the computer sits somewhere on a
desk in a corner, or the user doesn't use the machine to its full
potential within the setting. This is certainly not the case at the
Better Boating Association. The Apple is an important man
agement tool that provides valuable planning and operational
information to the organization's president. Jim Owen, a
successful and competent manager, has found his Apple to be
a very valuable resource.
A Reintroduction. Apple Computer is surely committed to
the successful reintroduction of the Apple III. Not only did
Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak state this explicitly at the Apple
fest computer show in Boston, but Apple Computer has recent
ly introduced an information newsletter for Apple III owners
and users. The newsletter is called Dimensions and can be ob·
tained by writing to: Apple III Newsletter, 10260 Bandley
Drive, Mail Stop 3-E, CUpertino, CA 915014. It is mailed regu
larly (and free of charge) to all Apple III owners. Just send
your name, address, and Apple III serial number to the ad·
dress just mentioned (not to So/talk) and you'll be placed on
the mailing list.
The newsletter's intent is to provide Apple III users with a
vehicle for exchanging experiences, to highlight software de·
signed specifically for the III, and to answer questions from
various readers about their particular system. The first issue
contains a brief listing of some of the software packages avail·
able for the III, instructions on upgrading your Apple to 2156K,
data about recent Apple III software revisions, technical notes,
and a calendar of coming events. It is a good beginning.
As an indication of the commitment of Apple Computer to
this machine as the ideal small business system, the newslet·
ter mentions that the reintroduction of the Apple III was the
number one project for the entire company in 1982. Enough
said!
AppleCalc? Be on the lookout for a new software package
from Apple, Senior Analyst. It's a VisiCalc-like product that
can be used by the financial manager, or the sales manager. It
is a very powerful generic financial tool. A particular user
may need Senior Analyst, VisiCalc, or both! Senior Analyst
works best when some or all of the following conditions exist:
1. The same model will be used many times.

2. Formatted reports are often required.
3. Data from different models must be consolidated and
shared.
4. Assumptions in the development of the model need to be
shown.
Be on the lookout for the Senior Analyst and consider it as an
addition to (or alternative to) your "modeling" library.
Time Out! If you are at all like most of us, you are extra
ordinarily busy. You probably write notes to yourself quite fre
quently. We all have our own to-do lists. Some of us actually
have lists that refer us to other lists. Well, a product is avail
able to Apple owners that can help you to organize your lists
(and consequently, your time). It is called Time Manager and
is distributed by Image Computer Products.
Time Manager gives your Apple the power to help you or
ganize and plan your activities while at the same time main·
taining accurate and complete records for your future refer
ence. To use this program, you will need an Apple II or Apple
II Plus with 48K of memory, a disk drive, and a monitor. Addi·
tional peripheral equipment certainly enhances the overall
usefulness of the package but is not necessary. Some of the ad·
ditional pieces that would help are a printer, a compa.tible
clock card, a lower ca_se adapter, and a second disk drive.
The package comes with a readable user guide that ex
plains all of the features of the software. When you first start
Time Manager, you are asked a few questions about the cur
rent date and data file you are using and then presented with a
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calendar of the current month. It is _c learly displayed in typi·
cal format on your screen. A set of arrows points to "today,"
and any day that has some memos stored is shown on the
screen in inverse. By pressing the arrow keys, you can move to
a display of the next month or the previous month. You can, of
course, pass through several years of calendars in this fashion.
Let's say that you are looking at the month of July on your
screen. The arrows (actually the > and < symbols) point at
July 12. If you press the return key, the display shows all of the
memos you entered for July 12. Now, if you press the arrow
keys, the display will move you through the days of the month
(either forward or backward) and even into other months.
Rather nice !
Back to our example. Let's say that you're looking at the
display for July 12. You have the option of making an entry on·
to this day's calendar. An entry always consists of four parts: a
priority, a permanence, a category, and some text. The parts
must be typed in that order. The priorities you can use are •, 1,
2, 3, and note in order of decreasing importance. Entries are al·
ways displayed in priority order. This helps you organize your
time better. The star("') priority has a special characteristic in
that star entries always appear on today's date. That is, if you
haven't done them, they automatically get moved to the cur
rent day. This is a good way in which to set up your to-do lists.
The "permanence entry" is used to indicate that a particular
entry is to stay there from year to year (for example, a note
about a birthday or wedding anniversary).
An entry's category is simply a letter from A to Z. Time
Manager allows you to define (and store) a list of what each
category letter stands for. You can then search for items in a
specific category. The final entry is the text entry. This is the
memo, note, or schedule item you wished to record in the first
place.
In addition, you can issue a command that calls to the dis·
play a series of notepads (up to twelve of them) where you can
place entries that are not really tied to a particular day. For
example, you may create a notepad listing purchases you want
to make over the next few weeks. Another notepad might con
tain a list of repairs that are needed around your home or of·
fice. You can name the notepads and edit them quite easily.
And, as with any screen in Time Manager, you can print a
copy of your notepad.
Time Manager even incorporates some totaling and ac
counting features as part of its package. It can provide some
accounting and totals for categories such as income received,
hours worked, and expenses. As many as nine separate ac
counts can be maintained. Totals for each account can be ob·
tained for a day, a month, or any specified time period within
the current year. Totals can also be obtained for the entire
year.
This is but the beginning of the Time Manager's useful·
ness. On a.ny screen, you can press the slash,/ (much the way
you can in VisiCalc), and have a list of command codes dis
played. Brief descriptions of some of these commands should
give you a good indication of the power of this package.
/A
Allows you to alter such things as dates, cate
gory names, disk titles.
/D
Deletes an entry.
/L
Selects priorities for display
/M
Moves an entry from one date to another
/N
Retrieves the notepad directory
/P
Prints entries
/X
Copies data to a new disk
/T
Displays commands for working with accounts
The commands listed are but a few of the commands
available. Time Manager also offers a line editor, a notepad
editor, commands for dealing with upper and lower case, and
much more. One of the nicest aspects of the package is the
ability to print out a copy of what is on the screen. For
example, each Sunday evening you could print out a copy of
this month's calendar, a two-week schedule, and all your
notepads. Then during the week you could cross items off your
printed lists and add any new ones that occur to you. On the
following Sunday, after a few minutes of entering your new

~asterfunrks ~nftfuare, ~nr.

CHEOUEMATE is the complete home financial package for the Apple. All aspects of home money
management are addressed including checks, charge cards , cash control, automated teller transactions,
"checkless" bill paying, and budgeting . You can even split checks into two categories (i .e. to keep track
of interest and principal separately for house payments) . A complete set of reports allows you to make
hard copy printouts or review them on the screen . In addition the contents of the screen can be printed at
any time. Standard abbreviations may be defined so recurring entries can be generated with minimal
keystrokes.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budgeting with actuals
Charge cards and accounts
Multiple categories per check
Automatic teller transactions
Standard entries by abbrevia
tion
Multiple checking accounts
Video display printed at any
time with CTRL-Y
Comprehensive documenta
tion
Graphic budget analysis
Unpaid bills display in check
entry
No monthly or annual cutoffs
necessary
All data accessable for change

REPORTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check list
Standard entry list
Budget list
Budget comparisons
Charge list
Graph budget/actual

25834 Narbonne Ave .
Lomita, California 90717
(213) 539-7486
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data, you can generate your next appointment book.
The hardest part of using this package has very little to do
with the package itself. In order to make effective use of Time
Manager, you have to use it. You have to manage your time
well enough that you can regularly use the package and all its
features. Once you see its advantages for yourself, it's quite
likely you'll make a point of building a few minutes into your
schedule each week for using Time Manager.
PFS Users. If you use PFS (the Personal Filing· System
database), make sure you contact Software Publishing Corpo
ration and find out how you can get the latest update. It has
some very nice features. Also, the PFS series now has a graph
ics package available. It is called PFS: Graph and displays
PFS data as bar charts, pie charts, line graphs, and much
more. We'll be reviewing this new release in a future column.
The Readers Speak. ''Can you give me suggestions for look
ing at business software before I buy it? I really don't care to
purchase something that I eventually will not use or is not ap
propriate for me. I have not been able to find a dealer that is ei
ther willing to spend time with me on software or who has
enough of the packages that I am interested in. I am sure
others must have this same problem. Any guidance you can
give me would be greatly appreciated," B.D., Long Beach,
California.
You are quite right, B.D. It's a very difficult problem. It's
difficult for many reasons. First, there is an awful lot of busi
ness software out there. For example, there are well over fif
teen different word processing packages and close to twenty
database management systems (and this includes only the
major ones). It's very difficult for dealers to stock all of these
different packages and almost impossible for them to become
skilled at using all of them. They do not have the money, the
time, or the resources. Second, many dealers are more inter
ested in selling machines than in selling individual software
packages.
You have several alternatives. (1) Find a dealer in your
area and see how much help that dealer can provide to you in
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your evaluation and selection of different software packages.
(2) If you need to visit with more than one dealer, then, by all
means, do just that. (3) Call the vendors of the software pack
ages you're considering and ask them if they will provide you
with the names of some satisfied users in your area that you
can call or visit. (4) Look for a local Apple User Group that
meets regularly and can provide you with the experiences of
other users. (11) Look for a computer user group in your area.
Many of these groups have "hands on" rooms that allow mem
bers to experiment with both hardware and software.
(6) Read publications that review business software (So/talk,
Info World. and others). (7) There are now seminars being set
up that teach how to use various software packages. Exam
ples include "Introduction to VisiCalc" and "Choosing a Word
Processing Program." You might look for similar programs
and seminars being held in your area.
Your letter suggests an idea. Someone could establish a
successful business by setting up a shop that allowed prospec
tive software buyers to experiment with the various packages.
The packages would not necessarily be for sale on the prem
ises. Rather, a very large selection would be available, along
with several Apples, so that people could experiment with
packages before purchasing them . Personnel would be ad
visors/consultants to those availing themselves of the store's
services. Of course, there would be an hourly charge associ
ated with using the facility but it's highly likely that software
buyers would be willing to pay a nominal amount for this ''one
s top shopping" and advice. It has some interesting
possibilities.
As you can see, there isn't a simple solution to your dilem
ma. I hope that some of these ideas will help. If you ge't stuck.
write me. I'll try to respond as soon as possible.
JI
Apple Computer Inc., 10260 Bandley Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014; (408}
996-1010. Software Publishing Corporation, 1901 Landings Drive, Moun
tain View, CA 94043; (415) 962-8910. Image Computer Products, 615
Academy Drive, Northbrook, IL 60062; (312) 564-5060.

I MAVERICK

A new stock market program from FSIfor the serious investor
*
*
*
*

Used with the Apple II~ the Series 900 "Market Maverick"
Over 10 years of excellent performance
provides immediate investment counsel and is not just another
Stock data provided for immediate use on over 900 stocks
device that raises more questions than it answers. Utilizing
Logic
is based on precisely-read variables
shorter forecast time horizons, Series 900 has a long history
Fantastic results in
===
of excellent performance even under extreme market condi
up or down markets
tions. With fewer inputs, it is user friendly-yet it answers
questions asked from many
angles and points of view.
Series 900 "Market Maverick"
SAVE $30
FREE BROCHURE
is not a game. It is not theo
0 Please send me the Series 900 Market Maverick for just $145.00.
retical. It is for the serious
(Ohio residents add 5% sales tax)
investor or stock broker. Send
0 Please send me the free brochure which contains additional
for yours today. Requires

r------------------

48K Apple JI/II Plus, DOS
3.3 and Applesoft in ROM
or 16K RAM expansion.
Save $30 ... Limited Time
Offer. If you order now, we
will ship your Series 900
"Market Maverick" for just
$145.00-and that's $30.00 off
the regular price! MasterCard/
Visa welcome, as are dealer
inquiries.
•Apple II is a registered
trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

specific information on the "Market Maverick:'

Paid by: 0 Check to Financial Software, Inc.
0 MasterCa rd
0 Visa
Ca rd#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Exp. _ _ _ _ __
Name
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _Zip_ _ __

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE, INC.
11401 West ridge Circle, Chardon, OH 44024 I (216) 338-6811
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''THAT'S IT!''
There's nothing like the feeling you
get when you've got the solution.
And nothing else will help you
solve problems better, smarter, faster
than the Visi"' programs for your per
sonal computer.
For example, our VisiCalc®pro
gram: It's #1 in the business because
it takes the work out of working with
business numbers. The VisiCalc
program is the powerful "electronic
worksheet" that speeds planning and
budgeting. It lets you ask "what if?"
and see the answers immediately. So
you can analyze the impact of deci
sions before you make them.
Our VisiTrend/Plot TM program
combines graphics with forecasting
and statistics. It automatically performs
complex calculations and produces
charts and graphs. So you can analyze
the past, forecast the future and plot
your results in an easy-to-understand
visual form.
© 1982 VisiCorp

In addition, our series includes
the VisiFile '~ VisiDex '~ VisiSchedule ·~
VisiPlot "; VisiTerm ™ and Desktop/
PLAN '" programs.
But the Visi programs are far
more than individual problem-solvers.
They're all inter-related, just like your
needs and tasks, to give you a fully
integrated solution.
All of the Visi programs work in
much the same way, and they auto
matically interchange data, too.
So it's easy to learn and use any
of them, work in many different
ways with all of them.
They're brought to you
by VisiCorp'~ The one com
pany whose only business
is helping you make tne
most of the personal
computer in your
business.
Ask your
retail computer

store salesperson for a demonstration
of the Visi series. They'll help you and
your computer do all the things you're
intent on doing.

THE VISISER.IES FR.OM

VISICORP'
"
PERSONAL
SOflWM.E"

I

I

0

O·
0

0

0

0

0
ALONE IN AN UNCHARTE/7 GALAXY, YOURE
SUOOENLY AMf3USHet? BYAN ALIEN MARALJPE.R.
0

d
0

0

0

INSTINCTIVELY. YOU FIR£ Yct/R -ASEP5. Hl7TIN6
THE A7TAO<EP, YOU wAn::H IN HORROR AS fT SPU7S
INTO TWO MENACl.N6 CRAFT. YOU GROW !?ESP€
RATE AS MO~ ALIENS CARffN 71?WARPS YOU. ..

0

oO

by Peter Fokos

You haven1 lived until vou'Ve died in space.
And here's your chance.
Software author Peter Fokos has created Alien
Ambush, a space age nightmare. This hi-res, full-color
arcade game is written completely in assembly
language to give those nasty aliens every advantage.
So if you have access to a 48K Apple* with DOS
3.3, and you're hot for some new thrills, Alien Ambush
was written for you. But be warned: It just got a lot
tougher to survive in space.
Available at fin er computer stores everywhere. *Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Distributed exclusively by Mi cro D, 17406 Mt. Cliffwood Circle, Fountain Valley, CA 92708 (714) 540-4781
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Softalk Presents The Bestsellers
The software publishing business is getting more like the day for the program as it jumped to second place on the Top
music business all the time. Publisher A will announce that Thirty. First-month sales on Knight of Diamonds rival those of
he's shipped x copies of M elon P ick er. Publisher B will then Apple Galax icin when it first hit the Apple ma.rket.
proclaim that he shipped 2x copies of Plumber 's Helper. Fi·
That's all the more remarkable when you consider that Ap
na.lly, Publisher C tops them all with the claim that he shipped ple Galaxian hit at Christmastime instead of during the tradi
x/\2 copies of D ish Washer.
tionally slow spring sea.son and that Ga laxian hit during rela
None seems to be a.ware that shipping copies to stores is not tively prosperous times while Knight of Dia monds was intro
quite the same process as getting end users to take the cuddly duced in the midst of the slowest software market in the last
floppies home with them, even though it's that end user's dol eighteen months. Likewise, it's unheard of for programs other
lar that validates the publishers' efforts. Tha.t makes the pres than area.de games to break that rapidly.
ent circumstances of the Sir-tech clan most noteworthy.
The gentlemen of Sir-tech, from Father Sirotek to Robert
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Apple Ill
VlslCalc, Software Arts/ Dan Bricklln and Robert Frankston,
VisiCorp
Apple Writer III, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
Personal Filing System, John Page, Software Publishing
Corporation
Apple III Business Graphics, Apple Computer
Access III, Apple Computer
PFS: Report, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation
Word Juggler, Tim Gill, Quark Engineering
Great Plains Harcllsk Accounting Series, Great Plains
Software
Mail List Manager, Apple Computer
Apple Business Basic, Apple Computer

Business ID
VisiCalc, Software Arts/ Dan Bricklin and Robert Frankston,
VisiCorp
P ersonal Filing System, John Page, Software Publishing
Corporation
DB Master, Alpine Software/ Stanley Crane and Jerry
Macon; and Barney Stone , Stoncwa.rc
PFS: Report, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation
VislTrend/VlslP!ot, Micro Finance Systems/Mitch Kapor,
VisiCorp
BPI General Ledger, John Moss and Ken Dcbowcr, Apple
Computer
VlsiFl!e , Creative Computer Applications/ Colin Jameson
and Ben Herman, VisiCorp
Accounting Plus II, Software Dimensions, Systems Plus
General Manager, Brillig Systems/Paul Malachowski and
Kevin Cooper, On-Linc Systems
VersaForm, Joseph Landau, Applied Software Technology

Woodhead, a.re clean shaven. But if they were of the hairy per
suasion, they'd definitely be chuckling in their beards these
days because they not only shipped x/\3, nearly all those pack
ages found a home. They're now riding the crest of the hottest
software wave to come a.long since Ken and Roberta Williams
introduced hi-res adventures almost two years ago.
May saw the introduction of the second Wizardry scenario,
Knight of Diamonds; and it literally took the Apple market by
storm. Some stores had as many as fifty customers the first

Word Processors 10
Th is Last
Month Mon t h

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1. Apple Writer II, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
4. Magic Window, Gary Shannon and Bill Depew, Artsci
2. WordStar, MicroPro
3. SuperText II, Ed Zaron, Muse
Apple Speller, Sensible Software
Executive Secretary, John Riskcn, Sof/ Sys
EasyWriter, John Draper, Information Unlimited Software
Letter Perfect, LJK Enterprises
5. Word Handler, Eickman, Silicon Valley Systems
Goodspell, Henry G. Brown, Special Delivery Software,
Apple Computer
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The month of May was absolutely abominable for software
sales. The kindest word said by any dealer was, "We had sev
era.l good months in a. row, so I guess we shouldn't complain."
A combination of factors led to poor software showing. Good
spring weather in wintry climes had people outdoors rather
than a.t their computers. The difficult economic climate was
also a. major contributor.
All program genres suffered. Business system sales

Thi:s
l..HSl
M o nth M o nth

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

1. Castle Wol!ensteln, Silas Warner, Muse
2. Flight Simulator, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic
3. Sargon II, Dan and Kathe Spracklen, Hayden
AirSlm·l, Mind Systems
Southern Command, Roger Keating, Strategic Simulations

This Last
Month Month

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Strategy 5

Adventure 5

Third, entertainment software with tinges of artistic merit
held up better. In this category were Bruce Artwick's Night
Mission pinball game, Tony Suzuki's Star Blazer, a.nd Paul
Stephenson's Swashbuckler. Also falling here is Choplifter, the
stunning programming breakthrough by Dan Gorlin that en
tered the lists a.t number eleven although some of the nation
didn't receive it in May and much of the rest only got a. limited
supply.
There were only position changes in the Apple III software
list. The most noteworthy trend was the rise of Great Plains
from tenth to eighth. Their ha.rd-disk based accounting system
is now being praised as one of the relatively few programs that
sell systems. This is no trivial compliment when one considers
that the system has to include a. ha.rd disk.
Of course, VisiCalc III led sales of Apple III software, with
Apple Writer III a.nd PFS in second and third positions, re
spectively.
The Business Ten list got a. slightly new look with General
Manager from On-Line Systems and VersaForm from Ap
plied Software Technology edging onto the bottom rungs.
There were only minor position changes among the top eight
programs.
The Word Processing Five got doubled to reflect both the in
creased number of competitive word processors in the market
and the proofreading programs that a.re beginning to make
sales inroads. Apple Writer II continues to impress end users,
but the market is relatively quiet while a.waiting lhe delivery of
Screen Writer II from On-Line Systems.

2. Deadline, Infocom
3. Time Zone, Ken and Roberta Williams, On-Linc Systems
1. Kabul Spy, Tim Wilson, Sirius Software
Zork II, Infocom
Zork I, Infocom

apple! compatible?
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Month Month
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®

apple! compatible?

Fantasy 5

Knight of Diamonds, Andrew Greenberg and Robert
Woodhead, Sir-tech
1. Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert Woodhead,
Sir-tech
3. Apventure to Atlantis, Bob Clardy, Synergistic Software
2. Ultlma, Lord British, California Pacific
Crush, Crumble and Chomp, Automated Simulations

slowed, resulting in reduced sales of business software. Soft
ware to a.id home programmers dropped completely out of
sight. Users picked and chose among entertainment software
with some definite trends indicating conservatism in their
choices.
First, Infocom's series of text adventures held their own.
Apparently fueled by interest in Deadline and the increased ex
posure to the Zork series created by their introduction on the
IBM Personal Computer, Infocom's product line suffered the
lea.st from the downturn. Likewise, adventure fans were will
ing to shell out the $100 necessary for Time Zone, on the theory
that the value received ma.de the program a. bargain.
Second, area.de buyers went for the tried and true-mean
ing ea.t-'em-up games. Snack Attack retained third position in
the Top Thirty, Taxman rose to sixteenth, and Jawbreaker,
thought out of contention, resurfaced in a. tie for twenty-sixth.

• External trim adjustments to perfectly match the unit
to your appl ication and computer
•Self-centering on both axes (may be disabled)
•Two large pushbuttons
•Highest industrial quality components throughout
•Completely linear pure resistive circuit

Available at your dealer or order direct
.Uow 2 ...... tor Mtis.n-1

Te.u1~add5~ta•

All IMll order• Md 12.00 fof poel199 and lftaw•~
0..ler lnqv.,... lmtt.d

SI""""''""""""
1104 Sun11n1t Av,,.
Surw Nn 10G

Pl.mu TX 7!'>014

7G

PRODUCTS
P 0 BOX 2931

RICHARDSON TX 75080

21~ ·1218~1>H
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There appear to be as many as five thousand back orders
for ScreenWriter II, which in other days was known as Super
Script and then Superscribe. If On-Line can get those orders
filled during the latter part of June, they'll not only bring traf
fic and prosperity back to the retailer, they'll be giving Visi
Calc a real run for its money.
It should be noted during the introduction of proofreading
programs to the word processing list that, in the past, Good
Spell, Magic Words, The Dictionary, and Apple Speller all
would have made the list at various times. Apple Speller from
Sensible Software is currently capturing more than 150 percent
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10.
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1.
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3.
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HomelO

Home Accountant, Bob Schocnburg, Larry Grodin, and
Steve Pollack, Continental Software
MasterType, Bruce Zweig, Lightning Software
Data Capture 4.0, David Hughes and George McClelland,
Southeastern Software
Personal Finance Manager, Jeffrey Gold, Special Delivery
Software, Apple Computer
VisiTerm, Tom Keith, VisiCorp
ASCII Express, Bill Blue, Southwestern Data Systems
Typing Tutor, Image Producers, Microsoft
Financial Management System II, D. R. Jarvis,
Computerized Management Systems
Crossword Magic, Steve and Larry Sherman, L&S
Computcrwarc
Real Estate Analyzer, James Howard, Howard Software

Hobby ID

2. Bag of Tricks, Don Worth and Pieter Lechner, Quality
Software
1. Zoom Graflx, Dav Holle, Phoenix Software
The Complete Graphics System, Ma.rk Pclczarski, Penguin
Software
4. Utility City, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
6. DOS Boss, Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy, Beagle Bros
The Graphics Magician, Chris Jochumson, David Lubar, and
Mark Pclczarski, Penguin Software
Super Disk Copy III, Chuck Hartley, Sensible Software
Special Effects, Mark Pclczarksi, Penguin Software
8. DOS 3.3, Apple Computer
Locksmith 4.0, Omega Microwarc
Alpha Plot, Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy, Beagle Bros

of the total market for proofreading programs and appears to
have a solid grip on the market.
One other item of note about the word processor market
wa.s the reappearance of PIE. Last year, Apple PIE domi
nated southern California. word processing and was making in
' roa.ds a.cross the nation when the closure of Programma and
the decision to upgrade the product caused it to be yanked
from the market. The revised product, brought out by Hayden
under the name PIE Writer, is just coming into general distri
bution and is already making its mark.
The Hobby Ten market was truly a depressed area during
May. Bag of Tricks from Quality wrested the lead from Phoe
nix's Zoom Grafur. Apple owners again showed a definite pref
erence in product in this area during tight-money times. Utili
ties from Beagle Bros and graphics packages from Penguin
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practically own this segment of the market.
H o m e A cc ountant continued as the unchallenged leader of
the Home Ten list, although its sales tailed off considerably
from the previous .month, when it had risen to second on the
Top Thirty. Nevertheless, it has a comfortable lead over its
competition in the home finance field.
Ma sterType continues to widen its lead over Typing Tutor,
and Data Capture 4. O continues well in front of the other com
munications packages. A total newcomer to the Home Ten list
was Crossword Magic, from L&S Computerware, another
product that seemed to hold up better in the depressed market.
All the specialty entertainment lists saw some shake-up. Of
course, Knight of Diamonds went to the head of the Fantasy
Apple-franchised retail stores representing approximately 6.8 percent of
a. II sales of Apples and Apple-related products volunteered to participate In
the poll.
Respondents were eonta.eted early In June to a.seerta.ln their sales lead
ers for the month of May.
The only criterion for inclusion on the list was number of sales ma.de
sueh other criteria. as quality of product, profitability to the computer
retailer, and persona.I preference of the Individual respondents were not
considered.
Respondents in June represented every geographical area. of the contl
nenta.l United States.
Results of the responses were tabulated using a formula that resulted In
the index number to the left of the program name In the Top Thirty listing.
The index number is an arbitrary measure of relative strength of the pro
grams listed. Index numbers a.re correlative only for the month In which they
are printed: readers ea.nnot assume that an Index rating of :IO In one month
represents equivalent sales to an index number of ~O In another month.
Probability of statistical error is plus-or-minus 4.1 percent, which trans
lates roughly into the theoretical possibility of a. change of 3.17 points, plus or
minus, in any index number.

Five class with Wizardry dropping to second. Apventure to At
lantis held on to third with Ultima talling off to fourth. Crush,
Crumble and Chomp from Automated Simulations was fifth.
Among adventure games, Deadline accomplished what
most observers believed was the impossible: A text adventure
outsold the leading graphics adventure. Kabul Spy, last
month's leader, dropped to third; Time Zone rose to second.
Castle Wolfenstein continues to dominate the Strategy Five
listing with Flight Simulator second and Sargon II third. Flight
Simulator, for the first time, appears to have a challenger. Air
Sim-1, another piloting simulation, made fourth. Rendezvous,
a space simulation from EduWare, is also making a concerted
run in the marketplace.
But right now the market belongs to Sir-tech; they're sell
ing what they're shipping and that's an example a lot of other
publishers would love to follow.
::m

The Top Thirty
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40.18
12. 19. 30.65
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26.78
12. 26.78
15. 11. 26.49
16. 20 . 25.30
17.
23.21
18. 17. 22.02
19.

13. 19.94

20.

24.

19.64

21. 17.
22. 15.
23.

19.34
18,15
17.86

24. 25.

17.26

25. 25.
26.

16.96
16.39
16.39
28. 13. 15.77
15.48
29 .
30.

14.58

VlslCalc, Software Arts/Dan Brlcklin and Robert
Frankston, VisiCorp
Knight of Diamonds, Andrew Greenberg and Robert
Woodhead, Sir-tech
Snack Attack, Dan Illowsky, DataMost
Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert
Woodhead, Sir-tech
A2-PB1 Pinball: Night Mission, Bruce Artwlck,
SubLogic
Star Blazer, Tony Suzuki, Brodcrbund Software
Personal Filing System, John Page, Software
Publishing Corporation
DB Master, Alpine Software/Stanley Crane and
Jerry Ma.con; and Barney Stone, Stoneware
Apple Writer II, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
Home Accountant, Bob Schocnburg, Larry Grodin,
and Steve Pollack, Continental Software
Chopllfter, Dan Gorlin , Brodcrbund Software
Swashbuckler, Paul Stephenson, DataMost
Cannonball Blitz, Olaf Lubeck, On-Linc Systems
PFS: Report, John Page, Software Publishing
Corporation
Castle Wolfcnsteln, Silas Warner, Muse
Taxman, Brian Fitzgerald, H.A.L. Labs
Deadline, Infocom
Bag of Tricks, Don Worth and Pieter Lechner,
Quality Software
VlslTrend/VlslPlot, Micro Finance Systems/Mitch
Kapor, VisiCorp
David's Midnight Magic, David Snider, Brod,e rbund
Software
MasterType, Bruce Zweig, Lightning Software
Apple Panic, Ben Serki, Broderbund Software
Time Zone, Roberta and Ken Williams, On-Line
Systems
BPI General Ledger, John Moss and Ken Debower,
Apple Computer
Kabul Spy, Tim Wilson, Sirius Software
Zork II, Infocom
Jawbreaker, Olaf Lubeck, On-Line Systems
Zoom Grafix, Dav Holle, Phoenix Software
Magic Window, Gary Shannon and Bill Depew,
Artsci
Data Capture 4.0, David Hughes and George
McClelland, Southeastern Software
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